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ABSTRACT
The accompanying dissertation presents a synthesis of Toltec
history based on new materials

includi~

2:!!.

situ inscriptions, Mixtec

historical codices, a.TJ.d central hiJ1;hland redacted texts that have not
he:;:,etofore been applied to Tol tec studies.

In addition, the tredi tional

sources have been reexamined in liJ1;ht of these new materials.

After

considering research methods and methodolop,y this dissertation examines
personal and place-name. . . naming systenls !tiven by the Mixtec codices and

2:.!! ~

inscriptions.

In addition, a study of the semiotics of f<\eso-

american authority and power is carried out.
The Mixtec central hiJ1;hland and Maya chronologies are examined
and a trial Toltec chronology is presented.

The Toltec dynastic se-

quence is discussed in terms of its most likely "placement in the trial
chronology.

This presentation serves to introduce the reader to the

various ruler lists and their interpretation.
The bulk of the dissertation 'Presents a period by period expository history of the Tol tecs.

First the dissertation undertakes the

study of Mixtec and Tol tec origins and emphasizes the War of Heaven and
the pro-Tula history of the cent:;:,al hie;hlands.

Next, Tol tec expansion

during the reigns of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw 2.!ld 4 Jaguar is examined.

After

this the reigns and history of Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl are discussed.
This discussion emphasizes the role of Chichen Itza and southern Mesoamerica in Tol tec history.

Then the dissertation examines the reigns

xi
of the last Tc;ltec kings, 'the Toltec collapse and the rise of postToltec-Chichimec dynasts.

Finally a processual model emphasizing

hierarchy theory is applied to the problem of collapsing civilizations ..

In wri ting this dissertation I have made use of most probable best fit
scenarios.

Such models are often created through employing repeated

retroductive testing of multiple hypotheses, but in the long run inductive processes predominate.

Hence this thesis is directed toward

historical critical rather than processual analysis.

In a hopefully

best sense this dissertation, although based on historical critical
paradigms, is intended as a humanistic as well as a scientiiic endeavor.

CHAPTER 1
THE HISTORIANS' TASK

Introduction
Til.e purpose of this dissertation is to provide a viable historical.
period..

chrono1o~

and historical synthesis of the Mesoamerican Tol tec

The Aztec period, ca .. 1370-1520, is relatively well known

historically (Davies 1973; Brundage 1973)..

However, the earlier Chi-

chimec period, 1250-1370, and Toltec period, 920-1250, are very poorly
understood.

For many years archaeologists have somewhat blindly

accepted the partially unpublished historical analyses of Jimenez-Moreno
when correlating archaeological. data with historical events.

Recently,

Davies (1978) has presented a major synthesis of the Toltee historical
material.

Unfortunately, Davies (1978:464) was unab1e to provide work-

able historical reconstructions for the period 920-1150..

Further, his

historical. reconstructions for the period 1150-1250 (Davies 1978::;46414) are based on what I believe to be a misinterpretation of the evidence.

Both Davies and Jimenez-Moreno primarily have employed 16th and

17th century European script texts to reconstruct Toltec history.

That

is, neither scholar has made more than minimal use of the pre-Golwnbian
manuscripts that record a wealth of Toltec period information (Davies
1978; Jimenez-Moreno 1966).

Further, Jimenez-Moreno and Davies have

rarely exploited contemporary inscriptions from major Toltec centers

such as Xochica1.co, Tul.a and Chichen Itza.

'Hence t there exists a large

body of primary source material. that has not been mined for Toltec history at a time when a viable historical synthesis of the Toltec period
would benefit an increasing number of archaeologists.
When provided with a viable history of the period .... ith which

they are working, archaeologists clearly can do many things that they
cannot do ",ithout that history.

In particular, historical syntheses

combined ....ith archaeological data offer much more solid chronologies
than does either body of data in isolation.

Further, historical. recon-

structions make possible processual studies that are much more finely'
tuned than such studies carried out in an historical vacuum.

There is,

then, both a major body of data heretofore not consulted for Toltec
period historical synthesis, and a clear need for such a synthesis.
Wri tins History
The question arises, how does one approach the writing of an
historical synthesis of the Toltec period?

First, it is necessary to

eschew questions of a processual. nature, or at least to relegate them
to second place.

Otherwise t i t is possible to become lost in argumen-

tation about process.

This does not mean that one must be blind to

political. processes or to macroeconomics, both of which are tightl.y
bound up with any written history.

Nevertheless, the history must come

first ..
Before we can deai with the problems of research design and
research methods, it is necess2..."7 to determine just who and what the
Toltecs were.
scholars:

The following "factsll are generally agreed upon by

1.

The historical Tol.tec period is isomorphic 'With the Earl,. Post-

cl..assic period or the Second Intermediate 1 and 2 periods (Feldman n.d.;
Sanders, Parsons and Santl.ey 1979; Davies 19'78; Diehl and Benfer 1975).
These periods can be dated in absolute time to ca. 800-1200 .( Cobean

1978; Sanders et al. 1979).
2.

During the Toltec period, a large though not necessarily pan-

Mesoamerican empire crystallized, expanded and collapsed.

'This empire

was based on large-scale militarism and macroeconomic expansion (Cobean

1978; Acosta 1956-1957, 1957; Jimenez-Moreno 1956).
3.

The capital. of the Ta1tec Empire was located at TIlla, Hidalgo

(Jim=-....ez-Mcreno 1953; Cobean 1978; Diehl and Benfer 1975).

However,

Tula may have shared power with Chichen Ita, Yucatan and poseibly
other as :ret unidentified capital.s.
For our purposes, the Toltecs probably ean be perceived best as
Early Poatclassic militarists

1:11-.0

dominated at least part of Mesoamerica

for an as yet to be determined period between the fall of Teotihuacan
ca. 880 and the rise of the Aztec state ca. 1370.

The Toltecs appear

to have been composed of specific dynasties which ruled at a number of
Tol tee capitals including TIlla, Hidalgo; Cho1ula, Pueb1a; Tollan,
Veracruz; and Cbichen Itza, Yucatan.
Reeearch Design and Methods
Induction and Deduction
The historian's task is unashamedly inductive.

In general,

(s)he attempts to find best fit model.s that account for al.l. or most of
his/her data.

However, in tbe performance of bis/her task, the

historian normally carries out repeated retroductive cognitive operations in which a best fit model is constructed and repeatedly modified
through the introduction of new data.

This kind of operation is best

carried out when several. aJ.ternative good fit modele are mutual.l.y tested
by the introduction of new data until a single model remains unchallenged.

Very often, this process is accompanied by the creation of new

models as new data suggest large-scale modification of previously held
ideas.

In general this process involves the generation of hypotheses

that choose between or among several good fit models.

Hence, in a very

real sense the historian's task involves the application of a repetitive
retrodoctive strategy of analysis.
For example t consider a ai tuation in which there are two good
fit models that seek to account for a perceived set of phenomena.

As

described below, pre-Columbian painted texts allpear to read very much
like a modern comic book..

MOst verbs are ideographic, while nouns are

given as sememes, that is, as units of meaning.
Spanish-Nahua or ot..1:Ler

glosses~

By using English or

it is possible to at least partially

read pre-Columbian printed texts in English or pidgin Spanish-Nahua or
some other natural. or contrived language.

T"his observation naturally

leads to the development of what I call the multilingual hypothesis ..
That is, it is possible to hypothesize that the pre-Columbian painted
texts were readable in more than one language.

For example, if is

po~

sible to argue that a Nabua speaker and a Mixtec speaker could read a
pre-Columbian painted text with equal facility.

This hypothesis auto-

matically suggests its converse, that pre-Golumbian painted texts were
painted in a natural. language such as Mixtec or nahua.

A superficial.

cO!Il.parison of Aztec (Nahua) or Mixtec pre-Columbian painted tests demonstrates that most verbs and interaction portrayals are the same.
observation strongly supports the multilingual hypothesis.

This

The fact

that most nouns are sememes also supports the multilingual. hypothesis o
However, it is easily demonstratable that some nouns are specifically Mixtec or Nahua.

For example, the depiction of a torch against

the face or eye, which can be glossed as the burnt face glyger, reads
"Foreign Nahuatl Speaker" in Mixtec.

Hence, there are at least some and

possibly many 'specifically "Mixtec" words in Mixtec painted texts.
another example, consider the use of homonyms.

As

Place of Moon, "Yoo" in

the Mixtec painted texts is almost always portrayed as "Place of Moon
and Reeds."

Reed and moon are homonyms in Mixtec but not in Nahua (or

English) (Smith 1973:6B-69).

These data, which could be mu1tipled by

numerous other examples, forced me to abandon the very attractive multilingual. hypothesis.

However, this abandonment did not mean b1inu

acceptance of its converse.

Instead it is necessary to realize that

while some nouns are language specific, a Nahua speaker (European script
writer) could get a great deal. more out of a Mixtec painted text than
he could out of a Mixtec European script text.

Indeed, as we shall see

below, at least one major Nahua speaking and writing Mesoamerican historian, Ixtlilxochitl (Chevaro 1891) appears to have occasionally cited
Mixtec painted texts.

This has resulted in Ixtlilxochitl's misinter-

preting important data.
In summary 1 the multilingual hypothesis, while supported by
some texts, was refuted by others.

This situation led to the develop-

ment of a new hypothesis which now is solidified into theory.

This

hypothesis suggests that verbs and action portrayals are basically mul_
tilingual, while many though not all nouns are language specific.

To

succeed in his/her tasks, the historian must repeatedly text multiple
hypotheses, and must always be willing to introduce new or compromise
hypotheses.

Such hypotheses or best fit models must be subjected to

ongoing testing.
Source and Form Criticism
The historian is particularly concerned with internal consistency; that iS t an internally con.sistent structural argument is often
tbehist:orian's best argurr,ent.

The most important analysis performed

by the historian is that associated with source and form criticism
(Alcock 1971; Henige 1974j D. Kel1ey, personal communication 1978).
This type of investigation also is known as historiographic analysis
(Davies 1977, 1980).

Source and form criticism is not a single method.

Rather it is a methodology, that iS t a logic of method which involves
the simultaneous appl.ication of a cluster of methods to a !ti.ven problem
(Alcock 19?1:1-20j.

Source and form criticism is 'based 0::1 a ::1u..-nbar of

rules regarding the way in which the historian looks at texts and their
underlying SO'l1I'ces.
Sources and Texts
A text is as useful as its sources.

The difference between

texts and sources is subtle, but this difference allows scholars to
scrutinize the relative merits of texts that bear upon an historical
problem.

In essence, source criticism aoal.yzes material that otherwise

exhibits the nature of a black box.

7
For example, a given text may be a 16th century copy of ,e, 14th

century document based on 11th century oral. traditions.

In this case,

the 14th century document is the source of the 16th century text.

In

turn, the 11th century oral traditions are the source of the 14th century document.

In Mesoamerican studies there exists a codex, the

Columbine-Becker 1 (Caso 1966; Nowotny 1%1), that exhibits fa1sified
European script glosses as well as erasures (Smith 1966).

These changes

represent sources in addition to whatever sources led to the original
painting of the codex.
The Mixtec and Aztec painted texts and the central highland
European script texts cannot be considered sources, though in practice
they are usually so considered.

This is a kind of b1ack box situation

where texts the::selves are manipulated as though they are authorities.
Source criticisms consist of discovery procedures aimed at determining
the nature of texts and of their underlying sources.

We can define

sources as the m02t primitive elements underlying a text that can be
identified through textual criticism.
Textual Criticism
Alcock (19'71), Jimenez41oreno (1953, 1966, personal. communication 1978) and D. Kelley (persona1 communication 1.978) have stressed
several principles that should be an integral part of textual critical.
methods.

The following discussion represents an essential agreement

between Kelley and myself about the nature and order of importance of
such textual critical principles.

However, it should be pointed out

that in any undertaking involving textual criticism, it is necessary

for the critic to depend on the simultaneous application of a combination of several such principles.
The first principle to be considered is that local sources are
to be preferred over non-local sources for local history.

For example,

Ixtlilxochitl (Chevaro 1891) viewed Valley of Mexico pOlitical history
from the standpoint of Texcoco and Coatlinchan.

Therefore,

~

things being equal, Ixtlilxochitl's version of Texcocan history shculd
be preferred to versions of non-local texts.
There is, however, a reverse corollary associated with the above
rule.

Local sources are more apt to include biases about locel history

than are non-local sources.

For example, Don Pablo Nazareo (Paso y

Troncoso ffids.J 1940:89-129), an otherwise extremely useful local
source for Xaltocan, attributes a huge empire to Xaltocan for the Late
Aztec period, even though othZ'\" sources (Davies 1980:230-235; Valazquez
1945:25-26) clearly indicate that Xaltocan controlled only its immediate environs during this period.

However t Nazareo' s empire can be

associated with Xaltocan's early post-Toltec period when that city
briefly administered Tula's remnant empire.

In this ;::ase, Nazareo

clearly was promoting Xaltocan's prestigious past in an attempt to
impress his audience, including the Spanish king.
The second principle which must be applied as a part of a viable
textual critical method is that all other things being equal, earlier
sOUrces sho'!lJ..d be preferred to later sources.

This does not mean that

the earliest texts necessarily should be selected over later texts.
For example. a faithful 16th century copy of a 14th century source is to
bG f;;.;.";,;:::-ed over a highly modified and "modernized" 15th century copy of

that source.

It is the date of .the underlying source and the relation_

ships of the available texts to that source that are important.

For

example, the Codex Xolotl (Dibble 1951) appears to be a faithful late
16th century copy of an early 15th century painted text.

This late

16th century copy is to be preferred to the late 15th-early 16th century sources u...derlying the Annals of Cuauhtitlan (Valazquez 19'+5)
which was written down in 1570.
A textual copy is only as good as the copyist 1 s or
treatment of the underlying source or sources.

Scribal error occurs

whenever the copyist erroneously records a date, a verbal, a proper
noun or other tag.

Alterations due to copyist error also include inter-

polation of new material by the copyist, which is itself a minisource.
Interpolation happens when a copyist inserts new material into his text
or when the copyist deliberately alters the meaning of his text to conform with w'hat he believes to be new and more accurate information ..
This kind of change also transpires in response to possible political
and propaganda needs of a copyiste
The third principle to be considered states that a comprehensive, reliable text, that is, a. comprehensive text that has been subject to repeated validation, is to be preferred to a limited and linear,
that is, nonsynthetic text.

It is much more difficult to alter or edit

a synthetic document where editing may affect several ....holistic relationships than it is to change a nonsyntbetic text..

For this reason,

a synthetic regional history like the Codex Bodley (Caso 1960) is to be
favored over the contentually limited Codex Seldon A-ll (Caso 1964) ..
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The next principle to be considered involves the presence or
absence of circumstantial. detail..

tured.

This kind of detail can be manufac-

However, in most cases, circumstantial detail enhances the

probab1e historicity of a text.

For example, the Codex Xolotl (Dibble

1951: plates 1 and 2) and the Annals of Cuauhtitlan (Valazquez 1945:11-

12) report different traditions about the Toltec emperors, 10 Flower

and Nauyotzin.

The Annals of Cuauhtitlan (Valazquez 1945:11-12) state

merely that 10 Flower and Nauyotzin were IIToltec lords," that is, lords
of Tula.

In contrast, the Codex Xolotl (Dibbl.e 1951:II) places 10

flower at Cuauhquechollan, states that he was
.s..nd traces his f8lllil.y to its 'lilla origin.

~

of that city,

Nauyotzin's origins are dis-

cussed in similar detail. (Dibbl.e 1951: I g1.osses)..

This p!"esence of

circumstantial detail makes the Xolotl version of 10 Flower's and
Nauyotzin's histories preferable to the Annals of Cuauhtitlan version.
The fifth principl.e of textual criticiSM states that derivative
texts can never be used to verify primary sources.

For example, Veytia ' s

(1944) version of Toltec history cannot be nsed to verify IxtliJ.xochitl's,
upon which it is almost wholly based_, nor can Ixt1ilxochi tl be employed
to verify the Codex Xolotl.

However, it is important to distinguish

between the parroting of Text A by Text B, and the use of both Text A.
and additional lOst sources by Text B.

For example, Torquernada (Leon-

Portilla 1975:80-81) appears to be quoting the Xolotl when he states
that the emperor, Xiutemol and his family derived from Tlazallan.

How-

ever, the Xolotl (Dibble 1951:plate 1 glosses) states that XiutemoJ.ts
son was Nauyotzin, while Torquemada (Leon-Portilla 1975:80-81) r,ives
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Xiutemol a different son.

This suggests that Torquemada may have had

access to a now lost source in addi tiOD to the Codex Xolotl.

The last principle to be considered states that texts can be
relied upon only for information available or of interest to the culture
responsible for the text..

In addition, only information which could

have been recorded with then existing techniques should be accepted ..

For example, one should not rely on Aztec texts describing the Spanish

conquest for details of Spanish administrative structure.

Also, some

Nahuatl dictionaries give the Nahuatl name for the plBllet, Uranus.

This

knowledge could not have existed in pre-Columbian times because Nahuatl
astronomy probably was limited to naked eye observations.
These principles can be broadly applied to many circumstances

of textual criticism, that is, to criticism of all types of texts.

How..

ever, there is another class of principles that directly apply to the
historian's consideration of dynasts and dynasties.

Since such con-

siderations are a principal focus of this inquiry, it is necessary that
we consider in some depth the problems involved in dealing with dynastic
history.
Dynastic Texts
Henige (1974) probably provides the best extant discussion of
the problems er-countered in deaJ.ing with dynasties and dynastic 1ists.
He purports to be dealing with oral tradition.

However, the vast

majori ty of his data derive from Umi ted wri tten tradition.

'fhat is,

most of the dynasties which he considers are associated with societies
exhibiting an elite but not a general written tradition.

Elite written

traditions are far more subtle and long 1ived than oral tl"adi tiona, and
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are much more likely to be reasonably correct over long periods of time.
This probably mee.na that Henige's analyses of ora2 tradition are overly

critical of elite written tradition, and err on the side of disbelief ..
Nevertheless, Henige provides an important framework for the analysis
of elite written tradition.
The first problem with which Renige deals "involves what he ca.l1s

"synchronismsll (Henige 1974:17-26).

A synchronism is a situation in

which one source supports another.

For example, Dynasty A may be well.

known and well docume:!ted, while Dynasty B exhibits only limited documentation~

A synchroniam occurs if the Dynasty B source states that a

ruler of Dynasty B ruled during the reign of a known ruler of Dynasty

A.

This synchronism acts as a. check on the chronology of Dy"....asty

B~

The most important synchronisms in the Mesoamerican data involve down-the-line intermarriages between dynasts.

For example, the

dynasty of Tilantongo is the best documented dynasty in the Mixtec
painted texts.

Repeated intermarriages between the dynasty of Tilan-

tongo and the dynasty of Tula al10w the historian to create a we11
dated generational chronology for the dynasty of Tula, which has no
dates associated with it.

Similarly, Late Postclassic intermarriages

between the dynasty of Tilantongo and the dymosty of Jaltepec permit
the creation of an absolute chronology for t.he last 150 years of Hixtec
history.

In this case, the abso1ute dates for the rulers of Jaltepec

help calibrate the Tilantongo chronology.

A large-scale network of

such interconnected dynasties such as that given in the Codex Xo1otl
(Dibble 1951) fosters the simultaneous creation of tightly calibrated
chronologies for al1 of the associated dynasties.

Very often, the
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scholar can test an absolute date given for a particular dynast by de-

termining whether or not the absoJ.ute date £i ts the generationaJJ.y determined chrono1ogy.

Hence, synchronism is probably the single most

useful tool. available to the student of dynasties and dynastic history.

Fenige points out that some synchronisms are manufactured
(Henige 1974:19).
ganda purposes.

That is, a synchronism rnay be introduced for propaDynasts inay introduce such synchronisms to justify

their claims to legitimization.

This is particularly true of spuriously

claimed marriages where a peripheral dynasty may claim intermarriage

with a higher status central. dynasty.

detect this kind of manufactured data.
sitism (Henige 1974:51-55, 38-42).

It is not always possible to

SUch claims may involve para-

This occurs ....hen a given dynasty

extends its lineage backwards through an alleged connectio:l to a higher
status and/or mythical dynasty.
For example, the first dynasty of Tilantongo is said by the
Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso l%O;iv) to be linked through women to the
possibly mythical first dynasty of Cacaxtla.
of Tilantongo is "extendedtl backward tbrough a

In this 'Way, the dynasty
po~sibly

mythical. Toltec

dynasty to ca. 650, that is, back to the Teotihuacan period.

In this

case it is difficult to determine whether the parasitism reveals an
authentic or a manufactured tradition.
Next, consider the problem of telescoping (Henige 1974:27-38).
Telescoping occurs when some members of a dynasty are omitted.

Typi-

cal1y, a telescoped dynasty includes founder figures and the last four
to six members of the dynasty.

Te1escaping typically pertains to si tu_

ations in which kinship is the primary means of reckoning relationships I

and is present much mOre often in oral than in elite written traditions.
Telescoping rarely occurs in the Mesoamerican data.
Munos Camargo (1947:69ff.) gives three dynastic Usts for the
dynasty of Ocoti tlan and Tlaxcala.

Two of these lists clearly appear

to be telescoped ....hen compared to the third list.

In this case. the

founder figure is present in each list, and can be directly associated
with synchronisms making him correspond in generation to his position
in the unteleacoped king list.
Now consider generation slippage.

This occurs when ancillary

persons like brothers, mothers and wives are shifted into an earlier or
later generation.

A key example of generation slippage is found in

Fuentez y Guzman (1932-1933) and the Codex XoloU (Dibble 1951:I).
Fuentez y Guzman (1932-1933) makes Oce1oxochitzin the wife of the Toltec
emperor!! Axopal and the mother of the Toltec emperor, Xiutemol.

This

text states that Oceloxochitzin's Bon, Acxocuauhtli, was a brother of
Xiutemol.

In the Codex Xolotl (Dibble 1951:I). Oceloxochit'Zin is

designated the wife of Xiutemol, while in the Amlals of Cuauhtitlan
(Valazquez 194-5:16), Acxocuauhtli is said to have been the brother of
Nauyotzin (son of Xiutemol).

Clearly, Oceloxochitzin and Acxocuau..i.tl.i

have slipped a generation, though it is difficult to tell. in which
direction the sl.ippage has occurred.

Generation slippage is a re1a-

tively common occurrence.
The next problem with which we shall deal involves artificial.
lengthening of a dynasty (Henige 1974:38-42).

There are several pro-

cesses that can be associated with artificial. lengthening.

The first

of these involves the conversion of contemporary rulers into successi"'!e
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rulers (ReDige 191'+:42-46).

It is rel.atively cOIIIIIOn for dynastic his-

torians to turn contemporary contenders into successive rulers.

How-

ever, I have not been abl.e to detect this process at work in the Mesoamerican data, though probably there are hidden examples.
There are clear examples of the placement of coutemporary dynastic

lists end-to-end. As we shall see in the section

OD.

chronology',

Ixtl11xochitl may have cemented the contemporary Toltee Chichimec and
Tula king l.ista into a single dynasty.

That is, instead of two or

three partial. king l.iats extending over one to three generations,
Ixtli1.xochitl reported what may be a composit king list extending over
Dine generations.

However, other data, including synchronisms and

marriage alliance information also given by IxtlUxochitl (ChaTero 1891:
30), have permitted an al.ternate interpretation of his king lists.
A second process associated with the artificial. extension of
dynastic lists is that involving the use of spuri~8 (Henige 197'+: 4648).

Spurinyms, that is, eponyms, toponyms and patrinyms, are orten

introduced into dynastic lists, particularly at the beginning of dynasties.

Hence, the names of events, topography, animals and gods may

be appended to a king list.
written tradition.

This is more cemmon in oral than in elite

Nenrthel.ess, there are a l.arge number of spurinyms

occurring at the beginning of the Assyrian king 1.ists (Henige 1974:1.92),
whil.e the putative founders of the various dynasties of Gwynedd are
christened after toponyms (Henige 1974:47).

Alse, Inca sources name

the l.ast king of Quito, Ecuador as Quito (Gareilaso de 1a Vega 1961).
The best exampl.e of this process in the Mesoamerican data invol.ves the
dynasty of Caeaxtla, whose first four or five dynasts exhibit the same
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day-names as patron gods..

Also, the Palenque dynasty exhibits a set of

early kings whose seC!uence of names is a mirror image of the l.ater, historical sequence (L. Schele, personal communication 1978).

It is not

entirely clear that the earlier mirror-imaged names represent

spurin~.e ..

However, I believe that there is a great likelihood that this is so.
The presence of gods as founder figures can be c1aesed as a
spurinym associated phenomenon.

However, this phenomenon usa can be

classed as euhemerism (Renige 1974;48-49).

This is the belief that

mythological events and persons were historical.

Euhemerism can be

used to lengthen dynastic lists or to relate sociopolitical and socioreligious entities.

There are many examples of euhemerism in the }!eso-

american data, the most well known of which may have been the association of the Aztec god, Huitzilopocht1i ....ith Hiitzilome, the first
traditional trail chief of the Aztecs (Brotherston 1974:155--166).

The

dynasty of Caeaxtla illustrates the process of euhemerism in that the
first four or five members of the dynasty may have been gods.
Dynasties also can be legitimized by extending reigns of individuals to patriarchal length (Renige 1974:49-51).

Henige believes

that as a rule of thumb, rulers exhibiting patriarchal. reigns should be
considered mythical.

In Mesoamerica the most flagrant example of this

process is to be found in IxtlUxochitl (Chavero 1891:100), who allots
patriarchal raigns to the early members of the dynasty of

Xolot~.

How-

ever, there is a great deal of circumstantial evidence that such kings
as Xolotl and Nopaltzin were historical despite Ixtlilxolotl's assign-

ment of patriarchal reign lengths to them.
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The most common way in which dynasties are lengthened is to
extend the IIson of" appellation to large numbers of sequent ru1.ers

(Henige 1974:71-94).

Henige points out that cross-culturally, where

good controls are avail.able, no more than ten sequent SODS can be shown
to have followed their fathers (Henige 1974:71-72).

There are matlY

purported genealogies in the Mesoamerican data which extend father-sOll
relationships from 15 to 20 generations (Caso 1977: 231.-239).

From

cross-cul.tural evidence, most of these statements of father-son succession must be accepted as spurious.

It is probable that most of these

cases invo1.ve regnal lists rather than dynastic succession.

Virtually

all of the Coixtlahuaca Documents (Case 1917:231-239) can be coosidered

exampl.es of regnal lists that have been turl3ed into genealogies.
Historicity of Texts
It is possible to test the historicity of the Tilantongo and.
Tula dynastic lists by determining whether or not there are non-fatherson ideosyncratic successions in these dynasties.

Tilantongo twice includes statements of' desce::.t

The first dynasty of

t~.:.gh

\IOmen (Caso

1960:iv, p. 29), and the longest father-son succession sequence is six

generations (Case 1960: plates, 4.5,6).

The second dynasty of TUan-

tonga involves four sequent father-son generations, followed by the
succession of two brothers, followed by a sequence of five father-SOD
succel:Osions (Caso 1960:rlii-xvii, pp. 4-2-46).

The third dynasty of

TUantongo includes both regents and collateral. succession, and con-

tains no more than four sequent father-son successioDS (Case 1960:xviii-

xx, pp. 47-50).

The first dynasty of Tu1a involves a maximum of four sequent
father-son successions (Caso 1960:p1ates 11-12, pp. 41-42).

The second

dynasty of Tula (Caso 196o:xiii-xiv, pp. 42-43; Chavero 1891:35) gives
tvo certain father-son successions, followed by a grandson through the
femal.e line, followed by two possible father-son successions.
This evidence suggests that both the lines of Tilantongo and
those of Tula exhibit historical rather than an artificial pattern of
succession.

This test goes a long way toward establishing the histor-

icity of the Tilantongo and Tula lines, and gives the historian the
confidence to construct historical scenarios based on the data in the
painted texts, in this case, the Codex Bodley Obverse.
This completes my discussion of Henige' s consideration of
dynasts and dynasties.
data.

:in general., Henige is overly critical of his

I contend that one must approach written ane even oral dynastic

traditions with a certain suspension of disbelief.

This is particu-

larly true for elite written traditions, which Henige does not distinguish from oral traditions.

The Mesoamerican data are

h.:~sed

primarily on elite written traditions, even when this written tradition
is explicated through oral interpretations., as

~hen

for example, old

men infor1'!lants orally interpret pre-Columbian painted texts for Europeantrained historians.

However, suspension of disbelief does not mean

uncritioal acceptance.

Both written and oral derived texts are subject

to many kinds of modifications.
Falsification of Evidence
A colleague recently remarked, "Dynasts al....ays lie .. "

This

statement rf;presents the cynicism ..,i th ....hich many archaeologists regard
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history_

Dynasts do not always lie, but they lie a lot.

Dynasts use

history to legitomize themselves to themselves, their. peers and their
peoples.

Hence, it is possible to argue that the principal function of

history in early dynastic contexts is legitimization, and concomitantly,
justification for past, present and intended future behavior.
The principal audience for dynastic history in early dynastic

times was composed of elites.

These elites, consisting of the families

of the dynasts themselves as 'WeU as other dynasts and associRted
priesthoods, typically attended elite schools, often associated with a
palace or temple, where they learned history as a formal course or subject (Dibble 1951).

In Mesoamerica history, along with ast!"onolllY,

music and poetry, was a pristine science (Gillmor 1949).

Mesoamerican

historical teaching involved presentation to the student of painted
texts and associated oral recitations.

Very often the painted texts

served as mnemonic devices for formally memorized and fuller oral recitations, including memorized conversations, poetry and descriptions.
Thus the painted texts served as part, albeit the most important part,
of a more comprehensive science of history ..
In some cases, for example, the Mixtec painted histories (Ca60
1960), painted historical.

i~formation

was very complex.

In other cases i

for example, Aztec migration narratives,painted material served primarily as a mnemonic device for fuller, memorized oral recitations.

In

many cases, the elders of a town were trained to read town history by
codex painter specialists and other elders.

These

el=;:;~Q

;""".i:e taught

to interpret the painted material, and they could Dot necessarily read
the histories of other towns.

Formal reading courses were probably
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limited to the elite temple and palace schools, and the abi1ity to
~enerally

read painted texts probably was limited to the pupils of these

schools, including codex painters, bureaucrats, priests and dynasts.
propaganda probably was directed toward a reading public com-

posed both of dynast families and village elders.

Distortion could take

place through omission, alteration and addition of painted textual

material.

Probably the most common method of distortion was omission.

For example, Mixtee painted manuscripts dealing with the Late Postclassic period almost invariab1.y omit conquests of Mixtec ei ty-states
by the Aztecs and by the Spanish (Nuttall 1902; Caso 1964).

The Codex

Selden A.-U, a history of Jaltepec, Oaxa.ca (Caso 1964) reports both
conquests by and conquests of Jaltepec.
by other Mixtec city-states.

These conquests are invariably

It is probable that the Aztec conC1.uest of

Jal.tepee as well as the subsequent Spanish conquest were not culturally
meaningful to the Jal tepee dynasts.

Such conquests probably did not

affect the legitimization needs of the Jaltepec dynasts.
In contrast, in the Lienzo of Tlapiltepec (Caso 1961b), intermarriages between Mixtec and Tenochtitlan royal families are described.
Clearly, a positive value was placed on marriages between the Tenochtitlan royal family and M:ix:tec dynasts, whereas conquests by Tenochititlan
probably had a negative or neutral. value to Mixtec dynasts.
Alterations of documents are more difficult to define..

Altera-

tion and addition of new information can probably best be described as
a single process.

There is one possible alteration that is of con-

siderable importance to the interpretation of 8 Deer Jaguar Cla",! s
viography.

His "coronation" by the Toltec emperor, 4 Jaguar, is placed
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in the year 7 House, day 1 Wind by the Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 1960:
ix) and the Codex Nuttal.l Reverse (Nuttall 1.902:1ii)"

House Mb:tec, A.D. 992.

The year is 7

In the earlier Codex Columbino-Becker 1. (Caso

1966:xi; Nowotny 1%1), the inauguration date is given as year 1.
(erased), day 1. Wind.

The year sign has been erased by post-Spanish

conquest eli tee in an attempt to corr;-el"t the Codex
from a history to a land document.

date is a ring rather than a dot.

ColUillbi::lo~Becker

1.

However. the counter of the year

In the codices, rings are used only

in connection with the number one, and rarely, with the number two.

It

can be argued that the Codex Columbino-Becker 1. is an earlier document
than the Codex Bodley Obverse and the Codex Nuttall Reverse, and that
therefore the Codex Columbino-Becker 1. should be the preferred text.
I t is possible to argue on this basis that the eoronation year of 8

Deer Jaguar Claw was altered from 1 (?) to 7 House.

This, of course'll

does not give us the reason for the possible alteration.
In some cases it is possible to infer reasons for alterations
and additions.

The Aztecs systematically altered the migration portion

of their bistories by intercalating two or three calendar rounds complete with new fire ceremonies.
migration period.

Thus, there are two traditions for 'the

One is given by the Legend of Suns (Val.azquez 19'+5:

126-127). the Annals of Tlatelolco (Barlow and Berlin 1948:31-35) and
the Codices Huitzilopocht1i (Nunez 1964:247-260).

These documents allow

approximately one 52 year period for the entire migration.

Another set

of documents, including the Codex Botarini (Nunez 1964: 8-29), the
Cllroniea Me:d.cayotl (Leon 1949:33-49), the Annals of Cuauhtitlan
(Valazquez 1945:13-16), the Memorial Breve (Lehmann and Kutscher 1958:
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15ff.), and other texts stretch out the migration period to three or
more calendar rounds.

This appears to have been done in part to

legitimize the Mexico preaence at certain cities during new fire ceremonies.

This may have been done to validate Mexican claims on those

cities.

In addition, extra calendar ro'rulds were probably intercalated

to orchestrate the process of Merica l.egi. timizaticn.

It is also prob-

able that extra ceJ.endar rounds vere intercalated to cause Mexica
history to appear more ancient and hence more legitimate.

History and Propaganda
The problem of propaganda in history is complex.

As noted

above t one of the principal functions of history in complex state level
society is a poll tical one:

to legi t~ and integrate a ruling elite

ilLto the elite society. The audience of most hiatory in early complex:
states was i tsel! the body of the elite. those persons participating in

the megaculture, or at least in the cul.ture o.f interaction.

Ruling

elites often find it, or at least consider it, necessary to lie about
the::sel.ves.

Tl't-eee lies may come in the form of omissions, alterations

of emphasis and commissions.
Lying in history almost always serves the function of' leg! timization.

Legitimization in turD serves the function of social control.

Propaganda in Mesoamerica served to 'Place ruling dynasties, that is,
the ruling class, and their needs beyond dispute.

In this sense,

propaganda functioned to IIBke myth, that is, "not history," that would
support the needs of social control.
Let us consider three si tuatioJ1S in which propaganda functioned
to increase social C01ltrol. in Mesoamerica.

I!!. each case, prOpaganda
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also functioned to create or further refine a myth.

The first of these

situations i11VOl.ves the Aztec codices known as the Codices Huitzilopochtli (Nunez 1964:244-2,59). One of the Codices Huitzilopoohtli, the
Codex Telleriano-Remensis (Nunez 1964: 244-2,59) is of specific interest.
The Codex Telleriano-Remensi.s includes a version of the Aztec migration

narrative.

In this narrative, the Aztec nation begins or ia founded in

western Jalisco under Hui tzilome.

Following th.is event, the Aztecs

stopped at several points in Jalisco, after which they cODq.uered
Michoacan (Nunez 1964:244-246).

Following the conquest of Michoacan,

the Aztecs conquered IIl8.n.Y places in the greater Valley of Mexico and in
the southern Huasteca (Nunez 1961t:247ff.) ..
Superficially the Codex 'rell.eriano-Remensis looks like a simpl.e
version of the Aztec migration legend, although most fls'tops" are portrayed as conquests.
The codex reads

There is a problem. however in reading the codex.

temporal.l.1 from left to right,

quest painted above a date.

rlth each stop or con-

However, there are footprints in the codex

leading from one conquest or stop to another.
follow the temporal order of reading.

These footprints do not

Rather, they lead from a very

late conquest back. to earlier conquests via several circuitous routes.
That is, it is im:!)ossible to reco:ncile the footprinted direction of
"conquest" with the temporal reading of the document.
The footprints in fact describe a physical boundary of a large
area to the north of Tenochti tlan, the capital city of the Aztec~.
This large area roughly corresponds to that part of Mexico subject to

Taeuba under the articles of incorporation of the A.ztec triple alliance.
Hence, if

ODe

reads the temporal order of the codex, one has a migration
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narrative.

But if one reads the footprinted order of march, one re-

reives the impression that Tenochtitlan was the conqueror and legitimate
possessor of the territory subject to Tacuba..

Thus, the Codex

Telleriano-Remensis legitimizes or attempts to legitimize Tenochtit1an's
hegemony over Tacuba and its subject towns.

In this case, an Aztee

migration narrative has been rewritten for legitimization, and hence for
social. control purposes, and the myth of TenochtiUan's sovereignty has
been enhanced at the expense of confusing historical accuracy_
The marking of boundaries through conquest is cornmon in Mesoamerica.

However, in this case we have boundaries described by one

order of march, and temporal conquest described by another.

Thus the

document, the Codex Telleriano-Remensis, is a history, a synchronic description of territorial boundaries and a legitimizezo of Tenochtitlan's
sovereignty.

It uses an origin narrative that is not a myth to sustain

the myth of TenochtitJ.anii s claims to 14th century sovereignty, when in
fact that sovereignty belonged to the early 16th century.
A similar situation occurs in c0lU16ction with a famous letter of
Don Pabl.o Nazareo (Paso y Troncoso 1940: 89-129)..

In his letter, Nazareo

claimed that Xa1tocan ruled the entire Teot1aJ.pan, except 'l'ula and its
immediate environs, in addition to part of the southern Ruasteca (Paso
y Troncoso 1940:voloo 10:125-126).

In fact, Xal.tocan1 s empire had been

conquered in the early 15th century by Cuauhtitlan, and slightly later
by Tenochtitlan (Valazquez 1945:19ff.).

The Xaltocan government had

ned to Metztitlan, and its people to Metztit1an and Tlaxcala .. Nazareo's
claim was based on Xaltocan's early 14th century acquisition of the
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remnant Toltec Empire, which it administered for no more than a genera-

tioD. (see below, Chapter 8).
This is propaganda through commission, the deliberate a1teration
of history for the purpose of J.egitimization of Xaltocan's extended

sovereignty which in turn functioned to enhance this city' 6 c1aim to
land in the 16th century.

Let us now look at the propagandix:ation of

history through alterations of emphasis or distortion.

The co:::quests of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw in the Mixtec texts are described in terms of a very specific political. structure.

Eight deer

Jaguar Claw begins his military life by conquering a cluster of polities

around Tututepec, Oaxaca (NuttaJ.1 19Q2:xliii-x1v).

His next cycle of

conquests involves the Valley of Oaxaca and more especia1.l.y Monte Alban
(Nuttall 19Q2:xl.vi-l).

is made with Tollan.

Following this cycle of conquests, an al.l.iance

The ruler of Tollan, 4 Jaguar, is depicted with

8 Deer in a reconquest of Monte Alban and of its dependencies (Nuttall
1902:l.xx-lxxiii).

Simil.arly, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and 4 Jaguar are

depicted as conquering in the southern Valley of Puebla-Goixtlahuaca
zone (Nuttan. 1902:lix).

That is, through the use of the metaphor of

conquest, each ruler is depicted as sharing in the rule of the otber' 5
territory.

The depictions of conquest in each case complete the

legitimization myth giving 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and 4 Jaguar access to
the command of their combined terri tc.ry.
Here i conquest has been used as a metaphor to describe the
successful completion of an alliance agl"eement.

Conquest has been

emphasized at the expense of alliance, which has been deemphasized.
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Now consider a ease of propaganda through omission.

The Codex

Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall 1902: XXYii-xxix) described four generations of

rul.ers of Yuhu and Teozacualco who foUOY 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's conquest
of those centers.

These foar rulers form a dynasty cODllllonly known as

the first dynasty of Teoza.cual.co.

This dynae:tJ" consists of four sequnt

dynastic heads probably inheriting in priIDogenitor.
lords is 13 Eagle Tlaloc Ccpa1 Bell.

The last of these

This lord is depicted as the

founder of three families, the last of which ruled at Teozacualco in
Oaxaca after A.D. U25 (Nuttal.l. 1902:::crlx-xxx).

Thus 13 Eagle Tlaloc

Copal. Ball is a key figure in the history of Teozacualco.

He is shown

as a powerfu1 Toltec-Mixtec lord in tbe Codex Nuttall Obverse.

When

readi::.g this codex, one gains the impression that this dynasty and
particularly 13 Eagle Tlaloe Capel. Ball represented the most powerful
Mixtec-Toltec dynasty in Mesoamerica.

Thirteen Eagle Tlaloc Copal Ball

is said by the Codex Nuttall Obverse to have acceded to power in A.D.

1095.
In the Codex Bodley Reverse (Caso 196o:xxviii, 68)
different picture of 13 Eagle Tlaloc Copal Ball is given.

a."l

entirely

It is impor-

tant to note that this codex does not bear the burden ot legitimizing
this lord's authority claims.

Rather, the Cedex

~dley

Reverse seeks to

legitimize the claims ot a rival of 1; Eagle Tlaloc Copel Ball, one
8 Jaguar Bleeding Coyote.

Thirteen Eagl.e Tlaloc Copal Ball's father,

7 Water Red Eagle, is depicted in the Codex Bodley Reverse as engaging
in a war conference (Caso 196o:xxviii, 68).

Following this war con-

ference, in A.D. 1123. his son, 13 Eagle Tlaloc Copal Ball, is depic";ad
as going into battle with 8 Jaguar Bleeding Coyote.

This lord defeated
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13 Eagle Tlaloc Copal Bal.l in A.D. 1123 and acquired the important

center of YOOu.
There is a single subtle clue in the Codex NuttaJ.l. Obverse that
13 Eagle T1aloc Copal Ba11 met with disaster (Nuttall 19Q2:xxx).

Thir-

teen Eagle Tlaloc Copel. Ball is depicted in his interactions with his
first two families wearing the symbol of Yuhu lordship, the vertical
nose bead (NuttaJ.l 19Q2:xxix).

However, in his interactions with his

Teozacualco family this lord does not wear his symbol of power (Nuttall
1902:xxx).

That is, the lordship of'TeozacuaJ.co did not inherit the

Yuhu authority structure, which was probabl:y lost by 13 Eagle T1al.oc
Copal Ball to 8 Jaguar Bleeding Coyote.

It was to the advantage of the painters of the Codex NuttaJ.l
Obverse to emphasize the legitimization aspects of 13 Eagl.e Tlel.oc

Copal Ball's reign.

They emphasized this legitimization aspect through

omitting all but the single reference to 13 Eagle Tlaloc Capel Ball's
1066 of power,

a..~d

nose bead,

a subtle one.

'A'aS

the E'!!!"viving reference, the 106s of the vertical
The authors of the Codex Nuttal.l Obverse";

through omission, clearly aggrandized the legitimization claims of the
first dynasty of Teozacual.co.
Falsification and Subtl.ety
There is no evidence in the above examples of flagrant lying.
Rather. the lying is subtle in character and relates to suc:h things as
the metaphorical use of the conquest grapheme and omission of information.

There are enough extant Mixtec historical codices to reveal a

fairly consistent structure of known history within 'Which historians
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customarily operated.

Most of the variations of interpretation between

and among historical traditions given in the Mixtec historical codices
are minor.

Occasionally a calendar name and less often a public name

differ in two versions of an historical narrative.

More often, negative

material is omitted, as described in the example above.

when material is ve~y negative, it

may'

HCWe'lOeT, evsn

not be deliberately altered.

For example, the replacement of important Mixtec dynasties by
Nshuatl speaking Mexican lords is faithfully reported in the Mixtec

historical codices.

Even the sacred dynasties of Tilantongo, when sub-

jected to such changes, were not spared by the historian's brush.

In

the late 13th centu...-Yt a ruler named 9 House Nahuatl Speaker came to
power at Tilantongo (Caso 196o:xviiiff., 461'1'.).

This ruler rose to

supreme power in the Mixtec Al.ta ca. A.D. 1286 (Codex Flodley Reverse;
Ca60 1960:xxii-xxi, 69-70).

He passed his realm to his son, 2 Water,

who appears to have commissioned the compl.etion of at least two known
Mixtec historical codices (Codex Nuttall and Codex Vienna 1 Reverse).
Mixtec historians under 2 Water faithfully reported the legitimization
of the Mixtec r.1llers of Tilantongo, but just as faithfully they reported
the introduction, non-legitimized, of 9 House Nahuatl Speaker's dynasty
at Tilantongo (Caso 1960:xviiiff., 46ff.).
Historians' Conventions and
Official Histories
The consistency of the pre-Golumbian Mixtec historical tradition probably indicates the adoption of sets of historical conventions
by codex painters in many centers.

That is, Mixtec historians in the

Mixteca Alta and Mixteca Baja at least kept their l.ies straight, and
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appear to have agreed to both broad and specific interpretations of
Kixtec history.

It is tempting to see in this agreement a re fiection

of Mixtec social. structure.

Spores (1967) and Smith (1973) have argued

that the Mixteca was divided into many sovereign mini-states, none of
which was able to establish overall sovereignty in the Mixteca. Alta and
Hixteea Baja.

In such a situation, a multinational historical tradition

could itself serve as a powerful. integrating mechanism.

That is, Mixtec

history itself could have been more important than an,. of its component
parts.

\lie can contrast this situation with that of the Aztecs in which

imperial needs demanded periodic book burnings and rewri tinge of history
(Davies 1973; Brundage 1972).

Unfortunately for this interpretation, Mixtec history itself
reveaJ.s a powerful imperial tradition present in the Mixteca between the
accession of 8 Deer Jaguar Clay in 992 and the death of 2 Water in A.D.

1360. It is probablY better

to argne that the Mixtec historians agreed

upon their own imperial tradition which appears to have been finalized
by historians under 2 Water.

The Mixtecs probably looked back on this

period as a period of imperial tradition worthy of emulating and preserving.

This may help account for the apparent consistency of Mixtec

history over time and fo;;, the close agreement aJiiOng such texts as the
Codex Nuttall (Nuttall 1902) written in 1350, and the codices Bodley

(Caso 1960) and Selden A-II (Cs.so 1964) 'JIritten in the early 16th century.
We can state this inference as a hypothesis.

That is, ve can

hypothesize that the close agreements among pre...columbian Mixtec texts
can be attributed at least in part to the presence of a Mixtec imperial.

tradition considered vorth1 of preserving and catechizing.
of this

~otheais

Mixtec imperial.

A prediction

is that texts written before the catecbization of

histol7 should exhibit major variations fraJI

the fiDal-

ized Mixtec imperial tradi tioD..
There is only one such text extant, the Codex Col_bino-Becker
I (Nowot~ 1961; Caso 1966).

This document has been altered in major

wa;rs at least twice, first by Mesoamerican historians probably in the

pre-Columbian period and second. b1 Spanish or Mexican period historiaDa
desirous of using the historical Codex Col1llllbiJto...Becker I as a land
document (Smith 1966).
biographies, that of

The Codex Col.umbino-Becker I consists of two

8 Deer Jaguar Clav

and that of 4 Wind Xiucoatl..

These biographies were written before A.D. 1350, and possibly as early

as A.D. '1200.

The 8 Deer Jaguar Claw biography in the Codex Columbino-

Becker I differs radicall.y from 8 Deer' 8 later biographies.

For exampJ.e,

his home polity is placed not at TilantoDgo but in Tied BundJ.es,
sible suburb of '1'I1tutepec, Oaxaca (Caso 1966:i-ii).

Ii.

pos-

His brother, 12

Motion Bleeding Jaguar, participates in conquests later attributed to
8 Deer Jaguar Clawal.one (Caso 1966:xii-xiii).
quest of Monte Alban.

These inc1ulle the COJl-

In like maDDer, 8 Deer Jaguar C1aw's coronation

date is different fram that given in his later biou&phies (Caso 1966:
xiii).

In fact, the Codex Columbino-Becker I biography differs trOll

his other biographies in ways that suggest that this eodex derived from
a radically different tradition from that described by' the other biographies.

These differences tend to verify the hypothesis given above, and

argme that Mixtee history was codified after the fact by Late Postclassic Mixtec historians.
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This means that the Mixtec histories other than the Codex
Columbino-Becker I, however detailed, probably report an official. ver-

sion of Postclassic history codified about or after A.D. 1350, possibly
by a consortium of Mixtec historians.
reason for such codification.

There is a solid sociocu1tural.

In the late Postclassic, the Mixtec worl.d

came under vigorous pressure by the Aztecs of the Valley of Mexico.
Pieces of this world were ripped away and placed under Aztec provincial

governors between 1440 and 1520 (Brundage 1972; Davies 1973).

The

Mixtees r.ad a powerful weapon in their l.egi timate Toltec period history
which could be vielded against the new and therefore less legitimate

Aztec historical tradition.

That is, the Mixtecs had a legitimized

Toltec tradition that could be used to bolster the resolve of -possibly
wavering Mixtec elites who might be tempted to buy into or at least
accept the Aztec poli tieal and economic system.

The Mixtec histories

may represent a considerable propaganda eampaign to preserve the cognitive aspeets of Mixtec independance in faee of Aztee advance.
Post-Columbian Alteration
There is a different kind of historical lie that requires docu_
mentation.
major

I noted above that the Columbino-Becker I was subject to two

alt~rations.

The second of these alterations involves historical.

lying by post..spanish conquest historical specialists.

This kind of

historical lying results in a fundamental. change in function of an historical. document.

The principal original. function of the Codex

Columbino-Becker I was to legitimize political structures descended
from the Toltec-.'1ixtcc founders, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and 4 Wind XiucoaU,
through biographies of these lords.

The function of the Codex
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Columbino-Becker I as used as a land document was, through deliberate
lying, to pave the way for a particul.ar interpretation of the land use

after the Spanish conquest.

In the course of this change of functio:::..

the geographical. focus of the Codex Co1umbino-Becker I was shifted from
the Valley of Oaxaca to the Mixteca Costa.

This involved ma.ssive

erasures of both painted pre-Columbian place name graphemes and earlY'
Spanish contact period European script g1osses, and the substitution of
deliberately fal.sified new glosses.

This amounted to explicit falsifi-

cation of evidence and must be carefully differentiated from the kind
of historical lying described above.

This brings up the problem of the function of land doct!!ll.ents.
It has been generally assumed by Smith (1973) that most land documents

functioned to l.egi timize the needs of the post-8panish conquest period.
This is generally the case.

However, some so-called land documents

appear to represent pre-Co1umbian legitimization needs.

For example.

documents like the Codex Antonio de Leon (Case 1961) reveal more information about pre-Columbian conati tutional. structures than about postColumbian land use.

Indeed. this document illustrates selective use of

data by Mixtec historians to further political ends derived from preColumbian needs.
lists.

The Codex Antonio de Leon exhibits two

long dynastic

These lists are associated with two places near Coixtlahuaca

(Case 1%1).

In addition. the codex depicts two constitutional state_

menta.
The first constitutional statement documents linkages between
Coixtlahuaca and Toltec imperial structure.

Members of one of the

dynasties of Coixtlahuaca are depicted as electors of Mixtec-Toltec
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emperors.

The second constitutional statement is equally revea1ing.

Here, membe\"1S of Coixtlahuaca t 6 roya1 family are shown as precursors to
the dynasty of' Tenochtitlan.

Cl.early, Coixtlahuaca here was depicting

the importance of its rel.ationships to Toltec and Aztec imperial stz--.:cblres.

That is, Coixtlahuaca is shown as an elector of the To! tee em-

pire, and as a full ally and partner of Mexico City.

These l.egitimiza-

tion statements would have been tota1ly lost on Spanish period official.s,
especially the statement associating Coixtlahuaca with th£:' Toltec Empire.
They are criticaJ., however, to an understanding of Coixtlahuaca's preColumbian position.

It is important to note that once again ..e have an

example of Mesoamericans accenting the positive aspects of their polity's
history for the purposes of legitimization, even though those purposes
may have been lost on their Spanish readers.
Nearly all the changes in documentary material that are discernible involve subtle reinterpretations rather than bol.d-faced lying, and
it is probab1e that subtle falsification took place far more often than
such outright lying..

Indeed. the codex painters' guii.ds and pUblic

opinion probably provided quality controls that limited the amount of
1ying that could be imposed on the data.

'!'he practice of inscribing

historical. data on pUb1ic monuments a1so may have tended to limit the
amount of falsification possible.

For example, at Cuatilichinanco, there

is an inscription cO!ll!!!emorating the conquest of Tenochtitlan.
Cuauhchinanco did not conquer Tenochtit1an.

Clearly,

However, it is possible

that Cuauhchinanco defeated a Teilcchti tJ.an army b. the southern Huas-ceca.
This defeat was probably inteTJ'reted as conquest by propaganda oriented
Cuauhchinaneo historians.

Public inscriptions clearly were erected in part for their
propaganda value..

Maya historical stelae were typica1.1y erected in

central ceremonia1 plazas so that visiting e1ites cou1d observe and
read them.

Nevertheless, conflicting historical information bas not

been found on such stelae ..
I think we can concl.ude fr"m the evidence that when dynasts
lied, they did so in subtl.e ways, and that direct falsification of evidence seldom occurred.

Omission, rearrangement, reinterpretation and

addition occurred far more often than direct lying.
gandizing was a common practice.

Historical propa-

This propagandizing involves subtly

rather than directl.y altered information.
Propaganda Val.ue of Texts
The Aztec texts stress the shows and displays put on by Aztec
royal.ty for both al.lied and enemy rulers (Duran 1.971; Brundage 1972,
Davies 1973).

Indeed" such shows and displays were one of the principal

forms of Aztec diplomacy by intimidation.

I suggest that earl.ier Meso-

american dynasts" especially the Cl.assic period Maya, who were not as
committed to human sacrifice as the Aztecs, used contemporary iconography and epigraphy to impress both allied and enecry elites.

This

diplomatic function of iconography and epigraphy has been systematicall.y
underestimated by interpreters of commemorative iconogroaphy and epigraphy_

It is becoming increasingly cl.ear that large-scale temple buil.d-

ing was typically the resul.t of a desire on the part of specific dynasts

to be remembered rather than the result of the commitment of the masses
to a particu1a.r priesthood or god.
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Ixtlilxochitl states that the Toltec iconography, epigraphy and
architecture at Toluca functioned as a museUIII of Toltec antiquities

(Chavero 1891:38).

I suspect that the murals and other iconography-

epigraphy in the temples at Chichen Itza were a1sc deliberately intended
to have a museum function..

Most of the iconography-epigraphy at Chichen

Itza was associated with interior rather than exterior walls.

This sug-

gests that it was designed to impress elite rather than common people.
We must be careful. in dealing with the subject of historical.
propaganda not to become overl.,. critical. of the texts.

It is tempting

to posit alterations of the documents to conform with pre-existing

assumptions about the nature of the historical texts.

It is best to

accept the official version of the Mixtec imperial tradition as generally accurate, and then to realize that there undoubtedly will. be unknown but consistent diversions from absolute historical truth.

fortunate in having the Codex Columb'ino-Becker I.

We are

This document can be

used to cMck the aceuracy of the official. versions of 8 Deer Jaguar
Claw's biographya

In turn, this permits us to make some inferences

about the general. reliability of the Mixtec historical. texts.
Reliability of Texts
The reliability of the Mixtec historical texts can be tested in
the historical. data deriving from the 'Period following that of the imperial. Mixtecs.
codified.

That is, the Late Postclassic data should not be

Variation should exist in different versions of historical.

events.
We can test this proposition in the Mixtec texts associated
with the fall of the second dynasty of Tilantongo ca. A.D. 1280-1300.

There are two documents that report the second TiJ.antongo dynasty's fall.
These are the Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 1.960) and the Codex Vienna 1
Reverse (Caso n.d.)..
accounts.

There is

considerabl~

continuity in the two

For example, king lists are nearly identical. and the overalJ.

chronology exhibits the same constraints..

That is, it is possib1e

using either account to show that the third dynasty of Tilantongo was
established ca. A.D. 1.300 after a struggle for power with Tilantongo' 8
second dynasty.
Variations occur in dates and in personal names.

For example f

the Codex Bodley Obverse and the Codex Vienna 1 Reverse do not agree on
year dates associated with the second TUantongo dynasty's fall (Caso
1960:xvi-xviii; Caso n.d.:x1-xii).

Tvo other events for which con-

nicting dates are given in both documents are the accession of 1.3 Wind
Xiucoatl of the second dynasty and the accession of 9 House Jaguar Man
Who Burns the Face of the third dynasty (Caso 1960:ni-xviii; Case n.d.:
xi-xii).

The Codex Vienna 1. Reverse places the accession of 13 lAind

Xiucoatl. in 1 House, A.D. 1221.
5 House, A.D. 1225.

The Codex Obverse places this event i:l

The Codex Bodley Obverse states that 9 House Jaguar

Man Who Burns the Face acceded to power in 3 House, A.D. 1301.

In con-

trast, the Codex Vienna I Reverse states that this lord acceded to the
throne in 5 Reed, A.D. 1.303.
These differences are about as great as those encountered by
Davies (1.973) in his Aztec studies.

That is, two to four years' error

is common in the Aztec texts for the period A.D.

13?~-1521..

The Mixtec

documents seem to be about as reliable in terms of chronology as thea
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Jiztec counterparts.

Ha;:cver, the Mixtec documents deal with a con-

siderably earlier period.

There are numerous names given in common by the Codex Bodl.ey
Obverse and the Codex Vienna 1 Reverse.

Only occasionaJ.ly do names

differ in contento: 'l!B'..!ally involving differences in numerals t such as

that of a woman "'ho remarries into the second Til.antongo dynasty (Caso
n.d.:xi; CaBO 196o;xv-xri).

Her name is given as 1. Eagle in the Codex

Bodley Obverse and as 2 Eagle in the Codex Vienna 1. Reverse.

This dit-

ference in ca1endar name is compensated for by identity in public name.
It appears from this evidence that the Mixtec texts are very reliable
in preserving calendar and public names of royal individuals.

So far

the data indicate a fairly high reliability in terms of comparative dif-

ferenees between the Codex Boelley Obverse and the Codex Vienna 1. Reverse ..
The differences noted probably are not the result of propagal"..da but
rather of variation in original sources.

However, we have as yet to

look at the data associated with the actual fall of the second TUantongo dynasty.
In the Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 1960:xv), the last king of

the second Tilantongo dynasty, 4 \!later Bleeding Eagle, is stated to
have been killed in 4 House, A.D. 1289.

Tilantongo passed to a regency

conducted by 4 Wind Bleeding Eagle's wife in 6 Reed 9 A.D. 12.91.

In

con~·

trast, in the Codex Vienna 1 Reverse (Ca50 n.d.:xii), 4 Wind Bleeding
Eagle is said to have survived until at least 1 Reed, A.D. 1299, when
he acceded to the throne in Tilantongo.

This is a substantive histori-

cal. divergence that cannot be reconciled.
propaganda?

Is this the result of

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to look. ai:
both historical and stylistic differences associated with the two
codices under discussion.

The Codex Bodley Obverse appears to bave been

completed about the time of the Spanish conquest.

The rulers of TUan-

tango at this time were descended in the male line from 9 House Jaguar
Han Who Burns the Face.

That is, they were members of the third dynasty

of Tilantongo, and ....e can expect their history to reflect the legi timization needs of the third dynasty.

It is significant in this reS'pect

that the Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 196o:xv) reports the deaths of 4
Water Bleeding Eagle in 1289, well before the accession of 9 House
Jaguar Man Who Burns the Face.

The Codex Bodley Obverse also reports a

regency conducted by 4 Water Bleeding Eaglets wife who was the sister of
9 House Jaguar Man Who Burns the Face.

That is, the succession is care-

fully documented as a progression from death to regency to legitimate
succession.
In contrast, the Codex Vienna 1 Reverse (Caso n.d.:xii) tells us

that 4 Water Bleeding Eagle was sumt!!arily replaced by 9 House Jaguar Man
w-no Burns the Face.

It may be sig:!ificant that there was a style change

in the Codex Viellll& 1 Reverse..

The IGrds of the second dynasty' of

Tilantongo are portrayed in carefu1.1y painted portraits.

1!!- contrast.

the lords of the third dynasty of Tile.ntongo are painted in shorthand
form that gives the pUblic and calendar names only (Caso n.d.:xiiff .. '.
It appears possible on this basis to argue that the Codex Vienna 1
Reverse was a document favoring forces loyal to the older, second
dynasty of Tilantongo.

}9

It seems possible though not completely demonstrable that propaganda needs did affect: the historical narratives associated vith the

fall of the second dyDasty of' Ifilantongo.

The Codex Bodley Obverse

clearly appears to place the l.egitimacy of 9 House Jaguar Man Who Burns
the Face beyond reasonable doubt, whUe the Codex Vienu.a 1. Reverse reports a much more sudden and probably much more mUi taristic dynastic
repl.acement.

The Coctex Bodley Obverse appears to report all. of the

data detailiDg blood relationships between 4 Water Bleeding Eagle and

9 House Jaguar Man Who Burns the Face. In contrast, the Codex Vienna 1
Reverse painstakingly records the reigns of the second dynasty of
Ti1antongo, but adds the reigns of the third dynasty as a shorthand

afterthought.
Thus there appear to be considerable variation as weU as con-

tinuity in the accounts of important historical events in the Late
Postclassic Mixtec texts.

This variation is caused by the preservation

of diffe-MDt as well as conflicting information in the various texts.
It is clear from the example given that not all. Late Postclessic Mixtec
histories are based on the same sources.

However, the variations

themsel.ves are eloquent testimony of the historicity of the sources.
The Data Base
The data can be separated into three types:

European script

histories, pre-Col.umbian pictorial. codices and. contemporary inscrip-

tions and iconography.
histories.

Let us first consider the

Europe~

script

European Script Histories
European script histories can be defined as those histories that
are written in European al.phabet script regardless of the natural. language in which they appear.

Many though not all of the European script

histories are written in Nahuatl.
and 17th century Spanish.

the post-5panish contact period.
post-ll50 period.

However, some are written in 16th

'By definition these histories al1 date to
These histories deal. only with the

Davies (19?7: 464), in manipulating these histories,

was able to present onl.y the last two Toltec emperors as historical
personages.

In like manner, Jimenez-Moreno (1953. 1954-1955:21.9-236)

sees as valid only a single Toltec genealogy which he identified ri th
the late 10th, 11th and early 12th centuries.

In fact, as

",e

shall see

below, this genealogy dates to the 13th and 14th centuries.
Using the European script histories, a number of other scholars
have attempted to deal brieny or in piecemeal fashion with Toltec history..

Kirchoff (1955:169-196) has presented an historical scenario

that discusses the last two 'l'oltec emperors.

Feld!!!.an (n.d .. :12-17)

attempted a brief synthesis of To1tec period history by assigning
various European script histories to different geographical. areas.
Chadwick (1.971: 476-482) has argued that the European script Tol tec histories were based on Mixtec codieal accounts of the history of the
Mixtec city-state, Tilantongo.

"'ith the exception of Feldman, none of

these scholars has emp1.oyed extensive historiographic ana1::rses.
The European script histories include three principal historical texts that yield notices of Toltec history.

These histories are

generally knmm as Ixtlilxochit1 (Chavero 1891), the Memorial Bl"eve
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(LehmaJm and Kutscher 1958) an._ i;he Armals of Cuauhtitlan (Valazqusz

1945).

All three were written during the period 1.510-1620.

In each

case, an historian trained in both the Spanish and. the Mesoamerican

historical tradi tiona vrote dovD oral statements of old men (town el.der)
informants who in turn interpreted a cluster of pre-COlambian pictorial.
codices.

In each case, the Tol.tec period information served as a brief

prologue or introduction to very lIluch longer Aztec period histories.
The Tol tee segments of each of these histories contain contradictions

that appear to have been the result of tbe failure of the old men informants to ful.ly understand the '!oltec period. material.

That is,

there was large-scale information loss between 1520 and. ca. 1600, and

most old men informants probably knew much DlOre about their OVD Aztec
period town histories thaD about earlier Tol.tee period history.
Tbis information loss is DOt surprising since most of the old

men informants were principal.ea of Aztec period towns aDd hence could
not be expected tc

earlier periods.

==

in detail. the histories of other tows and

Very probabl.y, principa1es, unl.ike codex painters

and Aztec state historians, knew

0Dl.,.

enough about the readiag of 1)ic-

torial codices to use them as mnemonic devices for oral recitations.
BY' 1.600, codex painters and official state historians had become extinct,

leating

0Dl.,. principales,

whose town governments remained at least

miniall.,. viable t to interpret the still extant pictorial codices.
There are a number of minor European script texts that yield a

minimum amount of infOl"1ll8.ticn on the Tol tee period.

Generally, these

minor texts recount different versions of the Mixcoatl-Quetzalcoatl
myth and list one or two Yery late Toltec period emperors.

The .oat
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important of these texts is Torquemada (1975) who ca. 1610-1620
attempted to synthesize pre..columbian history, and who used sinee lost

or destroyed sources far the Tol tee period (Torquemada 1975: 351-352).
Another important text is the Legend of Suns (Velazquez 1945:ll9-128).
This document, written down in Nahua in 1.558, focuses on very late
Toltec period history.

The Legend of Suns is in effect an anonymous

description of what appears to be a single synthetic pre-Columbian
codex.

As we shall see below, the codex underlying the Legend of Suns,

while synthetic, was full of errors and clistortions.

We shall discuss

both of these relatively important documents and the remnant minor his-

tories, including the 17th century Chilam BaJ.ams from the Maya lowlands,

in tbe next chapter.
Here it should be stressed that most of the minor European
script histories are earl.ier in terms of extant texts than Ixt1ilxochitl.,
the Memorial Breve and the Annals of Cuauhtitlan.

For example, the

important minor text known as the Origin de los Mexicanos (Hayhoe 1941b:
256-280) dates to 1535-1540, while the equally important Annals of
T1atelo1co

(Bel~lin

and BarlOW' 1948) dates to 1528.

HoweVer, it is not

clear that the sources underlying the three major texts are later than
the sources underlying the minor histories.

Most of the underlying

sources clearly date to the late Aztec pericd.

That is, most of the

sources probably were very late pre-Columbian documents.

Unfortunately,

the minor European script hi-.;tories to not help us to build a coherent
structure of Toltec history predating the time period covered by
Ixtlilxoehi t1 and the Codex Xol.otl. (11.50+).

The Mixtec Painted Texts
In order to derive Toltec history for the period 920-1150. we
must consult the Mixtec painted texts.

The major extant Mixtec painted

texts provide dynastic and regional histories of several principal
Mixtec cities located in the Mixteca Alta.

As we shall see in Chapter

2, the composition date of these histories varies f!'om 1250 to 1520.
they include a graat deal of information about events taking

However~

place during the period 670-1150.
The Mixtec painted texts are. read in much the same way that one
reads a modern comic book.

Virtually all the verbs are ideographic,

and are given by hand gestures or by portrayed interactions between
roya1

persona~s.

In contrast, nouns, especially the names of person..

ages and place names, are fully linguistic.

Most nouns are symbols

representing sememes; that is, nouns are given in terms of units of
meaning.

Hence" one can "read" much of the information in a Mixtec

painted text without knowing the natural language in which it was
written.

For example, one can assign English, or in Caso's case, pid-

gin Spanish-Nahua glosses to the public names of royal personages and
to place-names.

However" to identify place-names geog:oaphically, one

must be able to read these names in Mixtee.

This can be a tricky busi-

ness since many Mixtec names are presented indirectly or by metaphor or
homonym.

For example, the blue turquoise glyph can mean "blue," "tur-

quoise jewel" or "precious" (Smith 1973:60-61).
.jewel glyph can be :!"ead as "of the

earth~i;

Similarly, the red

"red jewel" or "precious"

(Leon-Portilla, personal. communication 1980).
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The question arises, is there any way to determine the
....hich the Mixtec painted texts record Toltec history?

ext~nt

to

Scholars such as

N. Troike (personal communication 1978) and Smith (1973) have argued

that the Mixtec painted texts narrowly confine themselves to a description of Mixtec history and ceremonialism.

Mixtee supernaturals are seen

as distinct from central highland 6upernaturals, even in the case of
9 Wind Quetzalcoatl in which the evidence is overwhelming for connec-

tions between the Mixteca and the central highlands.

This extreme view

is not warranted by either theoretical corusiderationa or the data.

How-

ever, it has born fruit, particularly in 5mi th' s comparisons of the
Mixteo codices with post-Spanish conquest Mixtec place names by assuming that the local land documents are the best source of glossed 'Place

names which can be compared with place names in the historical codices
(Smith 1973).

Despite the fruitful course of Smith's research, other scholars,
including Caso (1960, 1964, 1966), have taken a more pragmatic view of
the Mixtec painted texts.

These

scb.ol~s

have generaJJ.y agreed that

most of the information in the Mixtec codices deals 'Iii th the Mixteca,
but that outside influences at least occasionally and possibly systematically impinged on the course of Mixtec history and ceremonialism.
For example, Kelley (1980:S1-854) has recently shO'lin that most Mixtec
supernaturals have Maya cognates, and that some sUE.ernaturals are panMesoamerican..

He has demonstrated that these supernatural.s exhibit

birthdays and other characteristics that can be traced in the central
highland and the Maya as well as the Mixtec data ..
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Some scholars such as Chadwick (1971) and Melgarejo (1980) have
taken an opposing view.

Chadwick has suggested that the central high-

land Toltec histories are based on Mixtec histories of Ti1antongo.
recently~

More

Mel.garejo, if I understand him correctly, has proposed that

the clearly Mixtec Codex Vienna Obverse was written in Nahuatl.

There

is no evidence that the central highland Tol tee histories were based on
Mixtec histories of Tilantongo, and I think. that Melgarejo' s position
aD the Vienna Obverse is at best questionable.

Nevertheless, scholars

such as Chadwick and Melgarejo have performed a useful function by
actively opposing the centripetal views of those who believe that there
are no outside influences in the Mixtec painted texts.
I find Caso 1 s middle of the road pragmatic view of the Mixtec
'Painted texts compatible with my own historical orientation.

It seems

reasonable to accept the Mixtec painted texts as essentiall.y Mixtec and
essentially Mesoamerican..

It also seems reasonable to i,)elieve that

Mixtec history was impacted by the Toltec and A.ztec world states, and
that some evidence of Mixtec-Toltec interaction probably was recorded
in the Mixtec painted texts.

This means that it is reasonable to

search the Mixtec painted texts for evidence of Toltec influence.
Toltec influence probably should a'Pl'ear in the Mixtec painted
texts as place-names and historical interactions.

Hence, it probably

is necessary to look for both Toltec place-names and Toltec persons"
For example, it is reasonable to search for the place-name of Cattail,
Tula or Tolle.n.
Caso (1%0) noted that certain personages were systematically
associated with the Tollan or Cattail glyph.

This glyph is the same
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as that used in central highland pietoral texts such as the Xolotl
(Dibble 1951:I-III) to depict the Toltec capital at Tula, Hidalgo.

Hence it seems reasonable to suppose that personages associated with
the Cattail or Tollan glyph in the pre-Columbian Minec painted texts

were related to Toltecs.
hypothesis.

This of course is not the only possibl.e

Smith (1966, 1973:70-75) has argued that the Tallans (that

is, cities whose names include Tollan glyphs) of the pre-Columbian

Mixtec painted texts were barrios of local Oaxacan cities rather than
Toltec capitals possibly located beyond the Mixteca.

to fully refute this hypothesis..
or "metropolis."

It is difficult

"Tallant! meant either "Place of Reeds"

It also may have meant ''Place of Toltec Rulership.1t

There are numerous Tollan barrios associated with Mesoamerican cities,
and it is possible that all references to Tollana in the pre-Columbian
Mixtec painted texts were to local non-imperial Tollans in Oaxaca.

Hov-

ever. if there is patterned association between such elements as Tollan
glygers and persons and place

nam~s

that appear to be exotic, then we

may legitimately question whether such place names and persons are
associated with Toltec history.

Clearly, arguments of internal consis-

tency are essential to this discussion.

For example, i f Tollan glyphs

and associated persons are strongly linked to place names known to be
Mixtec ~ then these Tollan glyphs and persons probably can be associated
wi th a local Mixtec framework.

However, if TOllan glyphs and associated

persons are linked to a cluster of place-names which do not appear to
be local Mixtec towns and cities, then it is reasonable to suppose that
the Tollan gl.yphs and associated persons are possibly Tol.tec.

This idea
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can be further tested by determining whether or not non-local place
names can be identified as principal Toltec centers.
Such testing is subtle and involves extended argumentation.

It

also involves a suspension of disbelief in the possible Tol.tee charac-

ter of place names and possibly exotic personages, for it always can be
argued that Tollan glyphs refer to local Tollans in the Mixteca, and
that personages, no matter how apparentlY exotic., are local Mixtec
kings or gods.
Clearly, some possibilities are more possible than others..

For

example, it is more likely that the great Mixtec conqueror, 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw extended his military operations outside the Mixteca than
it is that a particular king

0:" qU\1en

involved in trans-Mixtec interactions.

not associated with conquest was

He:c.ee, the fact that 8 Deer

Jaguar Claw repeatedly and strongly interacted with an apparently exotic
-persona~t

4 Jaguar, who is associated with a To11an glyph (Caso 1960:

x, 39, xxxiv, 61; 1966:xiii, 40), is especially si~ificant.

We must

ask ourselves the questiono; was 4 Jaguar a Toltec lord who made an
alliance or rather a series of alliances with 8 Deer Jaguar Claw?
kind of question inevitably leads to other questions.

This

For example, were

4 Jaguar and 8 Deer Jaguar Cla..- associated with tra.'"ls-Mixtec placenames other than ToHan?
The last qUestion is open to a brief test.

The Codex Nuttall

Obverse (Nuttall 1902:1ii-lxviii) gives 111 vasse1s of 8 Deer Jaguar
Claw.

These vassels are associated with place names.

One of these

place-names is "The Place of Catching Quetzal Birdsn (Nuttall 1902:
lxxi).

There were no quetzal birds in Oaxaca.

The closest Quetzal.
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birds to Oaxaca were and are located in the Chiapas highlands.

This

strongly suggests that 8 Deer Jaguar Claw l s realm extended beyond Oaxaca

into the Chiapas or perhaps even into thl! Guatemalan hig:to.1ands.
There is other evidence suggesting that 8 Deer Jaguar Clav's

rule extended beyond the Mixteca.

According to the Codex Nuttall t 8

Deer's conquests led him to tvo especially important places, the EU!
of the Wild Jaguar and the Rill. of the Seated RuJ.er (Nuttal.l 1902:1).
According to the LieDZO Xoxocotlan (Smith 1973:202-2U) t these two
pl.aces are the primary hills of Monte Alban.

Bence it is very l.ikel1

that 8 Deer Jaguar Clav conquered in the Zapoteca as well as in the
Mixteca. This conquest of a major Zapotec ceremonial. center suggests
that 8 Deer Jaguar Clav was a major Mesoamerican conqueror rather than

a l.ocal Mixtec war lord.
The Codex Nuttall offers further evidence to this effect.

On

pages lxviii and lxix, it depicts 8 Deer Jaguar Cl.aw's principal. political. centers.

These include the Place of Tied Bundles, the Place of Xipe

Bundle. TUantongo, tbe Place of the Seated Ru1er and the Pl.ace of
Stairway.

Following this depiction, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw makes a major

agreement wi tb 4 Jaguar.

This agreement takes place at the Place of

Stairway and Feather Carpets, and leads to a place or places of ToUan.
The Mixtec name for Choluls, Pueb1a i8 ''nUU odi'1O," Stairway (Smith

1973:72).

This strongly suggests that 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and 4 Jaguar

made an agreement at Cholula which may have involved the lordship of a
Tollan.

It certainl.y is reasonable at least to hypothesize that this

agreement involved the rulerMip of a major Toltec Tolle and. perhaps

Cholula.
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At least one of the Tollans in the Mixtec codices is given by a
Tollan gl.yph in conjunction with a "nuu" or city g1.yph.
glygers are present.

No ancill.arJ

Caso nates that according to the Codex l!odl83'

Reurse (Caso 1960:xxxiv, 61-62), this ToUan is 14 days' march from
central Oaxaca (Caso 1960:62).

It is significant that Tula. Hida1go,

which is denoted in the celltra1 highland codices solely by a Tollan
glyph. is about 14 days' march from central Oaxaca.

These data suggest that the Mixtecs. and especially 8 Deer
Jaguar Clav, were ri.gorousl.y invol.ved in what at 1east provisionally

can be called Tol tee history.
see if

We can test this hypothesis furtber to

8 Deer Jaguar Claw, 4 Jaguar

and. other possible Toltec person-

ages vere associated with a cluster of non-local Mixtec place names.
However, the question arises. how do we define place names as local
Mixtec?

There is a large cluster of pl.aae nsmes associated with Late
Postclassic Mixtec marriage and political interactions (Case 1.960;xyxix, xxvii-xxi).

Many of these place names have been identified as the

names of local Mixteca Alta places (Smith 1973; Jensen, personal communication 19'78; Jimenez..Moreno, personal. cOIfIIIlunication 1978).

Of the

several pl.aces associated with 8 Deer Jaguar Clav .. 4 Jaguar and other
possibl.e Toltec personages, only two, Tilantongo (Caso 196o:xv-xix) and
Xipe Bundle .. are to be found in the cluster of accepted local Mixteca
Uta pl.ace names.

The others have been identified as belonging to the

Mixteca Costa, the Zapoteca, Puebl.a, Morelos .. Veracruz .. Mexico and
possibl.y Hidalgo (see Chapter 3).

These include Tied Bundles (Caso

1966:i-ii) (a possible barrio of Tututepec, Mixteca Costa), the Hill
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of the Wild 'Jaguar and the Hill of the Seated Ruler (Smith 1973:202ff.)
(located in the Zapoteca)~ the Place of Sweat Bath (Caso 196o:xiii-xiv)

(probably Cacaxta located in Puebla), Place of Reed (Nuttall 1902:iii)
(probably Xochicalca i:a MOrelos), Place of D2a:!:~ (N'~"ttall 1902:2:... )
(probably El Tajin, Veracruz), and Tollan itself (Nuttall 1902:1xxi)

(possibly located at Tula, Hidalgo or Teotihuacan, Mexico).
It can be seen that by manipulating the data, one can partiall.y
test the hypothesis that there is some Toltec history' woven into the
fabric of the Mixtec painted texts.
rigorous testing in Chapter 3.

This hypothesis will receive more

Here it is enough to show that the

presence of Toltec history in the !IIixtec painted texts is both possible
and plausible.

Inscriptions
The third type of text that we need to consider is the contemporary inscription.

There are thousands of such texts from the Maya

lovland Classic period.

That is, the Classic Maya systematically re-

eor:ied dynastic history "Doth on long lasting media sueh as stone pillars
and on more perishable material such as carved bone and polychrome
pottery.

In contrast, Toltec centers such as Chichen Itza and Tula

exhibit only limited amounts of permanently recorded dynastic history.
However, as Cobean (1978) and Diehl (1981) have pointed cut, Tula
probably was robbed of most of its dynastic monuments by later Aztec
treasure seekers and royal "archaeologists."

In contrast, Xochicalco

exhibits several monuments probably linked to its dynastic history
(Nicholson 1971:104-105).
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The most important series of To1.tec monumental inscri"Ptions
occurs at Chichen Itza (Miller 197?:197£f.).

Here the Toltec conquerors

Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl are elaborately commemorated.

In

particular~

a large-scale war between Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl on the one hand and
a Lord Sun God on the other is depicted.

Several campaigns of the war

are shown as a series of sequent murals in the Temple of the Jap;uars
(Miller 1977:2l1-218), while the peace treaty ending the war is elaborately commemorated in bas reliefs and paintings.

Miller has argued

and I agree that these commemQrations were taken from screenfold codices
(Miller 1977:213).

Mill.er points out considerable Mixtec influence in

the Temple of the Jaguars murals which suggests that Mixcoatl and
Quetzalcoatl were somehow linked to Mixtec history..

It is therefore

significant that the Mixtec painted text Bodley Obverse (CaBO 1960:
xlll-xiv) depicts a father and son Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl (7 Flint
MixcoaU and 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl.) as members of the dynasty of Tollan.
These Bodley lords date ca. 1050-lll0.
A set of pillars from Pyramid B at Tula depicts a lord Quetzalcoa tl who exhibits the annular or semicircular imperial. nosebead in
addition tv a munber of other individuals with vertical and horizontal
bar nosebeads.

Some of these individuals are named, and probably the

iconography of the Pyramid B pillars was intended to portray the
emperor, Quetzalcoatl and his principal vassels or "cabinet."
There is eno'.i.gh evidence at Chichen Itza to construct a partial
Toltec dynasty..

A similar situation prevails at Xochicalco, ....here the

iconography parallels a very early dynastic sequence in the Codex Bodley
Reverse (Caso 196o:xl-xxxvii)..

Clearly, the contemporary inscriptions
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can be used to confirm and augment information derived from the Mixtec
painted texts..

The

~ross

ties between the Mixtec painted texts and the

local iconography, especially at Xochical.co and Chichen Itz8, strongly
support the idea that the Minec painted texts and the contemporary
inseri ptional texts should be consul ted and used

togeth~r

to develop

To1tec history.
While both the painted texts and the contemporary insc!'iptions
are S'.lbject to propaganda input and hence to historical distortion, the
contemporary inscriptions were not subject to long lasting and repeated
editing processes.

Hence the contemporary inscriptions provide a sense

of verisimilitude not availabl.e in the Mixtec painted texts.

That is,

the contemporary inscriptions are the best evidence both because they
are early and because they probably were 6ubject to less subsequent
editorial distortion than were the Mixtec painted texts..

In no sense

will I exhaust the possibilities inherent in using the contemporary
inscriptiona..

For example, a full consideration cf the Chichen Itza

inscriptions alone would require a monograph-length treatment.
larly, lily

cO!".5io:ie~ation

Simi-

of the Xochicalco and Tula inscriptions vill be

at best preliminary and tentativeo

Nevertheless, I believe that use of

the contemporary inscriptions greatly enhances the historian's ability
to build reliable historical scenarios.
It, of course, is necessa....-,r to consider the European script
histories, the <Mixtec painte:-d texts and the contemporary inscriptions
together..

Only in this way can reliable history be written..

The pres-

ence of connections between and among these diverse tYJles of texts
strongly argues that it is possible to adduce a meaningful Toltec
history.

CHAPTER 2

SOURCES AND TEXTS

Introduction
In this chapter we

shal~

deal in detail with central highland,

Mixtec and Maya texts and their sources.

In 80 doing I will stress

those parts of the texts that contain useful information about the
Toltec period.

In several cases

texts are much more complete for the

Aztec than for the Toltec period; I win not consider those portions of
the texts that do not contain -To1.tee period information.
Central Highland European Ser": 'Ot
and Painted Texts

As discussed in Chapter 1., there are three primary central highland European script texts.

Two of these texts, the Anna1.s of

Cuauhtitlan (Valazquez 1945) and the Memorial. Breve (Lehmann and

Kutscher 1958), were written in Nahuatl 1 while one, Ixtlilxochitl
(Chavero 1891) was written in early 1?th century Spanish..

All three

were prepared from the statements of old men (town elder) informants,
who interpreted painted pre-Columbian sources ..
Annals of Cuauhti tlan

The Annal.s of CuauhtiUan is the most primitive of these three
documents.

It is dravn from

~

manY' as 19 separate king lists which

probably themselves derive from pre-Columbian painted sources.
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The

anonymous author, aided by his old men informants, attempted to interlace these sources into a single chronologicel scheme (see discussion
of interlace in Chapter 4 below).

This attempted interlace was far from

successful since the sources were written in several different calendar
systems and were combined in a largely artificial sequence.

However,

the anonymous author's mistakes aid the modern scholar in defining
underlying sources.
That part of the A.nnals Gof Cuauhtitlan that concerns itsel.f with
the Tol.tee period is de!'ived from four or perhaps five sources.

The

first of these is a desc:=-iption of an important Mesoameriean myth that
eoncerns itself with the patron god, Mixcoatl.

This souree may have

been an oral recitation by an old man informant rather than a description of a painted narrative.
The second source is a Tal tec dynastic list probably derived
from a painted text.
dates.

This dynastic list

~ves

nine kings and their

Howe'g'er, the chronol.ogy of the list is floating or at best in-

correctl.y reconstructed.

A.s 'We shall. see below, this dynasty can be

shown to belong to the very late l.2th, 13th and early 14th centuries.
The third source is an oral recitation ascribi:J.g much of the
Quetza1coatl myth to the Toltec emperor, Topiltzin.

This source in-

trudes into the dynastic list of the second source 'Where the fourth
emperor, Topiltzin, is mentioned.
The fourth source treats the last To1tec emperor, Huemac, and
is said by the anonymous author (Valazquez 1945:14) to have been a
separate biography of Huemac.
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The fifth source is cited but not quoted.

This is a now lost

Texcocan account of the Toltec king list, apparently known to the old
men informants, .....ho furnished the death dates for Topiltzin and Huemac

in the Texcocan calendar system (Va1ezquez 1945:8, 17).
In addition. th! I: portion of the Annals of Cuauhtitlan devoted

to the Toltee period supplies an assertedly contemporary king list for

Chalco (Valazquez 1945:13ff .. ).

The Annals of Cuauhtitlan also gives a

particular version of the early post-Tol tee Culhuacan king list that we
shall here call Chronicle Y (Valazquez 1945:15ff.) ..

The anonymous author of t.lte An.naJ.s of Cuauhtitlan etD'91oyed some

of the sa'lle research techniques used by Sahagun, and may or may not
have been known: to Sahagun (Va1.azquez 1945:vii-xxi).

The Annals of

Cuauhtitlan were written down in Nah'la European script about 1570

0

This means that its old men informants probably were very young men at
the time of the Spanish conquest.

The underlying painted sources prob-

ably were late Aztec period doc-...ments.

However, \Ole must not exclude

the possibility that the Tol tec king lists were based on painted documents that were earlier than the late Aztec period.
The Memorial Breve
The second text . . .i th which we shall deal is known as the
Memorial. Breve (Lehrmann and Kutscher 195&).

It is in fact the earliest

portion of Chimalpahin's Second Relation of Chalco.

Chimalpahin, a

scion of a Chalco royal house, wrote down the Second Relation of Chalco
in European Nahua script sometime during the first quarter of the 17th
century.

Therefore, his old men informants received their educations

just after the Spanish conquest.

There is as a result a greater

lilcelihood that information loss is associated with the Memorial Breve
than with the AnnaJ..s of Cuauhti tlen.
According to the untranslated Eighth Relation of Chalco,
Chimalpahin used at least two pre...columbian painted texts.

Indeed, it

is probable that each Relation of Chalco itself was derived from a separate painted source.

According to internal evidence, the Memorial Breve

was based in part on a painted source which ChimaJ:p!iliin himself intet'preted, and in part on supplementary information given by old men
informants.

Indeed, at least three separate sources can be identified.

The first of these is a dynastic list for Culhuacan, which may have been
painted on a map-like lienzo.

The second source involves a brief bio-

graphical description of Huemac by an old man informant.

The third

source appears to be a description of a painted notice of the reign of
Topiltzin.

However, this notice may have been a parenthetical part of

the hypothesized lienzo comprising the first source.

The Memorial Breve

is specifically said to have been a king list of Tol tec period Culhuacan,
although it gives two emperors said to have been of Tollan, Huemac and
Topiltzin (Lehmann and Kutsche!r 1958:9-13).
Culhuacan is intended.

It is unclear which

As we shall see below, it is possible that the

Culhua. king list in the Memorial Breve refers to San Isidro de Culiacan
in Guanahuato rather than to Culhuacan, Mexieo ..
Ixtlilxochitl
The third primary text usually is labeled Ixt1.ilxochi t1 (Chavaro
1.891).

The author t Ixtlilxochitl. 'Was a scion of the Texcocan royal

house.

He wrote in both Nahuatl and almost unreadable ea:ly 17th cen-

tury Spanish ca .. 1610-1620.

Ixtlilxochitl's work is as synthetic as
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the Annals of Cuauhtitlan and Memorial Breve are linear.

The synthetic

character of Ixtlilxochi tl derives from the fact that he used a synthetic painted text knmm. as the Codex Xolotl for a large part of his

post-Toltot:c historical materia1.
"Original History."

Ixtlilxochitl calls this text his

He was aided in his inter-pretation of the Original.

History by old men informants recruited from several towns located both
within and outside of the Valley of Mexico.

However, Ixtlilxochitl

appears to have been able to read much of the Original History directly_

Apparently, Ixtlilxochitl used a different source or a different
group of sources for his Toltec narrative, although some of his Toltec
material may have come from a now lost first page of the Xolotl.

A1 ter-

natively, this material. could have coma from another painted source.
From Ixtlilxochitl's description, some idea of the missing Xolotl page
or alternative can be developed.

Probably i t was a map-like single

page describing with a footprint boundary the extent of the Toltec
Empire.

Nine Toltec kings were painted on this "map," and probably

several were associated with different places.
ently thought that these nine kings were

Ixtlilxochitl a;par-

seque~t, ~hile i~

fact they

may have comprised t"W'o and possibly three contempora..-y- lists.
Much of Ixtlilxochitl's information about his last two Toltec
emperors, Tecpancal tzin and Topiltzin, appears to be circumstantial and
to involve detail which probably could not be included in a painted
source.

This suggests that Ixtlilxochitl's biography of Topiltzin was

partly based on the red tation of at least one and probably more old
men informants.

I t also is possible that Ixtlilxochitl had a codical.

biography of Topiltzin at hand as well.

Ixtlilxochitlts descri'J)tioD. of e-pi-Toltec successor states
(Chavero 1891:59) is based OD. the existing first page of the Codex
Xo1otl (Dibble 1951.:1).

This material is important because it includes

a history of the same dynasty given in the last half of the Annals of
Cuauhtit1an (Valazquez 1945:11-14) Toltec king list.

In the Codex

Xolotl and IxtlUxochi tl, this dynasty is associated not with Tula as
in the Annals of Cuauhtit1an, but rather with Toltec successor states
at Tlazallan, Culhuacan and Cuauhquechollan (Dibble 1951:I-III).
Codex Xolotl.
The Codex Xolotl itself anpears to be a middle to late 16th

century copy of a pre-Columbian painted source.

This text consists of

nWe pages describiDg the imperial wars of Nezahuacoyotl and the historical background of those wars.

The temp.>l"al period

enccmp~::ed

the Codex Xolotl begins about 1240 and ends about 1420.

i!!.

On this basis

it is reasonable to hypothesize that the original painted Bource was
written ca. 1425-14:;0.

The Xolotl copy of this probable document is a

complex and sophisticated text.
by Texcocan state historians.

I suspect that the origi1:al. was W-"itte!!.
If this interpretation is valid, then

the Xo1otl is the single most important source for both the epi-Toltee

and the Aztec periods.
The Xolotl interlaces the affairs of many dynasties, and -pro-

vides a wholly reliable interlinked geneal.og;r.

This allows generational

dating of many royal. personages, which in turn provides a basis for a
viable chronology stretching from the last Toltec kings to ca. 1435.
Hence the Xolotl is a kingpin of the Tol tec chronology.

The Hinor European Script Texts
Several minor European script texts derive from the early to
middle 16th century..

As a group, these texts are earlier than the four

primary texts described above.
mous authors a

In addition, most are penned by anony-

In almost every case, a painted source or sources appea:

to underly the extant text.
The earliest text for which we have a date of authorship is
Zumaraga (Izcalbaceta 1891).
source ca. 1535-1540.

This text was derived from a pre-Colutr.bian

Zumaraga is written in annal form, and gives

accession and death dates in noating from for the sequent emperors,
Totepeu, Topiltzin, Huemac and Nauyotzin.

Zumaraga or its underlying

source or sources is also incorporated into the Origen du Metique
(Izcalbaceta 1891) and Torquemada ('l'orquemada 1975L

Here we shall

call the Zumaraga 'source or group of sources Chronicle Z.
The Historia de los Mexicanos per su~ Pinturas (Garibay-K 1%5),
as its name i:nplies, is a narrative description of a pictorial codex.
This text includes the Mixcoatl a!!d Quetzalcoatl myths.

Its principal

utility lies in its inclusion of a narrative describing a Mexica-Aztec
and possibly Cazcan conquest of Tula.

This conquest is referred to in

the Annals of Cuauhtitlan (Valezquez 1945:14), but is most fully described in the Ristoria de los Mexicanos par sua Pinturas (Garibay-K

1965: 44-45).
One of the most important of the minor texts is that known as
the Legend of Suns (Valazquez 1945:119ff.).

This document was penned

by an anonymous a~thor in 1558, and is a detailed narrative descriJltion
of a pre-Go1umbian painted source.

This souree itself was complex and
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synthetic, and was based. on several. underlying sources which in part can

be factored out.

These underlying sources included a particularly com-

plete discussion of the Mixcoatl-Quetzalcoatl myth, a copious description of the famine that affected Tula during Huemac's reign and of the
J.ast days of that
second HUemac.

reign~

and a brief description of the reign of a

The source for the Legend of Suns appears to have been

a late Aztec attempt at synthesizing a Toltec history.
The Histaria de Mexico (The Historia Mexicanos) (Garibay-K
1965:91ff .. ) contains a brief description of the Mixcoatl-Quetzalcoatl

myth and of Topiltzin's reign.

It is important to us primarily because

it delineates Topiltzin' s successive retreat from Chalco to Cuauhquechollan. to Cholula and finally to Zampoala (Garibay-K 1965:115-116).
It also confirms the Xo1otl's (Dibble 1951:II-III) placing of Topi1tzinls successor, 10 Flower, at Cuauhquecho1lan.

This document, like

the Legend of Suns, deals only with the Toltec period.
Perhaps the most important of the minor texts is Torquemada
(Torquemada 1975)..

This historian wrote during the period 1610-1620,

and he appears to have collaborated with Ixtli1xochit1.
presents two 'Versiuns of T;:;.ltec histo:Lj.

Torquemada

In. one he closely

Ixtlilxochit l and the Codex Xolotl (Torquemada 1975: 55ff.) ..
in the other version, he paraphrases Chronicl.e Z.

fcll~s

However,

Torquemada has been

sharply criticized for his lack of synthesis and for his tendency to
quote verbatim. other histories,,-

HOWeVf;:l7 ~ thi:; criticism should not be

applied to his discussion of the pre-Columbian period 'Which is both
synthetic and re60urcefu1 (Leon-Portilla, personal. co:nmunication 19?.(1) ..
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The anonymous early text, the Annals of Tlatelolco (Berlin and
Barlow 1948). clearly appears to be a narration of a pre-Columbian

-painted document.

The Annals of Tlatelolco is importa."lt for the Toltec

period mainly in that it provides inde'J)endent confirmation of the date
of the famine that occurred during the reign of the emperor, Huemac
(Berlin and Barlow 1948:34).

This text also provides us with our most

detail.ed account of the Mexica migration period (Berlin and Barlow 1948:
32-34).

This has strong implications for west Mexican Toltec period

history.

The early date of the Annals of Tlate1.o1co, 1928, also

supports its position as an important text.
The document, the Codex Mexicayotl (Leon 1949) t is a narrative
by Chimalpahin of a Mexica origin tale whose source mayor may not have

been painted.,
tory.

In itself, the MexicayoU does not bear on Toltec his-

However, as a prologue to the Mexicayotl, Chima.1:pahin includes a

short narrative, probably from a European script source, lrnown as the
Alanso Franco Relation (Leon 1949:11-25).

The Franco Relation is dated

1602, and includes a description of a large-scale Chichimec polity
situated in Aztlan (Jalisco) and the Cuexteca (Ruasteca).
dating to the late Toltec

~ricdt

This polity,

is directly linked to Mexica origins.

A partial dynasty is included.
The text generally known as Tello (1891) purports to be a history of Jalisco and includes a greatly fictionalized account of Nuno de
Guzman's west J.'exican entrada.

Tello draws on two sources of unknown

origin which pertain to the pre-Columbian period.

The most important

of these appears to be a brief t probably European script history of the
foundation of a large ..,est Mexican polity said to have been established
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by the Chichimeca or the Mexico Rustica (Tello 1891:1?f'f.).

This polity

almost certainly is tbe same as that described in the Alanso Franco
Re1ation..

A detailed conquest sequence is included which appears to

define boundaries corresponding to the Cazcan kingdoms of the 15306 and
154oD.

The "foundation" of this probably Cazcan polity is assigned two

dates by Tello, 1111 and 1260.
Tal.tee period.

Both of these fall within the late

The source from which Tello draws this data exhibits

considerable Spanish influence and probably dates no earlier than 1575.

Tello's second pre-Columbian period source (Tello 1891:202-203)
may derive from an oral recitation.

Alternatively it may have been

based on a late pre-Columbian period or early Spanish contact period
lienzo.

This source describes a dynasty from Amula..sayula founded 14

generations before the Spanish conQuest by the brother of a lord named
Mitl.

This Mitl may have been the Toltec emperor of that name.
The Historia To1.teca Chichimeca (Berlin and Rendon 1947). an

anonymous combined Nahua European script text and pictorial codex. is
the only known document in which painted material is given which specifical1.y illustrates and augments a European script text.

At present

this text is undated, but includes one and possibl.y two sources also
present in the A.nnals of Cuauhtitlan.

The Historia Tolteca Chichimeca

describes in detail the epi-Toltec Nonoalca (Berlin and Rendon 1947:
70ff.) and Cho1.uteca-Tol teca Chichimeca (Berlin and Rendon 1.947: ff.)
polities.

However, it includes a brief statement narrating the assas-

sination of the last Tol tee emperor, Huemac by the Nonoalca-Toltee
faction (Berlin and Rendon 1.947:68ff.).

This text suggests factional

strife and perhaps c1.ass struggle as factors contributing to the Toltec

collapse.

I cannot determine at this time whether or not the brief

Toltec period narrative is based on a painted source.
Finally, Munos C&llIargo (1892) (written before 1595 and quoted
at length by Torquemada) supplies a short version of the Mixcoat1 myth,
which is followed by ....hat is probably an epi-Tol.tec period dynasty of
Olmeca-Xicalanca~

that is, Pueb1a provenience (Munos Camargo 1892:43ff.).

This is the on1y text that provides this information.

I cannot deter-

mine from Munos Camargo's text whether or not he used painted sources

for his information about the Olmeca-Xicalanca dynasty.
The Chilam Balams
The Chilam Balams (Roys 1933, 1962, 1967; Craine and Reindorp
1979) are the primary historical texts for Postclassic Yucatan.

They

are European script texts written in Yucatec Maya, and are without exception Middle Colonial. period documents which contain straight historical narrative and highly metaphorical prophecy cycles in addition
to Katun Annals.

Both the annaJ.s and the prophecy cycles are given by

katun; that is, 'i;i1ey are d.ated. to the nea!'est 20 Or" 24 yeSI' pericd.
While much of the included information refers to early colonial period
events, at least some of it relates to the pre-Columbian period.

Since

history was perceived as repeating itself ....ithin each katun cycle, it
is difficult to determine to which of several katun cycles an entry may
real.ly refer.

There are three Chilam Balams:

those of Chumaye1, Mani

and Tizimin ..
The Chilam Balams are important to Tal tee history because they
provide information about Tol tee period Chiehen Itza and UDal, and
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more especially about the reign of the emperor, Nacxitl Quetzalcoatl

(Roys 1962:80-81).
The Chilam Balam of Chumayel exhibits three Katun

Aili:.i".l~ ::."'ep~e

senting three different Chichen Itza sources (Roys 1962:75-78), while

the Mani and Tizimin Katun Annals (Roys 1962:71-75) each derive from
both a Chichen Itza and an Uxmal source.

The Tizimin-Mani Chichen Itza

source is the same as the sOUrce of the First ChumaYel Annal..

Hence,

there are four sources underlying the five Katun Annals ..
The Chilam BaJ.ams of Chumayel and Mani are fully published in

English (Roys 1%7; Craine and Reindorp 1979), while the Chilam Balam
of Tizimin has been excerpted by Roys (1962).

The Mixtec Painted Texts
It readily can be seen that most of the available central highland European script texts treat the Toltec period in minimal and often
fragmentary fashion.
Tolt~c

For most of these texts the focus was not the

but the Aztec period.

In contrast, the Mixtec painted texts or

codices often provide extensive information on the Toltec period.

The

problem 'With this information for the historian of Toltec history is
that most of it pertains to rather narrowly Mixtec and even Mixteca
Alta history.

However, most of the information given can be put into

an absolute historical. framework, even when the compositional. date of
a particular text is open to question.
Most of the Mixtec painted texts have not been reliably dated.
To my knowledge, no one has worked out a relative

chron~lcgy

of the

painting of these documents based on the seriation of internal style or
other similar criteria.

Nevertheless, some COfLcept of relative and
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absolute dates for the painting of the Mixtee painted texts can be
adduced by considering the internal evidence of the histories as re-

corded.
The Codex Bodley

The Mixtec painted texts

Ca.1l

be considered from the standpoint

of the amount of Toltec period history recorded in each.

The most

important of these texts from this standpoint is the Codex Eod1.ey (Caso
19(0)0

In reality, this is a compilation of at least three "books," tvo

of which are painted on the Reverse and one on the Obverse.

Both the

Reverse and the Obverse begin with a description of very important
pseudo-historical dynasties from which the most important Mixtec families were descended (Caso 1960:i-iv, xl-xxxvii).

As we shall see belo.... ,

these very important pseudo-historical dynasties can be associated with

Cacaxtla,
polities.

Xochica1c~.

Monte Alban, Cholula and other major Epiclassic

D. Kelley (personal. communication 1978) believes that some

or all of these dynasties are mythical.
The Bodley Obverse provides a chronology t a genealogy and some
history for th2 polity of Tilantongo that runs from ca. 920 until the
Spanish conquest (Caso 1960: v-xx) •

The Bodley Obverse also supplies a

partial geneal.ogy for two dynasties of Tollan (Caso 196o:x-xiv).

first two of these are specifically related to the

~ixtee

The

emperor

figure, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and to his wife. 11 Serpent Flower-Lip
Ornament.

The Tollan dynastic material runs from ca. 920 to ca .. 1160.

The relationship between the Tol tee dynasties and the lordship of
Tilantongo is stressed.
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The Codex Bodley Reverse yiel.cis a Tal. tee period dynastic

se-

quence for the polity of Xipe Bundle, and a partial. sequence for the

polity of nint (Cuo 1960:xxxvi-xxvi.ii).
to 1125.

This history runs from 920

A history of' the conquest of the pol.i ty of Yuhu is then pre-

sented (Caso 1960:xxviii) after which a dynastic sequence for this
pol.ity is given (Case 196o:xxviii-:xxvi).
until. 1300.

This sequence runs from 1125

The conquest activities of several. of the scions of Yuhu

are provided (Csso 1960:xxvii-xxv).

Finally, the Codex Bod1e,. Reverse

supplies a ca. 1200-1500 account of the dynasty of Tlaxiaco (Caso 1960:
xxvii-xxiv) •
The polity of Flint probably can be identified with Yanhuitl.aD

(Jansen, personal communication 19'78), while I have identified the
pol.ity of Yuhu with a medium size Toltec period center located in the
Valley of Oaxaca.

The polity of Xipe Bundle has not yet been identi-

fied (see Chapter 3).

The Codex Bodley Obverse terminates with a generation equivalent
to

that of the Spanish conquest.

Hence the completion date of the

Codex Bodley often is estimated as 1.520.

There is no known European

infiuence in the Codex Bodley, and it is essentially a pre-Columbiall.
style document.

The Bodley appears to be based on a number of earl.ier

pre..columbian sources.

This document contains a great dea1 of' informa-

tion, and successfully interlaces as many as four separate story lines.
The Reverse especiaJ.ly appears to have been an attempt at the narration
of a regional history' in which the story line stresses several. succeeding leading polities which one after another maintained at least a
degree of hegemony over the Vall.ey of Oaxaca and the Mixtec A1. ta.
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The Codex Bodley contains most of the information necessary to
establish a viable Mixtec chronology' for the period 920-1520.

Caso

established this chronology prior to 1950. although he extended it back

in pseudo-historical time to 670.

Rabin (n.d.) has revised Caso's

chronol.ogy for the period 6'70-994, whil.e D. Kelley (personal cOllDllllDiea-

tioa. 1978) has recently added a calendar round between 8 Deer Jago-~
Claw and the Toltec emperor, 7 Lizard Mitl (see below).

This pushes

8 Deer Jaguar Claw's accession back to 992, and makes the entire early
corpus a cal.endar round (52 years) earlier than the chronology proposed
by Rabin.

These chronological issues are discussed at length in Cha:p-

ter 4.
The Codex Nuttall

The second most important codex for the Toltec historian is the
Codex Nuttall. (Nuttal.l 1902).

The Codex Nuttall Reverse, which was

painted first (Troike, personal communication 1978). is a biography of
8 Deer Jaguar Claw, 959-1011.
is u.>limown",

The date of the painting of the Reverse

The Codex !iuttall Obverse :ua...-rates several. related Mixtee

origin myths.

These myths are followed by three geneal.ogies covering

the period 900-992 (Nuttall 1902:xxii-xxv) , including the Tilantongo

genealogy and the genealogy of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw.

These genealogies

are followed by a regnal list for Yuhu and Teozacualco, and by a brief
regnal list for Zaachila (Caso 1960:xxvii-xxxv).

These regnal lists

break off ca. 1:;48, and the Nuttall records no information later than

this date.
1;50.

Hence, sometimes the Nuttall's completion date is given as

It is, of course, entirely possible that the Nuttall Obverse is
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a later copy of a lienzo or codex painted ca. 1350.

The most important

contribution of the Nuttall Obverse for Toltec period history is its

elaborate discussion of the quasi-mythical. War of the Stone Men or the
War of Heaven said to have occurred ca. 930.
The Codex Columbino-Becker I

The third most important M.ixtec painted document for Tol tee
historians is the Codex Columbino-Becker I (Caso 1966; Nowotny 1961).
The Codex Columbino-Becker I is a sophisticated. biography of 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw.

It also contains biographical notices of the founder fig-

ure, 4 Wind Xiucoatl. (1015-1060) (Nowotny 1961.:xv-xvi).

when this dual biography was written.

It is unknown

Troike (personal communication

1978) believes that the Nuttall Reverse and the Columbine-Becker I were
painted at about the same time in the same school of codex painters or
ro~

court.

However, as noted above, I believe that the Columbino-

Becker I is earlier than 1350 ano. comprises a tradition distinct frC31
the "official!! biographies of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw.
The Codex Vienna
The next most important document is the Codex Vieillia Reverse
(Caso n.d.).

This document yields information on an Epiclassic Cholula

oriented dynasty (Caso n.d.:i-iii).

Following this, a genealogy of the

first and second dynasties of Tilantongo is supplied (Caso n.d.:iv-xiii).
This is followed by an abbreviated genealogy of the third dynasty of
Tilantongo up to 1350 (Caso n.d.:xiii).
cluded for this last dynasty.

Portraits of rulers are ex-

Some scholars have suggested that the

Codex Vienna Reverse is stylistically late, that is equivalent in time
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of painting to the Codex Bodley (ca. 1520).

However, in terms of infor-

mation given, the Codex Vienna Reverse should be dated to ea. 1350.

The

Vienna Revei"se may be a later copy of a relatively early document.
The Codex Vienna Obverse (Adelhofer 1963) is entirel.y separate
content-wise from the Reverse.

It is in effect a political science

document describing the foundation of Tetlamixteca polities and ceremonies.

:n this document, patron gods are systematically related to

the political geography of the Tetlamixteca, while foundation statements

take place in mythical time corresponding to the late 9th and early 10th
centuries A.D.

The Codex Vienna Obverse is important in that it estab-

lishes the cognitive universe of the Mb:tE"c$, and perhaps of surround...
ing ethnic groups as well.

The Codex Selden A-II
Smith en.d.) has shown. the Codex Se~den A-II (Caso 1964) to be
a history of Jal.tepec, Oaxaca..
to ca. 1570.

Ita cnronology runs from the 9th centu.....,.

However, unaccountably, the period from ca. 1015 through

1250 (Caso 1964:ixff.. ) is given according to an unreadable forma.t.
That is, it is difficult to rational.ize the geneal.ogy for this period.
Generations are 40 to 60 years long, while associated place names are
not readily identifiable.

In the .... ords of one Mixtec historian, this

codex nbabbles," at least during its discourse on the Tel.tee period.
However, the Codex Selden A-II does contain inrportant information on
the dynasty of Xipe Bundle and on the relationship between an inrportant
scion of this dynasty, 11 Wind Bleeding Jaguar, and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw
(Caso 1964:viii-ix).

The Selden A-II was painted no earlier than

1555-1570 (Caso 1964).

However, there is no evidence of European in-

fiuence in the document.
The CoixUahuaca Documents
There is a group of painted docllJllents known as the Coixtlahuaca
Documents, most if not all. of which were painted after the Spanish conquest (Case 1m).

These documents include the Codex Antonio de Leon,

the Seller II and the Se1.den Roll (Caso 1961., 1977, 1980).

These

Coixt1ahuaca Document£:. yie1.d information about the Mixtec "foundation"
period (9th and lOth centuries).

They also provide information on the

To1tec period conquest (ca. 1.220) of' the Coixtlahuaca zone by a combine
of Puebla rulers.

Most of the Coixtlahuaca

Do~...tments

contain long, 20

to 25 generation geneal.ogies of various Coixtlahuaca zone pol.ities.
These "genealogiesll probably are actual.1y regnal. lists.

The Codex Eggerton

The Codex Eggerton appears to be a dynasty of the HUl of the
Wild Jagnar.

This may or may not be one of the barrios of Monte Alban.

Smith (1.973:18-19) believes that the Codex Eggerton pertains to the
Mixteoa Baja and the Nueb.

The Eggerton describes a dynasty of what

appears to be a very important :pl.ace.

This codex has been badly and

deliberately effaced, and further work will be necessary before it can
be analyzed for possibl.e To1.tec period historical content.

Codex Tul.ane
The Tulane library lienzo known as the Codex Tulane (unpub-

lished, Tulane University) is of specia1 interest.

In this 1ienzo,
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personal names and IDOdes of dress resemble those in the Historia Tol teca
Chi.chimeca and the Codex Xolotl.
closel.,. resemb1.3 Mixtec norms.

However, place Dames and year glyphs
It is wholly unclear whether the Codex

'l'ulane was painted in Nahua or whether it was painted in Mixtec.

Its

importance to Tol.tec studies lies in its description of a conf'erenCE)
attended by Oaxacan Mixtec-Toltec barons. and apparently held at
Cholu1a.

This conference is dated ca. 1115, and includes the name of

a possib1e Tal. tee emperor, 1 Rain Vulture.

CHAPTER 3

NAMING SYSTEMS AND SYMOOLS OF POWER

Introduction
Naming systems are i:::ttimately related to the process of extracting Toltec history from the basic data sources..

As noted above, the

pre-Columbian painted texts read very much like modern comic books.

In

particular, action concepts and storyline are basically iconcgt"aphic

rather than linguistic.

However, this is not true for place-names and

personal. names, that is, for most nouns.

Names, including both personal.

names and place-names, occur as fully l.inguistic elements.
Personal and Pl.ace-Names
In many cases personal names and -place-names are composed of'
two painted elements, each of which has sememic value.

Sometimes, how-

ever, painted elements occur as morphemes, but only occasionally as
phonemes.

Nevertheless, that part of the

::~diea1

information system

which is writing, that is, the nouns and nominal adjectives, constitute
a mixed system of writing.
Place-Names
Many logograms are used, particularly in the case of p1.aceRill glyphs, ravine glyphs and water and stream glyphs are very
common as one sememic element in dual or multiple element place-names ..
We know from European script Nahuatl glosses that l1hill," "ravine" and
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"water-stream" maintained their meaning in place-names.

For example,! a

hill with a snake coiled on top of it ....ould read "Coatepecl l or Snake
Hill (Smith 1973).

In addition, in Mixtec 9 there is a stepped first

rectangular gl.yger -:hat appears to translate as "nuu" or "town-city"
(Smith 1973::;8-40).

Similarly, a small mouth associated with a Mixtec

place name glyger translates as "a" (mouth of), "atll or "near" (Smith
1973,42) •
Place-name construction and reading is fairly well. understood by
specialists in the field.

Fortunately, many Nahuatl codices and many

post-5panish conquest land documents exhibit European script place-name
glosses.

This not only allows scholars to read the given glossed place-

names, but also enables them to infer very probable meanings for many
non-glossed place-names.
There are, however, problema that are not always amenable to
solutioDo

For example, some painted elements may have more than a

single meaning.

For example, the turquoise element can read "jewell! or

the color "blue" (Smith 1973: 60-62).

Wi tbout a European script gloss,

it is difficult to determine which reading, jewel or blue, is correct.
Also, in many cases, one must know the language in which a codex is
'WI'i tten.

Whi1e some place names bave common painted e1ements and

COIil-

man translations in Mixtec and Nahuatl texts, other place-names are
language-specific in painted element and meaning.
specialists insist on
Mixtec.

tr~lating

This is why Mixtec

Mixtec codical elements only into

However, it is not always certain whic:h language should be

associated with a pre-Columbian painted codex.

For eXample, the Codex

Tulane exhibits conventions resembling both the Mixtec codices and the

;Nahuatl Codex XQlotl, while the Codex Nuttall exhibits some conventions
that are not shared by other Mixtec codices.

Similarly, Malgarejo

(1980) has recently proposed that the Codex Vienna 1. Obverse, long

thought to be Mixtec, should be read out directly in Nahuatl.

Signifi-

cantly, Malgare jo places the homeland of the Codex Vienna 1 Obverse in
north-central Veracruz rather than in Oaxaca (Malgarejo 1980).
In reading place names, they can be either translated directly
into the natural language in which they were written, or shorthanded.
Some scholars have favored the use of a pidgin Nahuatl_English or
Nahuatl-Spanish glossing system.

This system was o\pplied by Caso (1960,

1964, 1966) to both the Mixtec and the Nahuatl painted texts.

This has

led some scholars to think. of the pidgin Nahuatl gloss as the same as or
equivalent to the meaning of the place name in its natural language.
This tendency should be mi.."'l.imized by concerned scholars.

Nevertheless,

it is very convenient, especi::.ll:r for scholars not highly trained in"
Mixtec or Nahuatl, to use Caso's pidgin Nahuatl system.
On the other hand, there are numerous, probably a majority of
naming signs or painted elements which mean the same in Nahuatl, Mixtec
and other Mesoamerican natural languages.

For example, the personal

names, Plumed Serpent, Cloud Ser-pent and Fire Serpent repeatedl.y occur
in the Mixtec codices.

To my knowledge9 no scholar would deny that

these signs could be read directly as Quetzalcoatl, Mixcoatl and
Xiucoatl.

That is, many painted names were directly intelligible in

Mixtec and Nahuatl, and probably other Mesoamerican languages as well.
The close similarity of Mixtec and central highland Nahuatl naming systems, particularly in regard to their painted representatives, probably
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deri'tes in part from the fact that the Mixtecs and tha Tel tees she.!"e!!
much of their history t as well as their caJ.endar systems (see beloW'

Chapter 4; D.. Kelley, personal communication 1978).

However, it is also

true that all Mesoamericans participated in a complex cognitivereligious system recognizable for all Mesoamerican literate cultures.
The Birth of the Gods Table (D. Kelley 1981.) demonstrates the panMesoamerican character of this cognitive-religious system.

Extreme

positions, stressing the dissimilarity of the Mixtec, central highland
and Maya religious systems, are not borne out by the data.

Personal Names
In the Mixtec codices, most personal names are made up of a

combination of two sememes, though some consist of a single sememe.
Hany logograms were employed by pre-Golumbian codex painters.

Mixtflc

morphemic and phonemic elements are not as common in personal names as
they are in place-names.

Most

~ixtec

personal names must be labeled by pidgin Nahuat1-

English or -Spanish glosses.

This is true because thezoe are almost no

glossed Mixtec personal names "in the pre-Golumbian painted texts or in
the Spanish conquest period land documents.

The Codex Eggerton does

exhibit several badly faded E"aropean script glossed personal names.
M. E. Smith (personal. communication 1978) believes that these glossed
names will greatly aid future direct translation of Mixtec personal
names.

For the moment, however, we must either be satisfied with pid-

gin Nahuatl-English or -Spanish glosses, or accept as a working
jypothesis that at least some non-ambiguous Mixtec names can be directly
read out in Nahuatl.

There is no problem with this assumption for
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common or prominant names like Plumed Serpent -

QuetzalcoatJ..

Farther,

several Tel. tee emperors as depicted in Mixtec codices, especiall.y the
Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 19EiO:Jdv), exhibit painted

tIaD1eS

that CaD be

linked to Nahuatl cognates in IxtlUxochiU's Teltee imperial. king list
(Chavero 1891:3Ofr.).

Neverthel.ess, it is difficu1t and tricky to read

Mixtec persODal names directl.y into Nahuatl. equival.ents.
For example, in the 8 Deer Jagaar Cl.aw dynasty, there are two
lords named 13 Dog Raptorial. Bird (Nuttall 19Q2:xxv, XX9'iii).
identified these birds as eag1.es.

Caso has

However, the bird depicted on Nuttall

Obverse, page xxviii clearly is not an eagle.
both a star and red-and-whi te face paint.

He is associated with

These are elements c1.osely

associated in the central highlands with the Mb:coaU complex.

Hence,

it is tempting to read the name of this raptorial bird as

"mixcoacuauhtli," Sand Hawk.

That is, it is tempting to read the names

of these two lords as Mixcoatl..

The problem with this kili.d of analysis

is that there is no certainty that one could foll.ow through with this
sequencing of concepts in Mixtec.

Since I cannot find the Mixtec word

for sand hawk.. I cannot test the validity of the hypothesized direct
reading into Nahuatl..
cations cannot be made.

This means that some potentially valid identifiOthers must wait for careful. and painstaking

analysis of conceptual structures in both Mixtec and Nahuatl.
In this thesis, I will follow Caso's lead in using pidgin
NahuaU-8panish or -English gl.osses for moat if not all persona1 names.
Further t I will accept the proposi tiOD that many, perhaps a major! ty' of
Mixtec personal names can be unambiggously directly read into Nahuatl.
This should be true especially for Tel tec political figures whe were
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important to both Mixtec and central highland history.

However, the

reader should be cognizant of the fact that good scholarship will. ulti-

mately require that all Mixtec personal. names be translated directly
into Mixtec.
As noted above, most pel""sonal names consist of two sememes.

These are shown pictorially by the presence of two campI ete but physi_
cally connected objects or concepts.

For females, such names in Quetzal

Jewel and Flower Jewel are very commOD.

For males, ma.ny names include

as one of two elements a Nahuatl element, such as jaguar, eagle, coyote
or serpent.

In many cases, the associated animal is involved in some

kind of action; for example, the founder of the second dynasty of Tilantongo was named uJ aguar Descending frO!!! Heavenll (Nuttall 1902: xxvii).
In many cases, a name consists of a nominal adjective and a noun, such
as Shininf'!; Serpent (Caso 1960:xv), Bleeding Coyote (Caso 196o:xxviii)
or White Eagle (Iztaccuauhtzin) (Dibble 1951:111).
Occasionall.y, very compl.ex. and specific concepts are invol.ved.
For example, one Toltec emperor vas named Ixtl.ilcuechahuac (Caso
xiv; Chavero 1891:34).

i96o:

Figuratively, this means "The Def;uned One."

Its

literal translation is Dampened Face, which is shown pictorially as a
darkened or blackened face mask.

This identification must be accom-

plished by investigating the meaning of the derivative forms of the
Nahuatl word elements of this composite name.

It is significant that

Ixtl.ilxochi tl also gives Tlachinol tzin as a rendering of IxtlUcuechahuacts name.

Tlachinoltzin means Burned Surface or Face, ....hich

also corresponds with the painted element, the blackened face mask.
Cl.earl.y, Ixtlilxochi tl was uncertain of his translation.

That is, he
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gave two alternative translations of the pictorial form, blackened face

mask.
Tol tee-associated Place-Names
A cluster of important but atypical place names can be identified in the Mixteo historical. codices.

This cluster includes place

names that appear to be non-local, that is, tha.t are not restricted to
the Mixteca Alta.

None of these 'Place names is given in the Late Post-

classic Mixtec genealogiee.

Rather, most are associated with the con-

querors, 8 Deer Jaguar Cl.alri and 4 Jaguar, or with lords ",ho also can be
identified as lords of Tollan.
Tollan
In the Hixtec codices, Tollan is most often portrayed as a
glyph associated with a cattail. (Caso 1960, 1964, 1966).

~

In the central

highlands, Tollan may be designated by either a cattail. or a clu.ster of
reed leaves (Dibble 1951:I; Berlin 1947)0

Most central highland refer-

ences to cities named Tollan are unambiguous; that is, it is clear from
the context that a particular Tollan is inten1ed.

Either a second name

is given, or 'the location of Tollan can be inferred from surrounding
place names.
Numerous central highland Tollans are present.
form a barrio of a larger city.

TypicallY, they

This is true for example of the Tollan

associated with CUauhtinchan (Berlin 1947).

However, in several cases,

for example, Tu1a, Hidalgo, Teotihuacan, Mexico and Cholula, Puebla,
the Tollan glyph is the most important part of the associated name.
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Smith (1966, 1973) argues that the Tollans found in the Mixtec
codices are barrios of Mixtec cities.

In contrast., D. Kelley (personal

communication 1978) proposes that the Tollan glyph in the Mixtec codices
is partially conceptual, and means simpl.y ''Place of the Toltecs. 11

These

ideas can be tested in the data.
For example, Caso (1960: 61~62) has noted that the Tellan of
4 Jaguar, companion and ally of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw, was 14 days' march

from central Oaxaca according to the Codex Bodley Obverse.
gests that 4 Jaguar's Tollan was not located in Oaxaca.

This sug-

Indeed, both

Tula, Hidalgo and Teotihuacan, Mexico are about 14 days' march from
central

08.»<ll"~.

Further, 4 Jaguar clearly appears to be a personage

exotic to the Mixteca.

As we shall see below, he appears to be speci-

fically associated with Teotihuaean. These associations strongly suggest
that 4 Jaguar's ToHan was situated in the central highlands.
In Codex Columbino-Becker I (Case 1966: xiii) , 4 Jaguar's Tollan
e::dri.bits a temple roof comb ....ith a ....hite balls inset.

Chadwick (1971)

has pointed out that the White Balls glyph means Cholula in the Mapa de
Cholula.

"White Balls" can be translated as !lXicaltetl," and it may

read ''Place of the Xicalanca .. "

Jimenez-Moreno (1966) argues that the

Olmeca-Xicalanca controlled Cholula ca. 800-1300.

We now know that

Cholula was almost uninhabited from ca. 650 to ca. 900-1000 (Drummond
and Muller 1972).

As we shall see, Cacaxtla was probably the Olmeca-

Xicalanca capital ca. A.D. 675-ca. A.D. 1150.
In the Codex Bodley Obver::;e (Caso 196o:xl, xiii-xiv), the place
name of the emperor, 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl is given as ToHan-Sweat BathCacaxtla. This suggests that Cacaxtla was coequal with at least one
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Tellan.

Hence, there exist two places, Tollan Cacaxtla and Tollan

Cholu1a that may have been associated with 4 Jaguar's dynasty (the first
dynasty of Tollan).

There are other data, however, that suggest a different provenience for 4 Jaguarls Tollan.

As we shall see below, 4 Jaguar prob-

ab1.y can be identified with Lord "Crescentic Nost Bead_Paper Banners"
depicted on the Great Pyramid at Xochical.co.

The Xochicalco inscrip-

tions state that this lord vas ruler of Teotihuacan.

This may suggest

that 4 Jaguar's place was Teotihuacan.
The second dynasty of Tula is associated in Codex Bodley

Obverse (Casa 1960: xii-xiv) , with Tollan of the White Balls, TollanSweat Bath-Caeaxtla 2.!ld Tollan (that is, Cattail. Frieze).

The dynasts

of the second dynasty. who reigned ca. 1070-1150, were contemporaneous
with a huge growth cycle at Tula. Hidalgo (Cobean 1978; Diehl and
Benfer 1975).

This suggests but does not prove that these dynasts may

have been associated with Tul.a, Hidalgo..

However. they also may have

been lords of Cholu1a! Cacaxtla and/or possib1.y Tula, Ve:tacruz..

The

best evidence suggests a primary capital. in the old Olmeca-Xical.anca or
Veracruz zone.

Despite its size and economic importance, Tula may have

been ancillary to this capi taJ..
In short, in the absence of contemporary inscriptions, it is
difficult to locate the Tollana given in the Mixtec codices.

However,

internal evidence suggests that the provenience of such Tollans included
the central highlands, and possib1.y excl.u'ded minor barrios of Mixtec
cities. Cacaxtla, Cholul.a, Teotihuacan and Tula, Hidalgo as well as
Tula, Veracruz are candidates for the Tollans mentioned in the Mixtec

codices.

It appears that Tula, Hidalgo was one, but not the only

capi tal of the second dynasty of Tollan.

This dynasty also clearly

ruled at Cacaxtla.
Teotihuacan
C.. Millon (1972) has identified the so-called "Triple Tassel"
glyger as the Teotihuacan emblem glyph.

This glyger looks like three

connected lobed mountains, and is present in a number of foreign iconographic contexts exhibiting Teotihuacan rulers, diplomats and other
functionaries.

The glyger is also present at Teotihuacan.

It is prob-

able that this glyger reads ''Rain People ll or "Rain Lords" (C .. Millon
1972).
Rarely, this glyger expands to four to six lobed mountains or
tassels (C. Millon 1972).

The tassels or mountain lobes exhibit in

some cases what may be a superstructure of clouds..

Unaccountably,

C.. Millon (1972) and other associated with the Teotihuacan studies have
denied any association between the lobes and mountains and/or clouds.
These scholars prefer to label the Teotihuacan emblem glyger as "The
Triple Tassel glyph," despite the fact that as early as Seller (19021923), other scholars have seen the "Triple Tassel" glyger as three (or
more) mountains ..

Here I will acce:pt Seller's identification of "The

Triple Tassel glyger" as representing three or more connected mountains.
This glyger does not occur in easily recognizable form in the
Mixtec codices ..

HoweVer, the Codex Vienna Obverse (Nowotny 1961:x:xi)

depicts a very important place or set of places in association with
the supernatural, 2 Dog.

Furst (1978) calls 2 Dog the ultimate priest-

shaman because of his function as leader of rites and ceremonies.
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'However, 2 Dog also exhibits a considerable political role in that he

supervises construction of Tetlamixteca political. geography (Nowotny
l%l:x-ix).

Two Dog mayor may not be associatable with the Teoti-

huacan Old Fire god.

We know that 2 Dog was the patron of the North (Furst 1978:

162-163, 236-237; Jensen, personal. communication 1978).

His place of

residence is usually given as Checkerboard Bill and Mountain That Opens.

M. Jensen (personal communication 1978) has suggested that Mountain
That Opans should be identified with Tet=reje e1 Viejo in southeastern
Puebla.

The Codex Vienna Obverse (Nowotny 1961:xxi) depicts 2 Dog's
place as a six lobed hill; each of the hills exhibits a name.

Counting

from the left, the fifth and sixth hills read "Mountain That Opens" and

Checkerboard Hill."

The first lobe's name is identified by Furst (1978)

as a maguey plant.

I suggest but cannot prove that this is a reed plant

without its centraJ. tuli stalk.

That is, I suspect that one barrio of

the place or region of "Six Lobed Mountainl l was a Tollan barrio.
Malgarejo (1980) identifies "Six Lobed Mountain ll as Zampoala,
apparently though not certainly on the basis that IISix Lobed Mountain"
exhibits seven caves..

I suggest that the seven caves read "Chicomostoc,"

and refer either to a place in west Mexico or to Teotihuacan itself ..
Indeed, the reference may be to the lobed cave that underlies the
Pyramid of the Sun at Teotihuacan.
There is other evidence supporting the identification of "Six
Lobed Mountain" as Teotihuacan.
Rio near Tula, Hidalgo.

Mountain That Opens may be Tepe je del

Tepeje del Rio is known to have been a Classic

period Mixtec colony similar to the Oaxaca barrio at Teotihuacan (R. A.
Diehl, personal communication 1981).

Indeed, it is 'Possible that

Checkerboard Hill is a re-presentation of the Oaxaca barrio at Teotihuacan.

That i5 9 the Codex Vienna I Obverse may depict a cognitive map

of Teotihuacan as perceived by Oaxacan historians.
It would make sense for 2 Dog, who is portrayed as lord of an

extensive empire, to be a symbol of rulership at Teotihuacan.

Indeed,

2 Dog may have been perceived as the legitimate Classic period patron
god of Teotihuacan.

This idea is supported by the fact that 2 Dog is

especially associated with the date, 13 Rabbit 2 Deer (Nowotny 1961:
xxiii-xxi), which appears to represent the setting sun at the end of
the Old, that is, Classic period World Age.
Two Dog was killed at the end of the Old, Classic period World
Age, and at that time ceased to be a functioning Mixtec supernatural
(Caso 1961)'.

This conceptualization fits R. Millon's (1981) idea that

at the time of its burning at the end of the Classic period, Teotihuacan
....as deliberetely disestablished as a power and authority center.
It is significant that no dynasts are associated with IIsix
Lobed Mountainll or "Hill that Opens-Gheckerboard Hill. 1I

This suggests

that Teotihuacan was not ruled by dynasts in the usual sense.

Its

government may have been an oligarchy characterized by strong theocratic
elements.

It is significant, however, that the Monte Alban dynast, 10

A.lligator, is said to have died there (Caso 1979: 256), possibly while
he was defending the city of Teotihuacan against foreign invaders.
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Cacaxtla and Xoehicalco
Chadwick (1970, 1971) has identified the codical city of Sweat
Bath with Xochic2.l.co.

He does so on the basis that Place of Flowers

(Xochicalco) is a metaphor for Sw<;st Bath.

Further, he notes that the

Bodley dynasty of Sweat Bath (Caso 1960:xl-xxxix) exhibits at least two

lords, 9 Wind QuetzaJ.coatl and 4 Motion, whose names are prominently
displayed in the iconography of Xochicalco.

There is, however, an alternativa argument Yhich I find very
persuasive.

In the Codex Bodley, the Place of Sweat Bath is most often

directly associated with a

~

glyph (Caso 1960:xl, xiii-xiv).

This suggests that Sweat Bath I S name was in reality "Sweat Bath-Gacaxtli."

Further, there is evidence at Cacaxtla, Puebla specifically relating
this site to the Bodley Sweat Bath-Cacaxtla dynastic list.

The founder

of the Bodley dynasty was named lIBird Beak Helmet;" however, his calendar name has been effaced (Case 1960:xl).

The Cacaxtla iconography

prominently exhibits two rulers, 13 Flint Bird Helmet end 9 Wind Jaguar
Se!'pent..

! S"..lggest that Bird Beak Helmet of the Bodley dynasty is

coequal with 13 Flint Bi.!"d Helmet of Cacaxtla, while 9 Wind Jaguar
Serpent of Cacaxtla may be the equivalent of the seventh lord of the
Sweat Bath-Gacaxtla dynasty, 5 Dog Jaguar Serpent.

The difference in

calendar name may be explained by the possibility that 5 Dog was
apotheosized as 9 Wind Quetzalcoatl.
There is another reason for thinking that Sweat Bath may be
Cacaxtla rather than Xochicalco.

What appears to be the emblem glyph

of Xochicalco is prominently displayed at that site.
given as "Vertical Reed Temple or Place."

This glyph is

This Place of Reed is an
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important center in the Mixtee codices, and is associated there both
with Sweat Bath-Gacaxtla (Caso lQ6o:iii) and with the War of Beaven
(Nuttall. 1902:iii) (see below).

I suggest on this basis that Sweat

Bath-Cacaxtla vas in fact Cacaxtla, Puebla, and that Reed Pl.ace or
Temple was Xochica1co, Morel.os.

The Xochicalco identification is also

suggested by the fact that in Codex Col.umbino-Becker I (Novotny 1961:
xvi.ii), Vertica1 Reed Place and Flower Place awear connected, possibly

as barrios of' the same cecter.
Tlazal1an
The name tlTlazallaDlt means Place Between the MO".mtains.

This

'Place was one dynastic center of the Mitl dynast,. (Dibble 1951:I glosses).

Tlaza1l.an has been securely identified by Nichol.son (personal. communication 1978) as the site of Portezuela, Mexico.

This site ia located

near Coatlicban, and is the 0Dl.:r major site in the Valley of Mexico
exhibiting Late Toltec-Earl.y Aztec ceramic continuity (Sanders et al..
1979).

Tl.azallan-Portezuela is a very large site, and well could have

been a regional Toltec capital..

The Codex Nuttal.l Reverse (Nuttall 1902:

lxix) depicts a major sacrifice at a Tlazallan, P1ace Between the Moun-

tains, in association with an agreement made between 8 Deer Jaguar Claw
and 4 Jaguar.

I think this place was Tlazallan-Portezuel.a.

Monte Alban
Three places are especiall.y important to the story of 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw.
scenario.

The Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 1960:x) gives the following

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw, after conquering in the Mixteca Costa

captured a 'Place called MOOD Reeds.

After conquering Moon Reeds.
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8 Deer JaguE'X' Claw's nose was pierced by a lord of Tollan.

This sce-

nario is given in more detail in the Codex Columbino-Becker I (Case
1966:xiii) and the Codex Nuttall Reverse (Nuttall 1902:xlvii-li).

In

Columbino-Becker It 8 Deer Jaguar Claw plays a ball game with 4 Jaguar

which leads to a conquest agreement.

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw then con-

quers a number of defaced places as well as Moon Reeds, after which his
nose is pierced by a Toltec official.

In Nuttall Reverse, 8 Deer

Jaguar CIa.... conquers 17 places, including Moon Reeds, gains access to
the ceremonial center known as the Hill of the Wild Jaguar and Hill of
the Seated Ruler, and then possibly marries the lady 9 Reed at the Hill
of Striped Paint.
official

Subsequently his nose is pierced by the Tol tee

8 Death Vulture.
According to the Lienzo of Koxocotlan (Smith 1973:202-210), the

Hill of the Wild Jaguar and the Hill of the Seated Ruler are the two
tlrincil'al hills of Monte Alban, and the Hill of Moon Reeds is located
on the north slope of Monte Alban.

The data strongly suggest that 8

Deer Ja~ar Claw conquered Monte A.lban, probably in the service of 4
Jaguar, and that he was rewarded for this feat by having his nose
pierced.

The Hill of Striped Paint of the Lady 9 Reed probably reads

out Tlacolula, whose Zapotec name "Baka" means Vertical Striped Paint
(McLaury, personal communication 1981).
Smith (1973:68) reads Hill of Moon Reeds as Santa Maria AC,atepec
in the Mixteca Costa.

However, I think that the associations between

this place and Monte Alban are so close that this place is clearly Moon
Reeds on the Hill of Monte Alban.
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There is another prominent Mixtec place name that is associated
wi th r-Ionte Alban.

Eight

D~er

founded several dynasties.

Jaguar Claw in the course of his conquesta

One of these is the dynasty given by the

Mapa de Teozacualco (Caso 1949) as the home dynasty of Teozacualco.

However, according to the Codex Bodley Reverse (Caso 1960:x:xviii) the
third and fourth members of this dynasty, 7 Wate:- Red Eagle and 13 Eagle
Tlaloc Burning Copal Ball were primarily associated with the Place of

Mouth and star.

This place was conquered by the Tlaxiaco lord, 8 (9)

Jaguar Bleeding Coyote I who then established two important Middle Postclassic dynasties at the Place of Mouth and star...

According to the

Codex Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall 1902:xxviii-xxix) t the dynasty of

Teozacualco and Mouth and star haC. associated with it the vertical nose
bead authority.

This authority was lost by 13 Eagle Tlaloc Burning

Copal Ball at the time of his defeat at the ha:ilds of 8 (9) Jaguar Bleeding Coyote (Nuttall 19Q2:xxx).

This vertical nosebead alAthority was

restored by the dynasty of Zaachila, the Late Postclassic suceessor to
Mente Alban, about 1300 (Nuttall 1902:1iii-lvi).

It may be that the

vertical nose bead authority was linked to the Zaachila-Monte Alban
area, for which it was originally confirmed by the nose-piercing of
8 Deer Jaguar Claw.
On the 1771 map of the Lienzo Xoxocotlan (Smith 1973:209), the
Hill of Tepechalco exhibits the Mixtec gloss, Yuhu, "mouth. II

Tepechalco

is situated in the hills due east of Monte Alban, across the Valley of
Oaxaca a

This zone was the site of a regional integrating center be-

tween 1100 and 1300.
Mouth and Star.

I suspect that this site was in fact Yuhu, or

The Tlacalula l>,..·m of the Valley of Oaxaca debauches
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into the centra1 valley at this point, and this point may be perceived
as a mouth.

I have no explanation for the absence of the star element

in the Xoxocotlan gloss.

A.s noted above, Moon Reed Hill appears to be located on the
north slope of Monte Alban.

Situated next to Moon Reed Hili in the

Lienzo Xoxocotlan is a hill named Fly Hill or Insect Hill <Smith 1973:
208).

Insect Hill and Moon Hill. occur together in the Codex Selden

(Caso 1964:vii) as enemies of 6 Monkey of Jaltepec.

Smith (1973:208)

identifies Bee or Insect Hill of the Codex Selden with the north slope·

of Monte Alban.

Two similar place names, Hill that Opens-Bee or Insect

and Moon Hill, appear as the seat of a principal though possibly mythi-

cal 9th and lOth century dynasty in the Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso
1960:i-iv).

This dynasty is dest!'oyed in the War of Heaven.

I think

that Hill that Opens-Bee or Insect and Moon Hill in the Codex Bodley
Obverse also are the same as Fly (Insect) Hill and Moon Reed Rill on
the north slope of Monte Al.ban.
This interpretation gives us seve!,al barrios or districts of
Monte Alban.

These include the Hill of the Wild Jaguar, the Hill of

the Seated Ruler, Insect Hill and Moon Reed Hill.

I t is significa."'lt

that Monte Alban is divided up into a group of barrios. and that it is
the barrios rather than Monte Alban as a whole that are referenced.

We

also appear to have Yuhu (Mouth) as the nrune of a major center functioning in the place of Monte

Alb~

ca. 11.00-1300.

About 1300, according to Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall 19Q2:xxxiii)
and Bodley Obverse (Caso 1960: xvii) , a place called Feather Carpet
Cacaxtli or alternatively Calhuacan-Quetzal River is founded.

The

first 10rd of this place is 5 Flower, who bears a special. headdress
(Nuttal.l 19Q2:xxxiii).

This lord, complete with special. headdress, is

de'Picted in iconography associated with Tomb 1 at Zaachi1a (Caso 1966:
'Plate xiv).

This datum strongly suggests that Zaachila is Feather

Carpets Cacaxtli/CulhuacanooQuetzal River.

Caso (1966) presents a simi-

lar argument, but opts for the identification of Feather Carpet Cacaxtl.i
with

nei~boring

Cuilapan rather than Zaachila.

In the Late Postcl.assic,

the area between and incl.uding CuUapan and Monte Alban exhibited a
continuum of occupation.

In contrast, Zaa.chila, situated near ODe end

of this continuum of occupation, appears to have been a 1arge isolated
-palace without major associated domicil.iary occupation.
Uxmal. and Chichen Itza
Both Uxmal and Chichen Itza are associated with what appear to
be home embl.em glyphs.

Kel.ley (personal communication 1982) has identi-

fied the'Uxmal emblem glyph as a h1llllan head.
this glyph is doubtful.

However. the reading of

As we shall see in the chrono1ogy and history

sections, there is historical. evidence s-....v,gesting that in the Mixtec
codices, Uxmal may be depicted as a sun disc.

This sun disc in Codex

Nuttall Obverse is associated with a human or divine head identified
by Berl.and (1967) as a Piltzin glyph, that is, as a pntzin Tecuhtl.i
glyph.

However, Jansen (personal. communication 1978) believes that

this is a representation of the Mixtec supernatural, Nuu.
At Chichen Itza, there occurs a very common Maya p;lyger which
can be read as nAb Po Ahau."
''Lords of Lords."

Kelley transJ.ates this gl.yger as reading

This glyger may be a title rather than a strictly

defined emblem glyph..

However, the Ah Po Ahau glyger seems to fill the

emblem glyph slot at Chichen !tza.

r

have not been able to identify a Chichen Itza polity g1.yger

in the city's Toltec inscriptions, and I know of no codical glyger that
designates Chichen Itza.

However, it is possible that as a Tol tec

capital, Chichen Itza was perceived as a Tollan, and hence it may be
involved in the Tollan naming complex discussed above.
Tlapallan
At Seibal and Copan during the Late Classic period, there is a
commemoration complex that is of particular interest to us..

On Stela A

Copan and Stela 10 Seibal, four major "regional" capitals represented
by their emblem glyphs are depicted.

Marcus (1976) suggests that these

four emblem glyphs represent four principal political centers of the
southel'n lowlands, and that these four centers demarcate a quadrupartite political integration of that area.

On Stela A. Copan, the sites

include Tikal, Copan, Palanque and Site Q.

On Stela 10 Seibal, the

centers include Tikal, Site Q, Ik (possibly

~otul

de San Jose) and

Seibal.
Marcus' suggestion has not been met with enthusiasm among
~a.yanists.

Nevertheless, I think it has much to recommend it.

clear that the quadrupartite division is ceremonial.

It is

However, it also

may have been one of several political structures which served to integrate the southern lowlands.

It is significant that a fifth center is

associated with the four regional capitals both at Copan and Seibal
(Copan Stela A, Seibal Stela 8).

This center is Mol Semblant II.

The
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main sign of the emblem glyph consists of a Muluc element surrounded on

three sides by ....ater or blood drops.

sort of jewel.

Probably this sign represents some

P. Mathews (personal communication 1982) points out that

the blood drops may represent lineage blood, and that the Water Grou-pGod C glyger probably reads

'~lood

of our Lineage."

I suggest on this

basis that Mol Semblant II may read "Blood of OUr Lineage," or
Tlapallan, whose metaphorical meaning according to Molina is Blood of
Our Lineage (''Place of the Painter's Colors" /Tlapalli7; ~!:!.lli

means "nobility of blood and lineagell).

I suggest that the Tlapallan

glyph is hierarchically related to the four regional capital glyphs and
may have been perceived as an overarching capital city.

At Seibal, Tlapallan (Mol Semblant II) is associated especially
with one of several coeval lords who are depicted as allies ca.
10.1.0.0.0.

This person, whose personal name reads as ''Katun Bird,"

appears to be hierarchicallY related to his putative allies.
carries the manikin sceptor.)

(He alone

This tends to confirm the hypothesized

hierarchical position of Tlapallan..
In the Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 1960:xiv), the emperor 7
Lizard Mitl is associated with a place glY!)'h that strongly resembles an
inverted Mol Semblant, even to red dots or drops around the periphery
of the semicircular glyph.

This glyph has been identified as ''Midnight

Sun (Sky)" by Caso (1960).

I think. that this is in fact the glyph for

Tlapallan, and that 7 Lizard Mitl was ruler of that place.

Th.e gl;y-ph

may also occur in association "With a quadruple alliance of places
established by the emperor, 4 Jaguar and his colleagues in Codex
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Columbino-Becker I (Nowotn11961:iv).

In this case, a hal.f-jewel

appears on the stairway of a temple slYser' associated with Tied BuncUes.
At Seibal, Tlapa1lan is associated with alien lords dressed
very simply in near nude fashion, exhibiting lou,; straight hair.

This

suggests but does not prove a Gulf Coast provenience for Tl.apallan.

It

is al.sa possible that Tlapallan was located in the LacandOll region,
where long straight hair is an ethnographically knawD. fashion.
It is possible that Tlapailan was coequal. with the center
ethnographically known as Tula Zuiua.

Carmack (1973) identifies the

name, Zuiwa with Zuyatl, a palm tree.

According to Molina, the form

~,

in fact substitutes for tlapa,11i as a suffix which appears to

mean "leafy" or at least to pertain to leaves.

as "leafy," whUe

~

~

Meanwhile, "blood of ones lineage or kindred" reads
tlapalli.

is translated

means "to be stained with blood or to bleed."
~

(lIb1.oodll ) or

However, none of these forms read out as "Zuiua."

Zuiua probablY derives from !2. (zu), "to be bled"

and~, Uta

darken, to make night" (or possibly,!!!, lito send a messenger" or lito
send one to another placen ).

l1Zoyuualt may refer to the red and the

black, metaphorically, blood and night.
be ''bl.eeding night," "zoyuuac."

Alternatively, the meaning may

That is, Zuiua may be a synonym for

Tlilantl.a:pallan, "The Place of the Black and the Red."

One is again

reminded of 7 Lizard Mitl's :place name in the Codex Bodley Reverse
which may read out as ''Bleeding Night.tI

I think it is likely on this

basis that Tula Zuiua is coterminous with Tla'Pallan.

It is interesting

to note that Ixtlilxochi t l states that the Taltec rulers returned to
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Tlapallan to die.

It may be that that was the pl.ace where the royal

blood lineage departed, in death, for another place (iua) ..

Monkey

There appear to be several. places in the Mixtec codices that are
designated by the Monkey glyger.

Perhaps the most important of these is

the Place of Monkey and Ball Court occupied by the quasi-mythical figure
8 Wind Flint Eagle (Nuttall 1902:1, 7-8).

There is no known place in

Oaxaca corresponding to this glyph, and therefore it may be the name of
a foreign place ..

For our purposes, the !'iost interesting Place of Monkey is that
associated with two brothers of the probable Toltec emperor, 7 Lizard
Hi tl..

These two brothers, Smoking Heart of Xolotl and Smoking Copal

Ball Deer Hoof, appear to have been sequent lords of Monkey in the mid

12th century (Caso 1960: xiii-xiv) •
Mixteca.

This Monkey may be a place in the

However, as we shall see below, there is considerable evi-

dence that Mi tl and his brothers were imperial Toltec rulers, and were
linked both to the central highlands and to southern Mesoamerica.

It

is therefore of some interest that the Seibal-La Amelia zone of the
Peten was named !lehuen," the Maya transformation of Monkey.

This name

apuears to have been given to a medium size regional state that crystallized ca. 9.18.0.0.0.
10.1.0.0.0.

The older Seibal emblem glyph resurfaced ca.

However, the general area may ha'\Te teen :,llJ.ea

!lt~or.key"

'.iel1 into the Postclassic. JI'here may have been a specific center that

was the capital of Monkey..

This center may have been located in the

southern Peten, and may have functioned as an areal integration center
ca. 10.4.0.0.0-10.6.0.0.0.
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We know that a Smoking Heart of Xolotl was -present ca.
10.3.0.0.0-10.4.0.0.0 as a subordinate lord of Chichen Itza.

Henee,

the idea that the codical Smoking Heart of Xolotl was impl.icated in

southern Mesoamerican politics received at least some support from the
Chichen Itza data.

The Place of Monkey lDay or may not be associable with the Place
of Monkey..sun Disc which served as a refuge for 8 Deer Jaguar Cl.aw's
son, 6 House Jaguar Descending from Heaven (Case 196o:xi-xii).

As we

shall see below, there is strong evidence that the region or 'Place of

Stm Disc was situated in southern Mesoamerica, and may have functioned
as a key center or gf"oup of centers for Toltec dynasts intrusive into

southern Mesoamerica.
West Mexican Centers
As yet we know little about west Mexican centers of power.

As

we shall see in Chapter 5. west Mexican Chichimeca confederations conquered the Tal.tee Empire ca. 1264 and one placed a segmentary lineage
of its own dynasty on the throne of Tula.

The best description of this

Chichimeca confederation is found in Tello (1891:l7ff.), who claims
that this confederation was dominated by early Mexica Rustica.

Tello

states that there were three capital cities, that is, cities in Which
there was a Hnitzilapochtli templ.e of this Merica Rustica polity.

These

were Tuitlan where a captain general ruled, Juohipil.a where the lords of
the Mexica Rustica ruled, and TeocuJ.tiche.

These three 'Places appear

to have been primary integration centers respectively for the

~a1paso,

Juchipil.a and Rio Verde valleys of the Altos of Jalisco and neighboring
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Zacatecas.

The Historia Mexicanos (Garibay-K

1965~97)

places the

origin place of the Mexica seven leagues from Juchipila.
In each case it is 'Possible to associate a major archaeological
site with Tellols Chichimec capitals.

Tuitlan is a1most certainly La

Quemada (lrleigand in press) t while Juchipila can be identified with the

site of Las Ventanas (Weigand 1979).

The site of El Temple is speci-

fically associated with Teocultiche (Bell 1971).

I suspect but cannot

prove that Las Ventanas was the Mexiea Rustica capital.

It is cen-

trally and strategically located with respect to other Mexiea Rustica

cities given in Tello.
Less is known about Chichimeca or Mexica Rustica control of 't:ne
lower Lerma Valley.

According to Tel..lo (1891:21), the

Mexiea Rustiea

held this valley as far east as Conguripo, and they may ha.ve held the
site of San Isidro de Culiacan (La Quimada, Guanahuato).
have been on the Chichimeca-Toltec frontier.

Tris site may

The Toltecs anpear to

have held El Carabino, El Pueblito and possibly the huge site of San
Bartolo, Gue.nahuato.

'These sites exhibit Tt'ltec ceramics and architec-

ture (B. Bro.... n, personal communication 1980).

Kirchoff (1955) believed

that San Isidro de Culiacan should be identified ....i th the Culhuacan of
Huemac's father, Totepeu.

It may be

si~ificant

that Totepeu (r,lfixcoatl.

Xocoyotl) ....as a member of a dynasty descended from the Chichimeca.
Teuchitlan
The bulk of the evidence indicates that the Toltecs conquered
widely in Oaxaca, the Veracruz plain and piedmont, and in the Maya lowlands.

Very little is said about conquests in Guerrero and in the west

and northwest.

It is possible that the Guerrero zone did not possess an
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historical tradition until shortly before the Spanish conquest.

Fur-

ther, in the Tarascan zone, oral. rather than written tradition characterized the Spanish conquest period (Craine and Reindorp 1970).

However, we lmow that the Toltec period groups who preceded the
Tarascans in Michoacan possessed books (Craine and Reindorp 1970).
We

mtlSt rely on archaeological. evidence to delineate the extent

of Toltec influence and intrusion into the west and northwest.

We know

tbat Ja1isco was dominated by the great Teuchitlan tradition before
A.D. 1000 (Weigand in press).

This tradition rival.ed that of Teoti-

buacan, and the main 01ty t Teuchi tlan, may have been as 1arge as
Teotihuacan.

According to Weigand (in press) Teuchitlan was militarily

overthrown by a group exhibiting central highland architecture.

This

mil.itary action appears to have taken pJ.ace ca. A.D. 950-1050.

At this

time, Las Barcenas was founded, and this city a'PPears to have repl.aced
Teuchit1an as areal center of the Etzatlan zone (Weigand, 'Personal COlllmunication 1981).

There is no direct evidence that the invaders were

Tol.tecs, and it is impossible that the invaders derived from the Laja and
Verde Grande river

val~e1s.

According to B. Brown, personal communica-

tion 1980) ~ th~ Leja was depopulated ca. A.D. looo-nOO.

This depopu-

lation probably can be linked to a deteriorating climate and to a growth
cycl.e at Tala.

In any case, the Laja River zone may have provided the

popul.ation that overthrew Teuehi tlan.
It may be significant that the Tol. tees appear to have suppressed
the Otumba Obsidian source and to have inereased production at the
Zina~cuaro

obsidian source (Spence n.d.).

This suggests that T".lla at

least was elosely tied to the Zina'Pecuaro-Acambaro-Culiacan zone.
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Archaeological evidence closely links Tula with El Pueblito, a site near
San Isidro de Culiacan (Braniff, personal communication 1981)..

I think

i t is likely on this basis that ca. A.D .. 1050-1100, Tula may have gained

direct control of the Lerma River as far west as Culiacan, and it may
have directly controlled the Zinapecuaro obsidian source as well.
According to Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891:38), the controlled zone was
extended west....ard to include much of JalisCQ either in the reign of
Tecpancaltzin or more probably in the reign of Mitl (late 12th century).

Kirchoff, Goemes and Garcia's (1976:252-253) reconstruction of
the Toltec empire assigns control of most of Guanahuato and Queretaro

to the Toltecs.

This reconstruction appears to have been based on. the

presence of explicitly Toltec ceramics and architecture there.
a.:"c~2.e~l~gieal

These

traits include EI Corral type pyramid mounds, I-shaped

ball courts and Mazapan-Brushed Orange, Tohil Plumbate and sometimes
even Silho Fine Orange pottery.

Maza'Pan figurines are also common ..

This complex is found as far north and 'West as El Carabino, Guanahuato
(Braniff, personal communication 1981) ..
We must be careful in evaluating the archaeological evidence.
As D.. Kelley (personal communication 1982) points out~ ceramic boundaries and political boundaries rarely coincide..

However, it seems

reasonable to hypothesize that Toltec frontier garrisons were established in the newly depopulated greater Laja River zone.
The Tal tecs also may have sought to conquer or otherwise control
or influence the La Joyas obsidian source..

Such control would have

necessitated a :nilitary or parami:!.itary salient into the Volcan Tequila
zone.

While possible, there is no evidence for such a salient.
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The population implosion associated wi th the growth cycle at
Tala appears to have drawn a huge population into the greater Tula mar-

ket system

area~

and to have createci a zone of very low habitation that

can be described as a ring surrounding the greater Tula market system
area.

This basically depopulated zone included much of northwestern

Tlaxcala (Cook 1981) and the southern two thirds of the Valley of Merico

(Sanders et al. 1979).

I suggest that this ring also extended westward,

perhaps as far as the Laja River.

Hence it is possible that the growth

cycle at Tula markedly affected population dynamics in Hidalgo, Tlaxcala,

Mexico, Queretaro and perhaps Guanahuato.
As we shall see below, there is evidence from the reign of Mi tl
(third dJ"Uasty) that Toltec dynasts fOlL"'lded royal houses as far west as

AmuIa-Sayula (Tello 1891).

RO'Wever, strong Toltec ties with the west

cannot be associated with the first dynasty.

I t is only with the rise

of Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl (second dynasty) that the Toltecs appear
to have vigorously exyloi ted west Mexico.

The first dynasty clearly

appears to have been Olmeca-Xicalanca, and to have been preoccupied
with the south, the southeast and the east.

It is only with the begin-

ning of the growth cycle at Tula ca. 1050-1060 that Toltec penetration
of the west was accomplished.
Mixtec Place-Names
This concludes the identification of principal imperial centers
and major zones of rulership active during the Tol.tec period.
of course numerous other places that figure in Toltec history.

There are
Most

Nahua documents exhibiting place-names are glossed in European script,
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and temp~ral continuity of centra1 highland place-names is strong.
Hence, most Nahua central highland places are readily identifiable.

However, this is not the case for Mixtec place-names.

Most place-names

in the Mixtec codices are not glossed and are not readily identifiable.
Scholars such as Smith (1973) and Troike (personal communication 1978)
have identified a number of codical place-names through comparisons with
post-Spanish conquest Mixtec land documents exhibiting glossed place-

names.

Caso (1960, 1964, 1966), Jimenez-Moreno (personal. communication

1978) and Jansen (personal communication 1978) also have identified

several Mixteo place-names.

Recently Malgarejo (1980) has located

numerous place-names from the Codex Vienna Obverse in the 9ata."CtlaZampcala zone of Veracruz..

Following is a list of important Mixtec

towns that have been identified or tentatively identified by scholars
working with the Mixtec documents..
tions remain unpublished..

In several cases these identifica-

This fact is noted where applicable.

How-

ever, I refer the reader to original pUblications when available for
arguments leading to these i<ientii'ications.
1..

Place of Flames;

T1axiaco.

Caso (1960) identified the Place of Flames as

However, the Mixtec name for Achiutla is Place of Flames, and

Jimenez-Moreno (personal communication 1978) has made a convincing
argument that Place of Flames should be identified as Achiutla.
2.

Place of Obse:ovatory:

Observatory as Tlaxiaco.

(Smith (1973) has identified Place of

Both the Mixtec and Nahuatl names for Tlaxiaco

read out as Observatory.
3.

Hill of Mask:

Chalcatango..

Caso (1977) has identified Hill of Mask with

However, Jansen (personal communication 1978), using very
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reliable informants, has identified Chalcatongo as Place of Skull.

Both

Hil.l of Mask and Place of Skull are associated with the south in the
Codex Vienna Obverse statements dividing the Tetlamixteca into world
quarters.

Rill of Mask and Place of Skull probably are two barrios of

Chal.catongo.

4.. Place of Skull:

At least one of the places of SkIlll in the

Mixtec codices is Chalcatango.

However, Place of Skull also can be

identified with Mit1a and El Tajin.

This matter is discussed further

below.
5.

place of Flint:

M. Jansen (personal communication 1978) points

out that there is a Flint Hil.l. near Yanhuitlan.

Hence it is possible

though not certain that Place of nint is Yanhuitlan.
6.

Hill. of Knives:

D. Kelley (personal communication 1978) has

identified HUl of Knives as Tl.acotepec, Spear Point Rill near Chol.ula.
7.

Bird Hill:

This place bas been identified by Caso (1966) and

Smith (1966) as Tututepec e

There may have been more than one Tututepec

given in the codices.
8.

Tied Bundles:

Caso (1966) believed that Tied Bund1es, 8 Deer

Jaguar Claw l s Mixteca Costa seat of power, was very neal" and possibly

a barrio of Tututepec, Oaxaca.
since Tied Bundles is
codices.

very'

This identification seems reasonable

c1ose1y identified with Bird Hi11 in the

However, as we shall. see below, other interpretations are

possibl.e.

9. Xipe Bundle: This important pl.ace· that sometimes shared power
with Tilantongo has not yet been identi fied.
p1-'1ce ''Red and White BundJ.e."

Some schol.ars cal1 this
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10.

P1.ace of the Black Frieze and TempJ.e of Heaven:

This place has

been definitely identified by Cssa (1960) as Tilantongo.
li.
~een

Slanted Frieze and Frieze of nowers:

These two places have

definitely identified by Caso (1949, 1960" as two barrios of

Teozacualco.
12.

Plain of the Serpent:

This place has been definitely identi-

fied b;v' Case (1960, 1977) as Coixtl.ahuaca.
13.

Entwined Serpents:

This place occurs repeated1y in the 001x-

t1ahuaca Documents, and appears to be a major ceremonial center in the
Coixtl.ahuaca zone.

It may be a barrio of Coixtl.ahuaca.

1.4-. The Place of stone Shiel.d on Stone is given by Codex Ixtlan and
Codex Meixueiro as one barrio of Coixtl.ahuaca (Smith 1973).

This place

appears as the center of 4- nower "Red Digging Stick," brother of 7
Lizard Mitl., a probable Teltee emperor ca. 1150 (Caso 1960:xiii-xiv).
Hence, Stone Shiel.d on Stone probably can be identified as at least one
barrio of Coixtlahuaca.

Other barrios include the Place of Shell

(Smith 1973) and the Place of Bleeding ).fountain.

15.

Quetzal Plume

River:

This place has been definitely identi...

fied by Caso (1960) as Apoal.a..

16. The Hill of Mouth and Sand:

This place has been definitely

identified by Smith (n.d.) as Ja1tepec near Tilantongo •.
Authority Symbols
Now that the major places of I"'dlerstlip probably assor:iated with
the Toltec Empire have been identified, it is appropriate to consider
some of the Toltec symbols of power and authority.

These symbols do not
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aopear in all coaices,- or even in all Mixtec codices.

However, the

Codex BOdley and the Codex Nuttall depict imperial or imperially assoeiated lords that exhibit authority-power symbols.
The most important sueh symbols eonsist of various kinds of nose
ornaments.

We know from numerous historical documents that nose and lip

ornaments and beads constituted one very widespread adornment complex
related to constitutionally legitimized authority and power.
The question arises, are there nose beads that are specifically
Tol tec?

In the Pyramid B iconographY at Tula, Quetzalcoatl bears an

annular or semicircuJ.ar nosebead while his courtiers or cabinet wear
vertical nosebeads and/or horizontal nose bars.

On this basis it is

possible to argue that the senior Toltec emperor was

sp~cifica1ly

associated with the annular Or semicircular nosebead ..
This also appears to be the case in the Codex Nuttall Reverse
(Nuttall 1902:liiff.), where 4 Jaguar of Tollan, a 'Probable Toltec em_
pe:-or, wears the annuJ.ar

01"

semicircular nosebead, while 8 Deer Jaguar

Claw wears a vertical nosebead e

The Codex Bodley Reverse (Caso 1960:

xxxiv) depicts 4 Wind Xiucoatl as wearing the vertical nosebead..

It is

significant that 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's and 4 Wind Xiucoatl's noses 'Were
pierced by lords of Tollan, 8 Death Buzzard and 4 Jaguar, respectively.
That is, in the codices, the vertical nosebead authority appears to be
conferred by lords of Tollan on important underlords or vassals.
In the case of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw, he received his vertical
nosebead after conquering Monte Alban.

Further, the vertical nosebead

was inherited not by 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's imperial children, 10 Motion
Gray Owl and 2 Twisted Smoking Copal Ball, but rather by his son, 4 Dog
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Tame Coyote who founded the dynasty of Yuhu-Teozacualco (Nuttall 1902:
xxvii).

This vertical nosebead authority was inherited by four succes-

sive generations of male rulers of Yuhu-Teozacualco, but it was lost by
13 Eagle Tlaloc Burning Copal Ball who was driven out of Yuhu by 8 (9)
Jaguar Bl.eeding Coyote of Tlaxiaco (Nuttall 1902:xxviiff.; Caso 1960:
xxviii).

This authority later appears to have passed to the family of

5 Flower of Zaachila.

It is clear, I think, that the vertical nosebead

authority of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and his heirs was associated with the
principal cacicazgo of the Monte Alban-Valley of Oaxaca zone.
Probably 4 Wind Xiucoatl's vertical nosebead authority was
associated with the cacicazgo of Yanhui tlan.

We know from the Lienzo

of Zacatepec (Smith 1973:110-111, 116-117) tr.at 4 Wind Xiucoatl conferred authority on the lesser nobility of the Flint (Yanhuitlan) zone.
Hence, the vertical nosebead authority may have been representative of
one, and probably the second highest tier of a hierarchical Toltec
authority st.....,..lcture.

It seems reasonable to suppose that the great

lords of the Toltec Empire received authority power symbols consisting
of the vertical nosebead authority from the emperor, who himsel.f was
invested with the annular or semicircular nosebead..
A simil.ar si tuation seems to have prevailed at earl.y Late Postclassic Chol.ula, where the dual Choluteca emperors invested their principal vassals and client kings with nosebead authority (Berlin and
Rendon 1947:x).

It is probable that 8 Deer Jaguar Claw functioned as a

local client king as well as the vassal of the emperor, 4 Jaguar before
8 Deer's elevation as master of soldiers (see Chapter 6).

However, his

vertical nosebead authority remained a hereditary possession, or at
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least was conferred on a sequence of his heirs ruling at Monte A1banYuhu.
The best descriptions we have of the granting of an office by an

emperor is in the Quiche Annals.

Quiche, Kakchiquel and Zutuhil lords

went to the emperor, Nacritl and received a set of offices in the form
of jaguar claws, deer hooves, eagle cla....s, canopy cloths and other in-

signia, including nosebeads (Edmonson 1971:219).

The journey to Nacxitl

took place ca. 1325-1350, that iS t well into the Late Poatclassic
period..

Hence i t is clear that some sort of imperial structure survived

well into the succeeding po st-Toltee period.
The Codex Nuttall Reverse (Nuttall 1902:x1v) de'Picts a visit by

8 Deer Jaguar Claw to the cave of 7 Vulture.

Seven

Vulture~

flanked by

deer hooves and jaguar claws, speaks an oracle to 8 Deer Jaguar Claw.

It is unclear whether or not 8 Deer received the deer hooves and jaguar
claws.

Seven Vu1.ture may have been a Toltec official.

I suspect that

7 Vulture was an oracle, and that 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's visit to 7 Vulture

",.~=

the visit of a young warrior to an oracle.

Nevertheless, the

presence of deer hooves and jaguar claws suggests possible connections
between 8 Deer's visit to 7 Vu1.ture and the Quiche warriors' visit to
Nacxitl.

Deer hooves and jaguar claws clearly appear to be symbols of

Tol tec authoI"i ty.
There are other important Toltec-Mixtec symbols of authority.
One of these is the death bundle representing a dynastic or more often
a polity founder.

The most significant death bundles in Codex Nuttall

Obverse (Nuttall 1902:xiii-xviii) are those of the gods, 3 Flint and
9 Wind Flint.

Each of these death bundles is associated with more than
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one dynasty, real or mythical, and with more than one real or mythical
political center.
sonality cults.

They may represent the focus of Toltec related perHowever,

ne:~.ther

death bundle appears to be directly

associated with political Tol tee as opposed to mythical Mixtec founda-

tion statements.

Jansen (personal communication 1978) believes that

the death bundle cult was disseminated from Apoal.a throughout the Mixteca.

In the Mixtec protobistory, Apoala itself is an extension of the

imperial authority of Cacaxtla.

Hence, the death bundle cult may have

been a mechanism enhancing Toltec influence and control over Mixtec
dynasties.

'That is, the Tol tees may have encouraged Mixtec5 to perceive

their legitimization as coming through Tol tee means.
It is unclear whether or not there were actual physical death
bundles that were manipulated as polity oriented symbols.

However, the

Codex Nuttall Reverse (Nuttall 1902::d.ii) does specificaJ.ly associate
the death bundle of 9 Wind Flint with the second dynasty of Tilantongo
at that real. place.
Ixtlilcuechahuac Complex
One of the most intriguing symbols associated with ToUec history can be glossed as the Ixtlilcuechahuac complex.

This symbol is a

black face mask which resembles the well known Lone Ranger mask.
Typically this face mask is depicted as painted onto the faces of certain codical lords (Nuttall 1902:xlvj Caso 196o:ix, x, xivj 1966:l-x).
Many of these lords, including 4 Jaguar, are associated with Tollan
glygers..

Hence, it appears possible to argue that the black face

paint is somehow related to the Toltec character of its wearers.
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The face mask l.iterall.y transl.ates in Nahuatl as Ixtli1.cuecha-

huac/Tlachinol tzi.n/fli1.cuechahuac (Blackened,/Burnt/Soi1.ed/D8l!I}lened
Face).

One,"

However, this name carries the metaphorical. meaning of 'l1lefamed
"Dirtied One," "Sullied One."

The concept, "Ashes Face,"

"Yacanex" also appears to have been involved.

According to Smith (1973),

the so-call.ed llBurnt Face" glyger in Mixtec should probably read as
"Foreign Nahuatl Speaker."
The Codex Columbino-Becker I associates the Burnt Face glyger

with a specific form of headdress that includes a tied top knot and
long hair tied back with red cord.

A bib-l.ike garment often is associ-

ated wi tb indi vidual.s bearing the black face mask.

Both 4 Jaguar and

his closest associates are treated in this manner.

Sinee 4- Jaguar

appears to have derived from Teotihuacen or Tula, it is reasonable to
infer that the Burnt Face people were in fact 'reotihuacanos and l.ater,
Tula Tol. tees.

This group may have been considered by the Mixtecs as

Foreign Nahuatl. Speakers.

The concept "Burnt Face People" may have

been an ethnic category among the Mixtecs.
The Burnt Face People occasionally exhibit a bow and arrow.
This led me to originally suggest that these people were Chichimecs.
However t i t seems much more likely that the Burnt Face element was in
fact characteristic of Teotihuacano and possibly of 'l'ula. Toltecs.
Ethnic Cop tive Complexes
"Toltec," "Nonoalca" and "Chichimectl
The concepts "Toltec" and "Chichimecll are multifaceted and
exhibi t different levels of meaning.

There are several. symbols in the
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codices Columbmo-Becker I and Nuttall. that directly relate to the idea

of "Toltecness."

As we have seen, the Ixtlilcueohahuac mask and speci-

fic hairstyles and clothing define the people of Teotihuacan and/or Tula
in the Codex Columbino-Becker I=

The Nuttall.Reverse (Nuttall. 1902:

xlv,lxx) depicts a specific uniform, including ",hite fur knee bands and

wristlets and a special red and white shell. necklace that appears to be
associated with Tal tee imperial personages.

These data suggest that

the Toltecs were perceived as a political entity by the Mixtec codex
painters.
In the central highland tests, the Toltecs are perceived as a
specific group of related dynasts that was associated with Tula, Hidalgo.

The Codex Xolotl portrays some Taltee lords as fine craftsmen.

This

corresponds to Sahagun's (Dibble and Anderson 1950-1963) statements that fine
craftsmen were viewed as Toltecs.

Further, sometimes eastern and

southern Mesoamericans were perceived as "Toltecs," while northern and
western Mesoamericans were seen as "Chichimecs" (Dibble and Anderson
(1950-1963).

Hence the meaning of the term 9 "Toltec" could change

according to the nature of things and persons being corapared.
The Nonoalca were typical.ly perceived as a faction or subgroup
of the Tol tecs.

Their homeland was in the Orizaba-Tehuacan valleys and

the adjacent Veracruz plain (Kirchoff et al. 1975), although a sector
of terri tory north of Tula, Hidalgo also was called Nonoalco (Feldman
n.d.).

The meaning of the term, "Nonoalca" is unclear.

translated as "People who are Dumb or Speak Brokenly."

It is usually
However, the

orthography of the term, "Nonoalca" does not support such a translation.
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Data in Molina suggest that ''Nonoa1ca'' means ''People

~olho

Have Spread

Out Abroad."

The term, IIChichimec" is often opPl.Ised to the label "Toltec."
In general, "Chichimec" connotes 1Ifrontiersman" or "barbarian."
has been read "People of the Dog (Slave) Lineage."

It

However, the term

probably derives from "chichimitl," "arrOW' foreshaft."

That is, the

Chichimecs were those typica11y northern frontiersmen who used the bow
and arrow.

Narrowly, the term "Chichimec" referred only to certain

northern frontiersmen, Guachichiles, Pames, some atomi and possibly
some Cazcans.

However, the term "Chichimec" probably most often was a

catchall for "northern frontiersmen" or "barbarian. 1I

In the central.

highland codices, Chichimecs are often dressed in animal skins which
contrast with the cotton clothing of "Toltecs. n
Birth of the Gods
One of the most important Mesoamerican symbol systems is that
associated with the so-called "Birth of the Gods."

It has been known

for a long time that each Mesoamerican god was associated with one or
more calendrical names or birthdays.

In a recent article, Kelley

(1980) has docl:,mented an elegant set of relationshi-ps among those deity
birthdays.

They can be arranged in the form of a table in which each

deity birthday is located at an astronomically significant interval
from a common base date.
Kelley identified the Birth of the Gods Table base date through
an analysis of the 260 day table in the Madrid Codex (Kelley 1980).
This 260 day table terminates a Katun 13 Ahau ....hich ends in 13 Ahau 13
Cumku.

Kelley recovered the base date of the Birth of the Gods Table
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by noting that the new year's date of the Madrid Table, 1. Pop, was
associated with the day name, 12 Lamat (12 Rabbit).

That is, the Birth

of the Gods Table base date was 12 Lamat 1. Pop.
There is another way of deriving at the Birth of the Gods Table
base date.

The introductory date of the Dresden Eclipse Table is

9.16.4.10.8, 12 Lamat 1. Moan.

By assuming that this is the end rather

than the beginning of the first Eclipse Table interval, one arrives at

a beginning date of 9.14.1.6.8, 12 Lamat 1. Pop, which can be considered
as an Eclipse Table base date from which the t.!aya derived eclipse information.
The actual Birth of the Gods Table base date was projected into

the Maya mythical past, 4056 years earlier.
12.8.19.0.8, 12 Lamat 1. Pop.

This date can be read as

This date was a calculated solar eclipse,

Draconic node passage, superior conjunction of

Merc~> 1

superior con-

junction of Venus and mean conjunction of the outer planets.

While an

abstractly calculated date, this 12.8.19.0.8 12 Lamat 1 Fop may also
have been a real time astlonomical base date.

'!'hat is, it may have ex-

hibited at least some of the astronomical conditions ascribed to it.
As noted above, the birthdays, calendar day signs of the gods,
tend to occur at astronomically meaningful intervals, notably synodic
interVals, from the Table base date.

For example, the most important

day sign of Quetzalcoatl, 9 Wind, is situated 116 days, one Mercury

period, from the Birth of the Gods Table base date, 12 Lamat.

Other

Quetzalcoat1 and Tlaloc names, including 4 Wind, 9 Rain, 7 Wind, 3 Flint
and 1 Reed, also occur at Mercury associated intervals (that is, multiples of 116) from the Table base date.
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In like manner, the period from superior to inferior conjunc-

tion of Venus is 293 days, which is equivalent to the elapsed time
In

between 12 Lamat and 5 Flower, the birthday or day sign of Xolotl.

all, Kelley (1980) identifies some 35 to 40 god birthdays in terms of

astronomically meaningful intervals between 12 Lamat and the given god
birthday day sign.

All of the visible planets are present in the Birth

of the Gods Table, as are Draconic node passage intervals and eclipse
intervals.
Several important myths, including two of the major myths in
the Codex Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall 1902:i-xxvi), are found to be meta-

phorical descriptions of conjunctions and other phenomena derivable from
the Birth of the Gods Table.

For example, the repeated father and son

relationships between lords exhibiting the names Mixcoatl and Quetzal._
coaU can be derived from the Birth of the Gods Table by noting that
Mixcoatl, who is equivalent with Jupiter (7 Death, day 399 from the
Table base) is closely linked to Quetzalcoatl, equival.ent with Mercury
(1

Reed~

day 406 from 12 Lamat).

That is, one can find the day name of

Quetzalcoatl by taking the day name of Mixcoatl and adding seven days.
Many of the complex and seemingly random relationships among
the gods are directly explicated by the Birth of the Gods Table.

In

the future, this Table shoul.d be a powerful. tool in analyzing the
religio-mythic structure underlying the Mesoamerican ceremonial. system.
Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl
The names, IIMixcoatl" and "Quetzalcoatll l were a key part of the
Mesoamerican ceremonial system.

These names a'Ppear to have been reused

ill

several. times by Toltec and possibly by pre-Toltec dynasts.

Typically,

the name ''Mixcoatl'' was associated with fathers' while IIQuetza1.coat1" was
linked to sons' names.

This pattern corresponds to that predicted from

a consideration of the relatior.ship between Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl
deriving from the Birth of the Gods Table.

The name

'~ixcoatl"

can be translated as "Cloud Serpent."

Jimenez-Moreno (1955) noted that the name, "Totepeu" was associated .... ith
and indeed substituted for the name "Mixcoatl."

In fact, "Totepeu"

appears to be an epithet for the god, Mixcoatl.
"Totepeu" has also been insufficiently translated as both "Our

Conqueror" and "OUr Mountain."

In fact, "Totepeu" appears to mean !lOUr

Scatterer,l1 though it is uncertain whether corn or water droplets are
implied.

On the northern frontier, the Pueblo god, Poseyemu, "Scatterer

of Mist," is cognate with Mixcoatl (Molloy n.d.).

I think it is prob-

able on this basis that Totepeu originally read "Scatterer of Mist" and
was a reference to the Cloud Serpent's ability to scatter rain or mist.
This scattering of mist may have had special implications for the distribution of mist by the god Tepeu during the creation of the world
(Edmonson 1971).
There appear to have been several ways to write ''Mixcoatl'' in
the codices.

Mixcoatl is variously depicted as a cloud serpent (Caso

1960:xiii), as a human god impersonator exhibiting a special. feather
and fur headdress and special red and "'hi te striped body paint (Nuttall
1902:h.-xix), and as a Mixcoacuauhtli or sand hawk {Nuttall 1902:xxv).
The last depiction was typically that of a raptorial bird associated
with red and white fCice 'Paint and a star.

Commonly though not
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invariably, these Mixcoatls were followed a generation later by

Quetzalcoatls.
The depicticn of Quetz.alcoatl was more complex than that of
Mixcoatl.

Quetzalcoatl could be shown as a god impersonator wearing a

conical hat (Nuttall 1902:xviii), as a god impersonator wearing a buccal.
mask and occipital fan (Nuttall 1902:xlvi) and as a plumed serpent (Caso
1960:xiii).

Very often the buccal mask and occipital fan type of

Quetzalcoatl was associated with the calendar name, 9 Wind.

However,

conical hatted Quetzalcoatls could also be labeled as 9 Wind.

Plumed

serpent Quetzalcoatls could have random calendar names or the calendar
name, 9 Wind.

Finally, in the Codex Borgia a plumed serpent Q.uetzal-

coatI was associated with the calendar name, 1 Reed.
At least some Quetzalcoatls also appear to have had access to
the calendar name, Nacxitl, "4 Foot" (Edmonson 1971).

This is a Toltec

period calendar name that does not correspond to any known Mixtec or
Aztec name.

To some extent, these names of Quetzalcoatl were inter-

changeable.

For example, the tenth century Xochicalco emperor is called

9 Wind Plumed Serpent at Xochicalco and 9 Wind Buccal Mask-Occipital Fan
in the Mixtec codices (Nuttalll902:xlvi).
Toltec emperor, Ah Na Kulkulcan exhibits the

Similarly, the 11th century
bl~ccal

mask and occipital

fan at Seibal and the plUIDed serpent glyger at Chichen Itza.
There are more Quetzalcoatls in the records than Mixccatls.
This suggests that i t was possible for a father other than a Mixcoatl
to name his son "Quetzalcoatl. 1I

The name ItO,uetzalcoatl" was linked

ceremonially to several other names, including I1Quetzalcoatl-Tlaloc,"
that make up the rain god complex (Kelley 1980).

However, all
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Quetzalcoatl associated calendar names are linked to the Mercury compl.ex
rather than to the Venus compl.ex.

This is contrary to the unsupported

assumption underl.ying most schol.arl,. descriptions of Quetzalcoatl
(Kelley 1<)80).

Mixcoatl., on the other hand, is most closely linked to Jupiter
and to the calendar names, ? Death and 8 Deer (Kelley 1980).

However,

most lords named ItMixcoatl" in the codices e:chibi t random cal.endar
names, for exampl.e, 7 flint (Caso l.96Q:xiii).

It is only rarel.,. that

kings of cacicazgos other than Teltee imperial centers were named
Mixcoatl or Quetzalcoatl.

However, the Codex Bodley (Caso 1960) ex-

hibits several royal. women named Quetzal.coatl.

It is also possible that

lords and ladies originally bearing other DaIlIes were apotheosized as
Quetzalcoatl.

Male apotheosis as Mixcoatl is also probable.

Mixcoatl. was typicall.y perceived as a great warrior and hunter.
and especially as a conqueror.

In contrast, Quetzalcoatl was perceived

as a friend and hel.per of man, and as a wise king and good ruler

(BrU!!dage 1981)"

I think it is clear that the great warrior was per-

ceived as a necessary precursor to the wise and legitimate king.
Quetzalcoatl was generally perceived in Raglan's sense as a
hero..

Indeed, Quetzalcoatl is specifically associated with the abviva-

l.encies characteristic of the hero.

In contrast, Jlixcoatl is not an

ambivalent figure, and is associated with the raw power of the conqueror ..
Mixcoatl. typically apPears as the second king of a dynasty, while
Quetzalcoatl. tends to occur as a dynasty" s t}ti):od king..

Tbis suggests

that dynastic founders tended to name their sons ''MixcoaU .. ''

CHAPTER ..

CHRONOLOOY
The Problem of ChronologY'

It is impossible to write history without a chronological. framework.

The better the chronol.ogica1 framework, the better the history.

There are two kinds of chronological. frameworks, relative chronology and
absolute chronology.

A relative chronology is a sequence of events that

is ful.ly ordered in time, but which cannot be correlated with an absolute date in history.

An absolute chronology consists of a sequence of

events fully ordered in time, all of whose absol.ute dates are known.
For exampl.e, an archaeological. sequence of a prehistoric occupation can be considered a relative chronology.

'Each archaeological.

'Phase can be ordered in terms of all other pMses, but no single phase
can be directl.j placed in time.

In contrast, the history of the Ameri-

can Civil ,far exhibits a history predicated on detailed sequences of
events that can be fixed very accurately in time..

These two illustra-

tions are examples of two ends of a continuum that exists between
re1.ative and absolute chronologies.
The chronol.ogies wi th which I wish to deal are neither com'Dletely relative nor completely absolute event sequences..

Some events

may exhibit absolute dates while others may be examples of fully or
even partially ordered relative chronologies.
ll~

Different degrees of
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reliability may be associated with the date of each event in a J<;iven

event sequence.
For example, let us look for a moment at the Maya correlation
problem.

The Maya carefully dated nearly all of the historical events

recorded on contemporary Classic period stalae (Teeple 1933).

These

records provide, in terms of the Maya calendar, a sequence of fully

ordered events which has not been fixed in the absolute Julian calendar.
The Maya calendar is fully ordered, and elapsed time between events is
known with precision by scholars of Maya history.

Yet these scholars

cannot 'Place a single Maya date in the absolute Julian calendar.

Pre-Golumbian Calendars
The calendars of the pre-Golumbian peoples of the Mesoamerican

central highlands pose yet another problem.

In the central hif!'hlands

there were many variants of the basic highland Mesoamerican calendar
system.

Each of these variants can be placed in the absolute Julian

calendar, but there is no way to determine without considerable analysis
which variant or variants are associated with which central highland
text (Jimenez-Moreno 1962; Davies 1973).
Before discussing the central highland c"llendar correlation
problem in detail, it is necessary to describe the nrincipal characteristics of this calendar.

The central highland calendar exhibits the

following characteristics:

1.

The year is divided into

365 days..

There is no prOVision for

leap year.
2.

The year is divided into 18 months of 20 days each and one

month of five days.
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3.

Each day exhibits a name and a number.

13 numbers (1-13).

There are 20 names and

This results in a re'Peating count of 260 days (20 x

13), and in the recurrence once every 52 years of a year exhibiting
the same day name structure.

4.

The century consists of 52 sequent years of 36'5 days each.

The

year count is renewed every 52 years ..
5.

Years are named after the last day in the last 20-day month.

There are only four names that mark yearF§.

These are Reed, Flint, House

and Rabbit.

6.

A complete date consists of a day name and a year Dame, for

example, 1 Alligator 1 Reed.
7.

A year can start at the beginning of any chosen month.

The

name of the year will depend on the name of the last day of the last
20-day month.

8.

There are as many possible central highland year counts as there

are 20-day months (18), but the order of the names of the years in a
52-year "century" is the same in all year counts (calendar systems)"
For example, 1 Reed always precedes 2 Flint precedes 3 House precedes
4 'Rabbit precedes 5 Reed, etc.

A given year count A is considered

earlier than another yeaI' count B if, when counting forward in time, a
year, for example, 1 Flint, is reached first in the I':iven year count A.

It is the last two characteristics of the central highland
calendar that concern us here.

As noted above. the name of the year

depended on the month in which the year ended..

In some cases, differ-

ent cities wi thin a geopolitical-ethnic boundary began their years on
the month of their choice..

In other cases, many cities situated within
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geopolitical or ethnic limits shared the same calendar, beginning their

years in the same month.
For example, at the time of the S'Panish conquest, in the Mixteca
all cities appear to have shared the same calendar (Case 1967).

In con-

trast, in the central valleys of Mexico there were many calendar variants (Davies 1973); each city a1lpears to have had control over the
selection of its own calendar variant (Jimenez-Moreno 1962).

This is

a somewhat surprising situation in that the Mixteca was divided into
many local. city-states exhibiting a relatively large degree of autonomy.
On the other hand, the central highlands was ruled by an imperial Aztec
triple alliance.
Until recently it ""as thought that dates associated with Middle

and Late Postclassic history should be read in the official Merica
calendar system..

However, Jimenez-Moreno (1962) has cogently argued

that the Mexica calendar probably was not in general use before ca.
A.D.

13?O~

Davies (1973) documents this conclusion in a long and com-

plex argument.

Prior to A.D .. 1370, several calendars were in use.

most prevalent of these was the Texcocan calendar.
counts include

th~

The

Other ancient

Mixtec, Chalcat Cui tlahuac and Culhua 11 or Old

Culhua (Jimenez-Moreno 1962) ..
The Mixtec Calendar
Usage of the t-1ixtec calendar system, unlike that of other central highland variants, spans a long period of time stretching from the
Late Classic period to Spanish contact times (Caso 1964, 1966, 1967) ..
The Mixtec calendar begins in the month, Atemoztli, and is twelve yeaJ.'s
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earlier than the official Mexica calendar system (Jimenez-Moreno 1962) ..
As noted above, all Mixtec cities appear to have used the Mixtec variant.

Case (196o, 1964, 1966) has worked out a master chronology for

the Mixtec texts.

This chronology fixes between 90 and 9% of the dates

from the Mixtec texts in a direct correlation with the European year
count.
system.

Thus t the Mixtec calendar can be considered an absolute calendar
However, it should be noted that researchers have recently

challenged the accuracy of Caso' 5 reconstructed time line for Mixtec

history (Rabin n.d.; Kelley in press)..

We shall discuss this problem

in depth below.

Mixtec cities date their history to a period 01'" foundatio •..s
occurring in the Early Postclassic period, ca. A. D. 800-900 (NuttaJ..l
1902; Caso 1960, 1964, 1966)..

The Mixtec year counts run from this

period to the time of the Spanish conquest..

A surface reading of the

Mixtec texts suggests that the Mixtec year count was devised in the
Early Postclassic or possibly the Late Classic period..

However, it is

possible that the Mixtec calendar was a later convention or reform imposed on earlier

iE. ~

year counts..

The oldest Mixtec painted text

known, the Codex Columbino Recker 1, appears to be written in the I-fixtec calendar system (Caso 1966)..

This probably dates the Mixtec calen-

dar at least as early as the 12th or 13th century A.. D..
As noted above t the Mixtec calendar system was used by many
autonomous city-states.

To my knowledge, there was no strong overall

political integration in the Mixteca during the Laie Pcstclassic p",riod
(Spores 1967)..

This may be a si~ificant datum.

}/lost of the Mixteca

is broken up into small highland valleys and river canyons.

The many
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Mixtec 'Petty city-state kingdoms exhibit boundaries that closely map the
associated geographic and ecological barriers. ' '!'he absence of strong
political integration may have been associated with the presence of cog-

nitive integration mechanisms such as the Mixtec calendar system.

Such

an integrative mechanist:! may have been an important factor in maintaining Mixtec ethnic and national identity.
It is also possible that Mixtec cognitive unity is an artifact

of the past history of the Mixteca.

During the Middle Postclassic

period the Mixteca was united, first by conquest in the late 10th century and later through 'Perpetuation of a Mixteca-Puebla empire in the
13th and early 14th centuries.

Several Mixtec cities are known to have

derived their legitimization fran these Mixtec or Mixteca-Puebla imperial poE tical organizations.

Constitutionally, the Mixteca-Puebla

empire appears to have been a federation of city-states, each of which
perceived itself as actively participating in the imperial political
entity.

This kind of uncoercive political organization may have been a

favorable environ!llent in which to develop or maintain unified cognitive
systems like the Mixtec calendar system.

The Central Highla."l.d Calendars
In contrast, the central highland calendar systems appear to be
an artifact of the early Late Postclassic, which was a time of violent
revolution and popUlation movement.

Later, the Az.tec triple alliance

and especially Tenochtitlan became the dominant members of a large-scale
Aztec tribute empire.
the empire's subject

The Aztecs extracted tribute from nearly all of
peoples~

At the same time, the Aztecs left intact
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local sovereignty over local issues.

This local sovereignty appears to

have extended to selection of local calendar systems.
I t is significant that most of the central highland cities

exhibiting calendar system variants were

Late Postclassic period.

~ ~

creations of the early

Their histories and dynasties, wi th

exceptions, do not predate the end of the Toltec period.

o~e

or two

Further, Tol-

tee history in the central highlands documents is rigidly segref';ated

from early Late Postclassic history (Chavero 1891; Valasquez 1945;
Lehmann and Kutscher 1958).

This appears to su?:gest a cognitive re-

organization associated with the early Late Postclassic period in the
central highlands.

The Mixteca appears not to have undergone a major cognitive reorganization at the end of the Toltec period.
history is an interwoven whole.

Toltec and post-Toltec

I believe that Mixtec cognitive unity

was both an adaptation to Mixteca political and ecological conditions t
and the result of a long history of federation.

In contrast, Aztec

cogni ti're disorganization reflects the presence of a major cognitive
reorganization in the early Late Postclassic period, and the inrposed
rather than federated character of the Aztec imperial entity.

Thus,

there is relatively little problem with Mixtec chronology, and a very
great problem with central highland chronology.
Considerations of Time
In order to consider the problem of chronology in Mesoamerican
history, it is necessary to adduce how Mesoamericar.s,
larly the Mesoamerican elite, perceived time.

~d

more particu-

Such a consideration

will help Us develop principles for dealing with the Mesoamerican
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historical data 4

Despite arguments to the contrary, it is clear that

Mesoamerican thinkers perceived history and chronology just as "ration_
ally" as thinkers associated with Western civilizations.

However, for

elite Mesoa'llsricans, time had political and social mea...'rJ.ings that may
at first seem foreign to Western students of historical thought.
To Mesoamericans, history was essentially a political and social
phenomenon, and access to history was essentially access to legi timizatien of one's tribal-national entity or one's city.
interested in the processes of political growth.
conceived as bounded by temporal markers.

Mesoamericans were

These processes were

However, to Mesoamerican

elites, temporal boundaries were more than the time frames of event
sequences.
process.

Temporal boundaries were themselves part of the historical
That is, dates themselves had historical significance.

Cer-

tain dates exhibited special meanings and special functions to Mesoamerican elites.

FOr example 1 the date 1 Flint was linked to Mesoameri-

can thinking to beginning and ending dates of dynastic history.

That

is, the process associated with the rise or the fall of a dynasty tends
to be signaled in the historical texts by the date 1 Flint..
reason, such dates can be labeled ritual or magical dates.

For this
Such label-

ing in a sense perpetuates misleading concepts about these tenrooral
markers.

Many of them were not so much ritual or magical as political

or political-social devices.
Other dates, particularly those that corresponded to birthdays
of gods and ritual feast days, can be considered ritual or magical.
However 1 we are not primarily concerned here with this kind of date ..
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Rather we are concerned with the political-social dates that tend to

repeat themselves in the histories.
In particular, the origins of political entities are associated
wi th repeating political-social dates.

For example, in the tredi tional

history of the J'i!exica, the date 1 Rabbit is a recurring theme.

The

date 1 Rabbit signals major changes in the character and the location

of the Mexica polity (Valasquez 1945; Lehmann and Kutscher 1958).

Thus,

the major cycles of Mexica history are assigned to sequent 52 yeax
periods.

This

assi~ment

has the advantage of temporally emphasizing

important changes in the Merica polity.
Clearly, the use of political-social dates by pre-Columbian
historians is primarily restricted to the remote past.

As the history

of a political entity enfolds t fe':o"er social-political dates occur.
Rather clearly, pre-Columbian elites perceived history as a two-fold
process.

First, legitimization and founder "needs had to be met, and

second, the rational history of one's polity had to be written.
This situation derives from the dual function of Mesoamerican
history as it existed in the pre-Colurnbian cultural milieu..
....ere polity or dynasty related.

Histories

They existed primarily to document

particular elites' access to c:.0gnitive resources..
that records were deliberatley falsified.

This does not mean

Rather, as noted earlier,

they were recorded in ways that fit the dual needs of associated elites
for initial legitimization and for subsequent record keening.

Hence 0

when dealing ....i th the early phases of a Mesoamerican polity' s history,
we must not make the mistake of assuming that that history is mythical
because it is presented in themes of reclL""Ting 52 year cycles.
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In many cases there are two or more versions of the early history of a polity.

These versions tend to differ primarily in the number

of 52-year cycles elaborating the polity's legitimizing history.

These

differing yersiOil5 will be a function of the need of specific authors
to legitimize a particular polity_
year cycles, and

~ence

In general, versions with fewer 52

fewer political-social dates, will tend to be

more temForally accurate and hence more historically accurate.

This is

true because in such histories there will be more record-keeping data
and less legitimizing data.

For this reasan, versions of poli ticaJ. his-

tory exhibiting lon[:!:er strings of rational or ideosyncntic dates (that
is, repeating) dates should be given more weight when synthesizing
historical chronologies.
This principle can be further demonstrated 'With an example.
There are two principal Toltec dynasties given in the literature.

These

are listed in the Annals of Cuauhtitlan (Valasquez 1945:8-11) and in
Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 189l:31ff .. ).
is given rational reigns.

The Annals of Cuauhtitla..'l dynasty

In contrast, the Ixtlilxochitl dynasty is

allotted reigns of 52 yea:rs apiece.

There are clearly many variables

involving the interpretation of these texts.

However, the Annals of

Cuauhti tlan dynasty appears more historical than that of Ixtlilxochitl ..
Holding for the sake of argument all other variables constant, it is
possible to assign relatively more weight to the historicity of the
A.nnals of Cuauhtitlan.

In practice of course, this is merely one of

many variables affecting j'\!dgments about the historicity of these texts.
The Toltec texts make heavy use of political-social dates.
use in turn is related to the narrative form known as interlace.

'!'his
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dates~

Typically t event sequences are begun with temporals or

Very

often the beginning dates of a codex are ceremonial; that is, they are

political-social dates.

The use of these dates signifies to the reader

that particular affiliations are being commemorated.

For example, the

title of the Codex Nuttall is a political-social date (Nuttall 1902:

cover).

It reads 1 Alliogator 1 Reed.

This is the first date in the

codex and the date is repeated many times, for instance, when a new
dynastic sequence is begun.
can be read the same way.

There are other dates in this codex that
For example, the dynasty of Zaachila, Oaxaca

is associated with the political-social date of 1 Flint 1 Flint (Nuttall
1902: xxxi) •

Interlace and Time
Utilization of the magical or political-social date in an his-

torical. passage is one method of paragraphing the material..
also have a poetic function.

It may

Sometimes the paragraphing function is a

mnemonic device directing the reader to retrace his steps chronologically; this procedure is necessary in reading interlace r.arrative.

Let

us describe interlace as it occurs in the Mixtec and central. hi@;hland
texts.
An interlace story is a story exhibiting multiple concurrent
narratives which diverge and converge (\<lest 1975).

Interlace in the

painted documents may be depicted in a number of ways.

Interlace can

be a set of narratives of concurrent events de-;licted as sequent story
lines.

For example, a text may read a political-social date, descrip-

tion of dynasty A, political-social date, description of dynasty B.
this case, both dynasties would reign concurrently.

In
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Alternatively, interlace may be shown through a single story
line intersected by a. group of divergent statements.

sified as an interlace tree.

as being in parentheses..

This can be clas-

The divergent statements can be considered

Finally, interlace may consist of two or more

diverging and converging story lines reporting concurrent events.

This

means that the reader must know when to read a paSS;'ige parenthetically

and when to retrace his steps temporally.

The failure to do this, that

is, a linear reading of the codex, will turn concurrent history into

consecutive niidltmare.
Failure to pay attention to the order of reading of a codex

leads the reader to do two things:
1.

He reada a complex historical interlace as a sequence of totally

linear events, and
2.

He mistakes the cal.endrical dates of his material each time he

fails to retrace his steps temporally.
and earlier temporal sequence.

This leads to an ever longer

If this mistake is made once, the re-

suIt is the addition of a spurious calendar round to the historical.
sequence..

If it is made three times, the error is widened to three

calendar rounds; that is, the earliest dates in the text are read
three calendar rounds too early.
Contrary to what has been traditionallY believed, the early
Spanish contact period redacted histories of Mesoamerica were compiled
from pre-Colurnbian codices, as discussed in the prior section.

The

compiling was done by redactors, mostly native Mesoamericans, trained
in Spanish historical traditions.

¥.ost commonly, as noted above, such

scholars relied on elders or city fathers of remnant Mesoamerican
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communi ties who interpreted the codices for the trained scholar..

It may"

be recal.l.ed that Chima1:pahin used at least two codices and a number of
old men informants to wi te the history of Culhuacan (Lehmann and
Kutscher 1958:6-9); Ixt1il.xochitl assembl.ed more than hal.f a dozen

principals from a variety of cities to interpret the Codex Xol.otl. and

at least two other codices (Chavera 1891:78-79).. The anonymous anthor
of the Annals of Cuauhti tlan accepted elders' interpretations of several codices, incl-uding one that was a biography of the Tol.tec emPeror,

Huemac (Velasquez 1945:8-1.5).
'!'he use of several sources. the partial ignorance of compilers
and the absence of fulJ.-time codex worker specialists combined with the
presence of aul ture shock associated with the Spanish conquest appear
to have produced confusion leading to an overall linear interpretation
by Spanish period scholars of Mesoamerican interlace writing.

For

example, in order to include all codical interlace information in a
linear structure, Ixtlilxochitl had. to assign patriarchal reigns to the
early Tenayuca Chichimec emperors (Chavero 1891:8Off.).
to have reigned for 115 years.)

(Xol.oU is said

The Annals of Cuauhti tlan is another

example of a text exhibiting problems with interlace.

The anonymous

author attempted to reconcile and compress three or four sources into a
single year count.

This process a'D'Pears to have involved some lineari-

zation of interlace accounts as well as an unsuccessftll attelll'Pt to
interlace accounts from different sources.

The result is unsatisfactory

and serves as an eX8l!t'Ple of how the writing of early Late Postclassic
history has been impeded because modern scholars have been rel.uctant to
tackl.e the chronology -problems created by linearization ..
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Linearization of interlace structured texts and the redaction
of several, sometimes conflicting, sources into a single linear format
makes the Spanish contact period redacted histories chronologically as
well as historically unreliable unless the texts are critically analyzed
wi th a view to recovering part or all of their original structure.

Therefore it is unwise to rely on uncriticized texts to obtain viable

chronologies.
students of Spanish contact period redacted texts are aware of
this problem, and various attempts have been made to derive reliable

chronologies from these texts (Jimenez-Moreno 1962; Davies 1973, 1977 t
1980).

Unfortunately, most of these attempts have not be... ~ Itndertaken

from the vantage point of cri tical textual analysis.

The most reliable

of these studies, those of Jimenez-Moreno, are not widely circulated in
t'1is country, and it is not always possible to determine the procedures
utilized by Jimenez-Moreno.

Hence, though scholars are inclined to

accept Jimenez-Mareno's conclusions, procedurally they are left with a
black box approach to the criticism of the Spanish contact period redacted texts.
Dating the Toltec Manuscripts
In order to illustrate the methods used to synthesize reliable
chronologies from the proliferate central highland data, let us look
further at the unsol.ved difficulties associated with dating the Toltecs.
The Toltec chronology is not firml.y tied to known early Late postclassic
chronological sequences.

There are two ways to determine a reliable

anchor for the noating Toltec chronology.

The first of these involves
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what I label as empirical. ordering of cocuments.
critically examining the texts themselves.

The second involves

We shall deal with these 'bIo

procedures together because in practice the discovery procedure used

here involves reproductive feedback between these two modes of investigation.
Empirical ordering invo1 ves a multi variant analysis, accorn-plished through trial and error, of the chronologies given by all
available documents.

This procedure is relatively simple to accomplish,

i f tedious, and difficult to describe.

I t involves abstracting dates of

important events from all available documents and matching these dates
for a best fit chronology.

If two or more events occurring in two or

more texts exhibit the same elapsed time differences between dates, then
it is possible to hypothesize that the texts were describing the same
events, but were written in different c&lendar systems.

This hypothe-

sis can be tested through further empirical ordering.
Let us look at an example in which a king accedes to his throne
in 2 Reed a.lld dies in 1 Reed in text A.

In text B the same two events

occur, but text B assigns to these events different dates, 4 Reed and
3 Reed.

We note that the elapsed time between 2 Reed and 1 Reed is the

same as that between 4 Reed and 3 Reed, twelve years in each Case.
Given the above data, we hypothesize that the absolute times
are the same and that the two texts were written in different calendar
systems.

To test this hypothesis we match the c ronologies in each

document by writing the equations, 2 Reed

=4

Reed, and 1 Reed

=3

Having done this, we look for matches of other events occurring in
both documents.

Reed.
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This process is continued until a best fit chronology is found.
This procedure is similar to that used by dendrochronologists to sort

overlapping sets of tree rings.
Another textual problem encountered in attempting to construct
a viable ToUec chronology is that of extended calendar rounds.

Very

often we have a Toltec period date, for example, the year 1 Flint, but
have no way of surel;jr deciding which 52-year cycle it belonged to.

Several of our texts appear to have extra 52-year cycles intercalated
into them.

We can detect these spurioUS 52-year cycles primarily

through the fact that associated kings' reigns become patriarchal or
''Biblical'' in length.

That is, they excf"<::,d sometimes by many years a

52-year cycle.
For example, the last Toltec king was named Huemac.

His death

date is given in the Annals of Cuauhtitlan as 7 Rabbit (Velasquez 1945:
14-15).

If we follow the Annals of Cuauhtitlan~ s calendrical notation,

we find that this 7 Rabbit falls nine 52-year cycles before the Spanish
conquest, or in the middle 11th century.

However~

the Legend of Suns,

which gives a direct read-out of years between Huemac's death and
securely dated Aztec period events, places Huemac's death in the late
13th century (Velasquez 1945:127).

Hence it is possible that the Annals

of Cuauhtitlan exhibits spurious calendar rounds.

This can be tested.

At least two and possibly three calendar rounds c~ be excised from the
Annals of Cuauhtitlan by rationalizing the reigns of the Calhua king,
Cuauhtexpetlatzin (Velasquez 1945:15-16) and the Cuauhtitlan king.

In

terms of a general rule of thumb, a shorter chronology is more apt to
be correct than a :cI1ger one.

A.s noted above, calendar rounds a"Ppea....
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to be intercaJ.ated into texts in part to emphasize the anti qui ty and
h.ence the legitimacy of dynasties.

There were thirteen common possible central highland calendar
systems, each separated from the others by multiples of four years.
That is, the year 1 Flint in the Texcocan system was 20 years later
(5 x 4 years) than 1 Flint in the Merica system.

It is an unfortunate

fact that many dates for both the Tol tee and Chichimec periods are
given in unknown calendar systems.

Hence, generally it is very diffi-

cult to secure these floating dates in time.
ameliorating factors.

There are, however,

For some dates, calendar systems are given.

For

example, the Annals of Cuauhtitlan states that Huemac died in 1 Rabbit

Texcocan (Velasquez 1945:16)..

This fixes Huemac' 5 death in the Texcocan

system, though it does not provide us with the correct calendar round.
There are further mitigating factors which allow us to deal with
many dates and texts with some assurance.
used equally.

Not all calendar systems were

For dates later than 1430, the Mexica calendar system was

the most frequently used (Jimenez-Moreno

1962~

Davies 1973).

Further,

Jimenez-Moreno (1962) has shown that for the period before 1370, that
is, the Chichimec perioot the Texcocan system most often was employed.
Finally, Vetia (1944) states that the Toltec calendar began in the month
of A.temostli; that is, the Toltecs used what has come to be known as the
Mixtec calendar system.
petermining the correct calendar round and ca.lendar system of a.
particular date, for example, the birth, accession or death of a Toltec
king, requires first an attempt to link that king in genealogical
fashion to Known kings of known o.at';;;5.

This p:'Cocess gi -:es

~
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approximate generational date for the king in question.

In order to do

this, we must consider generation length.

The concept of generation length is vital to any consideration
of genealogy.

\1e know that most dynastic sequences exhibit similar

generation lengths.

Over short time periods, generation lengths can

be very variable, and often approach the biological minimum of 17 years.
However, over long periods of time, one or more long reigns are very

likely to intervene, and generational counts of more than seven generations tend to average aho'lt 30 years per generation.

Henige (1974)

notes that more than half of the 200+ dynasties that he considered exhibi t generation lengths ranging from 26 to 32 years.

Hence, for ranges

of more than six or seven generations, generational dating is not only
possible but can become a fairly reliable means of establishing the
relative and absolute position of a ruler.

However, we must be careful

to remember that generational dating deals with averages, and that individual dates of generationally dated rulers can vary widely.

Hence,

generational dating should be used as an ancillary rather than as a
primary dating mechanism.

The Maya Correlation Problem
The problem of the Maya correlation is largely beyond the scope
of this study.

Nevertheless we are concerned here with historical syn-

chronisms linking the central highlands to the Maya lowlands.

The

possibility of such synchronisms forces us to consider and indeed to
adopt a Maya correlation.

Like Kelley, I long have been suspicious of

the two most popular }l!aya correlations.

In recent years, virtually all
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scholars have accepted the Thompson correlation, even though there

remain serious questions about its utility.
The most difficult problem with accepting the Thompson correla_
tion for me is its incompatability with the Dresden Eclipse Table.

Eclipse Table base is clearly 9.16.4.10.8, 12 Lamat 1. Muan.

The

The table

works only if one accepts node passage ..,i thin a day of 9.16.4.10.8.
Yet in the Thompson correlation, node passage is fifteen days later
than 9.16.4.1.0.8.

On the basis of the ~ facia evidence, a correla-

tion 256 years later than Thompson is suggested.

Such a correlation

would shift node passage by the required fifteen days.

If the Dresden

Eclipse Table is indeed an ephemerides, then the Thompson correlation
has to be wrong.

D.. Kelley (personal communication 1978) argues that the Dresden
Eclipse Table is in fact a formal table, founded on the base date,
13.0.0 .. 0.8, 4 A.hau 16 Kumku, and that it is not an ephemerides.

Never_

theless, he also argues against the validity of the Thompson correlation.
There are a large number of other astronomical criteria that
can be manipulated to develop a correlation.

To be valid, a given

correlation must satisfy a maximum number of these criteria.

At the

present time, this maximization process leads to the tentative acceptance of the new Kelley correlation which is 216 years later than
Thompson.

This correlation is supported by a number of planetary as

...ell as lunar and solar phenomena.
While the astronomical data are beyond the scope of this study,
there are a number of historical reasons for taking the Kelley
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correlation seriously.
ogy at Chichen Itza.

10.2.0.0.0-10.;.0.0.0..

'!'he most important of these concerns the cronolThe Puuc period at Chichen Itza dates ca.

At this time, most of the Puue structures at

Chichen Itza were built, and were dedicated to Kak-u-pacal. III and to

his son, Yax Tul (D. Kelley, personal communication 1978) ..
The Caracol superstructure, which is clearly a Toltec period
construction, dates 10.;.. 17.0.0.

Hence, Toltec period architecture was

being erected at Chichen Itza by 10.4.0.0.0.

The latest date at Chichen

is 10.8.10011.0, and occurs on 'the High Priest Grave, which is stylis-

tically late Toltec.

The date is integrated into the architectural

design, and there is no evidence that it is associated with a reused
column.

The associated burial exhibits early Late Postclassic burial

furniture.

Further, there is every indication that the burial was an

integral part of the construction.

These data strongly argue that the

Toltec period immediately followed the Puuc period, and lasted about 93
years.

If the Thompson correlation is correct, the end of the Toltec

period would date ca. 1007.

This in itself is good reason for seeking

an alternative to Thompson.
It could, of course, be argued that the style dating sequence
developed by Proskouriokoff and others are in error, and that despite
its Late Postclassic burial furniture, the High Priest Grave is early
Toltec.

This is a possible but not a probable conclusion.
The inscriptions and paintings associated with the Ball Court

Group, Castillo and Warriors Temple strongly suggest that all of these
Toltec structures, which are spread out over a period of 150 to 200
years in most dating scenarios, actually commemorate the life of a
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single Toltec emperOr, whose name is ubiquitously present..

This lord

is named Quetzalcoatl, and i f I am correct (see below) t he corresponds
to the Toltec emperor, 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl given in the Mixtec codices.

There he dates to the late 11th-early l2th centuri~s (Caso chronology).
Hence, the early Toltec period, in this line of thinking, would date ca.
1070-1130.

This dating would conform to the period 10.1.0.0.D-

10 .. 4 .. 0.0.0 in the new Kelley chronology, and thus would exactly fit

the long count dates.

It is, of course, possible that a different

Quetzalcoatl is intended by the Chichen Itza epigraphy.

It is significant that Miller (1977) style dates the early
Toltec period Temple of the Jaguars ca. 10.2.0.0.0-10.3.0 .. 0.0, and
associates this iconography with similar iconography at Seibal..

Graham

(n.d.) sees enough iconographic similarity to date the Ball Court !l:I'OUp,
including the Temple of the Jaguars, coevally with the last stelae at
Seibal.

Further, as we shall see below, there is evidence that one

group of non-Classic Maya depicted in the Temple of the Warriors murals
is identical with the group to which Epiclassic lords on Seibal stelae
3, 13, 17 and 18 belong.

Hance there appears to be a growing consensus

that the early Tol tec period to which the principal Toltec structures
at Chichen Itza belong, closely follows the Peten F.piclassic.
There is other archaeological data that may argue for the Kelley
correlatiun.

Ba2.l (1977)

t

Andr.::ws (1977) and others have copiously

documented data which argues that the Chichen period at Chichen Itza
and the Puuo period at U:xmal and other
entil"ely.

PUUC

5i tes ovel"lap, pel"haps

These data tend to place the Sotuta phase and the Cepech

phase as two coeval l"egional variants rather than as successive
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complexes.

These data are supported by the presence of Silho Fine

Orange in otherwise Altar-Balancan graves at Altar de Sacrificios t the

presence of Silho Fine Orange and Classic Graywares in gravelots from
Isla Cerritos and the absence of a pure Sotuta phase at Cozumel..

Other

evidence includes the coeval presence of Puuc Slateware and Tahi1

Plumbate ware in houselots from Becan.

In addi ticn, Ball. (1977) and

t..ndrews (1977) point out that new evidence from eastern Yucatan suggests a smooth gradation from Puuc Slateware into Pete Creamware which
bypasses Sotuta phase modes.

These data argue for complete overlap

between the Puuc (Cepech) and Chichen Itza (Sotuta) phases.

These data when taken together suggest a much shorter Early
Postclassic period in Yucatan than has heretofore been cor.sidered possible.

This inference is also supported by new data from Belize.

Here

Chase and Chase (1982) have encountered essentially Toltec architecture
in Epic1assic ceramic contexts, suggesting that the Tal tee period was
well developed by the end of the Epic1assic.

Further, Pendergast

(1981) has radiocarbon dates for Mayapanoid ceramics falling in the
middle 12th century.

These dates suggest an early transition from

Toltec to post..Toltec modes in Yucatan and Belize, as well as a short
Tol tec period.
Perhaps the most interesting data supporting the Kelley correlation is that of Brainard (1958), who long ago reported Significant
strate graphic data for the Monjas at Chichen Itza.

Here the lowest

levels contained a mixed Puuc-Sotuta phase assemblage.

Since we know

that the Monjas was originally constructed according to puuc norms, we

have evidence for a Sotuta phase component coeval with the construction
of the Monjas.
The ChUam Bal.ams provide historical. evidence linking Uxmal and
Chichen Itza as coeval. cities.

According to both the Tizimin and Mani

texts (Edmonson 1982; Craine and Reindorp 1979), Quetzal.coatl purged
the Itza of Chichen Itza while functioning as lord of Uxmal.

This

strongly suggests that Uxmal was a functioning center and imperial.
capital at the time of the Itza purges, which occurred during and after

the reign of Kak-u-pacal. III.

Indeed as we shall see below, there is

inscriptional evidence that Quetzalcoatl and Kak-u-pacal. III were eontemporaries.
A.1l of these data support the lIoverlapll hypothesis, and hence
open the way for the consideration of a shorter chronology'.

In this

paper, we shall accept the new Kelley correlation, at least for the
purposes of argument, and indeed shall test it in the sense that we can
look for historical synchronisms that support or re ject the new correlation.
The Tol tec Seguence
The basic Toltec and Chichimec period king list first appears in
the texts variously known as the Cano Relations or Zumaraga (Hayhoe
1941; Izcalbaceta 1891).

These texts date to 1532.

The information

included later appears in a variety of forms in such texts as the Annals
of Cuauhtit1an (Val.asquez 1945), Gomara, the Memorial Breve (Lehmann and
Kutscher 1958), and the Legend of Suns (Val.asquez 1945).

The king list

includes four Toltec r:ings and as many as thirteen Culhua kings.

In
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some texts, such as the Legend of Suns, only the Toltec kings are given,
while other texts give only the Culhua kings.
both groups are included together.

However, in most cases,

l1sual.ly, however, there is a tex-

tual discontinuity between the Toltec and Culhua kings.

This suggests

but does Dot prove that the Tcltec and Culhua king lists u1.timatel.y

derived from different sources.
Chronicle Y
We shall call the Culhua king list "Chronicle yn and the Tol. tee
king list tlChronicle Z."

Providing that all reigns are rationalized to

less than a 52-year cycle, Cbronic1e Y, which is chronologically tied
to the Spanish conquest, begins in U56 (1 Fl.int Mixtec) (JimenezMoreno, personal communication 19'78).

Chronicle Z appears to fit into

the century just before the beginning of Chronicl.e Y.
The question arises, is Chronicle Y a vaJ.id text describing a
long list of Culhua kings, or is it a construct expanded to fil1 the
gap between the Spanish conquest and the death of Huemac I?

The answer to this question partly depends on historiographic
criteria.

Kelley (personal communication 1978) believes that the

original. Chronicle Y king list was, like the version given in Zumaraga
(Heyhoe 1941; Izcalbaceta 1891.) I simply a list of e1.apsed times in
regnal. years, and that t!le dates were added on by the late 16th and
early 17th century redactors.

I think. that this scenario is unlikely.

There are too many extant codices exhibiting carefully worked out dating
schemes given in Mesoamerican calendrical notation..

I thiDk it is very

likel.y that such historians as Chamal.pahin and the anonymous author of
the Annals of Cuauhtitlan had access to pre-Columbian texts exhibiting

standard calendricaJ. notation.

This SIlggests that there may have been

at least two underlying sources associated with Chronicle Y, one a well
dated source, and the other a series of !"eigns given :L'l. regnal years.
It is possible to test
toriographic anal.y'sis.

t~

val.idity' of Chronicle Y through his-

In so doing, we can check Cbronicle Y against

historical dating deriving from other texts and sources.

The most

important of these texts for our purposes is the Ixt1ilxochi tl redaction
of the Codex. Xo1otl (Chavero l89l).

Other SIlch texts inc1ude two brief

geneaJ.ogies given in Chimalpahin l s Third and Seventh Relations of
Chalco (Rendon 1965).
The first six kings given in Chronicle Yare:

1.

Xiutemol I

2.

Nauyotzin II

3. Cuauhtexpetlatzin

4. Huetzin
5.

Nonoalcatl II

6.

Achitometl I

According to Chronicle Y, Achitometl I acceded in 1.21.6 (IzcaJ.baceta
l891:2?O).

In Chronicl.e Y he is the sixth king of Culhuacan.

However,

the Codex Xolotl and Ixt1.ilxochit1. (Chavero 189l:9?-98) state that
Achitometl I was a son of Pochotl, son of TopUtzin, and that he ·acceded
to the throne of Culhuacan at the time of the ouster of Nauyotzin II by
Xolotl and Nopal.tzin.

A late date for Achitometl I and Nauyotzin II is

supported by the Culhua geneal.ogy in the Third Relation of Chalco
(Rendon 1965:82-8}).

This Relation states that Achitometl I was the

father of Acxocuauhtli, the father of Xiutemol II, the father of
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CoxcoxUi.

Since Coxcoxt1i's reign can be dated to ca. 1350, this text

fragment supports a ca.

1294

death date for Achi tometl I.

(Ixtl.i1xochitl

l:r:na.vero 1891:274-27.§7 impl.ies that Achitometl. I died after reigning

for less than a year.)

Hence, there are a cluster of sources which sup-

port a very late 13th century date for Nauyotzin II and Achitometl I.

Further, these texts sustain the idea that Nauyotzin II reigned imrnediately before Achitometl I.

These data support the idea that the Cu2hua king list was in

part at l.east a construct in which contemporary or near contemporary
kings were placed end to end and made into a linear list.

Indeed it is

possibl.e to account for other supposedly early Culhua kiItgs by critically examining the date.

Torquemada. (Leon-Portilla 1975:82-8}) places Huetzin and
Nonoalcatl either at Coatlinchan or at a Coatlinchanese barrio at Culhuan.

That is, he identified the Coatlinchan Huetzin and Nonoalcatl

with the Culhuacan, Huetzin and Nonoal.catl..

This Huetzin generationally

dates to the first quarter of the l4-th century.

Hence he was a near

contemporary of Achi tomet1 I and his sons. Acxocuauhtli and Yoallatonac.
Cuauhtexpet1a.tzin presents a :oeal problem.

He is not readily

identifiable in uy late 13th or earl.y 14th century king list.

However,

a Chronicle Y variant (Zumaraga Li'zcal.baceta 1891;27.27') gives CuauhtexpeUatzin as the founder of the Culh~a dynasty.
the first Culhua king of Culhuacan.

That is, he is made

This may be a valid tradition.

However, I think it is very unlikely that Cuauhtexpetlatzin actuallydated to the late 12th century.

Instead, I believe that he should be

placed no earlier than the middle of the 13th century.

That is, it is
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impossible to obtain a val.id string of kings of Culhuacan dating back

as early as the late 12th century.
According to Chronicle Y, Achi tometl I \-/as succeeded by Cuauhi-

tonal (Izcalbaceta 1891:270).

As was the case with Cuauhtexpetlatzin,

I cannot find a 14th century king named Cuauhitonal.

Thus Cuauhitonal

may have been a genuine 13th century king and may have followed
Cuauhtexpetlatzin.

The next two kings, Mazatzin and QUetzal, can be identified with
14th century rulers.

Mazatzin probably can be equated with Mazahuatzin,

brother of Achitometl I (Dibbl.e 1951:II).

Very probably this ruler was

the first Culhua king of the Mexica.
Chimalpahin (Rendon 1965:49, 70) replaces Quetzal with an un..

named Mexica military governor.

I suspect that Quetzal was a }'lexica

military governor who may have ruled over one of the four barrios of
Culhuacan.
The next two kings, Chalchiutlatonac and Cuauhtlixtli, also can
be identified with 14th century kings and/or princit>ales..

Chalchiut1a-

tonac is said by many texts (Davies 1973:57-58) to have been present at
the ti"me that the Merica king, Huitzilihuitl I was sacrificed at Culhuacan.

At least one text (Gariby-K 1965: 52) states that Chalchiutla-

tonac was a principale rather than a
as Cuauhtli.

king~

Cuauhtli.:tli is also given

He was probably Acxocuauhtli, son of Achitometl I.

The next king, Yoallatonac, is said by Veytia (1944) to have
been a son of Achitometl I.

The following king, Tziutecatzin (sic)

(Xiutecatzin) is not otherwise known from either 13th or 14th century
texts.
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The last king before Coxcoxtli is Xiutemol. II.

This lord is

knO\rln (Chimalpahin ffiendon 1965:82-827) to have been the son of
Acxocuauhtli and the alleged father of Coxcoxtli.

The Xolotl school

of historians (Chavero 1891:132) claims that Coxcoxtli ....as the son of
Acmixtli of Coatlinchan.

Hence, with three exceptions, the lords of the Culhua king list
can be identified with very late 13th and early 14th century rulers.
These identifications tend to invalidate the Culhua king list as an

historical sequence stretching from 1156 to 1367.

Further, I suspect

that the three ru1.ers which remain to be identified also were associ-

ated with 14th century Culhuacan.
The question arises, was there a valid 12th and 13th century

dynasty at Culhuacan?

We know that Culhuacan was founded prior to the

introduction of Aztec II pottery (J. Parsons, personal communication
1980).

Hence the city probably was occupied before 1200.

The first

dynasty of Culhuacan is given only in Chimalpahin's Memorial Breve
(Lehmann and Kutscher 1958: 4-9) and is not an integral part of Chronicle
Y.

Both D.. Kelley (personal communication 1978) and Davies (1977)

believe that this dynasty, which contains a string of names very similar
to that of the first part of Chronicle Y t is a construct deriving from
Chronicle Y

II

I am by no means convinced that the first dynasty of

Culhuacan was wholly ficticious.
tury king list.

It may in fact be a valid 13th cen_

The fact that the names of its kings can also be found

in Chronicle Y does not necessarily impeach the first dynasty tradition
since several of these names were used over and over a.;:;;ain.
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It is necessary to contrast this historiographic analysis with
that of Davies (1977, 1980) who eschews the names of the Culilua kings

and concentrates instead on the dates.

He reconstructs an elaborate

system in which six basic reigns reappear either three or four times as

reentering permutations.

Each time, according to Davies (1977, 1980) t

a given reign is associated with a different name..

Davies makes no

effort to show that his date clusters are statistically relevant, and I

suspect that he has merely picked up what are essentially random correlations.

I think it is very unwise to assume that the Aztec historians

who put together Chronicle Y arbitrarily assigned names to reign dates.

However, I have been unable to determine what criteria the Aztec historians used in creating Chronicle Y.
In short, the data support the idea that Chronicle Y is a construct.

Hence it cannot be used to independently date either Chichimec

period or Toltec period rulers.

Thus it is necessary to eschew this

document, .and to search for other better data when making inferences
about chronology.
Chronicle Z
As noted above, Chronicle Y is prefaced in Zumaraga by a narrative which we are calling "Chronicle Z."

This narrative describes four

Toltec rulers, and places the last of them just before the b,eginning of
Chronic1e y.

It is possible that Chronicle Z is an integral part of

Chronicle Y.

However, as noted above, some texts that give Chronicle Y

do not give Chronicle Z, and vice versa.

These data suggest that

Chronicle Y and Chronicle Z ·...ere separate but related documents.

Chronicle Z is found in its most complete form in Zumaraga
(Izcalbaceta 1891), Chimalpahin (Lehmann and Kutscher 1958) t and the
Legend of Suns (Velasquez 1945).

I t occurs in its most primitive form

in Zum8.raga (Izcalbaceta 1891:265-269).

Here, Totepeu, the first Toltec

emperor, is said to have rul~d Culhuacan for 56 years.

He was suc-

ceeded by his son, Ce Acatl Topiltzin or Quetzalcoatl., who ruled Tollan
(Tula) for

56 years.

Tula after this was without a lord for 97 years,

after which Huemac, a scion of the line of Ce Acatl Topil tzin, was
selected emperor.

Huemac ruled for 62 years, abdicated and hanged him-

self at Chapul tepee.

Huemac was followed by Nauyotzin, who ruled for

16 years, abdicated and went to live at Culhuacan.
The Legend of Suns (Velasquez 1945:124-125) tells a variant
tale.

Mixcoatl conquered in the central highlands and established his

principal cacica:r,go at Huitznahuac (Morelos), where he met and fell in
love with Chimalman.

After marrying her and producing Ce .I\ctl Topil tzin

Quetzalcoatl, Mixcoatl was killed by his brother, Apanecatl, at Xiuhuacan.

Q.uetzalcoatl matured and avenged his father's death, killing

A-panecatl.

After this, Quetzalcoatl conquered much of the Toltec

empire, including Zapotlan, Acatlan and Tlapallan.
of sickness

\~hile

quetzalcoatl died

in the field in southern Mesoamerica.

Quetzalcoatl was succeeded by Buemac who ruled for 62 years
(Velasquez 1945:125-127).

HUemac faced larp;e-scale and continuing eco-

logical disaster, i.ncluding famile brought on by a decline in rainfall..
Huemac died in 1 Flint.
Empire.

His death signaled the end of the "roltec

However, a second Huemac, surnamed Tezcacoatzin, appears as

Mexica lord of 'I.'ula..

No mention is made of Nauyotzin..

HUemac II
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probably can be identified as the 14th century HUemac who followed
Tliccatzin, in the Annals of Cuauhtitian (Velasquez 1945:12).
Chronicle Z as given in Chimalpahin (Lehmann and Kutscher 1958:

3-13) has been much modified.

It is partly integrated with a Toltec

period Culhua king list which Davies (1977 t 1980), D. Kelley (personal.

communication 1978) and Jimenez-Moreno (personal communication 1978)
believe was derived from Chronicle Y.

In contrast, I believe that this

king list is a separate document which may be valid.
In Chimalpahin (Lehmann and Kutscher 1958:6-10), Totepeu is

given as the sixth lord of Cul'huacan.
the throne of Tula.

He 'Placed Huemac, his son, on

Topiltzin Quetzalccatl also became

kin~

of Tula

and coruled with Huemac, while Nauyotzin, another son of Totepeu, followed his father as king of Culhuacan.

I t appears probable that Chi-

mal.pahin, as he says, obtained some details of !{uemac's reign from old
r.len informants.

Further, one of his sources for Topil tzin Quet"zalcoatl

may have been a codex other than Chronicle

z.

This source also appears

to have been used by the anonymous author of Annals of Cuauhtitlan.

It

is important to note that neither Chimalpahin nor the Legend of Suns
refers to the

97 year hiatus between Topiltzin and Huemac.

It easily can be seen that the sequence, Mixcoatl or Totepeu,
Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, Huemac, Nauyotzin is an integral. part
of Chronicle Z.

This sequence either is valid or is a construct.

Formerly I strongly leaned toward the latter interpretation.

However,

certain codical data support Chronicle Z, and we must now turn to these
data.
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Chronicle Z and the Mixtec Codices

The Codex Bodley Obverse provides a partial list of Tel.tee em'Perors of Tallant of Cacaxtla and of Tlapallan.
(TIlle:.) is

gi"reD

The last lord of Tollan

as 1. Lizard Brazier Serpent (Case 196o:xiv).

In the

tradi tional Gasa chronology, this lord dates to ca. 1125-1150.

I t is

significant that the beginning of Chronicle Y, and end of Chronicle Z
and Huemac's abdication, if all reigns are rationalized to less than 52

years, occur in 1156.

This means that 1. Lizard Brazier Serpent's reign

in the Caso chronology probably ended at about the same time as Huemac's
in Chronicle Z.

In the Mixtec codices, the brazier and the sacrificial knife
principal symbols of sacrifice.

ar~

Hence I think it is very likely that

1. Lizard Brazier Serpent's name should be read as "Sacrificer."

This

name translates in Nahua.tl as IIHuemana," "Hueman" or "Huemac."
The question arises, are there other texts besides the Bodley
Obverse and Chronicle Z ....hich yield data on Huemac I?

Author A ascribed

what he described as a biographY of Huemac to Huemac II, the 14th century successor of Tlilcoatzin.

According to Author A, this source was

independent of his king list.

It gave Huemac' 5 birth, accession, abdi-

cation and death dates, and apparently originally much information
about Huernac's life.

Unfortunately, with one or two exceptions, Author

A did not draw on this information.

It seems probable that the HUemac biography was the same source
as the "Huemac Relation" described by Ixtlilxochitl.

This source, among

other things, gave a set of persecutions which the Tol tecs suffered.
The text supposedly was written by HUemac or Hueman the Astrologer, who
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died in the reign of Ixtlilcuechahuac (ca. 1200).

These data suggest

that the Ruemac biography or the Huemac Relation was written to commemorate Huemac I rather than Huemac II, the successor of Tlilcoatzin..
Some of the persecutions may have survived in Sahagun's Origin of the
Gods (Dibble and Anderson 1951)..

According to Author A, the Huemac

biography placed Huemac's accession in 9 Rabbit.

This would correspond

to 9 Rabbit Mixtec, 1138, and is one year off Huernac's accession as

given in the Memorial. Breve, 8 House.

Huemac ' s abdication date is

given as 1 Flint, which would correspond to 1 Flint fo1ixtec, 1156.

His

death date is given as six years later, in 7 Rabbit, which would corre-

spond to 7 Rabbit Mixtec, 1162.

These dat"<!s are fully compatible with

the generational dates for the codical 1 Lizard Brazier Serpent (Huemac),
1125-1150.
This brings us to a consideration of Nauyotzin's I dates.

First

we must be careful to differentiate between Nauyotzin 1', son of Totepeu
(7 Flint Mixcoatl) and brother of OpoxUi and HUemac I, av<3. Nauyotzin
II, son of Xiutemol and usurper of Pochotl's crown o
zins are separated by more than a century.

These two Nauyot-

'However, Chirnalpahin

(Lehmann and Kutscher 1958:8ff.) confiated these two characters because
he followed the general chronology of Chronicle Y, which as we have
seen is a construct.
Zml'.araga gives Nauyctzin's I accession and abdication dates
through a calculation.

However, these dates can be reconstructed as

1 Flint and 4 Flint, respectively.
4 Flint l-!ixtec, 1172.

Thus Nauyotzin I abidcated in
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These data strongly suggest that Huemac I at least was a valid
ruler of Tula in the early-middle 12th century..

However, to convinc-

ingly demonstrate this idea and the concomitant idea that Chronicle Z

is a valid source, it is necessary to (1) examine the Mixtec chronology
in some detail, and (2) discover the early Toltec period lineage of
Tula, or at least of Tollan.

These will be very extensive procedures

and will involve manipulation of both the Mixtec codical and the in-

scriptional data.

The Early Tol tee Emperors

In order to recover a

cbronolo~

for the early Toltec emperors,

that is, those preceding Huemac I, it is necessary to go to the Mixtec
codices because there is little or no central highland data on any of
these emperors.

In order to do this, it is necessary to demonstrate

that the Caso chronology from the accession of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw to
the Spanish conquest is valid t or alternatively, that some other chronology is correct.
Caso' s etiology of the Mixtec chronology is and was a monumental
tribute to this scholarts ability.
lenged until very recently.

This chronology has gone unchal-

However, in the last ten years, Rabin

(n.d.) has revised that 'Portion of the !>'lixtec chronology bosfore 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw's accession to power given by Caso as 1044.

This revision

has meant the deletion of as many as three calendar rounds
scheme for the early or mythological Mixtec period.

fro~

Caso's

Until recently,

Rabin has been careful not to judge Caso's post-B Deer Jaguar_ Claw
accession chronology.

\-Jithin the last year, Rabin (n.d.) has excised a

calendar round from the end of the late Postclassic }lixtec sequence.

In the past year, D. Keney (Lextensivil personal communication
1978) has revised the chronology for that period between 8 Deer Jaguar
Claw's accession and the Spanish conquest.

This revision involves

adding a calendar round between the Toltec emperor, 7 Lizard ¥.itl
(acceded ca. 1140) and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's accession, which Kelley has
pushed back a calendar round to 992.

This revision also sets back all

of Rabin's dates one calendar round.
The question arises, why did Kelley revise the ll!ixtec chronology?

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to look at the

genealogical history of Tilantongo.

The third dynasty of Tilantongo

held power between 1303 and 1521 (Caso 1960, 1964, 1966).
regnal generation of this dynasty was 31 years.

The average

These generation

lengths are near the optimum length for regnal generations, and there
is absolutely no reason to suggest the addition or subtraction of a
calendar round from this portion of the Tilantongo genealogy.
The last five rulers of the nine members of the second dynasty
of Tilantongo reigned between 1158 and 1303.

The average generation

length for this group of rulers works out to 29 yeaxs ner generation.
Once a.e;ain, there is absolutely no reason to intercalate or delete a
calendar round from this portion of the Tilantongo genealogy.
The first four rulers of the second dynasty of Tilantongo
reigned, according to Caso, from the death of g Deer Ja.e;uar Claw in
1063 until 1158.

The average generation length per regnal generation

works out to 22 years per generation.

However, the first ruler (fol-

lowing 8 Deer Jaguar Claw), 6 House Jaguar Descending from Heaven, did
not actually accede and marry until 9 Rabbit Mixtec, given by Caso
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(196o:xiii-xiv) as 1087..

18 years per generation.
Descending from Heaven,

This reduces the rep;nal. generation length to

However, the successor of 6 House Jaguar

5 Water Jaguar, acceded and married in 8 Rabbit

Mixtec, corresponding to Caso's date of 1099, only twelve years after
his father's marriage date (Caso 196o:xiii).
5 Water'

5

This led Caso to emend

accession date to 7 Rabbit Mixtec, 1111.

Te make matters worse, the dynasties of both Flint and Tollan
exhibit regnal generation lengths for this period corresponding to
approximately 13 years per generation for three or four generations
(Caso 1960:xiii-xiv, xxx-xxix).

For example, in the Tollan genealogy,

10 Motion Gray Owl, 7 Flint Mixcoatl, 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl and his
daug..'hter, 10 Reed Quetzal. Je....el must be sandwiched into the period
between 1063 and 1099.

This is patently impossible because it reauires

generation lengths of less than 13 years.

Therefore, it seemed best to

Kelley and it seems best to me to add a calendar round between 6 House
Jaguar Descending from Heaven I s accession and the accession of his son,
5 Water Jaguar.

This gives an average regnal generation length of 31

years for the first four rulers of the second dynasty of Tilantongo.
However, it means that 6 House Jaguar Descending from Heaven ruled for
approximately 64 years, from 1035 until 1099.
possible reign..

This is a very long but

I f he was born ca. 1010, that is, during the lifetime

of his father, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw who in this chronology would have
died in 1011, 6 House Jaguar Descending from Heaven would have been 88
at the time of his death in 1098.

There clearly must have been a regent

for 6 House Jaguar Descending from Heaven between 1011 and 1035, his
marriage and probable succession date at around the age of 24.

This

l'iO
emendation of the Mixtec chronology allows 24 year regnal generations
for the Tellan imperial line, and

also relieves pressure on the regnaJ.

generation lengths of the dynasty of Flint.

The First Dynasty of Tula
The first known ruler of Tellan is given in Codex Bodley Obverse
(Caso 1960:xii) as 1 Lizard Plumed Headdress Serpent.

generationally to ca. 920-950..

This lord dates

The parents of this lord 'Were 5 Dog

Jaguar Serpent and 2 Death "Burning Edge" of Cacaxtla (Caso 196o:xii).
The Tollan given includes a wall glyger..

However, there is no

wa::r

to

determine whether this Tollan refers to Tula, Hidalgo, to Teotihuacan
or to some other Tollan.

The next lord of Tollan is not given in Codex Bodley..

Ho....ever,

his probable successor, 4 Jaguar Vulture (ca. 992-1015) is elaborately

commemorated in several Mixtec codices (Caso 1960, 1966; Nuttall 19(2).
Four Jag-Jar appears to be additionally named IICrescentic Nose Bead-SaE'1'!.
or Banner."

This name may be "Apanecatl."

It is therefore significant

that a lord named by Seller as HCrescentic Nose Bead-Paper Banners"
occurs as one of two principal lords depicted on the inner side jams
of the Surrounding Wall of the Quetzalcoatl Pyramid at Xochicalco.
This ITCrescentic Nose Bead-Paper Banners" is associated with the Teotihuacan emblem glyph, "Triple '!'assel!Moul1.tain.,1I

Hence it is likely that

4 Jaguar was associated with both Teotihuacan and Tula, Hidalgo.
It is possible that "Crescentic Nose Bead-Paper Bannerslf was a
predecessorof4Jaguar.

However, the inscriptions on the Great Pyramid

at Xochicalco participate in the calendar reform of 934..

Hence, the

iconography of the interior side jams of the Great Pyramid Surrounding
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Wall is at least this late (934+).

It is therefore reasonable to

identify nCrescentic Nose Bead-Paper Banners" with 4 Jaguar.

The contemporary Toltec figures, 4 Jaguar and 9 Wind Quetzalcoatl of "Reclining Jaguar" (Tehuacan) exhibit a special costume con-

sisting of white fur knee bands and wristlats, and in 4 Jaguar I s case,
of a white and red coral necklace (Nuttall 1902:xlv-xvi, lxv, l::oc).
The Toltec lord, 7 Serpent "Red and White Snake" depicted in Codex
Nuttall Obverse also wears this costume (Nuttall 1902::xlv).

This lord

appears to occupy the structural position later held by 4 Jaguar.

Hence

it seems likely that 7 Serpent "Red and White Snake" was 4 Jaguar' 5

predecessor.

This matter is taken up at length in the history seci ton.

Hence, we may have the sequence:
5 Dog Jaguar Serpent 890-920
1 Lizard Plumed Headdress Serpent 920-950
7 Serpent "Red and \>lhi te Snake" 950-980
4 Jaguar Vulture? Crescentic Nosebead-Banner 980-1010 (992-1015).
Seven Serpent and 4 Jaguar were closely tied to the Toltec figure, 9'tlind
Quetza1coat1 who was lord of "Reeling Jaguar," 'POSSibly Tehuacan
(Nuttall 1902:1xv).

Four Jaguar appears to have made alliances with

this lord and with 10 Wind Hunchback of flReed and Flowers," probably
Xochicolco (Caso 1966:x).

This set of allia..'1ces may have created a

sort of "Tol tec League," dating to ca. 991-993.

Other m.ember of this

League may have included 13 Vulture Chalchiut1anetzin of E1 Tajin
(Nuttall 1902:liv).
The Lienzo Suchistepec (Caso 1979) states that a 7 Rabbit of
Tula conquered Suchistepec, and placed his son, 4 r~otion as lord at
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that city.
conquest.

'This event happened 17 changes of rulers before the Spanisr..

It is possible that 7 Rabbit followed 4 Jaguar and occupied

the generational slot, 1010_1040.

Rowever, it is unclear whether 7

Rabbit was lord of Teotihuacan; Tula, HidoUgo; or some other Tollan.
The evidence supports the idea that there was an Early Postclassic Toltec presence at Teotihuacan and Tula, and that this dynasty
conquered and made alliances in an essentially Toltec manner.
call this dynasty the first dynasty of Tollan or of Tula.

We shall

However,

there is no evidence that this dynasty ruled at Tula, Hidalgo, and good

evidence that it ruled at Teotihuacan.
was a

~ ~

The data suggest that 4 Jaguar

large-scale conqueror, and that he made alliances with

NOI:!.oalco, El Tajin and Xochicalco princes which formed a megapolity
that can be considered an empire.

However, there were several allied

lords who mutually shared this empire, which shou1d be carefully differentiated from the large-scale conquest empire that replaced it under
the second dynasty of Tula.

The Second Dynasty of Tula
Unfortunately, we know very little about the period extending
from ca. 1015 to ca. 1060-1070.

It is probable that this period wit-

nessed the final abandonment of Teotihuacan and the rise of Tula to a
dominant position in the central highlands.
There is evidence that a new dynasty established itself at
ToHan ca. 1056.

The Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 1060::<ii) depicts 10

¥.otion Gray Owl and his sister-wife, 2 Twisted Ball of Copal and Jade
as being carried on the backs of Toltecs to Tollan.

Once there, this
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couple is depicted as censing the Temple of White Balls, and is then
shown seated on a petate mate

In Codex Selden A-II (Moo E. Smith, personal communication 1978),
a similar pattern occurs when there is a shift in dynasty.

Typically t

the parents of the wife of the new dynast are shown as censing the

temple.

Following this, they are depicted seated on a petate mat.

M. E. Smith (personal communication 1978) argues that such couples

probably did not rule, but rather were the parents of women who married
the founder of a new dynasty.

~

Ten Motion Gray Owl and his

sister-wife~

2 Twisted, were son and

daughter of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and 11 Serpent Butterny, granddaughter
of the first lord of Tula, 1 Lizard Plumed Headdress serpent (Caso 1960:

xii).

Ten Motion Gray Owl and 2 Twisted had a daughter, 13 Rain Shining

Wall, who married 7 Flint Mixcoatl (Caso 1960:xiii), whose son, 8 Deer
Quetzalcoatl was emperor of Tula and Cacaxtla (Caso 1960:xiii-xiv).
This strongly suggests that 7 Flint Mixcoatl initiated a new dynasty at
Tula~

and we now must work out a chronology for this new dynasty.
Eight Deer Jaguar Claw married 11 Serpent Butterfly in or after

1008 (Caso 1960:xi-xii).

This means that 10 Motion Gray Owl and 2

Twisted were prObably born between 1008 and 1011, death date of 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw (Caso 1960:xiv).

On the other hand, 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl's

daughter, 10 Reed Jeweled Quetzal, married 5 Water Jaguar of Tilantongo
in 10gB (Caso 1960:xiii).

This allows 24 years per generation for the

three lords, 10 Motion Gray Owl, 7 Flint Mixcoatl and 8 Deer Quetzal~
coatl.

If we place 10 Motion Gray Owl's accession ca. 1032, then
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7 Flint Mixcoatl' 5 accession would come ca. 1056 while 8 Deer Quetzal_

coatI' 5 accession would occur ca. 1080.
There are no absolute dates for 8 Deer Quetza1coatl.

However,

as we shall see in the history section, he anpears to have acted to

purge a Chichen Itza Itza dynasty in 11.27 (Tun 3 of Katun 1. Ahau) (Rays

1967:141).

This activity is also depicted-in one of the Temple of the

\.farriors murals.

This suggests that Quetzalcoatl may have lived until

at least 1127, and may have survived until Huemac's accession ca. 1138.
Ixt:lilxochitl gives the sequence, Mixccatl, Huitzilopochtli,
Huemac, Nauyotl (Chavero 1891:264).

This Huitzilopochtli probably cor-

responds to Opochtli, brother of 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl, Huemac I and
Nauyotzin I given by Chimalpahin (Lehmann and Kutscher 1958: 8).

It is

possible that Opochtli (Huitzilopocht1.i) reigned for a short time between 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl and 1 Lizard HUemac.

Veytia (1944) places

this dynasty at Tlapallan.
Huemac, Nauyotzin and Mi tl
It is now time to return to a consideration of 1 Lizard Huemac
and the sequence in Chronicle Z.

I t is, I think, very likely that 7

Flint Mixcoatl and 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl are the Totepeu-Mixcoatl and the
Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl of Chronicle Z.

It is clear that they

immediately precede Huemac and that there was no 97 year hiatus between
Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl's death and Huemac's accession.
time, I cannot give a definitive answer to the
year hiatus" raises.

~roblem

At this

which the "97

It is always possible, of course, that the Zumaraga

codex or its interpreters conflated 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl wi th 9 Wind
Quetzalcoatl at Tehuacan, who may have died in the early 11th century.
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In any case, the majority of Chronicle Z texts do not mention the 97
year hiatus.

As noted above, Chimalpahin appears to have integrated Chronicle
Z with a Toltec period Culhua king list.

He appears to have believed

that the Culhuacan of Totepeu was Culhuacan, Mexico.

This Culhuacan as

described in Zumaraga (Izcalbaceta 1891:266-267) appears to have been

intended as Teoculhuacan, the mythical western origin center.

Whichever

Culhuacan is meant, it is possible that Chimalpahin's Toltec period

Culhua king list actually belonged to the Totepeu/Mixcoatl tradition,

and that these kings were in fact his predecessors.

As noted above,

most scholars vigorously deny this possibility, and derive Chimalpahin's

Toltec period king list from a degenerate form of Chronicle Y.

As

noted above, the reason for this linkage is that Chimal.pahin's Toltec
period Culhua king list exhibits a number of names that are similar or
identical to names in Chronicle Y.

The problem with this reconstruction

is that the same names were used over and over even within Chronicle Y.
Clearly the repeated use of similar :13J!1es by dynasts is a common occurrenee.
We must now consider a document which I shall call "Clu'onicle

'tI."

This document, which itself may be composite, appears only in the

Annals of Cuauhtitlan (Velasquez 1945:6-14).

This document gives the

following list of Tol tec kings:
1.

Hixcoatl Mazatzin

6. 10 Flower

2.

Huetzin

7.

Nauyotzin

3.

Totepeu

8.

10 Serpent

4.

Ihuitimol

9.

Tlilcoatzin

5.

Topil tzin Quetzalcoatl

10.

Huemac
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Rather clearly, Chronicle W contrasts sharply with Chronicle Z and does
not appear to incorporate a clear list of Chronicle Z kings.

Also, this

king list does not appear to overlap with that derived for the early
Taltee period.

This suggests the possibility that the Annals of

Cuauhtitlan king list comes from the later Taltee Empire.

In order to

test this hypothesis, i t is necessary to introduce two other king lists,

that of Ixtlilxochitl, and that of the so-called Queretaro Document.
These lists are given in the accompanying figure

(Appendix A).

IxtlilxochiU (Chavero 1891:43-44) places Topiltzin
as the last legitimate Toltec king.

}~econetzin

Topiltzin Meconetzin appears to

have had two sons, Xilotzin and Pochotl (Chavero 1891:54).

Since

Xilotzin follows Topil tzin in the Queretaro Document, it is probable
that the Topil tzin of the Queretaro Document is Topil tzin Meconetzin.
This lord can be generationally dated..

His son, Pochotl pro-

duced two children, Achitometl I and the lady, Azcaxochit1, who married
Napaltzin of Tenayuca (Chavero 1891:96, 98-99).

Both Achitometl I and

Nopaltzin can be placed in the eighth generation before the Spanish
conquest.

Hence, Topiltzin }1econetzin can be assigned to the tenth

generation before the Spanish conquest, ca. 1220-1250.
Chronicle W gives the following partial sequence:
Ihuitimal, Topiltzin

~uetzalcoatl.

Totepeu,

Since we know that Totepeu sometimes

substitutes for Mixcoatl, it is possible that the Chronicle W sequ::mce
corresponds to the queretaro
Topiltzin.

~ocument

sequence, Mixcoatl, Jaguar,

Since Topiltzin !>!econetzin is probably a Quetzalcoatl, it

is probable that Totepeu or Mixcoat1 was his father.

However, Ixtlil-

xochitl give1 Topiltzin's father as Tecpancaltzin (Chavero 1891:43-44).
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The question arises, can we equate Tecpancaltzin with Mixcoatl. or Tote_
peu?

As we shoQ.l see below, the Codex Tulane appears to give Tecpan-

caltzin in a list of legitimizers of wives of a Choluteca dynasty.

This

Tecpancaltzin, "Banner House ll ("Capital Building") is named "1 Flint,"
which is the principal cognomen of ~ixcoatl Camaxtli (Case 1967:19?).

From what we know about Mesoamerican names, i t is clear1y likely that
1. Flint Tecpancal tzin would have assumed the role and possible the name
of "Mixcoatl," and may have been apotheosized as Mixcoatl.

Hence,

Tecpancaltzin probably can be equated with the Queretaro Document's
Mixcoatl and Chronicle WI s Totepeu.

It appears that a relative of

Topil.tzin or regent intervened between Mixcoatl-Tecpancaltzin and
Topiltzin Meconetzin.

If we give this proposed regent a reign of ten

years, then Totepeu-Tecpancal.tzin' s genera tiona.l slot would be 11801210.
We must now consider Tecpancal.tzin's predecessor.

In Chronicle

W, the name ''Huetzin'' is confused with Totepeu (Valasquez 1945:7).
That is, an accession date for Huetzin and a death date for Totepeu are
given.

It is difficult to determine if a lord Huetzin (''Drum'' was sup-

posed to have preceded a lord Totepeu.

In the Queretaro Document,

MiXcoatl is preceded by "Crying (Hail) Stones," Etzonquindo
Bartholomew, personal communication 1982).

CD.

This atomi gloss also can

be translated as "Stones that Buzz in the Trees."

In Ixtlilxochit1

(Chavero 1891: 37), Tecpancal !zin is preceded by the emperor, Mi tl, whom
Ixt1ilxochitl labels as the most powerfuL and long lived of the Toltec
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The Mit1 Dynasty
To derive that part of the Chronology which dea1s with Tecpan-

caltzin's immediate predecessors, it is necessary to turn to lxUilxochitl (Chavero 1891), the Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 1966) and the
Codex Xol.otl (Dibble 1951).

Ixtl.il.xochitl (Chavero 1891:30ff.) gives

the following dynasty:

1.

Chal.chiutlatonac

5. Nacaxoch

2.

Tlachinoltzin (Ixtlilcuechahuac)

6. Mitl.

3. Huetzin

7.

4.

8. Topiltzin

Totepeu

Tecpancal tzin

With the exception of Mitl., Tecpancaltzin and TopUtzin, these charac-

ters are just names; no history about them is given.

D. Kelley (ller-

sonal. communication 19'78) thiDks that the material on Tecpancal.tzin and
Topil tzin was partially taken from a missing first page of the Codex
Xolotl (Dibble 1951).

This is supported by the fact that Ixtlilxochitl

(Chavero 1891) states that he obtained some of his To1tec material from
the "Original History," the Codex Xolotl.

Ixtli1xochitl (Chavero 1891:37-38) states that Mitl ruled 59
years and that he was the strongest of the Tol tee emperors and the
grandfather of Topi1tzin.

According to IxtlilxochiU, Mitl's son and

Topiltzin's father was Tecpancaltzin (Chavero 1891.:43).

Hence we can

date t-litl to 12 generations before the Spanish conquest, that is, to
the generational. slot, 1160-1190.

If he in fact ruled 59 years, his

reign may have begun ca. 1130.
There is another Mitl that is prominent in 12th century history.
This is 7 Lizard r:itl, son of 5 Water Jaguar of Tilantongo and grandson
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and son-in-law to the Tolte
xiii, xv).

emperor, 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl (Caso 1960:

As noted above, 5 Water Jaguar acceded to the Tilantongo

throne in 1098 (Case 196o:xiii).
and third son.

Seven Lizard i":itl was his fUth child

If we allow 15 years for 5 Water to produce five chil-

dren, then 7 Lizard Mi tIl s birth probably occurred ca. 1113.
The question arises, are the two MitIs the same person?

It is

significant that the Bodley Obverse makes 7 Lizard r,1itl lord of the
place, }!idnight Sky-Feather Carpets (Caso 196o:xiv) which I have iden-

tified as Tlapallan rather than lord of Tula.
MitIs 'llay not be the same.

This suggests that the

However, there is strong evidence that in

fact the two Mitls were equivalent.

Ixt1.ilxochitl (Chavero 1891) gives

Mutlts wife as Xiucuentzin, Xiut1.altzin and Xiutzaltzin.

IxtlilxochitJ.

probably was reading a name glyph whose meaning he was unsure of and
hence which he gave three different translations.

"Xiucuentzin" and

"Xiutlal tzin" both mean "precious earth" or n jewel of the earth" while
"Xiutzaltzin" means "divided jewel."
In Codex Bodley Obverse (C:::.so 196o:xiii-xiv), 7 Lizard ¥itl's
wife is 2 Rain Red Jewel., Leon-Portilla (personal communication 1980)
reads red jewel as tlxiu."
are symbolic of the earth.

In

~'esoamerica,

possible readings of Red Jewel's I'..ame.
that Ixtlilxochitl's
of the same name:

~!itl

both red jewels and turquoise

Hence, Xiucuentzin or Xiutlaltzin are very
This evidence strongly suggests

and the Codex Bodley Obverse's Mitl had wives

Red Jewel of the Earth.

Ixtlilxochitl's confusion

over the form of Xiucuentzin' s name may have occurred because he and
his informants were probably reading a !liixtec codex.
on the basis of the

ar~ument

It seems probable

given iC'lmediately above that Ixtlilxochitl's
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Mitl and the 7 Lizard Mitl of the Codex Bodley Obverse were the same
individual in that they fell in the same generational slot, were both
kin directly linked to the reigning Toltec dynasty, and had wives of the

same name.

We can call this Mitl of Ixtlil.xochitl and the Codex Bodley

Obverse the imperial Mi tl..
There is still another Mitl. in the texts (Dibble 1951:1.).

The

first page of the Codex Xolotl pl.aces a Mi tl and his family at Tl.azallan
in the Vall.ey of Mexico.

This Mit! is given as the father ofAxopal and

Pixahua who settled in Cuauhquechollan and possibly Cholula, and as

grandfather through his son Axopa1 of 10 Fl.ower,
quechollan (Dibble 1951:1-11).

co-~

of Cuauh-

The glosses in the Xolotl and Istl.il-

xochitl. make it clear that the family of this Mitl settl.ed briefly (for
four years) in Tlazallan as refugees neeing Tula at the time of the

overthrow of TopUtziu.

This Mitl can be assigned to the same genera-

tional. slot, 12 ·generations before the Spanish conquest, as the imperial
Mitl..

Thus it is unlikely that this Mitl was aJ.ive in 1267 when his

family fled the destrllction of Tula, and it is probable that he had not
been a resident of Tlazal.lan.
The Xo1otl Mitl was the grandfather of 10 Flower who, according
to the Historia Mexicanos (Garibay-K 1965:115), succeeded Topiltzin at
Cuauhquechollan.

This is almost certainly the 10 newer of the Annals

of Cuauhtitl.an (Valasquez 1945:12) who is said to have succeeded
Topiltzin at Tula.

This 10 Flower was in turn succeeded by Nauyotzin

of Tu1a and Culhuaca.n (Valasquez 1945: 12, 15).
sequence, Topiltzin, 10 Flower, Nauyotzin (II).

Hence we have the
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Ixtlilxochitl (Chaverc 1891) states that Xiutemol. of Tlazall.an,
chief of TopU tzin I s lineage t succeeded Topil tzin and was the father of

Nauyotzin.

Hence, according to this text, we have the sequence,

Topiltzin, Xiutemol, Nauyotzin (II).

According to Ixtlilxochitl,

Topiltzir.'s lineage ran back through Tecpanealtzin to Mitl, and it is
this lineage with which Ixt1i.lxochitl is concerned.

For IxtlUxochitl,

the chief of Topil tzin' s l.ineage probably would have been one of Tec-

pancaltzin's other sons or one of the imperial Mitl's other grandsons.

Possib1y Tecpancaltzin had no other sons, since no other children are
mentioned.

Thus, the chief of Topiltzin's lineage may have been a

grandson by another son of the imperial Mitl.

Hence it is possible

that Xiutemol was a grandson of the imperial. Mitl..
In fact, the Franciscana Fragment and Fuentez and Gusman state
that Xiutemol was the son ofAxopal.

But we know from the Codex Xolotl

(Dibble 1951:1-11) that Axopal. was the son of the Tlazallan Mitl.

This

strongly suggests that Xiuternol was head of TopUtziu's lineage and
hence the grandson of the imperial Mi tl in the male line on the one
hand, and the son ofAxopal and grandson of the Tlazallan Mit! on the
other.

That is, the Tlazallan Mi t1 and the imperial Mi tl undoubtedly

were the same person.
It is also possible to suggest that Xiutemol and 10 Flower he1d
the same structural position. Thp.y are both grandsons of Mitl, sons of

Axopal, head of Topil tzin' s lineage, successors of Topil tzin, predecessors (and presumably fathers) of Nauyotzin (II) and both originated from
Tlazallan.

This strongly suggests that Xiutemol and 10 Flower were the

same person, and that "10 Flower" was the day name of Xiutemol.
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Mitl, hoth personally and dynastically, is the key focus of
12th century history and chronology.

Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1.891) makes

Acatl or Tlacomihua (Arrow Foreshaft) chief of the Nonoalca.

Elsewhere

in Ixtlilxochitl, Tlacomihua is merely a substitute name for Mitl.
(Arrow) (Chavero 1891:35), and as we shall see below, Tlacomihua, head

of the Nonoa1ca, is said to have given his daughter in marriage to the
Tolteca Chichimeca emperor, Chalchiutlatonac, presumably 'Co cement an

alliance between them (Chavero 1891: 30).

Mixcoatl
In Chronicle W, HuetziniI'otepeu \'las preceded by Mixccatl
}1azatzin (Valasquez 1945:6-7).

This Mixcoatl was the brother of Xiunel,

second lord of the dynasty of Cuauhti tlan.

D. Kelley (Personal communi-

cation 1978) believes that Hixcoatl Mazatzin was an early 14th century
Cuauhtitlan prince.

In contrast, I believe that f.lixcoatl Mazatzin, who

is associated in Chronicle W with an elaborate
identified with 7 Flint Mixcoatl, and that

~ixcoatl

~~ixcoatl

should be assigned to the late 11th century.

myth, is -to be

r-lazatzin and Xiunel.

Obviously, if this is so,

there is a lacuna (ca. l1DO-ca. 11130) in the Annals of Cuauhtitlan ~u1a
king list.

However, Xiunel would precisely fit 7 Flint Hixcoatl's

generational slot if counting

~enerations

back from the Spanish con-

quest, he is taken as the second lord of the Annals of Cuauhtitlan
CllB.uhi:;itlan king list (1080-1110).

This supports the idea that the

Annals of Cuauhtitlan CUauhtitlan king list dates back to the middle

11th century.
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Chalchiutlatonac and the ChichimecB
Clearly, with the exception of the Ixtlilxochi t l Tal tee king
list, Chronicle \01 and its associated lists yield little information for

the time period predating Totepeu-Tecpancaltzin.

However, Ixtlilxochitl

(Chavero 1891:28ff.) gives six kings predating Tecpancaltzin.

Super-

ficially this seems to indicate greater time depth for the Ixtlilxochi t l
king list.

There is, however, a problem with this list.

Its first

king, Chalchiutlatonac is said to have been the son of Icautzin of

Oyame (Chavero 1891:78-80).

Icautzin also was the father of MozeloI f this is

quixtzin, the father of Tlamacatzin, the father of Xalotl.

so, then Chalchiutlatonac would be only three generations earlier than

Xolatl, the younger contemporary of Topiltzin (Chavero 1891; Veytia
1944).

That is, there is excellent evidence that the Ixtli1xochitl

king list is in fact two lists of contemporary kings placed end to end!
and that

Chal("~iut1atonac

through Nacaxoc represent a list of kings

that were roughly contemporary with the list, }!it1 through Topiltzin.
There is other evidence to support this claim.

Ixtlilxochi t l

(Chavero 1891:30) states that Cha1chiutlatonac married an unnamed
daughter of Acapichtzin, who came from T1apallano

Ixtli1xochit1 states

that "Acapichtzin" is simply another name for Tlacomihua, which is cognate with Mitl.

Seven Lizard Mitl. was lord of Tlapallan.

Hence,

Acapichtzin (probably Acapechtzin, "Field of Reeds") appears to have
been coequal with Mit! and an older contemporary of Chalchiutlatonac.
That is, Mitl and Chalchiutlatonac were roughly contemnora.ryQ
This raises the question, who was Chalchiutlatonac?

Ixtlil-

xochitl (Chavero 1891:78) says he was son of the Chichimec king,
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Icautzin..

The only contemporary Chalchiutlatonac given in the codices

is a Chalchiutlatonac, first lord of Cholula given in Codex Xolotl

(Dibble 1951:1.

It is of some interest to note that Ixtlilxochitl

(Chavero 1891:47) names this Chalchiutlatonac "Texpocatl,lI while the
Xolotl (Dibble 1951:1) glosses give still another name which is unreadable.

It is more likely I think that Ixtlilxochitl's Chalchiutlatonac
and his successor, Tlachinoltzin (Ixtlilcuechahuac) were Chichimecs.
D. Kelley (personal communication 1978) identifies Ixtlilcuechahuac's

successor, Ruetzin with the HUetzin of Jalisco who expelled Topil.tzin
Meconetzin from Tula.

Kelley sees ChalchiuUatonac and Ixtlilcuechahuac

as Chichimec kings preceding Huetzin in Jalisco.

I think that this

hypothesis has much to recommend it, although as yet there is no
codical material in which the idea can be tested •
.~s it stands, our chronology Jllaces Hi tl shortly after tbe
abdication of Nauyotzin I.

Zumaraga (Izcalbaceta 1891:269) states that

Nauyctzin ruled for 16 years~

If he acceded at the time of Huemac I's

abdication in 1156, then Nauyotzin I I S abdication date would occur in
4 Flint Mixtec, li72.

If we take Mitl's accession date as occurring in

5 Rouse Mixtec (Chavero 1891), and rationalize his reign from 59 to
seven

years~

he would have acceded in 1173.

This is a very nice fit.

I think it is possible to argue that !'I!i t l became lord of Tla:pallan
early on.

Indeed, he may have directly succeeded Quetzalcoatl as

southern emperor.

The Hitl dynasty may have taken advantage of a time

of troubles at Tula in whicb two successive emperors abdicated to extend
the sway of the Mi tl dynasty directly to Tula.

Mitl appears to have reigned at Tula until 1179 (11 Reed Mixtec),
when he died (Ch2!vero 1891:37-38).

He was followed at Tula by his queen

Xiucuentzin. who died in 1183 (Chavero 1891: 39).

Xiucuentzin was

succeeded by her son, Tecpancaltzin (Mixcoatl-Totepeu) who appears to
have enjoyed a long reign.
Tecpancal tzin and Topil tzin
The texts are unclear anent the matter of the absolute dates of
Tecpancaltzints and Topiltzin's reigns.

IxtlilxochitJ. (Chavero J.89J.:

46, 67) places TopiJ.tzin'.:; accession in 2 Reed and his deposing in 13
Reed, while the Annals of Cuauhtitlan (Valasquez 1945:7. 11) gives
Topil tzin Quetzalcoat1' s accession as 5 House and his death as the
magical date, 1 Reed.

An alternate date of 2 Reed Texcocan is give:w.

for Topiltzints death (Valasquez 1945:8);.
If Topiltzin died (or was deposed) in 2 Reed Texcocan, the
1 Reed death date would fall in Mezti tlan and the 13 Reed deposing date
in a heretofore unnamed calendar system.

This pattern is attractive

because it places Topiltzin's end-of-reign or death in 1267 and his
accession (5 House }~eztitlan or 2 Reed Unnamed) ca. 1245-1247..
fi ts the generational dates for his

~other,

'!'his

the mistress of Tecpancal t-

zin, one Quetzalxochitzin (Chavero 1891), as we shall see in the
history section, appears to have been the youngest niece of one 8 Dog
Ihuitimal (Nuttall 1902:xxxi-xxxiii), possible regent for Topiltzin
(Valasquez 194.5:7).

Before or after Topiltzin's birth, Quetzalxochitzin

appears to have given six children to her husband 5 Flower Papantzin
(Nuttal11902:xxxi-xxxiii).

Generationally, s..'I].e probably would not
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have been available to Tecpancal tzin before ca. 1210-1215.

This matter

is discussed at length in the history section.
There is little evidence with which to date Tecpancaltzin's

death.

According to the Queretaro Document, Mixcoatl (Tecpancaltzin)

was succeeded by Jaguar, while according to the .llJma.ls of Cuauhtitlan
(Valasquez 1945:7), he was succeeded by Ihuitimal.

The Annals of

Cuauhtitlan (Valasquez 1945:7) state that Totepeu (Tecpancaltzin) died
before the birth of Topiltzin.
been regents.

Hence, Jaguar and/or Ihuitimal may have

These data suggest that Tecpancaltzin's death may have

occurred ca. 1215-1220.

Unfortunately, a more reliable dab'! cannot be

adduced from the evidence.

The Epi-Toltec Kings
As we shall see in the history section, Huet:z:in of Jalisco,
t!lough he defeated Topiltzin, did not maintain a strong presence in the
central highlands.

He appears to have gained and

~aintained

control of

Tula proper and he also appears to have controlled Azcapotzalco (see
below).

However, Topiltzin's family appears to have maintained control

of the Teotlalpan and the Xilotepec zone (Chavero 1891; IJeytia 1944) ..
'!'opiltzin's son, Pochotl, or more correctly, Pochotl's regent, Xiutemol,
established a new Tol tec capital at Cuauhti tenco near ~ula (Chavero
1891:91), ,,,hile another son, Xilotzin became ruler of Xilotepec
('1.ueretaro Docurr:ent).

Xiutemol became virtual emperor, and at his

death, his son, Nauyotzin II repudiated his role as regent and set himself up as emperor at Cu1huacan (Chavero 1891:98; Veytia 1944:24'7).
Hence, there 'tlere two Toltec organizations which functioned
after the deposing of Topiltzin.

One of these was the organization of
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Huetzin which ruled Tula proper, and the other was that of Xiutemol,

who became vi:!'tual imperial ruler.
Xiutemol was succeeded in turn by Nauyotzin II and by Achi tometl

I, son of Pochotl (Veytia 1944:249).
the history section.

This story is told in detail in

In contrast, Huetzin of Jalisco a"Cpears to have

been succeeded by Tlilcoatzin and then by Huemac.

D. Kelley (personal

communication 1978) identifies Huetzin of Jalisco with 10 Serpent of
Tula and 10 Serpent and Huetzin of Azcapotzalco.

He notes that both

10 Serpent and Huetzin were said to have been founders of the Azcapot-

zalco dynasty (Berlin 1948: faciD.!; page xxiv; Leon-Portilla 1975).
he equates them as the single individual, 10 Serpent Huetzin.

Hence

He then

points out that 10 Serpent of Tula (Valasquez 1945:12) fits the generational slot of 10 Serpent of Azcapotzalco.

Hence he equates 10 Serpent

of Tula 'With 10 Serpent HUetzin of Azcapotzalco, and suggests that this
10 Serpent Huetzin was coequal with Huetzin of Jal.isco who conquered
Tula.
In Chronicle W, 10 Serpent of Tula follows 10 Flower and
Nauyotzin of Tulat who appear to be equitable with Xiutemol and
Nauyotzin II.

In order to make the argument work, it is necessary to

assume that 10 Serpent of Tula (Huetzin of Jalisco) exhibited a reign
t'tat was actually coeval with that of 10 Flower Xiutemol, while 10
Serpent' 5 successor at Tula, Tlilcoatzin actually ruled contemporaneously with Nauyotzin II of Culhuacan.

Huemac of Tula and Achi tometl I

of Culhuacan also would be contemporaries.
Chronicle W gives 10 Flower's reign as 35 year's and Nauyotzin's
reign as 18 year's (Valasquez 1945:12).

In contrast, Veytia (1944:245)
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states that Xiutemol (10 Flower) died as a very old man 14 years after
the deposing of Topiltzin.

Veytia (1944:250) gives Nauyotzin's reign

as no mOre than 12 years.

Hence in Veytia t 5 chronology we can recon-

struct Xiutemol's death as occurring in 1281, and Nauyotzin II's death
as occurring before 1293.

These dates fit better wii;h the generationa1

evidence than those of Chronicle W.

However, the chronology is very

uncertain, and we must be content ·.... ith dating Xiutemol and Nauyotzin II

to the last third of the 13th century.
Ten Serpent CHuetzin) of Tula exhibits a 12 House accession date
(VaJ.asquez 19'+5:12).

If this date is taken in the MeztiUan system, it

becomes 12 Rouse, 1264.

This is the date of the initiation of the war

between Huetzin of Ja1isco and Topiltzin (Chavero 1891:52).

Huetzin

appears to have driven Topiltzin out of Tu1a in that year, although the
war continued until 1267..

Huetzin may have had himself tlcrowned'! at

Tula in 1264.
Tlilcoatzin followed Huetzin, and was in turn followed by
Huemac (Valasquez 1945:12-13).

This Huemac, of course, cannot be 1

Lizard Huemac discussed above.

Probably the Huemac of Chronicle

~oJ

is

to be identified with Tezcacoatzin HUemac (Huemac II) of the Legend of
Suns (Valasquez 1945:126-127).

This is also undoubtedly the Huemac

mentioned by Don Pablo Nazareo (Paso y Troncoso 1940:121, 124) as the
father of Chalchiunenetl and Chalchiuhuehuetl, the wives, respectively
of Tecuht1i Cozauhqui and Hopantecuhtli of Xaltocan..
generationally dates ca. 1300-1330.

T:!J.is Huemac

As' noted above, I believe that the

absolute dates ascribed to Huemac in Chronicle W should be associated
with 1 Lizard Huemac I rather than with Tezcacoatzin HUemac II..

If
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this ascription is made, then there is no basis from which to assign

dates to HUemac II.
Hence we have the (Chichimec) sequence, Chalchiutlatonac,
Tlachinoltzin-Ixtlilcuechahuac, (10 Serpent) Huetzin, Tlilcoatzin,
Ruemac..

However~

the Ixtlil:xochitl sequence

sor of Huetzin (Chavero 1891: 35).

~ves

Totepeu as a succes-

There is a very important Totepeu or

Y:ixcoatl dating to the late 13th-early 14th centuries.

This is the

Mixcoatl of Mui'ios Camargo (Chavero 1891:42-L.3) and the Mixcoatl XocoyoU
of the A...'inals of Cuauhtitlan (Velasquez 1945:61-62).

It is difficult

to date this Mixcoatl since in his pedigree in Munos Camargo there is
no tie with dynasties running down to the Spanish conquest.
of Cuauhtitlan gives

~Iixcoatl

The Annals

Xocoyotl as ruler of Cuit1ahuac Tizic.

His death date can be calculated as 1323 by placing the dates of the
Cui tlahuac Tizic dynasty in the Cui tlalluac calendar system.

The 1323

date can be retrieved by calculating back from Tezozomac's conquest of
Cui tlahuac Tizic in 1393.
l'-~orelos

and Puebla.

Mixcoatl Xocoyotl conquered widely in

However, it is very difficult to tie this conqueror

figure to Ixtlilxochitl's Chalchiutlatonac dynasty_
is possible that

~ixcoatl

Nevertheless, it

Xocoyotl ''''as a brother or other male relative

of Huemac II.
There is a Nacaxoc that chronologically matches the Nacaxoc in
Ixt1ilxochi t l (Chavero 1891: 35).

~is

Nacaxoc in Codex Xolotl (Dibble

1951:1) was a Toltec and is said to have ,been the lord of Totoltepec
Amaquemeca in the time of Nauyotzin II.

This Nacaxoc well may be the

Nacaxoc of the Ixtlilxochitl Toltec king list.

However, I have been

unable to tie him directly to the Chichimec dynasty

0:

1xtlilxochi tl.
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Other Chichimec i:Jynasties
The various Chichimec dynasties of the 13th century are compared
in the accompanying fip;u.re (Appendix 2).

The most importa."lt synchro-

nisms involve the Oyame and Azcapotzalco dynasties (Chavero 1891;
Berlin 1948).

30th l1Cuecuech" and "Mozeloquixtzin" translate as

"strife" or "Hischief Causer," and I strongly suspect that these two
lords were coequal.

Also, Ilhuicamina of Azcapotzalco may have been

coequal with Achcautzin of Oyame.

The name, "Achcautzin" is linked to

the name, ''Montezuma,1I both names being referents to the northern frontier god, Elder

Brother~ontezuma.

Further, we know that !I!ontezuma the

Elder, the Aztec emperor, was named for Achcautzin-Y.ontezuma (Brundage
1972) t and since "Ilhuicamina" is a euphanism for Y.ontezuma the Elder,
the Aztec (Brundage 1972) t i t is entirely possible that the Azcapotzalco figure, Ilhuicamina can be equated with Achcautzin-Montezuma of
Oyome.

The silltJllified pedigree suggested by these synchronisms is given

in the accompanying figure (Appendix 6).

Archaeological Dating
Diehl and Benfer (1975) and Gobean (1978) have recently redated
the Tu1a sequence.

They place Coyotlatelco Tula ca. 800-900, and assign

Mazapan Tula to the Terminal Corral phase, which they date ca. 900-950.
'!:'hey place the beginning of Brushed Orange Tula (the Tollan phase) ca.
950.

Diel terminates this phase ca. 1150 while Gobean believes that

it ended ca. 1200.
These dates are based on four

radioc~bon

sanrp1es from the

ToHan phase which date ca. A.. D.. 950 (Diehl and Benfer 1975).

The
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historical data do not su-pport this chronology..

The fact that 4 Jaguar

was emperor at Teotihuacan strongly sugp;ests th.'lt the urban CoyotlatelcoMazapan phases persisted at Teotihuacan and Tula until ca. A.D. 1020.
Indeed, Tallan phase Tula may not have crystallized before the aTlpear-

ance of 7 flint Mixcoatl. I believe that Tula was a junior partner in
the Coyotlatelco Toltec league discussed above.
first Tula ceremonial

fOCUSt

This suggests that the

Tula Chico, ""hich is specifically associ_

ated with the Corral and 'l'erlT'.inal. Corral phases (Coyotlatelco-Mazapan)
(Cobean 1978) t functioned as Tula' 5 civic center during the period of
the league (930-1020).

I believe that the abandonment of Tula Chico and

the construction of Tula Grande and the El Corral complex were assoeiated with a time postdating that of the league.

r

suggest the following tentative series of dates for Tula

phases:
1.

CO!'I'al phase, ca. 800-975

2.

'!'e:-minal Corral phase, ca. 975-1025

3.

Tollan phase ca. 1025/1050-ca .. 1250 (1267) ..
It may be significant that the material used to radiocarbon

date the Tula Tollan phase is ;.;ithout exception subject to 'Problems
associated with the presence of "old_wood."

Schiffer (1982) cogently

argues t'hat one should be extremely cautious when inferrinp; absolute
dates from material possibly linkable to !lold-wood" problems..

Schiffer

points out that only the latest dates f!"om such material should be
used.

'!'his argument does not necessarily invalidate the Diehl-Cobean

chronology.

However, it does leave o'Pen the possibility of a slightly

later historical chronology for Tula.
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I t may be significant that the Ta:::-r::i!'.:ll Corral or Mazapan phase

is of short duration at Tula.

Wavey line Mazapan pottery appears to

derive not from Tula but rather from the Teotihuacan Valley (Cobean

1978)..

The presence of a short period at Tule when wavey line Mazapan

ceramics was common suggests that during this period population exchange

and/or political interaction between Teotihuacan and Tula may have been
heavy..

This suggests a period when Tula was beginning to overwhelm the

other league members, including Teotihuacan.

It is also significant

that the Terminal Corral phase saw the introduction of the first types
of Canales Orangeware..

This introduction suggests strong interaction

between Tula and Xochicalco (Cobean 1978).

Hence the ceramic data from

Tula can be manipulated in a way that ,supports the presence of a Toltec
league that included Xichicalco and Teotihuacan during the late Corral
and '!'erminal Corral. phases and an expansive Toltec empire during the
Tollan phase.

CHAPTER 5

PRECURSORS TO TULA

Mixtec Origins
Linguistic Reconstruction of
Mixtec Origins
In the absence of adequate linguistic reconstructions and of
Classic or Preclassic period historical evidence, it is very difficult

to model Mixtec origins.

Longacre (1967:150-153) gives the following

partial reconstruction of Mixtec linguistic history.
and Trique evolved

l!! ~

Mixtec, Cuicatec

out of a common proto-language.

At some

time after the initial differentiation, Mixtec became separated from
Trique, although Trique-Cuicatec and Mixtec-Cuicatec interaction con-

tinued.

At a later date, Trique became separated from both Mixtec and

Cuicatec, which continued to interact.

Mixtec then expanded and sur-

rounded Trique and probably partially overwhelmed the Trique zone I

driving Trique into isolated highland fortifiable positions.

Mixtec

has continued to interact with Cuicatec until the present time.

This reconstruction posits a major Mixtec expansion.

Very

probably in the course of this expansion, Mixtec overwhelmed a number
of now extinct languages originally present in the Mixteca Baja and the
Mixteca Costa, and possibly in the Mixteca Alta as ....ell.

The expansion

of Mixtec speakers may have forced Amuzgo speakers southward and
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westward.

Further, G"nocho and Popoloca speakers may have been partially

overwhelmed and/or forced northward and eastward.
The question arises, was Mixtec expansion linked to historically
known changes occurring at the beginning of the Postclassic or was it an
earlier phenomenon?

In order to answer this question it is necessary to

examine both Mixtec origin myths and historical data derived from the

codices.

There were three principal origin myths collected in the 16th

century (Spores 1967:59£fj Furst 1978).

The first and most pervasive

describes the }Iixtec ruling class as being derived from founder figures

who were cut off or extracted from two great trees situated on the
Apoala River near Apoala, Oaxaca.

In this myth, Apoala was considered

the origin place of the Mixtec ruling class.

In the second myth1 Mixtecs were said to have come from the
northwest and to have established themselves near Sosola, from which
they disseminated throughout the Mixteca.

A third myth also states

that the Mixtecs came from the northwest.

According to this myth, they

established themselves in the Achiutla-Tilantongo zone, which was defensible and provided protection for the nascent Mixtec dynasts.
there they disseminated throughout the Mixteca.

From

These myths have in

common the idea that the Mixtecs settled in isolated mountain enclaves
before dispersing.
The codices give a slightly different account and stress the
birth of the gods rather than of human dynasts from the origin trees at
Apoala and possibly at Achiutla.

In particular, the Codex Vienrut 1

Obverse describes the birth of numerous gods from origin trees at Apoala
(Furst 1978).

In addition, this codex states that the diefied dynasts
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5 Wind and 9 Alligator gave birth to a number of plant and animal e1ementals.

In contrast, the Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall 1902:1vi-lix)

depicts several important gods as children

ot

5 Wind and 9 Alligator,

while the Codex Selden A-ll (Caso 1964) shows the birth of divine

dynasts from origin trees at Achiutla.

While it is true that the Tilan-

tango and Xipe Bundle dynasties are related to 5 Wind and 9 A11igator
through women, there is no systematic attempt in the codices to derive
male lines of dynasts directly from Apoala.

That is, there is 1i ttle

historical evidence that dynasts in the male line descended from Apoala.

This evidence suggests that in the minds of the codical historians, Apoa1.a functioned as a disseminator of gods rather than of
mortals.

This indicates that the codical. historians perceived Apoala

as functioning as a legitimizor in the prehistoric past, when gods
rather than men were the primary actors.
The codical. data support Hopkins' (n.d.) speculation that the
Mixtec migrations took place in the Classic, that is, the prehistoric,
rather than in the Postclassic, the protohistoric period.

Since Mixtec

was in constant contact with Cuicatec throughout the period of development of these languages, it is reasonable to hypothesize that Mixtec
originated in the Miyi;eca Alta, and possibly in its northeastern segment where the Mixtecs would have been in contact with the Cuicateca.
This suggests that the Mixtec view of the Apoala zone as a focus of
origin may not have been altogether in error.

It is possible that the

first expansion of Mixtec included the SOBola and Achiutla_TUantongo
zones to the south and southwest, and it is entirely possible that
early Mixtec enclaves were centered in defensible highla."'ld areas which
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functioned as bases for further expansion.
Mixteca Costa

~

Mixtec colonization of the

have proceeded from the Achiutla-Tlaxiaco zone, while

col.onization of the Mixteca Baja may have come from the Tepo8colula'ril.antongo zone.
of Oaxaca area.

The Sosola zone may have colonized the Cuil.apan-Valley
This sequencing of migration and expansion will. prob-

ably be testable when current research into Mixteo dialect relationships
is reported (Hopkins n.d.).
M:lxtec Expansion:

A Hypothesis

The question arises, why did Mixtec and presumably Mixteo
speakers expand at the expense of other prehistoric OaxaC8l1 language
groups?

Rapid expansion of ethnic linguistic groups is of course a

common place in history.

(The Amorite expansion at the expense of

ol.der Sumarian and Semitic gl'oups at the beginning of the secona mil.1enium B.C. is an excellent example.)

V~ry

probably the Mixtecs

exbibi ted a rate of population growth differentiall.y greater than that
of surrounding etbnic-l.i11gl1istic groups sometime during the Classic
period.

It is possible that the northwestern Mixteca Alta was ecologi-

cally favored during the Classic period.

Such favoring may have in-

creased agricultural potentials and yields and hence popu1ation, some

of which could have been siphoned off as Qu.tmigrants.
then arises, why should outmigration take place?

The question

One could then specu_

late about the presence of various limiting and/or opportunity factors
favoring outmigration.

One coul.d also of course propose that a time of

ecological stress following a time of plenty vould have forced the outmigration of Mixtee ethnic units.

The problem vi th th.ese ecological.

17/
models is that they are not testable in either current or soon to be
hoped for data.

I suggest that there is an
ter explains Mixtec

outmi.~ation

economic-demo~aphic

model that bet-

during the Classic period.

Blanton

(1918), Marcus (19Ro) and others have pointed out that the northeastern
Mixteca Alta was strongly impacted by Monte Alban culture.

That is,

political. and economic interactions between Monte Alban and the adjacent Mixteca Alta were especially strong.

This contact almost certainly

led to the development of local economic growth cycles in the north_

eastern Mixteca Alta as Mixteca Alta populations responded to the trade
demands of the highly developed Valley of Oaxaca macropolity.

These

growth cycles would have led to local population implosions and to the

restructuring of land exploitation patterns..

In addition, total popu-

lation of the northeastern Mixteca Alta would have increased as a differentially greater rate than the population increase associated with
contemporary ethnic units not in direct contact with the Monte Alban
mac!'OpolitYe

A growing population would have become implicated in

op:portuni ty oriented strategies including outmigration and conquest.
I strongly suspect that Mixtec expansion originally was opportunity
rather than stress related.

That is, a cultural-demographic system de-

veloped in which population gro..... th (baby production) and outmigration
both had positive value.

These factors would have operated in a systems

deviation-amplifying manner, neither being causal to the other.

The

operation of the system itself .....ould have been initiated by northeastern
Mixteca Alta growth cycles that .....ere themaelves the product of systematic contact with Monte Alban.
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I t is possible that the collapse of Monte Alban generated fur-

ther outmigration from the Mixteca Alta based on stress.

That is,

growth cycles could no longer be maintained in the absence of the strong
economic interaction sphere generated by Monte Alban.

The collapse of

local growth cycles would have fostered the appearance of overpopulation.

As local. economies contracted and jobs became scarcer, outmigra-

tien wcul.d increase..

However, I suspect that the broad outlines of

Mixtec expansionism had been delineated before the collapse of Monte

Alban.
Some population expansion probably continued into the Epicl.assic
and Early Postclassic periods.

We know for example that Mixtec col.oni-

zation of the Cuilapan area was 1argely a Postclassic phenomenon..

Very

probably, early foci of outmigration became sacred zones associated. with
cognitive correlates to such outmigration.

Rence, Apoala, Achiut1a and

Tilantongo became sacred centers devoted in part to the legitimization
of both already formed and newly forming ethnic dynastic organizations ..
This may explain the formation of the so-called death bundle
cul ts associated with Apoala and to a lesser extent, Achiutla..
cults~

These

in which a patron god-founder figure became symbolized by both a

physical and a conceptualized death bundle, were formulated by needs to
legitimize newly coalescing elite social. corporations that included and
were organized around a dynastic family.

However, the first of these

sacred centers, Apoala, already by the Early Postclassie had become
associated with the birth of gods rather than with the birth of human
kings.

By ca. 850-900, Tilantongo appears to have assumed the principal

political burden of legi timizing

~ixtec

expansionism.

Tilantongo may
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have been materia11y aided bY' the presence of major oracl.e centers at
Achiutla and Chaleatango.

According to the Mixtec codices (Caso 1960,

1964, 1966; Nuttall 1902; Nowotny 1961.) I dynasts regularly visited

these oracle centers when obtaining legitimization for mi1itary or other
expansionist acti vi ty.
It is significant that most though not all the principal legi timization centers were associated with small highland val.leys exhibiting

rather lim ted agricultural potential..

It is possible that some of

these high1and sacred centers or service centers began to trade cognitive services for foodstuffs before the beginning of the Early Postchssie.

That is, highland service centers may have begun to exche.!!.ge

cognitive services for food as Mixtec ethnic units began to migrate
from the Mixteca Alta into lower and more ecologically beneficent zones.
However. this was not true of all such centE:rs.

For example, Chal-

catango probably was the focus of a grain producing rather than a grain
consuming area.
If the foregoing reconstruction bas merit, then it is possible
to concl.ude ·that A.poala and less probably Achiutla, TUantongo and
Chalcatango t became legitimization centers before the end of the Classic
period.
Cacaxtla.

In the pseudO-histories, Apoala is inextricably linked to
The divine dynasts, 5 Wind and 9 Alligator are said by the

Bodley (Caso 196o::d-xxxix) to have been lords of Sweat Bath-Gacaxtla,
while the Vienna Obverse (Furst 1978) and the
1902:lvi) made them lords of Apoala.

Nut~ru.l

Obverse (Nuttall

(Nine Alligator's parents, 1

Flower and 13 Flower, also were said to have been of Apoala.) It seems
reasonable to hypothesize that in the histories, the legitimization
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principles associated with Cacaxtla were extended to and made a part of
Apoa1a's legitimi2.ation function.

It is also possible to argue that

the Mixteo legitimization functions of Apoala 'Were projected into a
Toltec legitimization template associated ....ith Cacaxtla.

That is, it

is impossible to tell from the codical. statements which way legitimiza_
tion principles were being extended.
It is possible to state, however, that Toltec legitimization
was 1.ess certainly associated with Tilantongo, Achiutla and Chalcatango.
These centers appear to have remained basically Mixtec legitimization
foci, and were not at first directly linked to the Toltecs.

However,

Chalcatango became a great baronial center under the early Ta1.tee emperors.

For example, its oracle

WaG

consulted by 4- Wind Xiucoatl in

conjunction with his internecine war with 8 Deer Jaguar Claw (Caso 1960:
xxxvi-xxxv).

Tilantongo also became a center whose lordship ....as subject

to the will of the emperors? Serpent Red and White Snake and 4 Jaguar.
Four Jaguar appears to have given Tilantongo to 8 Deer Jaguar Claw ca.
993..

This occurred after the ol.d lord of Tilantongo, 2 Rain Twenty

Jaguars' autosacrifice before the Toltec lord, ? Vulture (Caso 1960:
v-vi).
The evidence suggests that the Toltecs first obtained control
or at l.east gained strong influence over the legitimization center of
Apoala.

It ....as only later, possibly in the reign of 7 Ser-pent Red and

White Snake, that the Toltecs appear to have dominated Til.antongo and
Cha1catango.

The Toltecs do not a'P'Pear to have employed direct con-

quest as a principal. means of achieving hegemony over the Mixtecs.
Rather t the Tol. tecs seem to have made alliances with key Y.ixtec kings
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who were proclaimed clients of the Tol tee state.

These client kings in

turn carried out necessary conquests for their Toltec masters ..

The

Toltecs also controlled the Mixteca through "To1.tecization" of the
principal means of Mixtec legitimization.
The War of Heaven

Our next principal concern will be the War of Heaven or the War
Against the Stone Men.

This war is portrayed in both the Bodley Obverse

and Reverse and the Codex Nuttall Obverse.

The War of Heaven is impor-

tant because it serves as a preamble to the beginnings of Mixtec dynastic houses discussed in the codices Vienna 1. Reverse, Nuttall Obverse,
and Bodley Obverse and Reverse.

It is impossible to discuss either

Mixtec or Toltec origins without extensively considering the War of
Heaven.

First I will consider the possibility that the War of Heaven may
have been a mythological construct.

Arter such consideration, I ....ill

deal with the War of Heaven as a possible historical or at least partly
historical. statE-trent.

I suspect that the War of Heaven had both his-

torical. and mythological components.

That is, the War of Heaven can be

fruitfully examir.ed from the standpoints of .both myth and history ..
The War of Heaven as Metaphor
There are several important relationships between the 1::ar of
Heaven (Nuttall 1902:iv, XX; Caso 196o:iv, xxxvi, ,34, 57) and the Birth
of the Gods Table..

The War of Heaven involves a major conflict between

supernaturals and named dynasts on the one

~and,

and individuals de-

picted wearing colored striped paint designating them as Stone Men on

the other.

At least one Mixtec supernatural, 9 Tvisted, appears to have

been an ally of the Stone Men.

The Stone Men are aided by red-and-vhi te

can.dy striped varriors from the Place of Heaven, shown in Codex Nuttall
Obverse (Nuttall 1902:iv, XYiii, xx) as a cOSlllOlogical box exhibiting

sun, moon and stars.

The associated war is usual.ly called the War

Again6t the Stone Men, or the War of Heaven.
An understanding of the \far of Heaven is crucial to any con-

sideration of 'roltee origins.

Superficially the War of Heaven aJ)!)ears

to have been a major conflict that occurred just before and acted as a
precursor to the establishment of historically important Mixtec dynasties.

The War of Heaven appears to stand at the boundary' between the

Mixtec mythological and historical periods.
At least some of the characters in the War of Heaven are
patently mythological; for example, in Codex Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall
1902:iv), the peace concluding the War of Heaven is negotiated by the
Mixtec supernaturals. 7 nower and 2 Dog.

However, some of the charac-

ters involved in the War of Heaven appear to be dynasts linked to
important phcea imp1icated in 9th and loth century history.
A closer look at some of these characters and their associated
place names reveals that one of the most important of these place names
is Moon-Bee Hill, which ve have identified above as the north slopes of
Monte Alban.

Dynasts associated with MOOII.-Bee Hill include 1 Alligator,

12 Lizard, 4 Rouse and 3 Monkey (Caso 1960:iii-iv).
A second place name of importance is Sweat Bath...cacaxtli (caso
1960:x1.-xxxix). which we have identified above as probably Cacaxtla.
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Dynasts associated with this place include 9 Wind, 4 Motion, 5 Wind, 5
Reed, 7 Rain, 1 Rain, 7 Wind and 7 Rabbit (Caso 1960:xl-xxxix).

A third set of important place names includes White Balls,
stairway and 5nclosed Wall (Caso 1960:i-ii).

As discussed above, we

have identified these place names with Cholula (or perhaps Cacaxtla)
and Tula.

Dynaats associated with these place names include the Lady

1 Death and the Lord 4 Alligator Eagle Drinking Blood.

A fourth important place name complex is that of CheckerboardDivided Hill (Adelhofer 1963:xii).

Malgarejo (1980) has identified

this place-name complex as being associated with ZampoaJ.a, and I have
suggested that this place-name complex represents a political entity
including but not limited to Teotihuacan.

The Mixtec 6uIlernaturaJ.,

2 Dog is closely associated with Checkerboard-Divided HilL
All of the associated dynasts, with the exception of 2 Dog and
possibly 1 Rain, exhibit calendar names representing solar intervals in
the Birth of the Gods Table.

This fact suggests that not only the War

of Heaven but also the entire dynastic sequence of the sc-ellled mythological period ca."'l be interpreted as an elaborate astronomical myth.
That is, the dynastic history that can be ascribed to such places as
Monte Alban, Cholula, Zampoala and Cacaxtla during the 9th and 10th
centuries may be in fact a pseudohistory in which a mythological
structure is integrated with possible political

stat~ments

about such

centers as Honte Alban, Cholula, Zampoala and Cacaxtla.
The dates associated with the War of Heaven are especially significant.

A careful examination of these dates leads to the realization
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that the Birth of the Gads Tabl.e is actuall.y mapped onto a sep;ment of
. real time in the lOth century.

The date of the major battle of the liar

of Heaven is 7 Alligator-8 Wind 12 Flint (Nuttall. 1902: iV t xx).

corresponds to the spring equinox, 15-16 March 923.

This

The date of the

peace treaty of the War of Heaven is 2 Deer 13 Rabbit (Nuttall 1902:
i v).

17 December 934, the day after the .....inter solstice. The date of

the accession of 7 Death Jaguar at Cholula is 1. Alligator 1. Reed

(Nuttal..l 1902:xxii), 15 March 936, and is of course the spring equinox.
The Table base date becomes 12 Rabbit 1. Reed, 12 December 935.
D. Kelley (personal communication 1978) haS cogent1y at"gued that
the Birth of the Gods Table represents the coming of a ne", world age.
He suggests that the ....inter solstice, 1. Death 13 Rabbit, which is followed by the date 2 Deer 13 Rabbit, represents the setting of the sun of
the previous world age.

This appears to be borne out by the depiction

of the possibly setting sun in the Codex Vienna (Adelhofer 1963:xxiii)
on the date 2 Deer 13 Rabbit.

Kelley believes that the ne'\lf world age

was heralded by the rising sun on the spring equinox* 1. Alligator
1 Reed, a year and a quarter later..

It seems to me that the new world

age actually was initiated by the Table base date, 12 Rabbit 1. Reed, although this date is imp1.icit not explicit in the War of Heaven sequence.
I t thus is possible to argue that the J-i:ixtecs, and possibly the

Toltecs as well, perceived the present world age as dawning on 12 Rabbit
1 Reed, 12 December 935 or 1 Alligator 1 Heed, 15 March 936.

I t should

be carefully noted that as mapped onto real time in the 930S9 the Table
'Picks up only solar and Mercury phenomena.

That is, 12 Rabbit 1 Reed;

12 December 935 is not an eclipse syzygy, node passaJ!:e or planetary

conjunction date.

However, 12 Rabbit I Reed, 12 December 935 did re-

cover the important solar phenomena crucial to the calculation of the
new world age (equinoxes, solstice and possibly Mercury conjunctions).
That is, with this recalibration, the day 1 Death falls on a winter
solstice, the day 1 Alligator on a spring equinox, etc.
The question arises, how does the . War of Reaven articulate with
the concept of the coming of the new world age and with major, possibly
Toltec, calendar reform?

In the War of Heaven, several dynasts exhibit-

ing calendar names linked to solar intervals of the Birth of the Gods
Table are killed by Stone Men and their candy-str iped ally warriors from
Heaven, who appear as enemies of named dynasts and supernaturals.

Ul-

timately, however, other named dynasts and supernaturals defeat the
Stone Men and their ally warriors from Heaven..

The defeated and killed

dynasts and supernaturals include 2 Dog, 12 Lizard, 4 House and 3
Monkey (Caso 196o:ii-iii, xxxvii-xxxvi).

These dynasts or supernaturals

derive from Teotihuacan and Monte Alban.

The ultim:::ltely victorious

dynasts or supernaturals include 4 Alligator Eagle Drinking Blood of
Cholula and possibly of Tula (Nuttall 19Q?':xx-xxi).

That is, we can

associate the dynasts or supernatura1s of Teotihuacan and 'Monte Alban
wi th the collapse of the old world age, while dynasts or supernatural.s

such as 4 Alligator Eagle Drin.1dng B1.ood can be associated with the
birth of the new world age ..
I tl-Jink it is probable that the Stone Men themselves and their
allies, the candy-striped warriors from Heaven, at least ata mythological level, represent the forces of chaos threatening both the old
World age and the new..

These allied warriors are del)icted as destroying
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the dynasts or supernaturals of Monte Alban and 'l'eotihuacan.

I think it

is probable that the Tol tee calendar reformers saw the old order or the

old world age as associated with Teotihuacan and Monte Alban, while they
saw the new order, that is, the neW' world age as associated with Chol.u1a
and possibly Tula.

Specifically, the victorious

'+

Alligator Eagle

Drinking Blood exhibits parents who are associated with the Place of
White Balls and the Place of Stairway, barrios of Cholula (Caso 1960:
i-H)"
'I'h~~ i'ilarriage

between 1. Death and 4- Alligator probably represents

a relationship between the old world age and the new world age (Case 1962'1.
I suspect that 7 Death Jaguar, whose name has not been found in the
Birth of the Gods Table and who according to Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall
1902:19) acceded in 1 A1ligator 1 Reed at Tollan-Stairway-River, was a
human rul.er of that place.

He and his wife, 1 Serpent, are confirmed

by numerous children of 4 Alligator and 1 Death (Nuttall 1902:19).

The calendar reform associated with the War of Heaven story was
perceived by the Mixteca as taking place ca. 935, that is, during the
reign of 1. Lizard Plumed Headdress Serpent, fit"st lord of Tollan (ca.
920-950) ..

This

sug~St6

that the

~ixtec

calendar reform in fact may

have been a specifically Toltec rel.ated phenomenon.

That is, the

calendar reform may have been associated with the establishment of the
Tol tec Empire, and the Mixtec calendar, which we know was used by the
Toltecs, may have been generated by Toltec calendar rt!formers acting
during the reign of the first Toltec lord of Tula.

I think it is very

likely that the Mixtec calendar itself was a conscious creation of
Toltec poE ticians and astronomers acting during or perhaps just before

the 9306.

I suspect that the associated politicians saw the creation

of the new order in explicitly political terms, which included the idea
that the previous world age was organized around the polities of Monte
Alban and Teotihuacan, while the new world age was a creature of
Cholula and probably of Tula.
The Birth of the Gods Table can be further related to real time
dates in the 9306.

As noted above, 12 Rabbit 1 Reed, 12 December 935,

picks up neither lunar nor planetary phenomena, and it is unreasonable
to expect that the Toltecs would have found a date exhibiting all the
characteristics of the original Table base date ready to hand.

This

si tuation would require that bases for lunar and planetary tables be
located near 12 December 934..

In fact, the date, 2 Deer 13 Rabbit, 17

December 934 is three days before a Mercury conjunction and is close to
helical setting of Murcury as well as the day after the winter solstice.
The most important date associ"ated with the 5 Alligator Tlaloc
sun-8 Deer Jaguar Claw dynasty is the date, 7 Motion 12 House (Caso
196o:viii; Nuttall

1902~xxv).

Five A.lligator engages in a ceremonia1

action with an individual who may be a Tal tec priest on this date (NuttalI1902:xxv).

Caso (1960:34) thought that this date was the beginning

date or a major calendar reform initiated by 5 Alligator as a resul.t of
his interaction with Toltecs.

This date, which is 2 May 934, was a

lunar eclipse syzygy, a lunar eclipse and a lunar eclipse near node
passage.

This date may have been intended as an eclipse table base,

though it is not clear to me 'Why a solar eclipse syzygy was not chosen.
Ho....ever t i t would have been necessary to pick a date several years
before or after 2 May 934 to obtain a date that would be both a solar
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eclipse syzygy and a node passage date.
locate such a date in the codices.

As yet I have been unable to

Two May 934 also vas a precise Mer-

Cu:"y conjunction.
Possible table oa6e dates associated with Mars, Jupiter and

Saturn have not as yet been located.

Deapi te these problems, there

anpears to be enough data to ....arrant the conclusion that a major Tol tee
and Mixtec calendar reform took place in the 930s.

This calendar reform

involved the generation or creation of the Mixtec version of the central.
highland calendar.

This calendar almost certainly ....as the official

Toltec version, which substantiates Veytia 1 s (1944) statement that the

Toltec calendar began on the same month (was the same) as the Mixtec
calendar.

Caso (1966) was probably right in su~sting that this calen-

dar, including its associated astronomica1 tables, intertribal. Tonapoali,

year bearers and other characteristics, was conscious1y imposed on the
Mixteca by the Toltecs.

Indeed it probably was iDroosed on the entire

Tol tec Empire in the 9306.
I t is possible to argue that the Maya calendar was reorganized

in conjunction with Tol.tec calendar reform, and that the Ancient Maya
eclipse, Mars and Venus tables in the Dresden Codex are a result of
this reorganization.

That is, it is probable that the base date, 12

Lamat 1 Pop was reset at about the same time that 12 'Rabbit 1 Reed, 12
December 935 became the base date for the Toltec calendar.

In the long

run, this should help us to discover the Maya calendar correlation coefficients.
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The War of Heaven as History
In the fOI'egoing discussion, I have assumed that the War of

Heaven and the associated, probably pre-Mixtec dynastic houses may have
been part of an elaborate poli tieo-astronomical myth.

However t there is

evidence that at least some of the pre-Mixtec dynasts discussed in the
codices were human.

In the Kelley correlation, most major birth,

accession and death dates of Palenque rulers are also real time planetary conjunctions, eclipses or other astronomical dates.

This is very

disturbing because it is clear that the Palenque sequence of ru1.ers is
historical.

That is, there is overwhelming evidence that these rulers

engaged in most cf the characteristic activities of power elites.

This

means that many of the dates of Palenque dynasty rulers were orchestrated according to astronomical principles.

For example, it is pos-

sible that kings were sacrificed and their successors made to accede on
astronomically important dates.

However, there is no evidence of regu-

lar, that is, non-war related sacrifice of royalty in the Classic period
Maya lowlands_

I think i t is much more likely that birth and possibly

death dates were "approximated" or otherwise manipulated to conform with
astronomical. intervals.

This manipulation was probably accomplished to

reinforce the sacred character of the Palenque kingship_
Clearly, i f the birthdates of historical Palenque kings were
changed to correspond to real time astronomical interVals, central highland kings could have received birth day names equivalent to astronomical day names from the Birth of the Gods Table.

Indeed, one can

hypothesize that especially sacred dynasties such as those of Cacaxtla
and Monte Alban were involved in an astronomical naming complex ..

Hence,
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it is possible to argue that the rulers associated with the War of

Heaven, even though they were given astronomical. day names, were human
rulers and that the associated history was essentially "real."
In order to deal with the War of the stone Men as history, it
is necessary' to define the sequent stages of this war.

The first

Nuttall version of the War of Heaven depicts the stone Men as the aggressors (Nuttall 1902:iii-iv).

defeated by named dynasts.

Subsequently they are systematically

In contrast, the Codex Bodley (Caso 1960:

if) depicts the systematic destruction of named dyna,sts by the goddess,

9 Twisted, who appears to act for the Stone Men.
The War of Heaven can be divided into three sequent stages.

In

the first. the stone Men conquer both Checkerboard-Divided Hill and

Monte Alban (Case 196o:iii-iv).

In the seeond stage, the dynasts of

Jade Jewel and Reed-Flower Plaee (Xoehieal.eo) defeat the Stone Men
(Nuttall 1902:iii.-iv).

The Codex BocUey describes only the first stage

of the War of Heaven while the Codex Nuttall Obverse deseribes stages
one and two..

Fine.lly~

the Stone Men, although aided by eandy striped

warriors from Heaven, are defeated by named dynasts in a final battle
(Nuttall 1902: iv, xxi).
The question arises, who were the historieal stone Men?

In

order to answer this question, it is neeessary to eonsult both the
arehaeology and the history of the Epielassie.

Millon (:1981) voints

out that Metepec Teotihuaean eollapsed when the eity was apparently
conquered and burned.

Burning was seleetive in the sense that it was

largely eonfined to palaees and temples.

Millon (1981) believes that

the seleetive burning was carried out to ritually disestablish the
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city's legitimacy.

This idea fits with the historical evidence which

states that 2 Dog, patron god of Teotihuacan, ....as ki1led (Caso 1960:
That :is, after 2 Dog's death, his persona could not be used to

xxxv).

legitimize Teotihuacan.
The collapse of Monte Alban is reported in a different manner.
In this case, Monte Alban dynasts are depicted as ca'Ptured and sacrificed (Caso 196o:iv).
given.

Further, a detailed history of Monte Alban is

The Monte Alban dynasty is depicted in the accompanying figure.

For our purposes, the following relationships are important.

One Eagle

Water Jewel, daughter of 4 Alligator Eagle Drinking Blood of Stairway
and White Ban.s (Chol.ula), married 4 Rabbit Jaguar-Alligator of Monte
Alban (Casa l%O:iii).

This couple produced the lord, 12 Lizard Hill

Legs who married the lady 12 Vu1ture Half Sun-Feathers (Caso 196o:iiiiv).

Twelve Lizard and 12 Vulture reigned at Monte Alban and produced

four sons, 4 House, 3 Monkey, 10 Eagle and 10 Alligator.

With the ex-

ception of 10 Alligator, both parents and their children were captured

and sacrificed in the first stage of the War of Heaven.

In contrast,

10 Alligator was killed at Checkerboard-Divided Hill, probably Teoti_
huacan.

Twelve Lizard Hill Legs and 12 Vulture Half Sun-Feathers were

sacrificed at Place of Death-Deer Hoof, probably either El Tajin or
Mitla.

This suggests that the Stone Men had conquered Death as well as

Monte Alban and Checkerboard Hill-Divided Hill. (Teotihuacan).

Accord-

ing to the Codex Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall 19Q2:iii), Xochicalco (Ver-

ticle Reed-Flowers) took up the fight against the Stone Men, and its
probable lord, 7 Wind Wind grined i!!lportant military victories.
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Ultimately the stone Men and their candy striped allies from Heaven were
defeated.

The data auggest that the stone Men were a special group who
conquered both Teotihuacan and Monte Alban.
~

At this point, other

.!!!:.

dynasts took up the fight and ultimately defeated the Stone Men.

Stone in Nahuatl reads teyo, a homonym for Teo, sacred.

One wonders if

the Stone Men were not Teochichimecs that is, either intrusive or marginal peoples who threatened the

.!!!. ~ Mesoamerican

social system on

a widespread sca1e.
On~

would expect that the intruders would have established a new

capital which may have become the focus for mi1.itary activities directed
at Teotihuacan and Monte Alban.

In Bodley Obverse a discussion of the

history of 10 House Face Jaguar of Serpent Mouth River immediately fol_

lows the War of Heaven; the sons of 10 House appear to have been placed
on most of the great cente:t"s of the Epiclassic world.

It appears that

10 House and his sons dominated the social milieu that succeeded the
War of Heaven.

Although 10 House and his sons may not have been Stone

Men, they appear to have superceded the Late Classic authority structure
and clearly benefited from the struggle between the Late Classic polities and the Stone Men.

Ten House's principal center is given as

Serpent Mouth River, correctly identified by Caso as a barrio of
Coixtlahuaca.

This suggests that Coixtlahuaea was for a period of tloIo

or three generations the principal capital of much of northern Mesoamerica.
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Pre-Tol tee Dynastic HistorY"
Given the above information, it is possible to summarize pre-

ToUec dynastic history.

The oldest dynasty mentioned is that of Bird

Beak: Helmet of Cacaxtla..

Generationa11y this dynasty can be dated to

the beginning of the 8th century.

It is probable that Bird Beak: Helmet

of the Bodley i~ coequal with 13 flint Bird Helmet of the Cacaxtla State

Portraits.
This lord 'Was succeeded in turn by 9 Wind Quetzalcoatl., 4 Motion
Gray Eagl.e and 5 Wind Tlaloc Descending from Heaven (Caso 196o:xl-xxxix).

Five Wind married 9 Alligator. daughter of the
Flower.

gods~

1. Flower end 13

This divine couple reigned at Apoala; hence, 5 Wind held both

Cacaxtla and Apoala.
It was in 5 Wind's time (early 10th century) that 10 House
J3.jl;llar of Serpent-Mouth-River superseded the great Classic polities.
Ten House set up his sons at various major centers (Caso 1960:iv).

His

oldest son, 9 Wind Stone Skull, was established at Teotihuacan (Checkerboard-Divided Hill).

This lord also may have directly ruled Tilantongo.

His younger brother, 1 Mankey Bee Jaguar, was placed at CacaxtliVertical Heed, probably a compound glyger for Xochicalco and Cacaxtla.
One Monkey was followed at Cacaxtla by 5 Dog Ja.guar Serpent.

There is

no parentage statement to suggest that these two were father and
however, I think. this relationship is probable.

SOD;

I think. it is probable

that 5 Dog Jaguar Serpent of the Bodley was equivalent to 9 Wind Jaguar
Serpent of the Cacaxtla State Portraits.

Indeed, there is a pattern in

which lords bearing the name "QuetzalcoaU" or one of the god's related
names assumes the calendar name, 9 Wind, of Quetzalcoatl.
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The Cacaxtla State Fortrai. ts de'Pict 3 Deer \1Jater Headdress,

leader of the winning faction in the Cacaxtla battle scene, as a dancing figure..
emer~s..

In the State Portrait he bears a shell from which 7 '.vind

Seven lrIind is also portrayed as a dancing figure in the state

Portraits.

Given the close association between shells and birth in

Mesoamerican iconography, I think it is probable that 7 Wind was a son
of 3 Deer.

In his State Portrait, 7 Wind bears a Mixcoatl, which may

be his name.

It is also possible that 3 Deer was himself the son of

Jaguar Serpent.

Another son of Jaguar Serpent, 1 Lizard Plumed Head-

dress Serpent, colonized and was the "first" lord of Tollan (Caso 1960:
xi).

The data suggest that the second dynasty of Cacaxtla and the
first dynasty of Toll.an were descended from 10 House Jaguar of SerpentMouth-River.

It is also possible that the dynasty of Xochicalco was

descended from 10 House Jaguar.

We know of at least two rulers of

Xochicalco, Lord Seed Bag and 10 Wind Hunchback, .....ho were contempo-

raries of the Toltec empero::-, 4

Jag'..!.a2:'~

As notAd in the chronology section, there is no straightforward depiction of 1 Lizard Plumed Headdress Serpent's first successor ..
However, there are two lords depicted in the Codex Nuttall who may
have been predecessors of the emperor, 4 Jaguar.

The first of these

is named 7 Serpent Red and White Snake t who in Codex Nuttall Reverse
leads a group of Toltecs and bears the Toltec Black (brown) face paint
(Nuttalll9Q2:xlv).

This lord seems to act in the same structural
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position later occupied by 4 Jaguar.

We shall discuss this matter in

detail below.

The second candidate for the position of predecessor of 4 Jaguar
was named 8 Death Vulture.

This lord in Nuttall wears the Toltec bib

of the Codex Columbino-Becker I.

Further, he pierces the nose of 8

Deer Jaguar Claw, a function of Tol tee emperors.

Eight Death Vulture

also bears the name n\!Tater Headdress," which may be a sign of the
pulque drink.

Hence he could be Nequametl, first lord of Ixtlil-

xochitl's Culhua Toltec dynasty.

If this was indeed the case, the 4

Jaguar may have been the second lord of that list "Namaquix," "Brave

Man" or "Liberator."

This name may also be read as "Namoquibuix,"

"Se of the 31ack Face Mask."

It seems unlikely that the Tollan discussed ahove was Tula,
Hidalgo.

Tula was never a large primate center.

Further, new data

suggest that Tula did not reach even its modest maximal expansion
until the second half of the Tollan phase.

Even then, Tula was about

half the size of Coyotlai::elco, Teotihuacan which, although greatly
diminished from its maximal Xolalpan configuration, was still a primate center in Coyotlatelco times..

I believe that the Tollan of 1

Lizard Plumed Headdress Serpent and 4 Jaguar was Teotihuacan in its
guise as a CoyoUatelco primate city..

If this is so, then the early

references to Tollan may be associated with Early Postclassic Teotihuacan.

This reconstruction suggests that Teotihuacan may have named
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Tol.lan rather late in that cityls history.

Classic period Teotihuacan

appears to have been known as Checkerboard Divided HU1.

ClIJIP'l'ER 6

THE FIRST DYNASTY OF TU"LA

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw and Tal.tee History
Eight Deer Jaguar Claw's Earl.y Years
The period of 4- Jaguar's reign can best be studied from the per-

specti ve of Mixtec history.

The most important figure in this history

is the Mixtec conqueror, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw.

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw

was a scion of the 2 water dynasty of Jade Drum River (Nuttall 1902:XX9') ..
This place has not been identified.

Two Water's son, 13 Dog White Rap-

torial. Bird married 1. Vulture, alleged sister of 12 Lizard Arrow
of the first dynasty of Tilantongo (Caso 1960)..

Le~

This marriage may have

given the 2 Water dynasty a later claim to Ti1antongo.

The son of 13

Dog White Raptorial Bird was 5 A.lligator Dead Sun Tlaloc (Nuttall 1902:

xxv).

Jimenez-Moreno (personal communication 197R) suggests that this

name translates into Nahuatl. as Tlachitonatiuh.
Five Alligator Tlaloc Sun married 9 Eagle Flower Vulva and 11

Water Jewel Quetzal Macaw.

Nine Eagle Flower Vulva was the daughter of

the lord and lady of Tecarnachalco, Puebla.

The Nuttall (Nuttall l.902:

xlii-xliii) and Bodl.ey (Caso 196o:vii-viii) disa~ee about which of
these ladies was the mother of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw.

Therefore~:i,t

is

possibl.e though not provable that 8 Deer Jaguar Claw descended from a
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Puebla house..
::'n

This lord, son of 5 Alligator Tlachitonatiuh, ....as born

A.D. 959.
Most scholars are agreed on the broad outlines of 8 Deer Jaguar

Claw's life.

Five Alligator and/or his sons appear to have conquered

widely in the Mixteca Costa (Caso 1966; Smith 1966).

Eight Deer

Ja~ar

Claw and his older brother, 12 Motion Bleeding Jaguar ruled at Tututepec
on the Oaxacan coast (Caso 1966:v).

Eip;ht Deer Jaguar ClaW' also was

set up at a place identified by Caso (1966: i-ii) as Tied Bundles.

(1966) thought that Tied Bundles

WaS

Caso

a barrio of Tututepee because of

the close association of Tututepec and Tied Bundles in the Codex
Columbine-Becker I.
After 5 Alligator's death, 12 Motion Bleeding Jaguar and 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw continued to engage in conquest activities, probably in the
Mixteca Costa (Nuttall 1902; Caso 1966).

Hence, they established a

pattern of successful conquest, which a-ppears to have come under review
by the Toltec authorities.

I t is at this 'Point that 8 Deer JaF;l1ar

Claw's interactions with the Toltecs begin ..
As we shall see below, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw repeatedly made
alliances with the To1tec emperor, 4- Jaguar (Nuttall 19(2).

Ho.....ever t

his first alliance was made not with 4 Jaguar, but rather with one 7
Serpent Red and White Snake (Nuttall 1902:x1.v).

This lord in Codex

Nuttall Reverse (Nuttall 1902:xlv-xlvi) is associated '4ith three Toltec
figures, including 9 Wind QuetzalcoatJ. of Reclining Jaguar ('l'ehuacan'?) ..
This alliance was made in 991.

Nine Wind Quetzalcoatl and the

other Toltec figures appear to have seconded 7 Serpent Red and White
Snake in the same: way that they later seconded 4 Jaguar (Caso 196o:x).
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Further, 7 Serpent Red and White Snake wears a red and white necklace
identical to that worn otherwise in Nuttall Reverse only by 4 Jaguar
(Nuttall 1902:xlv, lxx).

Further, 4 Jaguar, 9 Wind Quetzalcoatl and

7 Serpent Red and White Snake exclllsiljaly i:;hare ·... hite fur wristlets

and knee bands.

Final1.y, 7 Serpent Red and \-Ihite Snake also wears the

Lone Ranger face mask, which clearly designates him as a Toltec (Nuttall
19Q2:x1v).

These data suggest that 4

Ja~

and ? Serpent Red and

White Snake were special, perhaps imperial. figures, and, given the tem-

poral sequencing, ! think it is probable that 7 Serpent Red and White
Snake was a predecessor of 4 Jaguar.

Since we do not see him again, I

think it is probable that 7 Serpent Red and White Snake died ca. 991-

992, and was succeeded by 4 Jaguar.
In the Codex Nuttall Reverse, this alliance was followed by a
petition from 7 Serpent Red and \-lhite Snake and two colleagues, 9 Wind
Quetzalcoatl and 1 Deer Ixtlilcoatl..

In response to this petition,

8 Deer Jaguar Claw engaged in a series of conquests, apparently for his
Toltec overlords (Nuttall 1902:xlvi-xlviii) ..
The Pilgrimage of 4 Jaguar
The Codex Columbino-Becker 1. yields considerable information
about Toltec rulers not found in the official biographies of 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw..

The pilgrimage section of the Codex Columbino (Caso 1966:

ix..x) describes the activities of a person dressed as a Toltec; that is,
he exhibits a bib/cape, black face paint and hair tied back with a red
cord..

He is accompanied by a non-Tol tec named 10 Wind Hunchback ..
Ten Wind Runchback participates more vigorously in the cere..

menial. journey than does the accompanying Toltec figure.

For example,
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1.0 \lind performs a blood-letting sacrifice by piercing his own ear and.
driDks from the River of Def'fication (Case 1966: x) •
Ten Wind Hunchback first appears at Temple of Reed and Flowers

(Caso 1966:x).

Although part of the place-name has been erased, it

seems almost certain that this p1ace is Xochicalco, Moralos, whose name
is variously given as "Reed Place" or ''Flower Place." Hence it is
reasonabl.e to assume that 10 Wind lias l.ord of Xochicalco.

It is more difficult to solve the problem of identity of the

To1tec figure.

Caso (1966) claims it is 8 neer Jaguar Claw.

However,

in virtual..ly all other scenes, 8 Deer is depicted as a non-Toltec.
Hence, it is reasona.bl.e to

~st

that the Toltec figure is .. Jaguar.

This is supported by the fact that in his first appearance, this figure

wears the banner gl.yger which is 4 Jaguar's name (Case 1966: ix; Nuttall
1902.li1. 1JCx).
Toward the end of' their pUgri!l'lage, 4Hunchback, who now wears a

~

and a copper ax (Caso 1966:x).

Jaguar

gives 10 Wind

for the first time, a ceremonial. rope

This rope is probably an umb'ilica1 cord

and may reference the making of an alliance between 4 Jaguar and 10

Wind.

Four Jaguar later goes to a ca'9'e where he appears to meet 1

Alligator (Caso 1966:ix).

This lord is gi'9'en by' the Codex Nuttall

(Nuttall 1902:1) as ruler of Place of Death, which I have identified
above as E1. TajiD..

His public name is Spear or Mitl.

Following these actiVities, the Co1umbino (Caso 1966:ix) portrays a seated Toltec figure who is addressed by two seated non-To1tecs,
the first of whom appears to be 1 Alligator, the second, 10 Wind Hunchback.

It is reasonable to identify the seated Toltec figure as 4 Jaguar.
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However, there is an erased black painted projection extending out from

this figure I s face as well as a clear black beard surrounding a red
mouth.

The nearly completely erased projection may be a buccal mask.

This information suggests that the Toltee figure is 4 Jaguar's Toltec
colleague, 9 Wind QuetzalcoaU.

There is an umbilica1 cord, partially

erased, between 1. Alligator and the Toltec figure.

This suggests that

a formal alliance was made among Tallan, El Tajin, Xochicalco and

Tehuacan.

Following this interaction, 1. Alligator and an attendant, possibly named ''White Fur Cloak," escort a Toltec figure who may be 4
Jaguar to a Place of Drowned Woman which appears to be ruled by a lady
10 Reed (Caso 1966:ix-x).

Following this, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw appears to

make a military al1iance with 10 Reed (Caso 1966:x).

Associated symbols

include alliance bundles and a spear and shield.
Following this alliance and after a change in the year, 10 \!lind
Hunchback and a Toltec, possibly 4 Jaguar, accompany a lord, possibly
1 Alligator, who carries a lady, probably 10 Reed (Caso 1966:,0).

They

go to a major place, Fossibly Tollan, where 9 Wind Quetzalcoatl and a
lady, probably 10 Reed, make a war alliance with the Toltec leader
seated in the temple (Cas~ 1966:xi-xii).

This lord's name exhibits four

dots in a limited space; hence his name may be 4 Jaguar.
After this alliance made among two chief Toltec leaders, 9 Wind
Quetzalcoatl and probably 4 Jaguar and the lady 10 Reed, this lady
marries a non-Toltec lord, probably one of the preceding allies, 10
Wind or less likely 1 Alligator (Caso 1966:xii).

Subsequently, an alli-

ance is made between a Toltec and Lord '"ilhite Fur Cloakl1 (Caso 1966:xii).
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After"the conclusion of these alliances, 9 Wind Quetzalcoatl,
leading 7 Vulture Red Beard and two other non-Tal tees, proposes to a
lord in a cave who is probably 8 Deer Jaguar Cl.aw that an alliance be

made through the medium of a ball game (Caso 1966:xii).

This ball. game

was played by a team of three Tol tees who opposed three non-Tol tees
(Caso 1966:xi).

Following the ball game, 8 Deer Jaguar C1aw makes an

alliance with a Toltec lord (Caso 1966:xii), who in Nuttall (l902:xiv)
is clearly named 7 Serpent Red and White Snake.
father of

'+

He may have been the

Jaguar ..

After this alliance, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw, in conjunction with his
brother, 12 Motion Bleeding Jaguar and Lord Smoke, conquered 3 Lizard of
Moon-Reeds (Monte Alban) (Caso 1966:xiii-xiv)..

Three Lizard and his

fellow prisoners are taken to Tollan where 8 Deer Jaguar Claw has his
nose pierced (Caso 1966:xiii-xiv).
has been identified as 4 Jaguar.

The functionary who pierces his nose
However, he does not exhibit a calen-

dar name in either Columbino (Caso 1966:xiii) Or Bodley (Caso 1960:ix-x) ,

while in Codex Nuttall Reverse <Nuttall 1902:lii), his name is given as
8 Death Vulture.
Following this nose piercing, a major alliance is made by 8 Deer
Jaguar Claw and a Toltec leader (Caso 1966:xiii) identified by the Codex
Nuttall Reverse (Nuttall 1902:liii) as 4 Jaguar.

Ho....ever, the corre-

sponding Toltec figure in Columbino ....ears an occipital fan helmet, which
according to Troike (personal communication 1978) is a standard accoutrement of 4 Jaguar.
9

~lind

In fact, this occipital fan helmet may designate

Quetzalcoati, although this figure does not wear the expected

buccal mask ..
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As I have argued elsewhere, the narrative in the ColumbinoBecker I is much more complex than associated passages in Nuttall and
Bodley~

I think it is probable that in the official biography of 8 Deer

Jaguar Claw, several distinct Toltec figures were telescoped into one,
and 4 Jaguar's role vas consequently expanded.

I think it is reasonabl.e

to argue on this basis that 9 Wind Quetzalcoatl could have been the real
!lemperor" even though, as we shall see below, his seat of !lower was
Tehuacan.

Indeed, I think. it is possible to arg'.le that there was a Tal.-

tee alliance cemented in 4 Jaguar's time among E1 Tajin, Xochicalco,

Tehuacan and Teotihuacan.

I suspect that 4 Jaguar functioned as 9 ',lind

Quetzalcoatl t s understudy until the latter' 5 death, possibly in 997 (see
Chapter 4).

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw's Mixtec polity appears to have been

incorporated into this alliance..

His major task appears to have been

to act as 4 Jaguar's military cOl'l'lInB.nder ..
Eight Deer Jaguar Claw was p;iven Tilantongo, probably as a result of his military activity on behalf of the ToHecs.

This appoint-

ment ....as made shortly after a second alliance between 8 Deer Jaguar
Claw a!ld 4 Jaguar (Nuttall 19Q2:lii-liv).

This bestowal of '!'ilantongo

appears to have come as a shock to 11 Wind Bleeding Jaguar of Xipe
Bundle.

Eleven Wind Bleeding Jaguar had carried out a series of cam-

paigns against the first dynasty of Tilantongo, and appears to have
summarily defeated its last lord, 2 Rain Twenty Jaguars (Caso 1964: vi) •
This latter lord had committed suicide in the presence of the Tcltec
lord, 7 Vulture Red Beard (Caso 196o:v-vi), an act which appears to have
opened the way for 11 Wind Bleeding Jaguar to become ruler of Tilantongo..

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw's appointment as ruler of Tilantongo
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appears to have created lasting enmity between him and 11 Wind :!31eeding
Jaguar.

This enmity ul.timately resul.ted in the violent deaths of both

rulers.
The Great Conference Scene
Shortly after 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's appointment as lord of
Tilantongo, a great conference was h21d there (Nuttall 1902:l.ivff.).
As we shall see below, this conference appears to have been attended by
all of the Taltee barons loyal to 4 Jaguar.

Those attending incl.uded

9 Wind Quetzalcoatl and 1. Deer Ixtl.i1coatl who were lords of Reclining
Jaguar (probably Tehuacan, pueb1a) (Nuttall 1902:1r.-lxvi).

Ten Death

Red Bird also attended; he appears to have been second lord of Feather
Carpets (Nuttall 1902:1xv).

The presence of 9 Wind Quetzaleoatl and 1

Deer IxtlilcoaU at Tehuacan

sug~sts

either marriage ties between

Tehuacan and Xochicalco, where 9 Wind is vigorously commemorated, or
the colinization of Tehuacan by the Toltec imperial family.
Conference Scene Place-Names
Do. Kelley (personal communication 1978) arp;ues that the Nuttall
Reverse conference scene depicts To1tec subrulers gathered at Tilantongo
to consider an invasion of southern Mesoamerica.
strongly sup'Ported by the place-name data.

This argument is

Many conference place-names

do not appear to be associated with Oaxaca, and in fact appear to
describe a polity very similar in outline to Kirchoff 1 s (1976:252-253)
Toltec Empire.

I think it is probable that the place-names given in

the Nuttall Reverse conference scene represent centers whose lords had
access to the vertical nose bead authority.

That is, the principal
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lords of the Nuttall Reverse conference scene probably vere equivalent
in rank to 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and later 4 Wind Xiucoatl.

only two such places in Oaxaca, Yuhu and Yanhuitlan.

There were

The NuttalJ. con-

t'erence scene is found in Nutte1l. Reverseg pages liii through lxviii.
The first place IlBJ\\e given in the conference scene is Place of
Death.

This place exhibits a principal lord and 12 subordinate lords.

The principal lord is named Chalchiutlatonac, while one of the subor-

dinate lords is 1 Death Sun God.

We know that this 1 Death was later

given the vertical nose bead authority by 4 Jaguar.

I propose that

Place of Death was El Tajin, and that Chalchiutlatonac vas lord of El.

Tajin.

We knoW' from the Lienzos of Tuxpan (Melgarejo 1980) that El

Tajin I s name was Place of Death.

The fourth place in the Nuttall conference scene is Peak of
Clouds.

I strongly suspect that this place represents Orizaba.

In so

doing, I follow Melgarejo (1980).
The sixth place in the Nuttall conference scene is Hill of Nose.
This 'Place exhibits a principal. lord na:ned 8 Jaguar and ei tht subordinate lords.

I suggest that this place is Tepeyacac, and that the

principal lord and his followers represent the Valley of Puebla.
The seventh place name is the Hill of the Tail.
certainly Cincalco or Chapultepec.

This is almost

There are two lords associated with

this place.
The

ei~th

place name is Place of Flints.

is Tecpatepec in the Teotlalpan.

I suggest that this

Very probably most of the northern

Valley of Mexico and Teotlalpan cities were directly controlled by Tula.
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The eleventh place-name in the conference scene is Tied Knot.
In the Codex Columbine (Caso 1966:xviii), this place is divided into a
number of barrios, including Standing Spear and Flowers.

since these

two barrios are names of Xochicalco, I suspect that this Tied Knot may
have been Xochicalco.

The sixteenth place-name is given as the Hill of Grass and

Priest.

The associated lords exhibit the Huexotcingo lip plug.

Hence

I believe that the Hill of Grass and Priest was 6i tuated in the

Huexotcingo zone.
The seventeenth place-name in the conference scene is the City
of Tied Feathers.

I suggest that it is Ihui tlan, Oaxaca.

The eighteenth place-name in the conference scene is the City
of the Spear..

I suspect that this place was Aeatlan, Puebla.

The twenty-second place-naDIe in the conference scene is the
City of Feather Carpets.

I hypothesize that this place was Justlahuaca,

Oa.~ca ..

The twenty-third place-name is City of Blood.
that this 'Place was the Barrio of Blood at

It is possible

Coi~tlahuaca.

The twenty-fifth place name was City of Reclining Jaguar.

I

believe that this place was Tehuacan, puebla.
The twenty-ninth and thirtieth

~lace-names

in the conference

scene are the Hill of the Matlacinca Indian and the Hill of the Wall.
It seems possible that these places were Toluca and Teotena!).!:!:,. !'espectively.
'!'hese proveniences suggest an empire centered in the Nuene and
the Tehuacan Valley that at the se.me time included the valleys of Mexico
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and Toluca.

Very probably the entire plain of central Veracruz (between

El Tajin and the Papal.oapan) was also included.

This empire clearly

appears to have been a Nonoalea-Glmeea-Xicalanea entity, and it should
not be confused with the l.ater Toltec-oriented empire of Tula and Cbichen Itza.

t ....o empires.

However, there appears to have been continuity between these
Thus we can speak of the Nuttall Reverse empire as Taltee.

These identifications call. into question the assumed Mixtec
character of the Codex Nuttall Reverse and Codex Columbino-Becker 1.
story.

I t seems possible that both the conference Bcene and the sub-

sequent conquest by the army of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and 4 Jaguar were
broacUy Toltec rather than narrowly Mixtec events.

We shall return to

this hypothesis when we discuss these conquests in detail.
The Great Conquest
After depicting the conference scene. the Codex Nuttall Reverse
(Nuttall 1902:1xviii-lxix) gives 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's principal
caeicazgosQ

T'nese include Tied Bunclles~ Xipe Bundle, Monte Alban (Place

of the Seated. Rule:-) and Stainray (p!"obably Cholula)..

Following these

scenes, the Codex Nuttall Reverse shows 8 Deer Jaguar Claw and 4- Jaguar
making still another alliance (Nuttall 19Q2:lxx).
This alliance takes place at Feather Carpets and Temple.

As a

result of this al.liance. 8 Deer Jaguar Claw is given access to Hill of
the Two Cattails, possibly Teotihuacan or Tula (Nuttall 19Q2:lxx:iJ.
I t is possible that

4- J agual" made 8 Deer Jaguar Claw

a co-emperor.

ever# I think that something more subtle may be indicated.

How-

After this

I'alliance," 8 Deer Jaguar Claw a:ppears as 4- Jaguarls military commander.
As we shall see below, this position, vhich ....e can gloss as

~laster

of
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Soldiers, was a specific office.

Very often, Toltec emperors would

divide their forces into tvo commands, one captained by the emperor and
the other led by the Master of Soldiers.

Both of the later emperors,

Topiltzin Meconetzin and Nauyotzin, maintained the office of Master of
Soldiers (Chavero 1891; Veytia 1944).

I suspect that 4 Jaguar made 8

Deer Jaguar Claw his Master of Soldiers, and entrusted him with a

"southern" army.
The Codex NuttaU. Reverse next describes in considerable detail
the subsequent conquests of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw (Nuttall 1902:lxxi-lxxx).
The associated p1ace-names t like those in the conference section, are a
major key to understanding the nature of the 8 Deer Jaguar CJ.aw-4 Jaguar
story.

Many of these place-names are not identifiabl.e if one assumes

that they were located in the Mixteca Alta or even in central Oaxaca.
Rather, they seemed to be associated with contexts beyond the narrow
confines of the Mixteca.
The conquests begin in highland territory exhibiting many hill
glYPhSi but the conquerors appear to have moved into lowland territory

exhibi ting place-names that are associated 'With many water signs
(Nuttalll9Q2:lxii-lxxiv).
These conquests have invited speculation from several scholars.
Caso (1965) believed that the conquests were primaril.y confined to the
Mixteca and that their goal was Teoti tlan del Camino in the Tehuacan
Valley.

In cont:oast" Chadwick (1971) has argued that the conquerors

struck south from Tilantongo to the Mixteca Costa, and then turned west
along the coast of Guerrero.

Previously, I have argued that the con-

quests were directed toward coastal Veracruz, and possibly included
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Yucatan.

Finally, D.. Kelley (persona! communication 1978) argues that

the conquests were directed toward the Seibal area of the PeteD..
The patterning of highland-lowland place-names suggests that

4 Jaguar marched southeast down the Veracruz plain.

The question

arises, can we test this idea in the data'?

The place names of the conquest are divided into three grOUpB,
each of which is associated with a eircular, probably regional glyger
(Nuttall 1902:1xxiii, lxxvi)..
glyphs.

These glygers do not exhibit conquest

The second of these regional glygers exhibits a Boar peccary

glyph (Nuttall 1902:1xxiii).

The place names following Boar Peccary

':!'l:"e without ex eption lowland in character.

There is at Chichen Itza a

rarely occurring emblem glyger whose main sign is a Boar Peccary..

These

data taken together S'.Jggest that Boer Peccary may have been a regional
polity located on the Veracruz Tobasco or Campeche coast which interacted ....ith Chichen Tha in the Epicl.assic.

Follcndng their conquest of the regional polity of Boar Peccary,
4 Jaguar .:!...'ld 8 Deer Jaguar Claw undertook a three day sea voyage and

conquered what appears to have been an important island.

The island

glyger exhibits red and black pillars which ascent into Heaven.

Caso

(1979) and D. Kelley (personal communication 1978) have independentl..,.
identified this pl.ace as Tlilantlapa11an on the basis of the red and

black pillars..

Tlilantlape1lan is said by Sahagun to have been located

on the Gulf Coast.

This place should not be confused with Huehuetla-

pallan ....hich according to Ixtli1xochitl (Chavero 1891:55, 28, 29) was
located on the Pacific Coast (IISea of the South").
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After conquering Tlilantlapallan, 4 Jaguar and 8 Dl)!er Jaguar
Claw entered the regi"onal. polity of SUD Disc (Nuttall 1902:lxxvi).o

Here

they fought a major war with 2 Flower Chalchiutlatonae, who along .... ith
16 subordinate lords was captured and presumably sacrificed.

After

fighting this major '...ar, It JaE,llar and B Deer Jaguar Claw set up 1. Death
Sun God, a subordinate lord of the barony of E1 Tajin, as a great baron
(Nuttall 1902:1xxvii-lxxviii).

One Death's new place is said by the

Nuttall to have been the Temple of Jade and Gold, although he is given

as lord of Sun Disc by the Codex Bodley Reverse (Caso l%O:xxxi.i-xxxiii).
D. Kelley (personal communication 1978) believes that the Sun
God glyger is a disfrachismo for ''Fire Shel.d," and that "Sun Godll or

"Sun Disc with Smoke Curlst! may be a Toltec notation for the name,
"Kak-u-pacal" (''Fire Shield").

As we shall. see below, there was a major

Toltec Itza figure named Kak-u-pacal III who ruled Chiehen
10.2.0.0.0-10.3.0.0.0.

~tza

ca.

However, there is an earlier Kak-u-pacal (Kak-

u-pacal II) who ruled at Uxmal 80 years before, that is during the time
of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw.

Renee, i t is possibl.e that 1 Death Sun God was

Kak-u-pacal II, and that the regional poligy glyph, "Sun Disc" in
Nuttall Reverse refers to Uxmal and/or northern Yucatan.

Alternatively,

as we shall see below t Sun Disc may have been a region of the Southern
Gulf Coast.
The data strongly suPJlort the idea that 4 Jaguar and 8 Deer
Jaguar Cl.a..... moved southeast along the Veracruz coast possibly to the

Laguna del Terminus region.

From there they may have journeyed by sea

to the w;:;:st coast of Campeche, and then by land to western Yucatan.
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The fact that 4 Ja~ and 8 Deer Ja~ Claw set up a ne....
ruler possibly at Uxmal., or as t1e shall. see below, possibly in the
southern Gulf Coast region is significant.

They may have established

military governors, that is, new rulers, in key centers alonl!; tt:.eir
line of march.

As we shall. see below, this has implications for the

abandonment of the stela comreemoration complex at the great centers of

the northwestern southern lowlands, such as Palenque, Yaxchilan and
Piedras Negras.

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw and
Mol Semblant
The last major conquest of 4 Jas:u,ar and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw was
the Temple of Jade and Gold.

This appears to have been the principal

destination of the conquerors.

Presumably they deposed the ruler of

this place, who may have been 2 nower Chalchiutlatonac.
they set up 1. Death Sun God,
1902:lxxviii~

lxxix).

ODe

In' his place

of the 13 lords of El Tajin (Nuttall

One Death appears to have had higher status than

either 4 Jaguar or 8 Deer Jaguar Claw.

This has led Caso (1966) to

postulate that the Temple of Jade and Gold was an overarching capital
city to which even Tollan (Teotihuacan)

\~as

subject.

Caso (1<)66) believed that the Temple of Jade and Gold was
associated with Teotitlan del Camino..

To my knowledge, Jimenez-Moreno

has not identified the Temple of Jade and Gold.

As disc~ssed above,

there is considerable evidence that the Temple of Jade and Gold was
5i tuated beyond Tlilantlapallan in southern Mesoamerica.
There is an emblem glyph associated with the epigraphy of Peten
centers which may be linkable to the Temple of Jade and Gold.

The main
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sign of this glyph is labeled by Thompson (1962) as ''Mol Semblant 2."
Above we have identified this glyph as Tlapallan.

It includes a Hulnk

central el.ement which is surrounded above by a half circle of blood or
water drops..

The bottom half of the glyph consists of parallel or

crossed bands.

I strongly suspect that the Mol Semblant 2 glyph, like

the Mu1:IJk: and Mol glyphs can be associated vi th the concept,
"precious."

It

jewel" or

Indeed, Mol. Semblant 2 (Tlapallan) could be a special kind

of jade or turquoise.
The provenience of the Mol. Semblant 2 glyph (Tlapallan) is of

some interest.

I t appears as the main sign of an emblem gl.yger on

Copan Stela A and on Seibal. Stela 8.
Seibal Stela 13..

It also appears by itself on

Finally, it occurs as an emblem glyph on Aquateca

Stela 7 (Grahall'! 1967:26-27).
It is of some significance 'that Stela A Copan and stela 1.0

Seibal. t whose text is closely reb.ted to that on Seibal Stela 8, give
what Marcus (1916) believes is evidence of a four city alliance of major
Peten centers.
and Palenque.

The Copan Stela A centers include Tikal, Calakmul, Copan
The cities on Seibal Stela 10 include Seibal, Tikal,

Motul de San Jose and Calakmul.

Marcus believes that at any given time

in the Peten, there were four regional capitals, each associated with a
world direction and color. 'She believes that these capitals could
change and that at any given time, the designated capitals dominated
their respective quadrants of the Peten.
widespread acceptance among May& scholars.

These ideas have not gained
However, I believe that

suitably modified, Marcus' idea has real :merit ..
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Rere we are not concerned with modifying Marcus' idea.

I wish to propose a correlary to it.

Rather,

L'lis correlary involves the obser-

vation that in each case, the Mol Semblant 2 emblem g1yph occurs in

texts ancilliary to the primary statements about the four regional capital.s.

I suggest that Tlapallan (Mol Sembl8JI.t) may have represented an

overarching capital ci ty which was related in hierarchical fashion to
the four regional capitals.

As we shall see below, TlapaUan (Mol

Semblant 2) is specifically associated at Seibal with what may be a
Gulf Cosat commemoration complex.

Further, it also occurs on Pabellon

Model. Carved Altar Firo..e Orange pottery.

This suggests that Tlapal.lan

(MOl. Semblant 2) was situated in the Gulf Coast zone.

1 think it is possible to make an equation between Tlapallan
(Mol Semhlant 2) and the Temple -of Jade and Gold.

That is, it makes

sense for 4- Jag'-.!e!" and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw to have had as their principal.
objective the conquest of such an overarching areal capita1".

It is also

significant that a vassal. or lord of El Tajin ....as placed on the throne
of the Temple of Jade and Gold.

This suggests that El Tajin was itself

one of the major forces of the early empire.
Eight Deer Jaguar Claw's Last Years
In Columbine-Becker I, 9 Flower and 5 Flower accompanied 4
Jaguar and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw on their conquests (Nowotny 1961:I-II).
Eight Deer Jaguar Claw's !::.alf-brother t 12 "lotion Bleeding Jaguar, also
appears as a participant.

However, 12 Motion is depicted in Codex

Columbino-Becker 1 as threatening 4 Jaguar from behind with a spear
(Nowotny 1961:V).

It is possible that 12 Motion Bleeding Jaguar was

not satisfied with his portion of the spoils, which may have included
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the eacicazgo of Flint.

In Nuttall. Reverse, 12 Motion Bleeding Jaguar

is summarily sacrificed (Nui::tall 1902:lxxxi).
interpr~ted

This sacrifice has been

as the work of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw's enemies.

However, I

suggest that 12 Motion Bleeding Jagu-::lr rebelled against 4 Jaguar and

was caught and executed.
Eight Deer Jaguar Claw spent his last years in hunting down and
sacrificing 11 Wind Bleeding Jaguar, 11 Wind's second wife, 6 Monkey War
KishkemeU, and 11 Wind's sons, 1. Reed and 10 Dog by his first wife, 6

Lizard Jeweled Ornament, sister of 12 Motion Bleeding Jaguar (Nuttall
1902:1xxxiii-lxxxiv; no~otny 1961:x..ri).

Eleven Wind Bleeding Jaguar

held Xipe Bundle and probably claimed Tilantongo, both because the two
cacieazgos had been under a single lord in the past, and because 1l.
Wind had conquered 2 Rain Twenty Tigers, the last lord of the first
dynasty of Tilantongo.

Eleven Wind also probably claimed flint since

his first wife, 6 Lizard Jeweled Ornament, may have claimed that place
as an inheritance from her brother, 12 Motion Bleeding Jaguar.

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw succeeded in destroying the house of
Xipe Bundle except for 4 Wind Xiucoatl and 1 Alligator, sons of 11 Wind
Bleeding Jaguar by 6 Monkey War Kishkemetl, his second wife.

Upon

reaching his majority, 4 Wind Xiucoatl petitioned a number of Toltec
barons for aid against 8 Deer Jaguar Claw (Caso 196o:xx:xiv-xxxiii).
These included 1 Death Sun God of Sun, 5 Flower of Snake Plain, and
10 Jaguar Red Grass (Caso 1960: xxxiv-xxxiii , n.d .. ).
The two sides met militarily at Parrot Tree River, a vassalage
of the Place of Death (Caso 1960).

Eight Deer Ja.guar Cl.aY was de

feated, captured and sacrificed (Caso 1960:xiv).

Four Jaguar in turn
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hunted down and captured· 4 Wind Xiucoatl (Caso 1960:xxxiv-xxxiii).
ever, 1. Death Sun God intervened.

pOtoter in the empire..

How_

Very probably he held the balance of

Four Wind Xiucoatl. was pardoned, made a great

baron, and given the cacicazgo of Flint (probab1.y Yanhuitlan) (Caso

196o::xxxiii-xxxi) ..
Eight Deer Jaguar Claw was sacrificed by a 9 Wind dressed as a

priest (Caso 1960:xiv).

Quetzalcoatl.

It is possible tha1; this 9 Wind was 9 Wind

However, there is no evidence that they were the same

person" and I suspect that they were in fact different people.

Nine

Wind the priest also officiated at the cremation of 1. Reed, son of 1l
Wind Bleeding Jaguar (Nuttall 19Q2:1xxxiv).

a special position of sacrificer.

This 9 Wind may have hel.d

Alternatively, the name "9 Wind"

("priest") may have designated an office rather than a particu1ar per_
son.
It is significant that Tol.tec ba...-cns like 1 Death Sun God could

successfully opnose the will of the eml'eror, 4 Jaguar.

This suggests a

constitutional situation in which the major barons, possibly acting to$ether, could occasionally dictate to the emperor.

We know that later,

five western barons acting in concert were abl.e to depose the Tol.tec
emperor, Topiltzin Meconetzin (Chave!'o 1891).

This suggests that there

was a protracted cansti tutionel struggle between the great barons and
the emperor.
The Tal tec League

By 1020, the Tol tec League as a whole probably had

~ined

con-

trol of an area larger than that directly dominated by Classic "Period

Teotihuacan.

However, the new Toltec Empire almost certainly was
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divided among the principal. Tol tee League oi ties.

It is possible that

Cacaxtla, Xochice1co and Teotihuaean were organized as a triple all.i-

anee..

However, it is uncl.ear how Teotenango and T>-'1.a were re1ated to

this possible triple alliance.

The period from 1020 to 1065 was a cru-

cial one for the emerging Toltec Empire. During this period, Teotihuacan
ceased to be a primate center, while Cacaxtla and Xochicalco vere fiearly
depopulated.

At the same time, Tula became a primate center, dominating

a huge sustaining area population.
As Sanders et 81. (1979) has demonstrated, the population dynamics of TIlla were different from those of Teotihuacan.

At Tula, the

agricultural popuJ.ation was distributed in large villages and 5i'I!.all

regional centers in Tula' B sustaining area, while at Classic period
Teotihuacan, the agricultural population lived within the city proper.
Further, in the period 1020-1065, Tula appears to have gained direct
control of the Hidalgo obsidian sources, and to have su,?pressed produc_
tion of obsidian at Otumba.

In short, the early Toltec Empire, which

had been dominated by a cluster of cities possibly organized into a
triple alliance, was succeeded by a middle period Toltec Empire controlled at least in the central valleys by a single primate center.
It is very Hkel.y that Tula obtained its dominant position
through conquest, al.though there vas almost certainly a large-scale
growth cycle associated with 'l'ula in the 11th century.

As ve shall see

below, it is probable that a Nonoa1.ca dynasty centered in the Pico de
Orizaba zone reestablished stability and continui ty throughout the
empire ca. 1065-1080.

At this time, Tu1a, Hidalgo became allied with

the Gulf Coast center, Tula Zuiua and with Chichen Itza.

It is to the
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processes associated with the development of this new and greatly ex-

panded "League" that we must now turn.

~
We have approached consideration of the reign of' 4 Jaguar from
the standpoint of Mixtec history.

Four Jaguar anpears to have made a

number of formal alliances with rulers of Xochicalco, Tehuacan and El
Tajin.

These alliances led to the establishment of what can be called

the Toltec League.

The most powerful me:nber of this League may have

been 9 'Wind Quetzalcoatl of Tehuacan.

For our purposes, the most im-

portant alliance was that made between 4 Jaguar and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw
of Oaxaca.

Eight Deer Jaguar Claw became 4 Jaguar's principal general.

FoUl" Jaguar and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw together conquered widely in southern

Mesoamerica.

These conquests may have had severe impliea tions for the

continued viability of the major Classic period Maya polities..

Toward

the end of 4 Jaguar's reign, 8 Deer Jaguar Claw engaged in a bitter and
destructive blood feud with 11 Wind Bleeding Jaguar of Xipe Bundle.
Both 11 Wind Bleeding Jaguar and 8 Deer Jaguar Claw suffered violent
deaths as a result of this feud.

Four Jaguar was persuaded by 1 Death

Sun God, possibly of Tlapallan, to pardon 11 Wind's son, 3 Wind
Xiucoatl, who was made a great baron.

T1apallan appears to have become

an overarching political integration center whose status exceeded that
of Tollan (Teotihuacan).

The Toltec pali ty ca. 1020 still was centered

at Teetihuacan and Tula in addi tien to Tlapallan.

CIIAPTER 7
THE SECOND DYNAST! OF TOLLAII

Introduction
There is a hiatus in the historical record l.asting from ca.

101.5, 4 Jaguar's probable death date, until ca. 1056, the generationalJ.y
calculated accession date of 7 Flint Mixcoatl..

Probably this hiatus is

linked to the collapse of the 'roltec League, the final depopulation of
Teotihuacan and the virtual abandonment of Xochicalco and Cacaxtla.
The League was replaced by a

new

power structure focused at Tala, which

became a mega:polis (Cobean 1978; Diehl. 1975).

It is unclear whether the

growth cycle at Tula antidated or coincided with the accession of 7

Flint Mixcoatl.

Very probably, this lord and his son, 8 Deer Quetzal-

eoatl, continued the

't!'~k

of earlier but as yet unidentified rulers.

Hovever, it is possible that the 'rula growth cycle was initiated by the
expansionist policies of 7 Flint Mixcoatl and his son.
It is possible that this 40 year hiatus vas a time of interaal,

strife and power struggle.

'l'ula may have used its growing mi1itary' arm

to depress the rel.ative position of the other League members.

This

struggle may have ended with the outright conquest of Teotihuacan and
the movement of population from the Teotihuacan and Xichicalco zones to
the greater Tula market system. area.

Tula's rul.ers may have offered

job oriented incentives to inmigrating population groups.

In addition,

some population may have been involved in coercive demogr&J)hic change.
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A New Dynasty at Tula

In any event, 7 Flint Mixcoatl's accession marked the inaugeratien of a new dynasty_
1056.

This event can be generationall.y dated to ca.

However. it is possible that 7 Flint Mixcoc.tl was an alien con-

queror who, rather than establishing himself as emperor, may have set
up his son, 8 Deer Quetzaleoatl at Tula and Chichen Itza.

It is sig-

nificant that this dynasty tied itself to the first dynasty of Tula
through Mixcoatl' s marriage to 13 Rain Shining Wall, granddaughter of

11 Serpent Butterfly, who was descended from Jagnar Serpent of Xochi-'
calco (Caso 1960:xiii).

I suspect but cannot prove that Mixcoatl also

married a woman direetly descending from a contemporary first dynasty
ruler who may have been ethnically Maya or part Maya.

The name of this

lady's lineage may have been "Pat. 1t

The presence of several. pairs of sequent Mixcoatls and QuetzaJ.cootls in Toltec dynastic history makes it very difficult to sort out
and assign historical references.

For example, a Quetzalcoatl is prob-

ably depicted in the inscriptions at Tula,· while both a Mixcoatl and a
C:uet~coatl

Itza.

who are related are elaborately commemorated at Chichen

Fortunately t in some cases, such as that associated with 9 Wind

Quetzalcoatl of Xochical.co, synchronisms involving other rulers such as

4 Jaguar help the historian to sort out possible relationships.
However, in the case of QUetzalcoatl of Tula and Mixcoatl and
Quetzalcoatl of Chichen Itza, there are no iw.mediately apparent syn:::nronisl'llS.

Hence it is necessary to use other data, including icon-

ography, in an attempt to make historical sense.
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In the Xochicalco aDd Cacaxtla material, 7 Wind '1Jol'ixcoatl" and
9 Wind Quetzalcoatl are depicted in a flamboyant style· that partakes of
and

a~ches

Late Classic Maya norms.

However, in the case of Quetzal.-

eoatl. of Tula and of Mixcoatl and Qu,etza1coatl of Chichen Itza, the
style represented is evolved Tol.tec and syncretic.

This suggests that

the Tula..chichen Itza material is l.ater than the Xochicalco-Cacaxtla
iconography-epigraphy.

Further, the 'l!ula inscriptions we:re carved some-

time after the shift in ceremonial. focus from Tula Chico to '1'ula Grande.

Since we bave dated this change of focus to after 1.020, it is likely'
that the Tula. Quetzalcoatl is not 9 \Find Quetzalcoatl of Xochical.co.
However, the Tula Quetzalcoatl is very similar iconographically to the
Chichen Itza l<\'ixcoatl. and Quetzal.coatl and to the Seibal Quetzalcoatl.
The Mixtec codices (the Codex Bod181 Obverse, Caso

l.960:xiii-

xiv) describe a Jofixcoatl-Quetzalcoatl father-son pair who probabl.,. lived
duri'ng the :period ."hen Toltec iconograph:r-e'Pigraphy had crystallized

into a definitive style (ca. 10'70-1130).

This father-son pair includes

7 F1int Mixcoatl and 8 Deer Quetzal.coatl.

The Codex Bod1ey Obverse and

the Chicben inscriptions agree that Hixcoatl did not ru1e at Tula or
Chichen Itza (and according to the Codex Bodley Obverse. of Xochicalco
and Cacaxtl.a as well) (Caso 196Q:xiv).

According to the Chichen in-

scriptions. Quetzalcoatl vas crowned at Chichen Itza.
These agreements as well as the presence of a synthetic style at
Tula and Chichen Itza si.rongly suggest that 7 Flint Mixcoatl and 8 Deer

Quetzalcoatl. were the Mixcoatl. and Quetzalcoatl of the Tula, Chichen

Itza and Seibal iconography and epigraphy. and in developing our historical scenarios. we shall accept the vaJ.idit,. of these identifications.
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Eight Deer Quetzalcoatl
It is now possible to write a scenario describing the reigns of

Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl.
Mixcoatl's origins.

First we must deal with the question of

Chronicle Z (Hay-hoe 1941 ) places MixcNtl'8 ori-

gins in the -mythical vest at Chicomostoc or Teoculhuacan.

This is

almost certainly a myth and is couched in terms of a classic Aztec
origin statement

Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891:20-21.) states that Quetzalcoatl was

an Olmeca Xicalanca, and that he derived from the Coatzacualcos zone.
The iconography of Tula and Chichen Itza suggest a central. high-

lands origin for Mixcoatl and OUetzalcoatl.

At the very least. central

highlands sculpture and painters were employed at Chichen Itza and Tula
to portray Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl.

Eight Deer Quetzalcoatl and the
Gulf Coast

Ste1a 19 at Seibal, which in some ways resembles

icono~aphy

from Xochicalco, suggests a Morelos-Nuine origin for Quetzalcoatl.
Generally I tend to mistrust iconography as a determinator for origins
since iconographic schools were as mobHe and as subject to political.
manipulation as any elite institution.

Indeed, I tend to agree with

Ixtlilxochi tl that an intermediate central souther... Veracruz origin for
Quetzalcoatl appears to be the most believable.

This would account for

the fact that Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl conquered both in the central
highlands and in the southern lowlands.

I t is possible that the

Mixcoatl-Quetzalcoatl family was closely tied to that of 10 Motion Gray
Owl, and that both families were involved in exploitation of the Pico
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de Orizaba obsidian source.

Ixtlilxochitl gives the predecessors of

Mixcoatl as NeqUSl'!letl and Namaquix (Chavero 1891).

It is unclear

whether these were Tol tee leaders preceding Mixcoatl or ."hethey they

were his familial antecedents.
Iconographically, the predecessors of the second Toltec dynasty

are almost certainly given as members of a great conference portrayed
on Pabellon Model Carved pottery distributed widely in southern Mesoamerica.

These lords bear Toltec headdresses, round Toltec shields with

center streamers and other Toltec accoutrements.
Toltece of Chichen, they are barefoot.

However, unlike the

Indeed, they most closely re-

semble 'the portrait of Ah ? Kin Ah Na Pat of Seibal whom I identify
below with Quetzalcoatl.

There are three PabelleD Model Carved lords who repeatedly
appear in conference and battJ.e scenes (Adams 1971).
ture (possibly 8 Parrot), ? Alligator and 5 All.igator.
the most common participant.

These are 8 VulEight Vultu....-e is

Adams (1971) believes that tha Pabellon

Model Carved pottery depictions show a !!Teat historical event.

This

event may be portrayed on Stel.a 3 Seibal where ? Alligator and 5 Al1igator engage in a conference scene on Panel 1.

A lord exhibiting a

raptorial bird mask who may be 8 Vul.ture appears in a conference scene
on Panel 3.
The Tol tecs or pseudo-Toltees depicted on the Fabell.on Model.

Carved pottery do not appear to be associated with Tlapallan, although
in at least one portrayal, a protagonist holds his name in a hand-held
glyph like Hun Yax ?, lord of Tlapallan (Mol Semblant 2) depicted on
Seibal Stela 3.
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The Tol tecoid figures on the Pabellon Model Carved pottery are

much more Toltec in appearance than the Tlapallan rulers present on
Stela 3 and Ste1a 13 at Seibal.

I suggest that "ine Pabellon Model

Carved protagonists held a ZODe .....est of the Tlapallan-Jonuta area, and

that they ....ere in fact Nonoalca-Pipil.

I further suggest that they

were the direct precursors of the Chichen and Tula Toltecs, whose
iconography on the Pabellon Model Carved pottery portrays them before
their conquest: of the central highlands and Yucatan.

This hypothesis

fits Ixtlilxochitlts proposal. that Quetzalcoatl'a people came from the
Coatzacualcos region.
The portrayed conferences probably depict a major historical
event in which a great political. alliance was formed.

This may in fact

demarcate the beginnings of what later became tbe Toltec Empire.

I

suspect that the conference scenes described occurred ca. 10.0.0.0.0LO.l.D.O.O (ca. A.D. 1040-1070), and that the protagonist, 8 Vulture
or Parrot vas the principal. lord.
In

any'

case, I think that the producers of Pabellon Model

Carved Pottery were vorking for the Mesoamerican fami1y ultimately
destined to become Toltec under? Flint Mixcoatl.

It is my contention

that this family was not originally central highland, bur rather
Nonoalca-Gulf Coast.
I suspect that the dress of the Chichen Toltecs was a fusion of
Nonoalca-Gulf Coast and central highland characteristics acquired by
the Toltec5 after their conquest of west centra1 Puebla and probably of
Tula as we.ll.

This would account for the addi tien of vhi te fur knee

bands, wristlets and sandles characteristic of central. highland Toltecs.
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Mixcoatl does not appear to have :put himself forward as an imperiaJ. figure..

In the extant iconography, he appears as a general. and

as a legitimizer, and at Tu1a he does not awear at all (Caso 1960:
xii; Chiche:t Itza North Temple bas reliefs).

As noted above, even in

Codex Bodley Obverse (Caso 196o:xii). Mixcoat1.'s place name is not given.

According to Ixt1.ilxochitl (Chavero 1891:20), QuetzalcoaU
established himself as emperor at Cholula, while the Codex Bodley (Caso

196o:xiii-xiv) places him at Cacaxtla.

This suggests that central

western Pueb1a was the principal focus of QUetzaleoatl.' s central highland activity.

This does not mean that Quetzalcoatl did not maintain a

seat at Tula, Hidalgo.

Indeed, he is the first emperor who clear1y can

be placed at that center.

Quetzalcoatl may have held office concur..

rently at Tul.a, Cholula and Cacaxtla.

Very probably, Tula, even though

enjoying a vigorous growth cycle, may have been peripheral to Toltec
imperial interests before the reign of Huelllac.
Eight Deer O,uetzalcoatl and the
Maya Lowlands
There is very little evidence with which to construct central
highland Toltec history for the period of Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl,
except for conquest notices in the Leeend of Suns (Valasquez 1945:125;
Jimenez Moreno 1%6).

There is, however, considerable data from the

Maya lo....lands about this period.

Virtually all such data derive frbm

the Chichen Itza and Seibal inscriptions.

Hence it is profitable to

consider the history of the Mixcoatl-Q.uetzalcoatl period from the vie....point of the Maya 1owlands.
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Seibal appears to have been a commemorative center for several
distinct though related politica1 groups.

For example, several emblem

glyphs are present, including Large Beaked Bird-Ghuen, Seibal ('rtIabil
Cuel!) and Mol Semblant (Graham n.d.).

In order to deal with the Seibal material, it is necessary to
relate it to other commemoration complexes, including those at Chichen
Itza and in the Mixtec codices.
lels between Maya

fi~es

the stelae at Seibal.

There are numerous iconographic paral-

£!oom the Bal.l Court Group at Chichen Itza and

Indeed these parallels are so ubiquitous that

Graham (n.d.) dates the Chichen Ball Court Group to the florescent
10.1.0.0.0-10.3.0.0.0 period at Seibal.

Graham (n.d.) points out that

virtually all. of the relevant iconography at Seiba1 relates to non'1'01 tee groups at Chichen Itza.

For example, there are no fur knee

bands and ankle guards, back shields, round shields or butterfly pectorals at Seibal.

Nevertheless, several. Maya or at least non-Toltec

groups appear at Seibal, including one that does not a-ppear at Chichen
Itza.
The history at Seibal is complex.
founded ca. 9.l5e5~O.O (Graham n.d.).

It appears to have been

The city may have been a center

for non-Classic dynasts from the very beginning.

Possibly more than one

fa..Toily is represented in the Seibal inscriptions and iconography.

Un-

fortunately. the early history of Seibal is beyond the scope of this
paper.

For our pUrposes, only Seibal's later history is relevant.
For us, Seibal history begins with the date 9.19.18.17.15

(Stela 11 A2).

According to Seibal Stela 11, Ah Bolon Tun was born on

this day (B2, CIa).

Schele (1982) believes that Ah Bolon Tun is a
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person; however this epithet appears vi. th several personal names (Graham
n.d.)

t

and a,!,pears to be a title.

Titles includiag the number nine also

are a feature of Itza dynastic members at Chichen Itza (Kell.ey 1981).

"Ah Bolon Tunn appears to mean "Nine Jade" or "Nine Times.!"

It is prob-

ably related to the Place of Nine situated in the Monoalca.

The Place

of Nine is supposedly the origin center of the Xiu (Craine and Reindorp

1979:138).
The Seibal. inscription probably records the official beginnings
of the Seibal Itza family, which may have seen itself as arriving at

Seibal in 9.19.18.17.15.

The cl.ause discussed above is fallOYed on

stela II by an illegible verb and the name, "7 Jog" (Clb-D1a).

In turn,

7 Jog probably was connected by a now destroyed relationship statement
to a person whose name can be reconstructed as 4 Bone 8 Bone (D2a-D2b) ..
I suspect but cannot prove that 4 Bone 8 Bone vas the father of 7 Jog.
Four Bone 8 Bone is said to have been of Seibal (El).

However, if the

Seibal Itza family came to Seibal in 9.19,,18.17.15, it is unlikely that
7 Jog's predecessor or father would have been of Seibal.

There is in-

sufficient data to resolve this contradiction.

I suspect that 7 Jog was the father of the lord who ruled Seibal
ca. 10.1.0.0.0 (Stela II G3).
lIEarthquake JadeO'il

This lord's name can be reconstructed as

According to Graham (n.d.), there are at least three

lords depicted on the 10.1.0.0.0 stelae at Seibal.

of names present.

This fits the" number

These include Ah Hun Kinil Kale (Stela 9 Dl-El),

Lord nKatun Bird from Aberrant Venus" of Tlapallan (Stela 8 C3-D4) and
Lord Earthquake Jewel of Seibal.

The chief of these lords a'Ppears to be

Lord Katun Bird from Abberant Venus, who bears the Manikin Scepter

?Z/
(Stelae 8 and 21).

Graham (n.d.) identifies the personal name glyph of

this lord as Muan Bird.
~982) no'CeS a s!tiS.ll.

However, P. MatheW's (personal communication

circle near the top of the 'hi=-d's skull, ':!hieh makes

the glyger read ''Katun Bird."

Mathews (personal eommunication 1982)

believes that the Katun Bird glyger is a head variant of Caan, lIaky .. "

Both Mathews (personal communication 1.982) and D. Kelley (personal communication 1978) point out that the Katun Bird is an owl.

Rence, i't is

possible that Lord Katun Bird'e name should read lIOwl."
Lord Katun Bird shares his generational slot (ea. 1060-1070)

with 10 MotioD Gray Owl of Tied Bundles, son of 8 Deer Jaguar Claw
(Nuttall 1902:xxvii. Caso l%O:xii).

Both lords are important Toltee

figures, and both seem to be assoeiated with the Henoal.ca, Veracruz and
southern Mesoameriea.

I suggest that Lord Katun Bird and 10 Motion

Gray Owl were the same person, and that the conjoint lord was a principal king of the Nonoalca.

remain tentative.

Unfortunately, this identification must

Nevertheless, it is one more possible synchronism

tying togethl:!r the Maya inscriptions and the Mixtec codices.
As noted above, 7 Flint Mixcoatl married 1; Rain Shining Wall,
daughter of 10 Motion Gray Owl.

In Bodley Obverse (Caso 1960:xii-xiii)

7 Flint Mixcoatl and 13 Rain Shining Wall are ciepicted as ruling at a
place glyph without place-name determinator.

At Chichen Itza, Mixcoatl.

never is depicted as a rul.er, but rather is shown as a general. and as
setting UIl his probable

~on,

Quetzalcoatl (North TemIlle bas reliefs).

These data suggest that 7 Flint Mixcoatl set up his son as Toltec emperor, but that he did not himself assume that role.

In Codex Bodley

(Caso 1960:xiii-xiv), 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl is depicted as lord of
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Tollan-Cacaxtla-Sveat Bath.

He is shown as inheriting Tollan of the

Jewel (Mol Semblant?) through his wife, 1. Flower Quetzal. Macaw, probable
daughter of f.!ixcoatl and 13 Rain Shining Wall.

This suggests that 8

Deer Quetzalcoatl was a hal.f brother of 1. Flower Quetzal. Macaw since he
appears to have inherited Cacaxtla through his mother's or father's line.
That is, I believe that 1. Flower Quetzal Macaw inherited Tollan of the

Jewel from her mother, 13 Rain Shining "all, while 8 Deer Quetzalcoats

inherited Cacaxtla from his ::::.cther or from Mixcoatl himself.

This idea can be tested in the Seibal data.

The lord depicted

on Stela 19 Seibal is shown as a flamboyant Quetzalcoatl-Ehecat1..
exhibits both the Buccal mask and the occipital feather fan.
is given as "Ah ? Kin Ah Na Pat" (Stela 19 DI-G2).

He

His name

That is, his matri-

lineage was named ''Pat'' (IIAh Na Pat") (D. Kelley, personal. communication
1981).

The "Patl1 glyger also occurs in the iconography of the pro-

tagonist of Stela 14 and Stela 1. Seibal.

This lord's name reads "Tdok

Tun Aak." (Stela 14 E1...Fl), and he is almost certainly coequal with lI,Aac
Tun Took. n the Chichen Itza son of Kinil. Cimi of Chichen Itza (Kelley
1981.).

It seems possible to argue that both Ah Na Pat and Took Tu.n Aae

inheri ted the Pat name or title.
I think that it is very probable that Ah Na Pat was in fact

8 Deer Quetzalcoatl. This idea is supported

by Ah Na Pat's Quetzal-

coat1 dress as well as by the naming date, 1 Ben (1 Reed) on Stela 19
at Seibal (Al.).

We know that one of the names of the central higbland

Quetzalcoatl was "1 Reed."
It seems likely that Mixcoatl. married a lady of the Pat lineage
who passed down that lineage name to Quetzalcoatl..

Since Took T....n Aac
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also had access to the Pat name, I think it is likely that Lady Pat,

mother of Quetzalo:::oatl,

Was

a sister or other consanguine relative of

Ah Hun Kini! of Seibal, whom I equate with Kinil Cimi of Chichen Itza,

father of Aac Tun Took.
The inscri-ptions of Seibal 19 and Stel.a 12 Seibal discuss rela-

tionships linking Quetzalcoatl to Earthquake Jade.

On Stela 12, Ah Na

Pat's name is foll.owed by an u-cab phrase, which in turn is followed by
the name, "Earthquake Jade."

This lord is said to be the "earth" or

the "second.," that is, the vassal? of A.h Na Pat.

This rel.ationship

would make good seDSe if Ah Na Pat were 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl.

The fact

that Ah Na Pat had no patri1ineage name would also support the idea
that he was Quetzalcoatl, that is, the son of the Nahua lord,

~ixcoatl.

It seems reasonable to argue that Ah Ne. Pat was 1. Reed and 8
Deer Quetzalcoatl.

If this is so, then 'fie must ask the question, where

was Quetzalcoatl's principal cacicazgo in southern Mesoamerica?

On

Stela 19, Ah Na Pat's name is followed by a Water Group and God C glyger
(D2) e

P. Mathews (personal col!lJJtti.nication 1982) reads this glyger as "He

of the Royal Blood."

However, in this case, the Water Group-God C

glyger may fill the role of an emblem glyph.

D. Kelley (personal com-

munication 1978) points out that the emblem glyph at Uxmal may be God
C.

Hence, it is possible that Ah (?) Kin Ah Na Pat may have been

associated with Uxmal (''He of the Royal. Blood of Uxmal")..

It is no

srnal.l matter then that the Chllam. Balams of Tizimin and Ji!ani ma.lte
Quetzalcoatl lord of Uxmal (Edmonson 1982:16; Craine and Reindorp 1979:
121).

Further, recently discovered evidence from the Monjas at Uxmal.

suggests that the names of both Ouetzalcoat1 and his wife, QUetzal
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Macaw are present in the Monjas iconography (D. Kelley, personal. communication 1978).

The Monjas may have been Quetzalcoatl's palace.

The history concernin~ Quetzalcoatl is extensive.

It includes'

historical narratives in all three Chilam BaJ.am.s (Edmonson 1982~ Craine

and Reindorp 1979; Roys 1967) and a considerable corpus of inscriptions
at Chichen Itza and Seibal.
tations of this material.

First we must deal with previous interpreIn an important recent publicationt Miller

(1977) has suggested the following interpretation of the Chichen Itza
and Seibal inscriptions.

1.

There were two principal protagonists commemorated in the Chi-

chen inscriptions.
2.

These .ere Captain Serpent and Captain Sun Disc ..

Captain Sun Disc attacked the forces of Captain Serpent in a

region of high hills, possibly the Valley of Oaxaca.

3.

Captain Sun Disc was defeated in two batUes, one in which

seige towers were used against a valled city, and another in a jungle

to"'n.
4..

Captain Serpent replaced CE!:ptai!l SU!!. Disc as lord of Chichen

Itza.

5.

captain Serpent is to be identified with the serpent symbolism

on stel.ae 3, 13 and 18 at Seibal, while Captain Sun Disc is to he iden-

tified with Lord Sun God on Stela 10 Seibal.
This reconstruction is based primarily on the iconography

associated ltith the Temple of the Jaguars murals at Chichen Itza..
are major problems with this reconstruction.

There

First, Miller' B Captain

Serpent is a fusion of tvo distinct individuals, Mixcoatl and QuetZBlcoatl, whose names are clearly given in the Temple of the Jaguars murals.
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Second, Miller's Seibal identifications will. not yorke

While

tbere is serpent symbolism, there is no serpel:.t name: clea:-ly associated
with stelae 3, 13 and 18 at Saibal, while Lord "Sun Godl l of Seiba1

appears to be Ah Hun Kinil Kak, who is in fact coequal with a Chichen
Itza lord, Kinil Gimi but not with "Captain Sun Disc."

Further, Miller anpears to have overlooked the fact that Mix-

coatl and QuetzalcoaU made peace with Captain Sun Disc, and that these
three lords instituted a joint government over Chichen Itza (Temple of
the Jaguars and North Temple inscriptions and iconography).

treaty involved a ball game and sacrifices.

The peace

Curiously, the Toltecs,

Mixcoatl and Quetzalcoatl lost the ball game, and apparently as a result,
granted Captain Sun Disc a favorable peace.

The Ball. Court Group at

Chichen Itza appears to have been built to commemorate the war and the
peace treaty ..
The story as told in the Chiehen inscriptions anpears to have

been cognate with at least part of the Quetzalcoatl story given in the
Chilam Balams.

Each Chilam Balam tells a slightly different tale.

The

Tizimin (Edmonson l.q82:15-20) states that Quetzal.coatl was lord of
Uxmal..

He received a letter sent by concerned parties from IzrunaJ..

This letter appears to have contained information that the Izamal.
authorities planned to usurp the Katun authority.
in and purged several Izamal lords.

O;uetzalcoatl. stepped

The Izamel Katon Lord, Hepey Can

and his sons were sacrificed, while QUetzalcoatl became the new Katun
lQr'd.
In the ChHam Balam of Mani (Craine and Reindorp 1979:119-122),
Quetzalcoatl purged not only Izamal lords, but also Chac-Chib-Chac
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(probably Chib-chac) of Chichen Itza and Ah Canul of Merida.

In the

Chilam Balam of Chumayel (Rays 1967:66-68), Hanac Ceel replaces QuetzaJ.coatl as protagonist, and purges lords of lzamal and Chichen Itza.
It appears that something happened during Quetzalcoatl' s reign

that caused him to move against the principal Itza lords of the time.

r

think that this move followed the military struggle between QuetzaJ.-

eoatl and Captain Sun Disc described in the inscriptions.

I suspect

that Quetza1coatl, after ;na.lting peace with Captain Sun Disc, initiated
a series of conquests in conjunction with that lord.

The question arises, who was Captain Sun Disc?

D. Kelley (per_

sonal communication 1978) believes that this name was a disfrachiBl'l1o for
"Fire Shield," and that Captain Sun Disc was in fact Kak-u-pacal, principal lord of the 10.2.0.0.0-10.3.0.0.0 inseriptions at Ghiehen Itza.
This makes a great deal of s3nse.

It is also possible, however, that

Captain Sun Disc was Kinil Gimi, "Sun Death, If Kak-u-pacal. I s half brother
(Kelley 1981).

At the present time I am inclined to agree with Kelley's

Kak-u-pacal identification.
It appears probable that Quetzaleoatl elevated Kak-u-paeal to
the lordship of Chichen Iha.

Quetzaleoatl also appears to have sus-

tained a poliey in whieh Kak-u-pacal would conquer mueh of western
Yucatan.

Kak.-u-pacal is said to have conquered Izamal, Motul and

Cbamputun (Roys 1967:41, 51, 78 ffielation of Yueatan 1:77-78; Third
Chronicl.e of Ghumaye,Y').

Izamal was the principal integration center

in northern Yucatan and was the seat of Katun 8 Abau (Edmonson 1982:
21).

The Itza lord, Hapey Can appears to have been lord of Izamal,

although the Mani states that Ah Ulil was king of lzama1, and that
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Rape,. Can overthrew him (Craine and Reindorp 1979:122).

Kak-u-pacal

probably carried out Quetzalcoatr a pol.iey of purging the Itza.

As

noted above, Rapey Can was killed (Craine and Reindorp 1.979: 122), and
Ah Canul. of Merida also was purged (Roys 1967:66).

In return for these

conquest activities, Kak-u-pacal. probabJ.y was given the 1.ordship of

Chichen ItZ8, and shared rule with Q.uetza1coatl.

However, Quetzalcoatl

assumed and retained the position of overarching Kat11n Lord (Edmonson

191\2.21) sometillle in Kat"" 8 Abau (1080-1104).
In time, Quetzalcoatl appears to haTe come to the concl.usiOll

that the Chichen Iua dynasty of Kak-u-pacal also required purging.

We

are not told the detai1s of this story, but &ll})arently in ll27. the Itza
were expelled from Chichen Itza by Quetzalcoatl, and Ouetzalcoatl

assumed direct control of that city (RoY'S 1967:141; Temple of the War
riors Murals).

It is possible that Turtle Shell, groandson of Kinil

Cimi, aNi/or Tax 'l'ul. sou of Kak-u-pacal, were Itza lords of Chichen
Itza at the time of the purge.

Quetzalcoatl. IIl&Y have bla1l8d the Itza

for misrule and for economic problems actually related to the

Mara

collapse phenoaena..
It is probable that Quetzalcoatl also at this time

reco~uered

TlapallaD. (Tula Zuiua) and Champutun, to which place he exil.ed the Itza

(Rays 1967:141). Data for this conquest are to be found in the Temple
of the Warriors murals at Chiehen Itza where the Tol tee army is depicted

as victorious over an army of' nearly nude. long blond-haired persons

closely resembling the lords of Tla-pallan given by' Seibal. stelae :5. 13

_18.
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In a second battle, the Toltec army is depicted as defeating

complexly dressed peop1.e associated with a sea coast city exhibiting an
island temple (Temple of the Warriors murals)..

Since we know that

Champutun exhibited such a temp1.e, it is probable that "this portrait
represents a conquest of Champutun by the Toltees.
coatl" is prominantly displayed in this iconography.

The name "QuetzalI think it is

probable that Quetzalcostl had increasing difficulty sharing joint rule
with his probably puppet Itza faction, and hence eventually purged this

faction.
We must also consider the place of Mol Semblant-Tlapallan in the
history of Quetzal;:oetl1e reign.

As

su~gested

above, Lord Katun Bird

appears to have ruled Tlapallan in 10.1.0.0.0 (Seibal Stela 8 D3-D4).
If' this lord was in fact coequal with 10 Motion Quetzal OWl, then his
daughter married Quetzalcoatl (Caso 1960: xiii-xiv) •

However, between

ca. 10.1.0.0 .. 0 and ea. 10.2.0.0.0, Lord Katun Bird was replaeed at
Tlapallan by an "alien" lord gi vell on Stela 13 Seibal (BI-El).

This

character was lord of Mol Semblant and exhibited a set of iconographie
featUres that includes near nudity and very long straight hair linking
him to the yellOW-haired 'People in the Temple of the Warriors murals ..
This lord exhibits a very long, phonetically spelled out name (Seibal
Stela 13 B1-El) t sugp:esting that his name was not 'fIri tten in a known
Maya dialect.

It is probable that this "alien" lord was succeeded at Tlapallan
by the similarly attired lord depicted in the central panel. of Stela 3.
Seibal..

This lord has been named "Hun Yax Kin;!! however, the IIKin"

ap'Pe1.ative is clearly an error (Graham n.d .. ).

Hun Yax (1) may have
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been the colleague and possibly the relative of the aqUctically similar Seibal. lord,

1? at Seibal..

"Ahau"

depicted on Stela 20 (A4) and possibly OIl Stela

Ahau IIl81 have gained direct access to Seibal. for Tlap-

allan, and the long-haired '1'l.apallan dym.sty may have expanded from the

Gul.:f' Coast to the Seibal. zone ca. lUD-U2'7.

However t this dynasty

a'PPears to have suffered defeat at Tlapallan at the hands of Quetzal-

coatl in 1127. Very Probably, Seibal became a Toltec ~vince ca. 1127.
The Reigns of Huemac and NauzotziD.

Huemac
The texts yiel.d little information about the reign of Ruernac.

Preswaabl.y it started out auspiciously.

Buemac a'PJIears to have been

elected emperor ca. 1137-1138 (8 House-9 Rabbit Mixtec) (Valasquez
He was elected because of either the death or the absence

1945: 12-1.3).

of Quetzalcoatl., who increasingly in later life vas preoccupied with
southern Mesoamerica (Valasquez 1945:125).
who

Huemac is the first emperor

can be shown to have been associated primarily with lJ.'ula, Hidalgo.
The Legend of SUDS (Valasquez 1.945:l25) gives the Dames of

Huemac t s

Council of Four.

(Appendix

).

These are included in the accompanying figure

According to the Annals of Cuauhtitlan (VaJ.asquez 194-5:

14), Huemac's wife was named Cuauhnene and was from the city of
Cuauhnene.

That is, the personal name of the lady was not known by

Author A's sources.

Chimalpahi:u. tells a different story.

According to

this text (Lehmann and Kutscher 1958:8), Huemac married an unnamed
daughter of Teton and Maxio, king and queen of Tototepec and Mextit1an.
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Huemac appointed CUauhtli of Xicocotitlan as high priest of the

Quetzalcoatl cult, and early on, Huemac supported that cuI t (VaJ.asQuez
1945:12-13).

HOI,lever, later Huemac reuudiated the Guetzalcoatl cult

and adopted a variant of the Texcatlipoca euI t that was nromulgated by

a courtier from Zaachila (Valasquez 1945:13-14).

In so doing. HUemac

may have been responding to an economic-ecolop;-ical. crisis.
The Legend of Suns (Valasquez 1945:126) gives an elaborate

description of Huemac' 6 response to famine and 'Plagues.

He is said to

have "played and 'Won a ball game with the Tlaloque t who were responsible

for maintaininF; good harvests.

Huemac sacrificed his own sons as well.

as a Mexica trail chief's daul¢1ter and probably others in attempts to

end the famine.

Further, he a.7lgered his own household troops, and

'l'eotlixca Nonoalca, because he could not guarantee the harvests

(Kirchoff 1976,133-134).
The latter part of Huemac's reign was rife ....ith rebellion.

Tula

fought with neighboring towns such as Nextlal:pan, Zacatepec and Coatepec
(Valasquez 1945:14; Dibble and Anderson 1950-1%3).

Finally, Nonoalcat

Tal teca Chichimeca and Mexica factions joined together to de-pose Huemac
(Valasquez 1945:14; Kirchoff 1976:133-134; Garibay-K 1965:44-45).
was some fighting,

ana.

'There

the Mexica captured and sacrificed some troops

loyal to Huemac (Garibay-K 1965:44-45).
and exiled to Chapultepec.

Finally, HUemac was de-posed

The leader of the anti-Huemac forces was

Yaotl, a Nonoa1ca (Valasquez 1945:14).
Nauyotzin
The 'l'oltecs appear to have elected Nauyotzin I to succeed Huemac
(Hayboe 1941).

According to Cbimalpahin (Lehmann and Kutscher 1958:
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8-9) t Nauyotzin was another son of Totepeu (probably 7 Flint Mixeoatl) ..
This is biologically just possible if Nauyotzin was born late in Mix...

coatl's life, ca. 1110 ..

According to Zumaraga (Hayhoe 1941), Nauyotzin

ruled 16 years, at which time he abdicated and went to live in Culhuacan.
No details of Nauyotzin's reign are available, and it is unknown whether

his abdication was forced or whether he left office for private reasons.

As noted in the chronology section, Nauyotzin I appears to have
acceded in 1 Flint Minec, 1156, and to have abdicated in 4 Flint Mixtec,
1172.

His successor, 7 Lizard Mitl, appears to have acceded in 5 House

Mixtec, 1173.
Seven Lizard Mi tl
Seven Lizard Mitl appears to have been lord of Tlapallan (Caso

1960: xiii-xiv) , beginning perhaps ca. 1135.

Very probably, tJlitl,

Quetzalcoatl's grandson, directly succeeded his grandfather.

Seven

Lizard Mitl was the fifth child and third SOli of 5 Water Jaguar of
Tilantongo (Caso 196o:xiii-xiv).

His mother waa 10 Reed Quetzel Jewel,

daughter of 8 Deer Quetzalcoatl.

Mi tl married another daughter of

Quetzalcoatl, 2 Rain Xiucuentzin.

This marriage was probably made to

legitimize Mitl's position as successor to Quetzalcoatl.
Five water's sons became lords of several imt)ortant places
(Caso 196o:xiii-xiv).

Four flower Digging Stick became lord of stone

Shield, a barrio of Coixtlahuaca, while 10 Rabbit Smoking Heart of
Xolotl and 4 Wind Smoking Copal Ball-Deer Roof were sequent lords of
Monkey, possibly Chuen in the Maya lowlands.

One of Mitl's sisters,

6 Alligator Jewel Spider Web married 13 Serpent Gray Eagle, lord of
Flint, while Mitl's

youn~st

sister, 9 Dog ReS'Dlendant Jewel married
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1 Lizard Huemac of Tula.

Hi t i himself was made lord of a place identi-

fied by Caso (1960) as ''Midni¢tt Sky.!!

''Midnight Sky" closely resembles an inverted Mol Semhlant

gly~r

and on further examination does not resemble the Midnight Sky glyger in
the Mendicino.

On this basis I

(Mol Semb1ant)..

su~gest

that Mit1 was lord of Tlapallan

Since this place functioned as an overarchinp:: ca1)ital,

and was at least equivalent in status to Tula, Mitl

WaD

in an excellent

posi tieD to influence Taltee policy, and he may have been the strongest
single personage in the empire during his reign of Tlapallan.

He a'PJ)ears to have acceded ea. 1135-1140, at which time he may
have been ca. 20-25 years old.

Mi tl probably directly followed his

grandfather, Quetzalcoatl, who may have groomed him for the Tlapallan
post.
Mitl appears to have moved the southern capital fran Uxmal. to
't'lapallan.

lIe may ha.ve set up his brother, 10 Rabbit Smoking Heart of

Xolotl at Chuen.

The priority of Mitl and his brothers :i.s uncerta.in.

TI'lere is no inscriptional evidence from the central highlands that is
associated with either Mitl or his brothers.

However, there is in-

scriptional data on Mi tIl s brothers from Chichen Itza.
At Chichen Itza, according to the excavations of Morris (Morris,
Charlot and Morris 1931), the plaza of the Chac Mool Temple overlies the
plaza of the Castillo..

Since the Castillo depicts Q,uetzalcoatl as an

old man, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the Chac Mool Temple was
constructed after the Castillo and after the death of 8 Deer QuetzaJ.coatl.

However, Kubler (1962) 'Points out that certain architectural

features of the Chac Mool Temple and the Castillo are so similar that
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they may have been designed by the same architect.

This suggests that

the Chae Mool postdates the Castillo by only a short time.
The South Bench of the Chac Mool Temple exhibits a seated "processionl l of named lords.

Charlotte Morris (Morris et al. 1931) identi-

fies four types of dignitaries.

These include priests, good impersona-

tors and two types of "dignitaries. II

It is significant that Morris's

Dignitary D lords both lead and face off the seated procession.

know from similar processions at Tula that the emperor
tions as 'Procession leader.

commol'~Y

'lie

func-

'Morris's Dignitary D lords are represented

by only the feet and lower legs.

Di~tary

D figures, of which there

are three, exhibit exotic leg wrappings and extremely rich back feather

ornaments.
I t is possible to hypothe8i:z.e that the three Difrni tary D figures

originally represented co-rulers at Chichen Itza.

That is, it is pos-

sible that the Chac Mool TelllJlle procession is similar in character and
function to the Temple of the Jaguars' processions which exhibit Mixcoatl. Quetzalcoatl, Lord Sun God and Lord Fish as rulers.
'!.'here are four subordinate lords in the procession of whom names
have survived (Morris et ale 1931:plate 133).

These names include

"Seated or Crouching Man," "Man Offering Bowl,"
and "Half Circle-Human Head."

t~Tnidentified

Utensil"

This last name is of particular interest.

The back of the human head and the front of the half circle are effaced.
Further, the hunan head exhibits prominent teeth.

In Codex Bodley Ob-

verse, one of Mitl's brothers is named Heart of Xolotl.

The Xolotl

figure closely resembles the Chichen human head, while the Chichen half
circle could easily be a partially effaced heart.

Indeed I think this
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reading is very likely, and I suggest on this basis that at least one
of Hi tl' 6 brothers is depicted in the Chac Mool Temple South Bench

procession.
Clearly 10 (11) Rabbit Heart of Xolotl was not emperor at the
time of his depiction on the Cl'>..ac Mool. Temple South Bench bas-relief.

I

sug~est

ship..

that the three Dignitary D lords formed a council. of ruler-

This COl!!!.cil was probably led by

8 Deer Quetzalcoatl.

In the Temple of the Warriors iconography, only one Toltec lord
is r..a:lled.

This is 10 Rabbit (Morris et ale 1931)..

Was this 10 Rabbit

Smoking Heart of Xolotl, and was he ruler at Chiehen Itza during the

period of the Temple of the Warriors construction?
Mitl may have been responsible for the placement of several of
his brothers on key Mesoamerican thrones.

As we have seen above, these

thrones included Chuen (Monkey) and Coixtlahuaca.

He appears to have

placed another brother, Tlaiomich (''Pol.i1ted Fishl!) on the throne of
Amula-Sayula in west Mexico (Tello 1891: 204-205).
Mitl's sons, Pixahua and Axopa1, became important lords of
Pueb1a, while Axopal conquered the Guatemalan hi.R:hlands and became
satrap over that zone (Dibble 1951:1; Fuentez and Guzman 1932-1933;
Franciscana Fragment in Carmack 1973)..

Pixahua's son, Chalchiutlatonac

became a principal lord in the Chalco-Chinampaneca zone of the central
highlands (Dibble 1951:II).
It appears possible that Mitl and 5 Water Jaguar deliberately

placed their kin in key posts throughout the empire.

This may have been

an attempt to stem the power of the Toltec baronial class.

While prob-

ably successful in the short run, such a strategy would run the risk of

creating a new group of barons in the next generation, ma.ny of ",hom
could claim. imperial. descent.

Henee this policy may have made ¥.itl.' s

son and successor. Tecpancal.tzin's tasks more difficult.
Mitl appears to have acceded at Tula ca. 1173.
directly fol.lowed Nauyotzin, who had abdicated in 1.1.72.

In so doing, he
Mitl appears

to have unified the empire tbrough his election as emperor at Tn1.a.

It

is unclear whether he moved to Tula or vhether he maintained dual. capi-

tal.s at Tl.apall.an and Tula.
Tul.a.

We knov very little about Mitl.' s reign at

However, Ixtlilxocbitl. (Cha"ero 1.891:37) states that Mitl. was

the strongest of the 'rol.tec emperors. and that he buil.t the Temple of
the Frog.

Since Hill of the Frog is associated vi th the Cho1ul.a barrio

of Tl.achihualtepec (Chalchiutepec U-irchoff l.97g), it is possible that
'Mit! maintained a seat of authority at Cholul.a.

As we shaJ.l see below,

Cholul..a apparently received ita own imperial dynasty during the reign
of Mitl.
The evidence delineated above supports the idea that tofi tl and
his brother. 1.0 Rabbit Smoking Heart of Xolotl. were present at and posaibl.y ruled Chichen Itza.

This idea may be suPTIorted by the placement

of Smoking Heart of Xo1.oU and his brother. Smoking Copal Ball-Deer Hoof
given by the Codex Badley Obverse (caso 1960:xiii-xiv).

These two lords

are said to have been sequent rul.ers of the Place of Monkey.
key

ma:r

have been a ai te in Oaxaca or the Nonoalca.

This Mon-

However t I thimt

it is very likely that MODkey vas the Place of Chuen given by a number
of ste1.ae (Seibal. 6 and 7; La. Amelia 1 and 2) in tbe Passion regiOD of
the Peten.

We know that M.onkey-chuen probably included A.ltar de

Sacrificios, La Amel.ia, Petexbatun and SeibaJ..

It is possible that
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this polity expanded after ca. 10 .. 3.0.0.0 to include much of the Peten

and Lacandon lowlands.

Indeed, since Mitl's brothers would I'-at have

had a cultural stake in perpetuating the dying stela commemoration

COIII-

plex, it is possible that the adl:linistrative center of ioionicey was Seibel.
itself, \l#hich accordi.'tg to Sable!! (1975:237-239) appears to have sur-

vived until ca. 10.5.0 .. 0.0-10.6.0.0.0 (ca. A.D. 1150-1170)..

I t is also

possible that an as yet unidentified administrative center in the
greater Passion region functioned as the capital of Mitl.'s brothers.
It can be posited that such a center would have exhibited a Jimba phase.
that is, pure Fine Orange type archaeologieal. complex.

Obviously,

Chichen Itza also would have been controlled by Mi tl' s brothers, and
would have functioned as a museum type commemoration complex focus.
Seven Lizard Mit1 appears to have intensified the Toltec trade
system.

According to the Codex Xo1ot1 (Dibbl.e 1951:1), his sons Pixahua

and Axopal became heads of gold workers' and stone cutters' barrios at
Cuauhquechollan",

These barrios may have been differentiated into

craftsmen and merchant groups, and Axopal. who is said to have been Lord
of both Cuauhquechollan and the Guatemalan highlands (Dibble 1951.:Carmack 1973). may have directly controlled trade between Puebla and the
Guatemalan

hi~~ends.

Hence, the Mi tl dynasty may have resembled the

Late Postc1assic Xius and Cocoms in the sense that it may have directly
contro11ed its own poehteca operations.
As noted above, 10 Rabbit Smoking Heart of Xolotl was succeeded
by his brother, 4 Wind Smoking Copal. Ball-Deer Hoof.

This lord is al-

most certainly coequal with the contemporary "Burning Hoof" of the
Tizimin (Edmonson 1982:35).

Burning Hoof established a government in
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exile "under the trees and under the bushes,lI possibly at Seibal.

As

we shall see below, the Toltecs were ousted from Yucatan, possibly by
Cozumel and Xius working jointly.
Mitl probably died in 1179.

He

w~.

succeeded by his wife,

Xiueuentzin who ruled for four years (Chavero 1891:38), possibly during

Tecpancaltzin's minority.

Xiucuentzin died in 1183.
Tecpancaltzin

Tecpancal tzin is something of an enigma.

We know very 1i ttle

about his reign, and much of what we do know may have poorly understood
mythic origins.

.....e can place his accession with some confidence in

1183-1184, and he appears to have had a fairly long and perhaps "Pros-

perous reign.
Tecpancaltzin, who ruled at Tula (Chavero 1891:43), appears to

have been overlord of Cholula as well.

However, the texts suggest that

priest kings of Cholula 'Were equivalent in status to 'l'ecpancaltzin, and
that Texpoeatl of Cholula promulgated a new cult which became very
popular at Tula (Dibble 1951:1, II, V; Chavero 1891:47-48).

This ne'lli'

cult appears to have contained elements that were considered to be
"abominations" by the 1xtlilxoeh1 tl school of historians (Chavero 1891:
47-48).

These abominations appear to have included a free sexuaJ. atmoe...

phere.

Texpocatl himself is said to have had an affair with a princiFal

noblewoman of Tu1a, and to have begotten in this way Izcax, his son who
later succeeded him (Chavero IB91:47).

The point here is that the sons

of the priest kings of Cho1ula were supposedly ineligible to succeed
their fathers (Relation of Cho1ula).
irregular and scandalous.

Hence, the 1zcax succession was
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Tecpancaltzin's relationships with the dynasty of Cholula were

cOll'l'Plex.

In order to better understand the nature of the dynasty at

Cholula, it is necessary to critically examine the Codex Tulane..

Codex Tulane gives three dynastic sequences.

The

The first of the-se is

associated with the Place of the Lake. which is

~lossed

as "Yuhu,"

meaninl2; IIMouth.11

The second dynasty of the Tulane is associated with the 50_
called "Campfire Scene."

This dynasty is composed of the members of at

least two families of important Mixtecs, one of which was the family of

Teozacua1.co and Yuhu.

About half of the members of the "Campfire Scenel l

are at this time unidentifiable.
The third dynasty is associated with the _Place of Jade Hill or
Chalehiutepec.
Caso reads the "Campfire" glyph as the "Place of the River of
Tulis or the River of Feathers!! (Caso 1977).
that Feathers is the more likely reading.

Comparative data suggest

There is a Feathers Rivers

on the outskirts of the domain of Teozacua1.co, according to the Mapa
de Teozacualco (Caso 1949).

I think it is likely that the IICampfire

Scene" was associated with Feathers River and hence with Teozacualco.
D. Kelley (personal. cotm'l\umcation 1978) believes that the
"Campfire Scene" is a conference.

This may be so.

However, there are

at least four generations of lords of Teozacualco present in the "Campfire Scene."

The most iml)ortant lord associated with the "Camofire

Scene" a'Ppears to be 1 Rain Raptorial Bird.
dress..

This lord exbibi ts special

He is also the founding lord of the dynasty of Chalchiutepec ..

It seems reasonable to hypothesize that if in fact the "Cam'Pfire Scene"
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is a conference, the conferees elected 1 Rain Ra'Dtorial Bird to a high
office at Chalchiutepec.

We shall return to this point belcw.

The Place of L&c.e and Yuhu is given in the Lienza of Xoxocotlan
(S!!'ith 1973:208).

This place or these places appear to be barrios of

Tepecbalco, situated in the hills due east of Monte Alban, Valley of

Oaxaca.
There is a Cbalchiutepec situated in the 7 Deer barrio zone of

Monte Alban..

Hence it is possible to argue that the Codex 'l'ulane dea1s

with the history of the greater Monte Alban zone.

I t seems likely that

both the Teozacua1co dynasty and the Tulane dynasty of Yuhu-Lake, were
associated with the Place of Yuhu-Lake, possibly at different times.

The Teozacua1co dynasty ap'Pears to have ruled at Yuhu from ca. 1010

until ca. 1225.

In contrast, the dynasty of Yuhu-Lake in the Tulane,

which is initiated by 2 Dog (probably Tied Flints)

e~L

be dated to the

period ca. 1285-1521..
The "Campfire Scenell conference

Call.

be dated by its members.

The oldest known member was 13 Dog Mixcoacuauhtli, while the young'est
certain members were three

SODS

of 13 Eagle Tla1.oc Burning Conal Ball.

Genp-raEonal dating places the conference in the last quarter of the
12th century, making its Mixtec date, 12 Reed, readout as 1167.
The first lord of the Chalchiutepec dynasty was, as noted above,
1 Rain Raptorial Bird.

He was succeeded in turn by 9 Reed, 6 Deer, 4

Dog and 8 Flint Xiupopoca.

These Toltec period lords, as we shall see

below, may be coeval with a series of Cholula lords given in the Codex
Xolotl (Dibble 1951:I-II, V) ..
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To understand why this is so, it is necessary to examine the
Codex Tulane materials in detail.

First, it is possible that the Chal-

chiutepec barrio of Monte Alban was related to and perhaps a precursor
of the Tlachihualtepee (Chalchiutepec) barrio of Cholula.

In Mesoameri-

ca, migrants of ten carried their barrio name with them.
Second, we know that 1 Rain Raptorial Bird was lord of Chal-

ehiutepec.

The Tulane (Codex Tulane) also makes him lord of four other

places which are of some interest to us..
House (Red

= Big-House?).

The first of these is Red

This place may have been coequal with the

temple glyger making up the glyph of the principal barrio of Monte
Alban in the Map of XoxocotJ.an (Smith 1973:204-206).
is Eagle Temple..

The second glyph

This may be Cuauhtinchan, puebl.a. ""hose glyph is an

eagle standing on a temple.

The "t."lird place name is Eagle Hill, prob-

ably though not certaioly Tututepec, Oaxaca.

The fourth glyph is Pro-

file Face Rill. which D. Kelley (personal. communication 1978) B!ld I
believe to be Tepeyacac in Puebla.
Eagle Temple .""ere neighboring

This would make sense especiall.y if

C:!&uhtinch~o

We know from comparative

texts (Caso 1977:Appendix iv) that the 10rd of Tepeyacac in the epiToltec period was coequal .....ith the lord of Tlachihaultepec (Chalchiutepec), Cholula, Puebl.a.

Hence it is reasoDB.ble to propose that 1 Bain

and his immediate successors ....ere lords of Cholula, and in fact controll.ed several major caeicazgos in Puebla and in Oaxaca.
There is a possible synchronism which supports the view that

1 Rain and his successors were lords of Cholula, that is, Chalehiutepec,
Puebla as well as Chalchiutepec, Oaxaca.

One Rain's successor, 9 Reed

married 1 Wind, daughter of 1. Flint Tecpancaltzin of Pachuea.

This
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Tec]Jancaltzin (''Banner House") almost certainly is to be identified
wi th the emperor, Tecpancal tzin of Tula.

I thillk it is very likely

that 1 'Nind was the principal noblewoman of Tula who had an affair with
Te~ocatl,

and that 9 Reed was Texpocatl.

This would make 9 Reed's

successor, 6 Deer, Izcax, and 6 Deer's successor, 4 Dog, Iztaccuauhtli,
emperor of Cholula.
We know that after Iztaccuauhtli' s death, Cholula, Tepeyacac
and presumably ChaJ.chiutepec, Oaxaca exhibited different lords (Caso
1977:APJ)endix IV)..

That is, the Choluteca hegemony vas broken, probably

by the Tolteca Chichimeca ruler, Quetzaltehueac, vho according to the
Historia Tolteca Chichimeca (Kirchoff et al. 1976) conquered Cholula
and followed Iztaccuauhtli (see below).
The Chalchiutepec rulers thus seem to have controlled a fair
number of principal Puebla and Oaxaca cities, and probably should be
considered imperial as well as sacridotal fi!1:Ures.

However, their prin-

cipal. function appea!"s to have been to act as final priestly arbiters
of the empire, and hence they were structurally opposed to the secular
rulers of Tula.

As we shall see below, the priest kings of Cholula

appear to have maintained successional continuity during the time that
the Tul.a Tol tec rulers were defeated and re-olaced by Chichimecs.
The Codex Tulane gives the wife of Tecpancaltzin as 11 'l'visted.
This lady probably was not the mother of Tecpancaltzin's "illegitimate"
son, Topiltzin Meconetzin.

According to Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891:43-

46), Topiltzin's mother was named Q.uetzalxochitzin, and she was either
the wife or the dauv,hter of Pa'Pantzin, a Toltec noble.

On page xxxi of Codex Nuttall,

given as Quetzal.xochitzin.

4. Rabbit's name BWears to

a flamboyant bloominQ; flower in her hand.
name is ltiven simply as Quetzal.tzin.
common in the codices.

be

She has a quetzal bird beside her, and holds

However, on page xxxiii, her

Abbreviation of

I1aIIleS

if fairl.y

Hence I believe that her full lUl1IIe was in fact

"Quetzal.xochitzin" rather than "Quetzal.tzin. 1I
On

dress.

page xxxiii, her husband is given as 5 Flower Banner Head-

This banner has been identified as a dynastic el.ement by Casc.

However, I think it is clearly a personal. name, even though it appears
on three of the five members of the Zaachila dynasty given in the
Nuttal.l..

In the Historia Tolteca Chichimeca, ''Banner Headdress" trans-

lates as Apanecatl.. who appears as tbe colleague of the Toltec-Chichimec
ruler, Cuaubtliztac.

I suspect that this name al.so coul.d be translated

as ''Pantzin'' or ''Papantzin,'' ''Balmer Lord. 1I Hence it is reasonable to
identify 5 Flower's nam& as Papantzin, who Ixtl.ilxochitl. states was
either the husband or the father of Quetzalxochitzin.

In fact, 4 Rabbit

Quetzalxochitzin's father-in-law, 9 Flower (9 Serpent) was also named
Papantzin.
These convergences in 'Persons and dates strongly suggest that
4 Rabbit Quetzalxochitzin probabl;r was: the Q,uetzalxocbitzin who bad an
affair wi. th Tecpancal. tzin and produced Topiltzin.

This l.ady also pro-

duced six chil.dren for her legitimate husband, 5 Flower Papantzin
(Nuttal.l. 1.902:xx:xiii-xxxiv). Very probably, as discussed above, Quetzal.xochitzin and. Tecpancal.tzin participated in the "cult of abODlinations"
promulgated by TexpocatJ. of Cholula, and preserved until Spanish CODtact times by the elite of Meztitlan (Relacion de Meztitl.an).
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As noted in the

chronolo~

name appears to have been 1 Flint.
to apotheosize him as Mixcoatl..

section, Tecpancaltzin's calendar

This may have led his contemporaries

This name apparently is used in prefer-

ence to I1Tecpancaltzinli in some texts (queretaro Document, Valasquez
1.945).

This identity also may have led Tecpancaltzin to name his son

by Q.uetzalxQchitzin "Quetzalcoatl" (Topiltzin).

Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891;3B-39) provides a list of cacicazgos

held by Mitl, and presumably by Tecpancaltzin as well.

Cholu1a, Jalisco and the Yope zone in GUerrero.

These included

Teepancaltzin's erft1:lire

may have been larger than that of any of his predecessors; however,
though Tecpancal tzin' s reign may have been prosperous, cracks probably

already were appearing in the Toltec administrative structure.

Tec-pan-

caltzin 'Pl'obably had to face dissention, particularly in Jalisco, where
the Cazcan Empire was increasingly a fact that had to be taken into
account by To1tec administrators (Chavero 1891:49).
Tecpancal.tzin appears to have died ca. 1220-1225, probably
sho!"tly after the birth of Topil tzin, who may have been raised by a
regent.

The Queretaro Document states that Mixcoat1's successor was

Oce1otzin ("Jaguar"), while Author A states that Ihui timal succeeded
'l'otepeu (Val.asquez 1945:8).

The To1tec nurge states that Ihuitimal was

a Nonoalca, and that he mip;rated from Ta11an Nonoalco to Xicolango and
Zacanco (Davies 1977).

There is a contemporary Ihuitimal (''Feathers-

Blood Vomit") mentioned in the Codex Nuttall Obverse (Nuttall 1902:
=:xxi).

This Ihuitimal, one 8 Dop:. 'Was a brother of 12 Rouse Turtle

Falling from Heaven Teozacualco.

I Su.6peCt tl">.at these two Thui i::imals
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were the same person..

Since 8 Dog Ihui timal would have been Topi1 hin IS

gr-and-uncle, a regency by him would make sense.
Yucatan Ru1.ers

Elom Tzitz
The most important text for Early Postclassic Yucatan is the
Chilam Balam of Tizimin (Edmonson 1'982).

As noted above, Quetzalcoatl

is given as the Katun Lord of Katun 4 Ahau, 1128-1152.
direct listing for Katun 2 Ahau (11.52-11.76).

There is no

However, the early part

of Katun 13 Ahau (ll?6-1200) was associated with Elom Tzitz (IIBurning
Hoofu ,LEdmonson 1982:32).

This lord is almost certainly coeqUal with

Burning Copal Ball-Deer Hoof (Caso 196o:riii-xiv), brother of tJ!itl and

lord of Monkey.

This lord's later reign. 'Was centered in a wilderness

exi1e setting (Edmonson 1982:35).

Apparently Burning Hoof was exiled

by conquerors coming from the vicinity of Cozumel.

The next three

rulers of Yucatan a'Ppear to have been associated with these conquerors.
Capichnch and his SUccessors
The Quiche documents list Capichuch and Cipac as the first two
lords of 'l'ula Zuiua (Carmack 1981).
lord of Tula Zuiua was Cocom.

According to this text, tbe last

Since we know from Yucatec documents

(Roys 1962:57, 66) that Coeom ruled about 1270, it is possible to place
Capiehueh and Cipac in the late 12th and early 13th centuries.
In the Tizimin Chronicle (Edmonson 1982:40-41), Burning Hoof is
sueceeded by MUzen Cab, apparently of Cozumel.

This lord's name reads

as "Damp Earth" or more probably, "God of the Bees."

If the name was

intended as "Damp Earth," his name wouJ.d correspond with the Nahua
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"Ixtl.i1.euechahuac."

Matrilineage."

Muzen Cab's colleague \"as named Zobac Na.. iiSCOty

This name can also be associated with the name, "Ixtlil-

cuechahuac," and hence with the related name, "Capichuch."
According to the Tizimin (Edmonson 1.982:41), "Damp Earth" was
followed by Itzam Cab Ain (''Lizard Earth Alligator!!), apparently also
of Cozumel.

This name is clearly cognate with the NBhua "Cipactli. 1I

This lord was deposed and sacrificed or a6saf3:sinated as the result of
a revolution.
(1200-122~)

}!uzen Cab appears to have survived into Katun 11 Ahau

(Edmonson 1982:~5).

These synchronisms strongly support the idea that we have correctly identified the last To1tec rulers in YUcatan as 10 Rabbit Heart

of Xolotl and 4 \!lind Smoking Copal Ball-Deer Hoof ("Burning Hoof").
I t is significant that Burning Roof's later years were associated with

a government in exile..

This strongly sUll;gests that the Toltecs were

driven out of Chichen Itza ca .. 1176 by the king of Cozumel.
This story may correlate with Landats (Pagden 1975:39-40) statementa that Chichen Itza was ruled by three brothers, one of whom went
away..

According to the story, the two remaining brothers governed well

for a while, but finally became despotic and were driven out of Chichen

Itza.

The last of these brothers may have been Smoking Copal Ball-Deer

Hoof (Burning Hoof).
Cozumel and Uxmal
The Cozumel faction lords are labeled as foreigners (Edmonson
1982)..

I t is possible that Cozumel was settled by Chichimecs, whom we

know to have been at Tula Zuiua by 1250 (see below).

I think it is
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probable that these proposed Chichimec conquerors would have been per-

ceived as foreigners by the Maya historians.
In the west, Ah Cuytok Xiu, probably operating from a base at

Champutun, conquered Uxmal in Katun 2 Abau (Craine and Reindorp 1979:
138) (1152..1176).

Very probably, Ah Cuytoc Xiu expelled Toltec authori-

ties and denied the Tal.tees further aeeese to the now f!tiling city..

!

suspect that this conquest occurred in the last years of Katun 2 Ahau
(24-year count), probably ca. 1175-1176.

Very probably the Xius and the

Cozumel authori'ties worked together to oust the Tol tees.

This would

explain the presence of both a Cozumel and a Xiu tradition regarding the
foundation of Mayapan (Roys 1962).
Ah Cuytok Xiu may have founded Mayapan in Katun 13 Ahau (24j~ar

count), 1176-1.200.

by the Cozumel dynasty.

He may have been supported and even assisted
This foundation led to th(;".

e~ystallization

of

the League of Mayapan, which was in fact composed of a triple alliance
including Mayapan, Chichen Itza and Uxmal (Craine and Reindorp 1979:
13R-139).

Very probably Uxmal was at best a titu1ary member of the

alliance, since that city was at least partly abandoned before the
foundation of Mayapan (Smith 19(8).
Yucatan and the Katun Count
The katun ccm:.t manipulated above fits precisely with the 20year katun count of the Third Chroniele of Chumayel (Roys 1967:140142).

This count p1.aces the Ranee Ceel-Quetza1.eoatl affair in Katun 5

Ahau (1082-1102), which is equivalent to the Z4-year count of 8 Ahau
(1080-1104).

Further, it places the final purge of the Iha in Katun
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1 Ahau (1122-1142), which is equivalent to the 24-year count Katun 4
Ahau (1128-1152).

These synchronisms strongly support the chronology

adduced above.

This interpretation places the entries in Tizimin for Katun 8
Ahau to Katun 11 Ahau in the Second Cycle before the Spanish conquest.

This is in counterdistinction to Edmonson (1982), who places this sequence in the 15th and early 16th centuries. The synchronisms discussed
above, including Quetzalcoatl's presence, strongly argue for my interpretation of the Tizimin chronology.

Archaeological Implications
For several decades it has been a maxim of archaeological

thought that the Toltecs were associated with Silho Fine Orange pottery
while their predecessors, Gulf Coast, Pip1l, Chantal Maya, etc., were

linked to the Altar-Balancan ceramic groups.

'i"ile!'e are severa]. reasons

for rethinking this problem ..
Quetzalcoatl clearly appears to have been lord of Uxmal. rather
than Chichen Itza, while the Monjas at Uxmal appears to have been his
palace"

FlJ.rther 9 as we have seen above, the Quetzalcoatl dynasty may

have been linked to the elite responsible for the production of· Pabellon
Model Carved pottery.

I

sug~st

that the To1tec expansion was

direct1~r

linked to the spread of Al tar-Balancan Fine Orange pottery while Silho
Fine Orange was largely an artifact of the Chichen Itza Itza family.
I suggest that it became associated with the To1tecs only after thpir
conquest of Chichen Itza in 1127 ..
This rearrangement of ethnic-ceramic relationships has implications for the interpretation of the archaeology of the Passion River
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centers.

During the Bayal-Boca phase, Al tar and some Balancan Fine

Orange was traded into the Passion centers, eS!lecially including Seibal.

(Adams 1973; Sableff 1973)..

This Bayal_Boca phase lasted at least un-

tillO.5.0.C.O, and possibly untillO.6.o.o.0-1.0.7.0.a.O (Sableff 1971)).

A different scenario
ficios :zone.

~evailed

in the immediate Altar de Sacri-

Here the Bayal-Boca phase ....as abruptly terminated by' a

military intrusion of pure Fine Orange users known as the Jimba phase
(Adams 1973).

This militaristic group took up residence in the cere-

monial. center and for the most part did not use the surrounding house
mounds.

The Jimba intrusion appears to have taken place ca. 10.4.0.0 ..0,

well before the end of the Bay&l-Boca phase in nearby centers.
Jiroba intrusion closely
palla.9J. and Champutun.

co~elates

The

rith Quetza1coatl's war against '1'la-

Proskouriokoff (Pollock 1980:2l1) dates the cap-

stone of the Uxmal Monjas as 10.3.16.0.0, and originally assigned a
similar date to the rings

ass~ciated

with the Uxmal Ball Court.

D.

Kelley-(personal. communication 1982) believes that her capstone date is
in

error~

and

inst~ad

of reading 12 Ah&.u, reads 12 '&a.1(tu!1s.

This fits·

Morley's (Pollock 1980:211) original reading of the date as occurring
in the 11th katun of the 12th bactu.""l.a

However, if Proskouriokoff' s

reading is correct, it suggests that at least t'fIo major structures at
Uxmal were dedicated in the year of the Toltec-Itza war (ca. 1127).
Further. this dedication would have occurred nearly coevally with the
Jimba phase intrusion at Altar.
The data suggest that the Jimba phase intrusion may have been a
garrison of troupe loyal to the Quetzalcoatl regime.

This garrison may

have been maintained at Altar to ensure the trade routes up the Chixoy
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and Passion rivers, and also to collect tribute from the

Boca centers in the general Passion-Chixoy zone.

remainin~

Bayal-

It is possible that

Tula Zuiua-Tlapallan became the management center of the zone, and its

ruler may have been the immediate authority to which the Jimba phase

Altar commander reported.

The fact that the Jimba phase occupation of

Altar was focused on the ceremonial center rather than in house mounds
suggests that the Jimba phase "troops" may have garrisoned themselves
in the palace units.

A similar occupation was present at the important trading center

of Becan (Bell 1971)..

Here, peasant houses were also eschewed in favor

of the ceremonial center..

In this case, Puuc Slateware and copious

Tahil Plumbate were found in the same house lots, suggesting an Epiclassic date for the latter ware and a garrison-like occupation at Bacan.
At Nohmul, Chase and Chase (1.982) discovered an interior patio
structure similar to the Mercado at Chichen Itza.

This structure was

associated with Puuc Slate, Thin Slate, a local Chichen Model Carved
type and Peto Creamware.
contemporaneous.

All of these various wares appear to have been

Once again, an Epiclassic date for Chichen related

architecture is suggested..

However, there is as yet no evidence that

Nobmul was a Tol tec garrison.
At Lamanai (pendergast 1981), a Ma:1a dynasty appears to have
survived into the Toltec period and to have engaged in intimate relationships with the Toltecs.

The site exhibits a special tyee of Chali6

which persists from the Classic into the Tal tec period, where it is
found in association with Silho Fine Orange.

Elite architecture and

burials are common, and by A..D. 1150 the ceramic complex included
copious amounts of Mayapan-like polychromes.
At Barton Ramie, the Epiclassic appears to have survived as
late as 10.6.0.0.0, and was followed by a Postclassic New Town occupation (Willey 1973).

The evidence sugp:ests that in many places, Epi-

cl.assic Maya occupations lasted until ca. 10.5.0 .. 0 .. 0-10.6.0.0.0.

That

is, they survived until the end of the Toltec occupation at Uxmal and
Chichen Itza.

Collapse came at about the time that Burning Hoof was

exiled "under the trees and under the bushes."

Apparently the new

Chichimec dynasties had neither the desire nor the resources to maintain
population in the old Classic centers.

It is possible that the Toltecs

had maintained these centers only at great cost to themselves, and that
the new authority structure simply could not afford
otherwise maintain the southern lowlands.

1;0

g-CIJT'ison and

Even so, some sites, such as

Lamanai, survived, probably on their ability to function as trade nodes
in the newly developing Postc1.assic trade structure.

I t mas be

signifi~

ca.'"lt tha.t Belize fared 50mewhat better than other parts of the old
Classic lowlands.

Even here, however, there were vast differences be-

tween the site of Lamanai, which maintained close relationships with
Chichen Itza and Mayapan and a viable elite structure of its own, and
the impoverished New Town settlement at Barton Ramie which appears to
have been isolated from both elite culture and elite trade.
The Mixteca Puebla Horizon Style
The Mi t l dynasty can be looked at as a set of differentiating
segmentary lineages, each of which had a particular responsibility in
terms of Toltec governmental function.

As noted above, various parts
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of the empire a'Ppear to have been placed in the hands of Mi U' s sons and
grandsons.

It is tempting to suggest that the ramifying and differen_

tiating Mitl dynasty corporate group was associated vitb the rise and
spread of the Mixteca-Pueblo HorizOn Style.

This idlea is supported by

the essentially Mixtec character of the Mitl dynast yo

I t is possible

to argue that as the Mitl dynasty became increasingly associated with
such centers as Cholula and Chauhquecbollan. it capitalized large-scale

production differentiation.

An associated synthesis of iconographic

attributes and concepts occurred in south central PUebla that resulted
from combining Mixtec and southern central. highland art styles.

I t is

possible to argue that this synthesis, following its crystallization at
or near Cholula, radiated throughout Mesoamerica, and that this radiation was augmented and sUlTPorted by conscious policy on the part of the
Hi tl dynasty.
For this hypothesis to work,. it is necessary that initial
radiation of the Mixteca-puebla Hori.zon Style should have taken place
in the middle and late 12th centu...-y.
The Mixteca-Puebla Horison Style has been linked to florescent
polychrome pottery of central southern Puebla, the }\ixteca, coastal
Veracruz, coastal Costa Rica and the Nyari t-Sinoloa coastal 'Plain
(Sweetman 1974; Meighan 19?1; Paddock 1966).

However, it is unclear

that all of these polychrome ceramic modes are Mixteca-Puebla.

Indeed

some clearly pre-date the hypothesized period of synthesis of the
Mixt~ca-Puebla

Horizon Style in central. southern Puebla.

For example,

at least some of the Central American and Nyari t-Sinaloa coastal plain
polychromes appear to date to the period 900-1100 (Sweetman 1974j
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P. Weigand, 'Personal conmm.nication 1981).

Sweetman (1974) and other

scbolars have pointed out the extremely close relationship between some
of the early Nyari t-Sinaloa coastal. pl.ain polychrcmes and Central
American polychromes.

It is possible to argue that a flamboyant pol.ychrome tradition
fioresced along the Pacific Coast prior to the crystallization of the
Mixteca-Puebla Horizon Style.

It is J)OSsible to suggest that this tl'a-

d1 tion was mediated by a sea trade network connecting Costa Rica and
Nicaragua with the Nyari t-Siualoa coastal -plains as far north as
Mazatlan.

This sea trade may have been mediated in part by coastal

Mixteo traders.

This tradition may have been influenced by Classic Maya

polychromes, which in the Kelley correlation ceased to have been made

about A.D. 1050.

It is possible to argue that both the Maya polychrome

tradition and the Pacific coastal. pol.ychrome tradition impacted Mixtec,
Chocho-popoloca and Nahua. potters resident in central and southern
Puebla.

I suggest that royal. patronage carried out by Mit1 and his

sons. may have facilitated the deve10pment of the first tru1y MixtecaPueb1a pottery.

This patronage may have involved importing Nonoalca

tYPe crafts guildsmen, including potters, !rem. the Nanoalca and the
Mixteca and perhaps from farther afield.

However, this hypothesis rests

on our ability to date the rise of the Mixteca-Puebla Horizon Style in
the southern central. highlands.
Schmidt (Davies 1.977) dates the Mixteca...puebl.a florescence at
Ruexotcingo as early as A.D. 1000, while Drummond and Mu11er (1972) date
the MixtecQ Puebla Horizon at Cho1u1a to 1.325.

Since it is very prob-

ab1e that the Mixteca-Puebla Horizon Style developed at about the same
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time in all southern central highland centers, either Drummond and

Muller or Schmidt must be in error.

In order to investigate and date

the beginning of the Mixteca-Puabla Horizon Style in the central high-

lands, it is necessary to look at Tel.tee period ceramic traditions in
some depth.

At Tula, the Mazapan period appears to have lasted from 900 to
950 (Cobean 1978).

This period was follo....ed by the Tollan phase in

which Jara Polished Orange was the dominant serviceware ceramic.

Accord-

ing to Tolstoy (1958) I this ware closely resembled Choluteca 11 Orangewares at Cholula.

At Tula, a late type of Jara Polished

\:.ntH the beginninf!: of Aztec

In,

Oran~

l.asted

which probably can be dated ca. 1250-

1360 (Mastache a'"l.d Crespo 1974).
At Tepeji e1 Viejo, the various types of Choluteca polychrome
associated by Nogiera with Choluteca It II and II all occurre.i together
with Aztec I Culhuacan Black-on-orange (Gorenstein 1973).

This suggests

these polychromes were coeval and may have belonged to the Choluteca III
and not to the Choluteca I and II phases, which may have been associated
with the production of orangeware similar to Jara Polished Orange.
The only definitive stratigraphic evidence for the development
of Mixteca-Puebla polychromes comes from Chalco (Parsons in press).
Here t both Chalco Polychrome t which is a variant of Mixteca-Puebla
Polychrome, and Culhuacan Black..!on-orange occur together.

Parsons

(personal communication 1980) sees Aztec II Black-on-orange as suddenly
intI'1iding into Chalco after an

.!:!. ~

development of Chalco Polychrome

and Aztec I Black-an-orange. Acosta (l956-l957) sees a similar intrusion
of Aztec II Black-on-orange into Tula at the end of the Jara polished
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Orange phase.

At Tul.a, A.ztec II appears in the Citadel but is not

present in the residential zones (Acosta 1956-1957; Diehl and Bonfer

1975).
The data suggest that Chalco Polychrome and Culhuaean Blaek-onorange were coeval ",ith tb.P. late Jara Polished Orange facet at Tula, and

that at both Chalcc

~d Tula~

there was a coeval intrusion of Aztec II.

I t is possib1.e to historically date Aztec II.

Most of the central.

valley of Mexico cities exhibiting Aztec II ceramics exhibit dynasties

that date back to ca. 1240.
~ ~

Since these cities are for the most part

creations, it is reasonable to assume that the settlements them-

selves are no more than 50 years older than their associated dynasties.
That is, it is reasonable to allow about 50 years for the developmental
phases of these cities.
earlier than 1190.
than 1190.

This means that Aztec II probably dates no

Hence, Chalco Polychrome dates materially earlier

I suggest that Chalchiutlatonac, grandson of' Mitl., probably

founded Chalco Tlalmanalco about 1190.

However, the dynasty of Chalco

proper is said by the A.nnals of Cuauhtitlan to have entered Chalco from
Xico 'about 1150.

Hence I think it is possible to date the settlement of

Chalco to cao 1100-1150.

Further, I suspect that an 1150 date best fits

both the historical and the archaeological evidence for the foundation
of . Chalco.
I suspect that the Mitl dynasty was responsible for systematically initiating settlement in the southern Valley of Mexico ca. 1150.
Settlements may have been made at Chalco, Chalco Tlalmanalco,
Amaquemeca, Mixcuic, Xoximilco and Cuitlahuac.
may have been settled 'Prior to 1200.

Culhuacan, Mexico also

At the same time, Huexotcingo
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and Cuauhquechollan may have become important centers that produced
Mixteca-Puebla Polychrome and Culhuacan Black-on-orange.
The data suggest that the Mixteca-Puebla Horizon Style crystallized in southern central. Puebla and in the southern Valley of Mexico

about A.D. 1165, or about 15 years into? Lizard Mitl's reign.

This

supports the idea that Hi tl and his sons may have deliberately fostered

the crystallization of the Mixteca-Puebla Horizon Style.

It seems

probable that at this time Cholula began to rival Tula as a center of
population and production.

Cuauhquechollan, Huexotcingo and Tlacotepec

also may have become Significant productive centers ca. 1150-1200.

Some of the population associated with these new centers may have come
from the greater Tula market system area.

This outmigration from the

Tula zone may have correlated with depressed economic conditions in that
zone.

This shift in population may have resulted in part from shifting

storm track patterns and from ecosa.tic stress imposed on the Tu1a zone
by overpopulation (Cook 1949).

However, cpportunity-as60ciated growth

cycles in the southern central highlands also may have drawn population
from the E7'eater Tula market system area.

The Mitl dynasty may have

encouraged this 'Population movement as it became increasingly tied to
prosperity cycles in Cholula and its sister cities.
New or revitalized trading groups, some of which were probably
linked to the Mitl dynasty itself, maY have been responsible for spreading the Mixteca-Puebla Horizon Style to the Lake Cha:pala-Etzatlan-

Nyarit-Sinaloa

C(O&st;l..l

plain zone, as well as to the

lands, the Xoconusco a.'"ld the Champoton

zones~

Guatemal~

high-

For example, at

Champoton, a late variety of Silho Fine Orange develOJled, which a-ppears
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to have exhibited specific Mixteca-Puebl.a designs that linked it to

later U and V FiDe Orange CRuz 1945. 1959).
This spread of the Mixteca-Pueblo Horizon Style can be perceived

as a rather specific overlay on top of earlier somewhat similar traditions present a1.ong the Pacific Coast, in the Maya lowlands and on the
Gulf Coast.

These earlier tradi tiona may have infiuenced the develop-

ment of the Mi:rleca-Puebla Horizon style which spread throughout Meso<-

america ca. 1150-1200.

~
In S1lIIIIIIBr1, the Tol tee Empire appears to have crystallized

aroond the dynasty of 7 nint Mixcoatl.
Quetzalcoatl. became emperor ca. 1070.

Cacaxtl.a, Cholul.a. and Uxmal..
Tula.

This lord's son, 8 Deer
He appears to have ruled at

He IDIl1 also have maintained a seat at

Eight Deer Quetzalcoatl appears to have assumed control of south-

ern Mesoamerica through both political. and military means.

This meaDS

included the manipulation and purging of various Itza famil.ies of

Yucatan.

At Tala, 8 Deer QuetzaJ.coatl was foll.owed by 1. Lizard Huema.c

and Nauyotzin I.

Both of these latter lords abdicated, suggesting that

the Tula zone underwent a time of troubles in the mid<Ue of the 12th
century.

This time of troubles may have included drought and famine.

Eight Deer Q;uetzalcoatli s grandson, 7 Lizard Mitl appeal's to have restored dynastic continuity at Tul.a.

Seven Lizard Mi tl was also lord

of Tlapallan.

lie was followed at Tula and Pacbuea by his son. 1. Flint

Tecpancaltzin.

Chichen Itza and Yucatan were lost to the Toltecs ca.

1176.

The Tol.tees were re-pl.aced there by possibly Chichimec or
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Chichimec allied lords of Cozumel.

Ho....ever, Tecpancal tzin, despite the

loss of Yucatan, may have ruled over a maximal empire that according to
Ixtlilxochi tl was more than a thousand leagues broad.

CHAPTER 8

'!'HE LATE PERIOD 'l'OLTEC KINGS

The Early Chichimec Rul.ers

According to the histories (Chavero 1891, Veytia 1944) the most
important Chichimec centers were Oyome, Mezti tlan and Ocelopan.
Mezti tlsn I s location is known for certain.

Only

The other centera were 1>l"ob-

ably situated in the Altos of Jalisco on or near Lake Chapala and along

the Jalisc()oooMyarit coastal plain.

According to Tello (1891) t the prin-

cipal Chichimec capital was located at or Dear Juchipi1.a, Jaliacc,
al.though La Quemada (Tuitlan) was a Chichimec military focus under the

control. of a captain general.

The Historia Mericanos (Garibay-K 1965:

97) places the Chichimee capital at Tuich, seven leagues from Juc'hipila.
Tuich may have been coequal with Tuitlan; alternatively, this center may
have been situated at or near Teu1 in the Tlaltenango Valley.
The Chichimec State
Tello (1891: 1~21.) describes the boundaries of the Chichimec
state.

These boundaries define a Chichimec state that included the

Verde, Malpaso, JuchipUa and Tlal.tenango val.ley!; in addition to much
of the lower Lerma Val.ley.

This terri tory belonged to the Cazeans in

1520. and I th.i.rut it is very likely that Tello's Chichimec state was in
fact a Cazcan controlled mini-empire in the late Tol tee -period (ca.
1000-1200) •
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According to the texts ('!'ello 1891) t Aztlan was another major
Chichimec center.

W. Jimenez-}!oreno <personal communication 1978) has

identified Aztlan with the Aztlan near Acaponet:a on the northern Nyari t
coastal plain.

According to Tello (1891: 23-25), Acaponeta 'Was a great

cacicazgo and was the center of the "Piltzin oracle."

The PUtzin

oracle ....as moved after the Spanish conquest into the inaccessible and
mountainous Cora zone, and reestablished at Mesa de Nyar (Hinton 1972).

This oracle complex survived until 1722.
It has not been possible for me to locate Oyome with a:tJY certainty.

"Oyeme" may be a degraded form of nOllamia," "Ball Game. 1I

It

is possible that Oyome was located on the central Nyarit coastal plain.

However, Oyome appears to have been closely allied with the Huasteca
and with the Mesquital (Chavero 1891; Veytia 1944), and it is possible
that Oyome was situated near Ixmiquilpan, Hidalgo.

The close associa-

tion between Oyome and Mezti tlan also suggests a central Hidalgan locus
for this center.
Finally, a Tlapa1lan (Tlilantapallan, Huehuetlapallan) occurs
as an island in Codex Nuttall Reverse . (Nuttall 1902:75).

According to

Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891: 55), Huehuetla-ca11an was situated on the
"Sea of the South," i.e., the Pacific Ocean.
ates Oyome with Huehuetlapallan.

Veytia (1944:211) associ-

"However, some scholars (Davies 1977;

etc.) have placed Huehuetlapallan (Tlilantlapallan) on the Gulf Coast,
possibly in central Veracruz.

I strongly suspect that Huehuetlapallan

is coequal with Tlapallan of the Veracruz-Tobasco plain identified above.
As we shall see, this has implications for the size and makeup of the
Chichimec -coli ties, which began to crystallize around A.D. 1200.
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Chichimec Dynasties

Each of these Chichimec centers is associated with a dynasty.
In several cases there is over-lap in the names of kings •. This suggests

that the near northern frontier and perhaps the Veracruz coast may have
been organized ca. 1200 into a single polity or at least into a

hegemony..

singl~

Such a political orga...'!ization would have had greater lever-

age to mount attacks against the northern frontier of the Tol tee Empire
and to gain access to central highlands land.
The first cacicazgo to which the Toltec authorities gave the

Chichimecs access was probably Azcapotzalco.

In the chronology section

I noted several synchronisms common to the early Azcapotzalco and Oyame

king lists.

These synchronisms suggest that the Azcapotzalco dynasty

was descended from and perhaps coequal with the Oyome dynasty.
According to Ixt1ilxochitl (Chavero 1891:78-80), the ToltecChichimec dynasty and the Oyome dynasty were descended from Icautzin of
Oyome.

This lord was a contemporary of ? Lizard

~itl,

and Icautzin's

son, Chalchiutlatonac married an unnamed daughter of 'Mitl.

Ixtlilxochitl

(Chavero 1891) states that the Toltec-Chichimec kin!!:, Huetzin, ruled
Ocelopan in Jalisco.

Hence it is -probable that one branch of the

Icautzin dynasty was centered at Ocelopan.

I have not been able to

locate this place; however, it may have been situated on or near Lake
Chapala.
Very probably there were both enmity and amity relativnships
linking the dynasties of Oyome and Oce1o-pan with the Toltec authorities.
It is very probable that at least some Chichimecs were settled on To1 tee
lands in return for military aid al!:ainst other Chichimecs.
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. Ca .. 1220-1230, a group of Puebla lords employed Chichimecs to aid them

in the conquest of Coixtlahuaca (Case 1961)..

This conquest, sanctioned

by Toltec authorities, probably resulted in the granting of lands to
Chichimec allies of the Puebla combine.

This suggests that by 1230,

the Toltec authorities regularly sanctioned the use of Chichimec allies

as

~

or mercenaries.
The Late Tol tee Kings

Topiltzin
As discussed above, Topiltzin was the son of Tecpancaltzin by

Quetzalxochi tzin, whom we have identified as 4 Rabbit QUetzalx.ochi tzin
of Zaachila.

Topiltzin ....as probably born ca. 1210-1215, and I thin.1.t it

is likely that Tecpancal tzin died scon after his son I 6 birth (Velasquez
1945:7).

Topiltzin probably was raised by his granduncle, 8 Dog

Ihuitimal.

However, i t is possible that an as yet unidentified

re~nt.

Jaguar, also had a hand in raising Topiltzin.
Topil tzin appeS;s to 'have acceded ca. 1245-1247 at about the a~
of 35, though Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891: 46) states that he was
a'Pproaching 40 at this time.

The central. highland nobles, including

the powerful aristocrats, Cuauhtli and Maxtla, appear to have solidly
supported Topiltzin's accession (Chavero 1891:46).

However, a combine

of western Jaliscan kings led by Huetzin of Ocelopan and Tol tecatl
Tzornpaxt1i of Teotenanco
(Chavero 1891:49-50).
movement a

vi~rously

opposed Topi1tzin's election

Indeed, Huetzin a'Ppears to have led a succession

Huetzin sent an embassy to Tula to deal with Topil tzin, and

incidentally to spy out his defenses.

Huetzin threatened war, but
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Topil.tzin forestalled this action by paying a large tribute ..

Huetzin

agreed to postpone war-making for ten years (Chavero 1891: 49-50) ..
Meanwhile Topiltzin faced repeated crop failures, nlagues and
famine (Chavero 1891:48-49).

This ecological disaster may have been a

powerful stimulus urging the ....ester!!. barons to conquest and land-taking.

In 19 Flint Toltec, 1264 (at the end of the ten years' peace)
Huetzin declared ....ar on Topil.tzin.

According to Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero

1891:53-54), this war lasted for the better part of three years.
Topi1.tzin was driven from Tula probably in 1264 or 12-65.
appears to have formally acceded as ruler of Tula in 1264.

Huetzin
In 13 Reed

Toltec, 1267 Topiltzin and his Master of Soldiers, Hueytunexcatl fought
two p:reat battles, one near Tultit1an and the other near Xico in the
southern Valley of Mexico.

Both battles were disasterous for Topiltzin.

Topiltzin's older son, Pochotl escaped capture, while according to
Ixtlilxochi tl (Chavero 1891: 54), his younger son Xilotzin ned to the
mountains of Toluca and was there caught and killed.

However, the

Queretaro DocumeYlt states that Topiltzin's younger son, Xilotzin,
ceeded Topil tzin at Xilotepec.
According to Veytia (1944:211), Topiltzin ned under cover of
night to the Tlapallan court of Achcautzin, emperor of the Chichimecs.
Achcautzin or 1IElder Brotherll also may have been lord of Oyome (Chavero
1891: 80).

It is possible that Achcautzin conquered widely in Meso-

america 9 setting up sons and other relatives in many Mesoamerican centers.

He may have conquered the Euasteca and the Veracruz Coast as far

south as Tlapallan, which became his headquarters (Cha.vero 1891: 55).
However, I think it is more likely that Achcautzin's first cousin once
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removed, Tlachinoltzin-Ixtlilcuechahuac or his great grandfather,
Icautzin actually conquered the Huasteca, the centra1 Veracruz coast
and Tobasco.

I think it is reasonable to propose that one of these

Chichimec lords joined forces with the Xiu Itza and the Cozumel dynasty,
'Probably after the death of Mitl, to expell the Toltecs from Uxmal and
Chichen Itza ca. A.D. 1176.

Indeed, I suspect that Tlachinoltzin-

Ixtlilcuechahuac was coequal with "Damp Earth," Katun Lord of Yucatan
in the last years of Katun 13 Ahau, 24 year count (ca. 1190-1200) and
with Capichuch who ruled Tula Zuiua in this same generation.

This new

reign set up under Damp Earth (Capichuch) may have collapsed after his
death into several constituent kinJ.!ships.

However, Ixtlilcuecha.;"uac's

first cousin once removed (his uncle, Mozeloquixtzin's grandson),
Achcautzin appears to have inherited or conquered Tlapallan.

I think

it is reasonable to hypothesize that Ixtlilcuechahuac' s son, Huetzin
il1.1'1erited the Ruasteca and possibly the El Tajin

~Ql1e

as well as the

Ocelopan zone of Jalisco.
Hence, at the tiiile of Topiltzir:.

Y:ecc~etzi~'i

Achcautzin~

great

fl:I"andson of Icautzin, firmly controlled Tlapallan, while his relatives
under Cacal Puc directly controlled Yucatan and set up the Cocom rulers
of Mayapan and Cozumel.

Cacal Puc !,robably was lord of EmeJ..

It is important to note that the two branches of the Chichimec
dynasty founded by Icautzin were at odds at the time of Topil hin
Meconetzin.
Topiltzin's

Huetzin was Topil tzin' s sworn enemy, while Achcautzin was
stron~est

ally.

I think it is highly likely that Icautzin's

dynasty had fragmented with a number of separate kingships, the strongEf't
of which probably was situated at '1'lapallan.

Achcautzin appears to have
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made a real attempt at

restorin~

a Chichimec empire.

As discussed above

and below, he directly controlled Yucatan through his relatives, and

achieved control over at least pa:ct of the central highlands through
his younger brother, Xolotl.

Achcautzin

Achcautzin probab1y should be identified with Montezuma of the
Franco Relation..

the Huastec.

This lord is said to have contro1led both Aztlan and

On the northern frontier, "Achcautzin" (Elder Brother)

and Montezuma are cognate names, being epithets for the god or culture
hero, Montezuma-rader Brother.

After

~~nitia1

reluctance,

Achcautzin-Montezuma offered Topiltzin an army to reeofer his lost

lands (Veytia 1944:238-242).

However, Topiltzin refused to return to

the central highlands and instead accepted a post as Achcautzin's vizier.
Huetzin
Apparently Huetz-in did not command the social control resources
to maintain an effective occupation army in the central. highlands.
Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891) states that Huetzin returned to Ocelopan in
Jalisco and ruled there until his death.

Further~

we know that Xilotzin

succeeded Topiltzin at Xilotepec, suggesting that Xilotepec did not remain in enemy hands.

In like manner, Veytia (1944: 239) states that a

regency under Xiutemol was established for Pochotl at Cuauhti tenco near

Tula.
Topil tzin and Xolotl
This evidence taken top;ether strongly suggests that Huetzin and
his fellow western barons probably did not retain a major presence in
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the Teotlapan, although they may have continued to hold Tula and its

immediate sustaininJl; area.

Very probably a

~enera1

compromise was

worked out by Xolotl, younger brother of Acr.cautzin.

The latter lord

dispatched Xolotl with an army to recover Topi1.tzin's lost lands (Veytia

1944:239-240).

In return, Topil.tzin ceded Xolotl prime unused agricul-

tural land in the central. and northern Valley of Mexico..

This may have

been a response to the ecological crises that may have sharply reduced
the arability of marginal lands.

It was planned that Xolotl would

facUi tate land development and resettling of Chichimecs in the Valley
of Mexico.

This became an incentive for Xolotl to peacefully settle the

hostilities between Topiltzin and Huetzin.

Topiltzin appears to have

agreed to remain in Tiapallan as Achcautzinls vizier.

In return,

Huetzin and his western barons probably agreed to return to Jalisco and
the Valley of Toluca, although a pipeline was opened for dissident
Chichimecs to settle in the northern and central Valley of Mexico.

T"nis

probably relieved pressure on the western barons to resettle their own
land-hungry people by force of arms.
Xolotl worked out an agreement with Xiutemol to split the central highlands into two interlocking territories (Veytia 1944:240).
Xiutemol would administer old settled Tol tec towns, while Xolotl would
g:overn newly developing Chichimec settlements.

It was agreed that Chi-

chimecs would not settle in or near already extant Toltec centers.
This dual government probably was effective only in the Teotlalpan and
the northern and central Valley of Mexico.

There is no evidence that

Xolotl obtained power over the Chinampaneca or Puebla, let along over
mo!"e distant Tol tee provinces.
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Demographies of the Toltec Collanse
Both Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891) and Veytia (1944) stresE the
'Population disruptions and 10S6 of life associated with Huetzin 1 s finaJ.
conquest of Pula.

Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891:83) states that the-

casual ty list exceeded three million.

Recent archaeological finds sus-

tain the idea that Tula was depopulated at the beginning of the Fuego
phase, at which time the ceremonial civic center was clearly burned

(Cobean 1978; Diehl 1981).
It is probable that population began to filter back into
Tula:in the reign of Tlilcoatzin (ca. 1280-1300).

was repopulated from its own sustaining area.

In part, Tula probably

Hc..wever, its own refugee

and Chichimec populations may have contributed to its repopulation.
At the same time, the demographic center of gravity of the
central highlands shifted from the Teotlalpan to the Chinampaneca and
Puebla (Sanders et al. 1979).
of large numbers of people.

These processes involved the migration
Most of them appear to have left the

northern Valley of Mexico and the Tula sustaining area for Puebla and
the Chinampaneca.

Ho'tlever, many of the leaders of the period were mili-

tarist Chichimecs imported by Xolotl.

From reading the documents, one

gains the impression that huge numbers of Chichimecs descended on the
Valley of Mexico.

This is probably not the case.

Numerous Chichimecs

did migrate to the Valley of Mexico as part of Xolotl's land schemes.
However, many Chichimecs were employed as military leaders of larger
~

situ populations which were desirous of reorganizing themselves before

mi~ating

from Teotlalpan and northern Valley of Mexico centers to

Puebla and the Chinampaneca.

Hence the impression left by the documents
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that hoez-ds cf Chichimecs invaded the central higr.J.ands should be tempered by an understanding of the actual political and demographic pro-

cesses extant in early 14th century Mexico.
Eni-Toltec Rulers
After Topiltzin's de-posing, there were two 'lToltec" organizations in the central

hi~hland6.

One at Tula proper appears to have been

headed by Huetzin of Jalisco and his Toltec Chichimec successors.

The

other, which at first ruled over much of the empire, was dominated by

Xiutemol t Pochotl's regent..

Huetzin of Jalisco appears to have con-

trolled Azca'PotzaJ.co as well as Tula.

He was succeeded at Azcapotzalco

by 7 Rain Tezcacoatzin and at Tula by Tlilcoatzin, who was succeeded in

turn by Tezcacoatzin Huemac.

Very probably this dynasty controlled Tula

and its immediate sustaining area, but l i ttb else in the Teotlalpan
and northern Valley of Mexico.

This is supported by the fact that

according to Ixtlilxochi tl, Huetzin returned to Ocelopan in Jalisco and
ruled there until his death.
Tezcacoal tzin and Tezcapoctzin
At Azcapotzalco, 7 Rain Tezcacoatzin was succeeded by Tezcapoctzin (Berlin 1948:facin~ page xxiv).

This name is coequal with

Texcatlipoca. which according tc Munos Camargo (1892:5) is another name
for Huemac.

Hence it is possible that both Tezcacoatzin and Tezcapoctzin

'Were synonymous with Tezczcoatzin Huemac (Huemac II).

This lord, accord-

ing to the Legend of Suns (Valasquez 1945:127), was a Mexica.

As we

shall see below, the Mexica maintained a ceremonial center at Xicocoti tlan on the northern frin~s of Tula (Garibay-K 1965:44-45)..

I think it
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is possible that the Mexica had a clA.im on the throne of TuJ.a from a
very early date, and that Tezeacoatzin HUemac may have been a Mexica

mili tory governor.
Xiutemol
The principal Tol tee government, as noted above, was established
at Cuauhtitenco under Xiutemol, regent for Pochotl.

According to Veytia

(1944:240-241), Xiutemol was a ..... ise ru1.er and held much of the empire
together until his death in 1281.

However, according to Fuentez y

Guzman (1932-1933) t Xiutemol and his brother or son, Acxocuauhtli, engaged each other in a ci vi! war for possession of the Guatemalan high-

lands.

It is probable that this civil war represents the breaking away

of Guatemala from the Toltec orbit.
Tlapallan ....i th a firm hand.

Achcautzin appears to have ruled

Probably both Tlapal.lan and its Yucatecan

provinces were wholly independent of the northern empire.
Nauyotzin II
According to our reconstruction of Veytia, Xiutemol died as a
very old man in 1281.

At his death, much of Pue bls. revolted against

Xiutemol's son, Nauyotzin II,

~ho

repudiated his role as regent cd set

himself up as emperor at Culhuacan (Veytia 1944:241-242) ..

Nauyotzin II

and his Master of Soldiers, Nacaxoch, put down the revolt with much
cruelty.
much the

According to Veytia (1944:241-242), they ravaged Puebla in
Sal'!le

way that Huetzin had -=-estr-oyed the city of Tula ..

Nauyotzin II appears to have been something of a tyrant.

He

repeatedly angered Xolotl, a1. though he appears to have maintained the
same joint rule agreements entered into by Xiutemol.

At last, ca. 1293,
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Nauyotzin II expelled Huetzin of Coatlinchan from Culhuacan (Veytia 1944:

246-248).

This Huetzin, Xolotl's grandson, had been courting Atotoztli,

daughter of Achitometl I. son o! Pochotl (Veytia 1944: 244-248; LeonPortilla 1975:81-83).
Xolotl used the expulsion of Huetzin of Coatlinchan as an excuse

to make war on Nauyotzin II (Leon-Portilla 1975:81-8;).
Xolot1 's son, captured Nauyotzin II, who died in prison.

Nopaltzin.
Xolotl gave

CulhUacan to Achi tametl I. thus fulfilling his self-assumed role as

protector of the legitimate Toltec dynasty_

Coatlinchan were made lords of Culhuacano

Achitometl I and Huetzin of

Achitometl I was succeeded by

his son. Yoallatonac (Veytia 1944) •. Huetzin of Coatlinchan received
Atotoztli in

marria~,

an act which

tri~gered

the Chichimec War (Leon-

Portilla 19?5:83) ..
Very probably, Nauyotzin II's death marked the true end 0 f the
enrcire..

Almost certainly the remaining Pueb1a provinces achieved their

independence at this tillie, while the Teotlalp'3D became subject to Xaltocan (Paso y Troncoso 1940:R9ff.).

Hopantecuht1i of Xaltocan may have

succeeded Tezcacoatzin Huemac in the Teotlalpan, while the Nonoalca
lord, Yacahuetzca (possibly Yacanex, see below) became successor to
Tezcacoa tzin Huemac I s claims at Tula and in the northern Valley of
Mexico (Rendon 1965:45).
The Chichimec War
Xolotl appears to have retired in favor of his son, Nopal tzin
ca. 1281.

This retirement lasted until 1303 when Nepal tzin was captured

and sacrificed by Lord T of Tulancingo (Dibble 1951: iv)..

At this time
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Xo1otl appears to have reasserted himsel.f and taken on the role of
military commander, while allowing his grandson, Tlotzin, to ru1.e as
king.

Xolotl. may have been in a desperate military position in 1303.

He was opposed by Mescal of Mezti tlan, Ruler 'I' of Tulancingo, the lord
of Tototepec (simply named "Tototepec" in the Xolotl) i Xicallan of
Cueuhtinchan, and most importantly, Yacanex of Tepetlaoztoc in the
northern Val1ey of Mexico (Dibble 1951:iv).

It is probable that Tezcacoatzin HUernac of Azcaootzalco and Tula
also oP'Posed Xolotl.

Indeed, it is possible that Yacanex and Tez-

cacoatzin Huemac were close allies.

"Yacanex" literally means "Ashes

Nose" or "Dirty Nose,n while yacana reads "chief" or t1ruler."

I suspect

that this play on words is part of the Ixtlilcuechahuac complex, and
that Yacanex was perceived as ruler or emperor.

Hence, it is possible

that Yacanex was either Tezcacoatzin Huemac or his successor at Tula.
Indeed, Yacanex may have been coequal with the Nonoalca lord,
Yacahuetzca, who may have been crowned emperor at Tula after Tezcacoatzin Huemac's death (Rendon 1965:57, 171-175).

nYacahuetzca means

"Ornamented Nose."
According to Ixtlilxochitl (Chavero 1891~124-125), Yacanex
(Yacazczolotl) was the leader of a northern alliance.
Nouyotzin II, he appears to have begun the

w~

Together with

with the Xolotl forces

because of the dispute with Huetzin of Coatlinchan over the favors of
Atatoztli, the daughter of Achitometl I (Chavero 1891:99).

The lady

appears to have married Huetzin, who was then attached by Yacanex
(Dibble 1951:iv; Chavero 1891:99).
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In fact this war probably was fought over co!!trol of the
Pachuca-Hidalgo obsidian sources.

'!'his would explain the repeated

figh ting between the forces of Xolotl on the one hand and those of

Tulancingo and Tototepec-Meztitlan on the other (Dibble 1951:iv).

This

war, sometimes called the "ChichitDec War," was protracted and involved

successive campaigns by Huetzin of Coatlinchan, TochintecuhtlL, vassal
of Xo1.otl, and Quinatzin, great grandson of Xclotl {Dibble 1951:iv).

'Each time, the lords of MeztiUan and Tototepec submitted, but actual.
conquest of these places is doubtful since they continued the war with
the Xolotl family.

Yacanex was defeated and exiled to Panuco, which

was outside the central highland Orbit (Davies 1980:120).

Xolotl clearly generaled the early phases of the Chichimec War.
This sUJ2';gests that he survived until Ca. 1315.

Tlotzin Pochotl,

~and

Eon of Xolotl and Bon of Nopaltzin, continued as king: until 1338, ....hen
he died and ....as succeeded by his son, Quinatzin, who had led the final
push against Yacanex (Chavero 1891; Jimenez-Moi"eno, personal. communication 1978)..

Quinatzin probably ",,!as a young adult at this time and

probably 'Was not yet king.
One major result of the Chichimec vlar 'Was the decentralization
of power.

After its conclusion at the beginning of the second quarter

of the 14th century, no single king exercised overall authority.

How-

ever, several Chichirneca Tecuhtl.is maintained regional authority centers.

Quinatzin ruled Tenayuca and Texcoco, 'While Atonatzin and later

Huehuetecuht1i reigned at Amaquemeca (Chavero lR9l; Rendon 1965) ..
Quanex, Culhua Tec1.!.'1tli, controlled Tepeticpac Tlaxcala, while Moquihuix
ruled at Cuauhtinchan (Chavero 1.891; Berlin and Rendon 1947).
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Post-Toltee Chichimec Kingdoms
A number of Chichimec realms prospered in the early 14th century.
One of these was the kingdom of 12 Flint (Caso 1961), who may have ruled

at Juchipila.

Twelve Flint married the lady 12 Flint, whose father, 7

Jaguar appears to have been lord of Meztitlan (Caso 1961, 1977:124-126) ..
Seven Jaguar's fat,her was 7 Reed from Chicomostoc.

The lord 12 Flint

also is said to have been from Chicomostoc (Caso 1961, 1977) ..

Twelve Flint had four Children, a lady 2 Death and the lords 7
Water Eagle, 11 Serpent Jewel Diadem and 1 Wind Flower Serpent (Casa

1977:124-126).

According to the Antonio de Leon (Caso 1961), 11 Serpent

Jewel Diadem was lord of Tollan Tenochti tlan.

I suspect that this lord

was coequal with Chalchiutlatonac, the first Mexica king and lord of
Aztlan (Leon 1949:15).

This Chalchiutlatonac's father Was Montezuma"

also lord of Aztlan and lord of the Huasteca (Leon 1949:15).
he was

Monte~uma-Achcautzin.

Juchipila-La Quemada zone..

That is,

I suspect that Aztlan was coequal with the
Tello (1891:15-17) states that this zone was

controlled by and the seat of authority of the first Mexica rulers ..
That is, Aztlan was structurally equivalent to the Juchipila zone.
Hence, 12 Flint of Chicomostoc can be identified with "lontezuma
of Aztlan and Achcautzin of Tlapallan and Oyome.

This suggests that

Montezuma-Achce.utzin was a strong ruler who may have reorganized much
of the northern frontier, the Huasteca and the Veracruz coast into a
tribute state.

This reconstruction can be placed in a chronological

schema and tested ..
According to the Coixtlahuaca Documents, 11 Serpent Jewel
. Diadem was the brother of 7 Water Eagle" the alleged founder of the
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dynasty of Yucucuey (Caso 1977:124-125).

A superficial reading of the

documents suggests that this would place 11 Serpent Jewel Diadem 22
rulers before the Spanish conquest (Caso 1961).

However, a closer read-

ing of the Codex Antonio de Leon (Caso 1961) reveals that 7 ,"later

Eagle's granddaughter, 9 Water, married 4 MotioD, 14th lord of Tlacotepee.

Further, 7 Water Eagle's great grandson, 12 Jaguar, can be corre-

lated with 12 Jaguar of Ihuitla (D. Kelley, personal communication 1978).
This lord was the probable great great grandson of 8 Wind, founder of
the principal dynasty of Coixtlahuaca (Caso 1977:237).

Both 12 Jaguars

exhibit the same wife, 3 Rabbit.

These synchronisms place ? Water Eagle four generations later
than 4 Jaguar, 11th lord of Tlacotepec and 8 Wind, first lord of

Coixtlahuaca.

These two latter lords can be dated.

The fathers of 4 Jaguar and 8 Wind were respectively 11 Flower
and 12 Lizard (Caso 1977:232).

These lords were involved in 1arge-scale

conquests, directed by the lords of Tecamacha1.co, Tepeyacac and Tlacotepec (Caso 1961).

This Pueb1a combine sought Chichimec help and To1tec

permission to conquer Coixtlahuaca (Caso 1%1). and is depicted by the
Antonio de Leon and Seller II as engaging in two conferences (Caso
1961).

The first of these conferences occurred at a To11an which Caso

(1977) and Smith (1973) identify as Tulancingo near Coixtlahuaca.
conference took place in the year 8 Flint Mixtec.

This

The second confer-

ence took nlace at Rivers Joining, and involved four Chichimec lords.
The year of this conference was 6 House

~ixtec

(Caso 1961).

The conferences can be dated in terms of the Tepeyacac dynasty.
Caso (1977) identifies 1 Allip:ator of Te'Peyacac with 1 Alligator, 8 Deer
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Jaguar Claw' 6 stepson.

If this synchronism is correct, then there were

nine rulers between 1. Alligator and the lord of Tepeyacac engaged in

the conference scene.

If we allow 34 years per- reign, the 6 Rouse

Mixtec conference would take place in 1317j at 25 years per reign, the
conference would take place in 1265, and at 23 years

pSi:'

reign, the

conference would take place in 1213.

The 6 House Mixtec conference can also be dated by counting
backwards from the Spanish conquest.

At Nativitas (Caso 1977:239),

there were eleven ru1.ers between the conference and the Spanish con-

quest.

If we allow 26 years per reign, the 6 House Mixtec conference

would have occurred in 1213, while if we allow 34 years per reign, the
conference would have taken place in 1161.

Clearly, the date 6 House

Mixtec, 1213, optimizes the two generational dating schemes.
The above

dat~ng

scheme suggests that the 8 Flint conference

between the Puebla combine and the ~oltec authorities occurred in 8
Flint Mixtec, 1228.

The conquest of Coixtlahuaca occurred shortly after

1228.
Hence we can date 11 Alligator and 4 Jaguar to ca. 1220-1230.
Since we know that 7 Water Eagle of Coixtlahuaca was four generations
later than 4 Jap;uar, it is possible to place 7 \lIater Eagle in the early
14th century.

Hence, 7 . .later Eagle's brother, 11 Serpent Jewel Diaaem

occupies the same generation as Chalchiutlatonac and is perhaps a
generation later than Achcautzin-Montezuma.
To1tec Survivals at Cho1ula
A sort of Toltec hegemony continued to function in Puebla,
adjacent Veracruz, northern Oaxaca and the southern Huasteca after the
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fragmentation of Montezuma's empire.
of Cholula.

This was the so-called hegemony

As noted above, the High Priests of Cholula became the

strongest power and authority focus in the empire, and their dynasty
S'.u-"Ji.ved that. of Tula, possibly by a hundred years.
In the- Codex Xolotl genea10gy t Texpocatl of Cholula was succeeded by his son, Izcax, who appears to have been succeeded by

Oxtocoatl. and Iztaccuauhtli.

Above we have attempted to identify these

lords with 9 Reed, 6 Deer and 4 Dog, respectively of the Codex Tulane.
In fact, a more complex sllccession is suggested by some data.
The Codex Xolotl states that Ixtaccuauhtli (Cuauhtliztac) was
succeeded at Cholula by Chichimecatlalpayantzin, and at Tepeyacac by

Chichitli.

Chichitli in turn, according to the 1553 Document (Garcia

1978), was the grandfather of Tecuhtli Cozauhqui, king of Cuauhtinchan
at the time of the Tlatelo1can conquest of Cuauhtinchan in 1438.
places Chichtli ca. 1375--1400, and Cuauhtliztac ca. 1350-1375..

This
CleElJ"ly

there is a dynastic break between Izcax, who belongs to the middle 13th
century, and Cuau..l:!.tliztacg ",ho belongs to the middle 14th century.
There is further data regarding CUauhtliztace

He ....as one of

five principal lords of the Tolteca Chichimeca and a colleague of
Quetzal. tehueac and Icxicoat1, who are said to have conquered Cholula
some time in the 14th century.

I suspect but cannot prove that

Cuauhtliztac succeeded Quetzal.tehueac as senior High Priest of the
Choluteca polity.

This would place quetzaltehueac's conquest ca. 1350.

Indeed I think that Quetzaltehueac's conquest can be correlated with
the conquest of Cholula by the Acolhua and the Huexotcinca that can be
dated to 1359.

The Chichimecs are said to have arrow sacrificed the
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face of Quetzalcoatl. at CholuJ.a.

Heretofore I thought that this was a

reference to a ritual sacrifice of the god, QuetzaleoaU.

However, I

now bel.ieve that this was a reference to the arrow sacrifice of' a ru1er
of Cholula named Quetzalcoatl.

This event is given as occurring exactly

52 years after Quetzaltehueac' s conquest of puebla.

two events are in fact synonymous, and date to 1359.

I think that the

I suspect that the

Telteea Chichimeca, aided by the Acolhua and the ..Chichimeca, actually
conquered Puebl.a ca. 1~50-1.360.

reign ca. 1325-1350.

This would place this Quetzalcoat1 t s

If Izcax died ca. 1275, this leaves the period

1275-1325 unaccounted for.

Possibly Oztoccoatl, Cuauhtliztac's supposed

colleague, actuall.,. ruled ca. 1275-1300.

However, the tfoue geneal.ogy is

probably g:i ven in Codex Tulane. which pl.acee 8 Alligator Xiupopoca in
this time frame.

This l.ord may have been coequal with Xiupopoca, son

of Nacaxoch (1250-1275) in the Codex Xol.otl.

(This Nacaxoch is very

likely the Master of Soldiers of Nauyotlrl.n II.)

Since in the Xolotl

Nacaxoch was lord of Totol.tepec, a dependency of Cho1ula, it is entirely
possible that Xiupopoca would have been eligible to be elected as Hi(!:h
Priest of Cholul.a.

Unfortunately, I caunot go any further in recon-

structing the late 13th and early 14th century ruler list of Choltila.
During this period, Cholul.a clearly dominated the southern
Huasteca, central Veracruz, northern Oaxaca and Puebla..

This epi-Toltec

empire appears to have survived until ca. 13.59 when it was destroyed by
the Acolhua and the Tol teea Chiehimeca acting in concert.

~
In summary, Topil tzin Meeonetzin, natural son of TeepancaJ. tzin,
inherited the Toltec Empire.

After a stormy reign, he was forced to

flee to Tl.apaJ.lan where he became vizier to the Chichimec emperor,
He was replaced at Tul.a by a Chichimec dynasty.

Achcautzin.

However,

his son, pochotl., directed by the regent Xiutemol, managed to hold on

to much of

the empire.

Nevertheless, under Xiutemol. ' s son, NauyotziD

II, the empire rapidly decomposed into its constituent parts.

Xol.otl,

younger brother of the Chichimec emperor, Achcautzin, reestablished
mil.i tary order in the central highlands, and opened a land office for
the setUement of land hungry Chichimecs in the central highlands.

core zone of

t.~

The

central highlands became -the locus of 1Ita.D.Y competing

pet't1 city-states, al.though some zones, such as west
remained under essentially Toltec type domination.

c~tra1

Puebla,

We are l.ess certain

about the rllte of political decomposition in southern Mesoamerica.

However, by 1300, this area, like the central highlands, was essentiall.y
post-To1tec in character.

CHAPTER 9

COLLAPSE SYSTEMS

In 1963, Quiggley

(196~)

described early state structures in

terms of instruments and institutions.

According to Quiggley (1961),

instruments were organizations designed to carry out some major function
of the state.

Instruments in the early period after their design were

usually quite efficient, and usually carried out the functions for ....hich

they were designed.

However, as time passed, instruments evolved.

They

inen tably became institutionalized; that is, their function increasingly became one of perpetuating their own existence.

At this point,

the state usually had to develop new instruments, which in their time
became institutions.

Inevitably, the state became a structure dominated

by a topheavy institutionalized bureaucracy.

This in turn became a

major facto!' leading to the collapse of the state structure.
To Quiggley (l961)
inside a black box.

t

the steps involved in this process occurred

Since Quiggley's time, general systems theory has

undergone vigorous development, and study of general systems theory
provides considerable information about the nature of the processes
which Quiggley hinted at.
Systems Theory and Near Decomposability
One of the principal assumptions of general systems theory is
that in general, natural systems exhibit the property of near
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decomposability (Simon 1973).

That is, the forces that internally bind

individual. elements of a natural system are much stronger than the

forces that bind individual elements to one another.

This principle can be restated.

Nearly decomposed systems ex-

hibit low levels of coupling between and among elements (Yourdon and

Constantine 1979:85).

At the sarne time the elements themselves exhibit

high levels of internal. cohesion (Yourdon and Constantine 1979:106-108).
Most natural, that is, biological systems exhibit these properties of
near decomposability_

Rowever, human social organizational systems may

or may not exhibit this property.
Quigg1.ey's Instruments can be described in terms of efficiently
organized firms or corporations.

These firms or corporations exhibit

the following properties.
1.

They are hierarchical.

They exhibit such levels as upper

management, middle management, lower management and clerical.
2.

Their hierarchies consist of modules or system elements.

Con""

nections among these modul.es or elements are vertical and regular.
That is, the principal lines of communication run from subordinate to
superordinate, and while the subordinate usually e.nS'Wers to only one
boss, the superordinate has five or less subordinates to supervise
(Yourdon and Constantine 1979:88-89j.
3.

Modules or elements, when observed from outside, are typica2ly

black bosses.

That is, the outsider does not need to know the data

strings associated with the elements to understand their function.
4.

Information is distributed on a need-to-know basis.

nates "know" only enough information to do their jobs.

Subordi_
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5..

The high level executive primarily .. ngages in control functions.

Subordinate modules do almost all the IIwork.';

That is, the executive

manages and acts on information tbat is prepared and worked up by subordinate modules.

Institutions
The structure described above probably closely approximates that
of the organizations that Quiggley labels lIinstruments. lI

For instru-

ments, the notion of near decomposability is probably sound.

Instru-

mental systems probably are loosely coupled and exhibit high cohesion
in terms of their individual

modul~s.

Howeve:[', as instruments evo1.ve

into institutions, the notion of near decomposability is increasingly
violated.

That is, the individual modu1es of the system become in-

creasingly connected.

Systems Pathologies
Fathological connection oceurs when eoupling between elements
is increased, and in particular when subordinate modules increasingly
communicate with each other in ways that bypass their superordinates,
and especially the controlling executive.

Common examples can be drawn

from pathological connections in real firms or corporations.

For

example, suppose that Clerk A wishes to communicate with 2.nother department.
by Clerk A.

He k."lOWS that Clerk B will eventually utilize data worked up
Instead of passing the data upward through his superordi-

nates, Clerk A communicates directly with Clerk B.

Further, he does

not tell his superordinate that he has communicated with Clerk B.
Additionally Clerk A and Clerk B develop a regular, on!,;oing relationship which is not reported to their supercrdinates.

Clearly, the
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modules of Clerk A and Clerk B are involved in pathological communica-

tion.
In a worse case example of this 6i tuation, Clerk A and Clerk B
continue in their relationship.

However, they decide that their new

joint task can be furthered if each changes his ad hoc work function.

Each may take over some work done by the other.

The modules of Clerk A

and Clerk B are now not only engaged in information exchange, each is
also exercising control functions over the other.

When information is

exchanged and changes of control functions are also inv·olved between
paraJ.lel subordinate modules, this is called hybrid coupling (Yourdon

and Constantine 1979:92-93) ..

Hybrid coupling is insidious in that it

involves not only module A and module B, but also all the superordinate
modules standing bet-ween A and B in the normal organizationaJ. chart.
Pathological coupling is not necessarily evil, although hybrid
coupling almost always is..

That is, :i.t is worse to couple parallel

subordinate modules vis-a-vis control functions as well as information
exchange than it is to couple them vis";'a-vis information exchange alone.
It is particularly destructive when such coupling is unknown to the controlling executive.

It is possible that the process of converting

instruments into institutions is largely that of violating the principle
of near decomposability through the introduction of pathological and
especially hybrid coupling procedures.

It is also possible to violate

the principle of near decomposability through the systematic reduction
of internal cohesion of individual modules (Yourdon and Constantine
1979:106-10'7).

For example, a module designed to do function A will

very often take on functions or parts of functions B, C and D, while
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othe:- modules may 'also take on parts of functions B, C a.'"l.d Dc

Clearly ~

in such cases, the structure is no longer functionally cohesive .. al_
though it may still exhibit other less stringer:.t kinds of cohesion.

Further t patchwork efforts of structural reorganization often make the

situation worse rather than better.

Eventually, the system must be

•

radically and perhaps violently reorganized, very often through class
struggle and sccial revolution in which new instruments are created to

replace the old institutions.

However, reinstrumentalizing a system is not the only al ternative.

It may be that some pathological. connections are for one reason

or another very desirable.

There is a way to maintain a relatively

high level of pathological connection and still ensute functionabili ty.
This is to reduce the size of the system.

I t is well known that avant-

garde managers of some small companies have worked out effective structures it!. which
extant.

relativ~ly

high levels of pathologiCal connections are

However, without exception, these are small companies all of

whose employees are permitted to take on some managerial, that is,
control functions.
Evolution of Pathologies
The question arises, why do pathological connections develop in
state_associated systems?

In a computer systems model, the systems

designer may deliberately introduce pathological connections

becau~e

he

feels that the trade-offs i including decreased computer program coding,
are worth it.

Howeve:', in the early state system, pathological communi-

cations spontaneOUSly arise and increase with time as instrument-like
organizations develop into institutional organizations.

It may be significant that most patho1ogical connections in
archaic states arise between bureaucrats ho1ding similar pOsi tiona in
the executive hierarchy.

That is, cl.erks are most likely to engage in

pathological. communication with other cl.erks, wbile middl.e managers are
most likelY to engage in similar activity with other middle managers.
In archaic states, pathological communications and connections are not
likel.y to cross-cut l.arge status differences.
This analysis does not yet account for the generation of pathological connections.

In a computer program or systems design, communi-

cation between subordinates and SIl'perordinates typically can be described

as perfect communication.

That is, in well designed systems, all. neces-

sary information is transmitted between modules that are connected in a
However, in real bureaucracies, perfect informa-

hierarchical. fashion.

tion now is not present.
munication process.

Some information is always lost in the com..

We can model. this fact by placing gates in all. of

the communication channels.

We can design ,our model. so that the gates

shunt a small percentage of all infOl"'!!!ation out of the system.
We can also use an anal.ogy deriving from electrical systems.
In this anal.ogy', the gates become resisters which always dissipate a
small amount of information flow as heat. Cl.earl,. the information l.oss

is directly proportio:Dal. to the mpnber of gates or resisters between

communicating modules.
Occasionall.y, major bl.ocks to communication occur.

These bl.ocks

usua1.ly represent managers who for one reason or another exhibit high
incompetence vis-a-vis their ability to communicate inforcation.

we

can model. this situation with gates which shunt most information out of
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the system..

Such gates can be generated and withdrawn on a random -oasis.

That is, large-scale blocking can be modeled as an occasionaJ. random

event..

Such gates can be made to appear and disappear in any given

connection in a random manner.
Clearl.:y it wil.l be to the adve.;:d::age of low level modules to

initiate pathological connection when there is a relatively 1arge num-

ber of gates or registers between t .....o modules.

Hence, clerks in archaic

state bureaucracies will most often initiate pathological connections
wi th clerks in "distant" bureaus.

This will have the effect of involv-

ing a large number of modules in pathological. communication.

Such con-

nections will clearly maximize increases in coupling.
Now we must 100k at what happens when randomly distributed'

blocks are inputted into the system.
times

brieny~

cation.

Such blocks will, albeit some-

greatly increase the likelihood of pathological. communi-

However, even after the blocks are removed, there will be a

tendency for pathological communications to persist.

Hence, patholo-

gical connection will increase with time regarcUess of reorganization
attempts and attempts at renewing the overall design.

This is another

way of saying th&t entropy in archaic state systems acts to increase
coupling.
A similar argument can be made for the fact that both random and
non-random events tend to decrease the cohesion of modules.

That is,

the generation of hybrid coupling, for reasons outlined above, changes
control functions in one or both of the pathologically connected modules.
This shift in control function can be described in terms of a module's
acquiring new functions which reduce its cohesion.
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Pathology and Growth

There is another 'Oroblern that characterizes early archaic state
systems:

they tend to grow.

Such growth can be expressed as increases

in both width and depth of the associated modular system.

Such growth

typically increases the total amount of entropy in the system, and individual modules tend to become separated by longer chains of connections.
A principal

characteris~.;.ic

of "the- system described above is that

even a modest increase in pathological coupling and especiaJ.J..:,r in hybrid
coupling will vastly increase the total amount of coup1ing p::>esent.

Hence, for instruments to evolve into institutions, it is not necessaTy
that the bureaucracy greatly increase in size.

Entropic and random pro-

cesses will generate the systems noise that is necessary for the trans_
formation of instruments into institutions.
The problem of reorganization also merits discussion.

Reorgani-

zations are generally carried out to normalize and regularize bureaucratic structures.

However, in most cases, pathological and especially

hybrid coupling are undocumented, and information about such coupling
is unavailable to the reorganizer.
coupling is preserved.

Hence, much pathological and hybrid

The situation is exacerbated when the reorgani-

zer attempts to alter modules secretly involved in pathological coupling.
In such cases, alteration may affect all of the pathologically coupled
modules in poorly understood ways.

Hence, "debugging" becomes very

difficult or impossible.
Systems Pathologies and the Tol tecs
In the Toltec case, the difficulties described above were
exacerbated by the rapid growth of the total system.

Such growth
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probably led to initial designs that were increasingly makeshifted and
poorly constructed.

This would strongly contribute to entropic and

random processes leading to the degradation of the archaic system.

In

the Tel.tee case, the interconnections between the ecological. system and

the social. and economic system were loosely coupl.ed.

That is, the

collapse of the Tol tee Empire was not directly based on and did not
directly affect man-land relationships, although there were some local

interactive effects in the immediate vicinity of the capital city, Tula
(Mastachi and Crespo 1976).
Systems Pathologies and the
Classic Maya
In contrast, the situation at Tikal. and in the Peten generaJ.ly
at the end of the C1assie period (ca. A.D. 1000-1100). involved a system
in which man..1.and relationships were strongl.y coupled· with the social
and economic systems.

For exampl.e, marginal bajo land was intensivelJ'

cul.tivated, and the typical. maize-squash, beans complex had probabl.y
been altered to include large-scale root crop agriculture.

This meant

that a strong land-intensive la,?or-intensive subsistence strategy- was
present.

This subsistence pattern was directly reinforced by the re-

ligions system which employed conspicuous consumption

c~truction

and

an intensive ritual system to promote increased individua1 investment
in the subsistence system.

That is, religion was used to promote in-

creasing labor investment on the part of the so-called peasant element
of society.

Very probably, there was also large-scale pathol.ogical

coupling wi thin both the state and the temple bureaucracies, including
pathol.ogical coupling between those bureaucracies.
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I suspect that the only way to maintain the population levels

of the Late Classic Peten was to maintain the hypercoherently organized
man-land

r~lationships

described above.

As coupling increased, the

bu:-eaucratic system would have become increasing1y disfunctional and

eventually would have reached the shatter point.
cases, the situation would be remedied by

In so-called normal

decreasin~

the size of the

associated social. and economic systems to the place where pathological

coupling could be maintained, or where newly designed smaller systems
could be implemented.

HC:t,jever t in the case of the Peten situation,

decrease in the size of systems probably would have meant radical

changes in man-land relationships.

That is, social planners would not

have been able to maintain labor-intensive, root cropping and other
marginaJ. techniques in smaller systems.
Dickson (1980) ar~es that at the end of the Classic, the laborintensive, root crop, bajo tillage system was replaced by extensive
maize-squash-bean agriculture.
66% drop in population"

This replacement was correlated with the

Very probably, peasant revolts were part of the

mechanism involved in de::nographic shifts and in changes in man-land relationships:
near zero.

Rowever, population levels continued to drop to a level

This secondary drop in population probably can be

attrib~te~

to growth cycles exterior to the Feten.
Culbert (n.d.) has argued that the initial demographic disaster
at Tikal was the result of systems overshoot.
ecological theory.

This idea is derived from

Systems overshoot occurs when a puticular strategy

or trajectory is intensified until a set of demop;raphic cycles exhibi ting increasing amplitude occurs.

These cycles lead to extinction of the
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species or system.

Systems overshoot is an attractive expl.anation for

the demographic disaster at Tikal.

However, it does not take into

account the fact that we are dealing with human cul.tural, social. and
economic systems.

I woul.d expect that instead of intensifying a par-

tiClllar strategy, the social planners at Tikal, perceiving a higbly
stressful si tuation

vis-a~vis

man-land and social-economic relation-

ships, woul.d have attempted a series of different strategies, incl.uding
attempts at radical reorganization..

However, these strategies wou1d

have been the result of desperation.

Very probably such strategies

would not have involved well designed systems; rather, they would have
been stop-gap and makeshift.

The implementation of such partial systems

woul.d very l.ik:ely have increased pathological and hybrid coupling, and

wou1d have decreased functional cohesion as existing modules were
ordered to take on new functions.

In fact, secret patho1.ogical connec-

tions in such a situation probably would have resul.ted in increased
coupling because of the executives' failure to rea1ize that such connections existed.

As existing modules were fitted into new configurations,

other modules, including new modules associated with these conf:i:gurations, would have become involved in increased coupl.ing unknown to
executives.
Other pathologies woul.d have become common.

These would have

included the information overload syndrome in which more than four or
five subordinates answered to a single superordinate.

The increasingly

uneven design of the overal.l system would generate other :problems derived from poor design considerations.

These :pathologies, 'When combined

with eoupling and cohesion pathologies would render the overall system
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increasingly dysfunctional.

Rowever, despite this dysfunction, it would

be unlikely that the existing system would catastrophically disintegrate
without a trigger mechanism.
In order to discover such a trigger mechanism, it is necessary
to look at Tikal's history as well as the 'Processes associated with
systems dysfunction.
(A.D. 1040)..

Historically, Tikal collapsed cae 9.19.10 .. 0.0

At this time the Maya lowlands were subject to large-

scale invasions organized by the first and second dynasties of Tollan,
and especially under? Flint Mixcoatl.

These invasions involved large-

scale all-out war, which probably was very different from the limited
elite-oriented warfare that was common to the Peten.

Very procaslj the

e1ite mi1itary of the Maya was incapable of withstanding the highly
organized Toltec push.

In order to meet the Toltec threat, the Maya

may have had to recruit and arm members of the peasant class.

This

undoubtedly involved the design and implementation of still another
administrative system.

The Maya planners may have become increasingly

involved in a funda.'llental dilemma associated with such design and implementation.

The peasant class was already involved in a labor_

intensive land-intensive agricultural system.

Very probably the Maya

planners increasingly had to use force to exact production quotas from
the peasants.

This suggests that there may have been an incipient class

struggle between the peasant

aJ'J.d ~li te

classes.

Arming and training the

peasants in such a situation 'Wou1.d have become increasingly dangerous.
Further, the interaction system associated with such activities would
have cross-cut existing systems of social control.
increased coupling and decreased cohesion.

This would lead to

In particular, peasant
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modul.es would have received conflicting control signal.s; that is, on the
one hand they woul.d have been encouraged to be submissive pl"'oducers

whil.e on the other they would have been encouraged to fight for the
state.

I strongly suspect that this situation led to peasant revel ta,

which were in effect attempts at radical reorganization and at redesigning systems on a much smal1er scal.e.

In effect, the threat of invasion

by Tolteca, whether or not that invasion actuall.y occurl"ed in the

0&,"

of Tikal, may have created a situation in which armed and militarily
trained peasants had a real. chance of initiating radical reorganization,
that is, a social. revolution.

I think it is probable that the existing

system was so highl.y coupl.ed and so incohesive that it could not effec-

tively respond to crystallizing class warfare.
It is significant that Tikal's demographic':: :;,.aster eliminated
about 6&% of the popul.ation (T. Culbert, personal. communication 198.;).
Dickson (1980) has calculated that an extensive maize-squash-beans
economy woul.d support about

l~

of the Late Classic popul.ation at 'fikal..

I think it is likel.,. that the Eznab phase pop'.llati0!!.9 which was about

3'-' of the Imix population, shifted from root crop to maize-squashbeans cul.tivation.

This was in effect a radical reorganization which

generated a much small.er system and a relativel.,. secure subsistence
base.

It is significant that new el.ite foci at Jimbal. and Ixl.u re-

placed the huge e1ite focus at Tikal.

This suggests that a new el.ite

class may have emerged, possib1y deriving from peasant origins..

This

el.ite cl.ass may have been dependent on the overall authority of Tol.tec
ru1.ers.
~

That is, the possibl.e 'Peasant leadershi'P may have made

all.iances with the Tal. tec invaders ..

.2!.

?'f7
~

In summary, it appears that the Tel.tee invasion threats may have
been the triggers that precipitated social. revol.ution and radical reorganization at Tikal..

Under normal. circumstances, such an invasion

would have invol.ved elite turnover and continued functioning of the
Tikal state system.

However, because of systems pathology unique to

this state system, this hypothesized turnover became a low probability
scenario.

Instead, what appears to have actuaJ.ly happened was systems

decomposition followed by radical reorganization and the

emer~nce

of a

much smal.l.er system.
Similar decomposition occurring through similar processes
appears to have been associated with Palenque, YaxchUan, Copan and
other Cl.assic Maya regional states.

In some Cases, Yaxa, Canquen and

Aquateca, foreign-a:ppearing elites repl.aced their Cl.assic predecessors
ca. 9.19.1.0.0.0 (A.D. 1040). Very often such foreign elites a-ppear on
the last series of stel.ae erected at a given site.

Commonly, such a

situation is closel.,. foll.owed by permanent cessation of stela erection.
MOst schol.ars have interpreted this cessation as signaling abandonment
of the associated site.

~

thiIlk it is much more l.ikely that such

"foreign" elites terminated stel.a erection as an outmoded form of commemoration.

I suspect that at least some of these "foreign" elites

were in fact peasant leaders who effected foreign (i.e., Tcl.tee) dress
and iconographic style.

This may have been done in an attempt to

please and to emulate the new Toltec aristocracy.

If I am correct, the

termination of the stela commemoration complex did not necessarily mean
site abandonment, and I suspect that Eznab-correlated phases may have
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lasted longer than current thinking would suggest..

There would have

been no stela erection in the later parts of Eznab-related phases.

This

suggests that there may have been considerable cantinui ty of occupation

at some sites until at least the 13th century.

However, Toltec

conquest of the Guatemalan highland.:; and earlier of the Laguna del.

Terminus region may have generated growth cycles there that siphoned

off some of t.;'e remaining Peten popu1ation.

This would have been a slow

but steady process operating after 1130-1140.
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Figure Al.

Principal central highland corral (Coyotlatelco) phase

sites.
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Table BI.

Central highland Tol tee king lists.

Ghimalpahin
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(Tula)

Culhua

(Tula)

(Jilotepee)

(Ayecalco'T'eneacalapa)

f.1ix(:oatl

(Culhuacan)

"Crying stones)

qUetzA.leaatl

('I'opiltzin
Nauyotzin)
(elsewhere)

(Mixeoatl
Mazatzin)
(elsewhere)

Ixtlilxoehi tl

Toltee
(Tula)

(Ieautzin)
(else\~here )

Nequametl

Chalchiutlatonac

Namaquix

IxtlilcuechahuR.C

Mixeoatl

HUetzin

(Hui tzilopochtli)

Totepeu

HUemac

Nacaxoc

Nauyotzin

Mitl

Cuauhtecpetlatzin

Tecpancal tzin

Hm:tzin

Topiltzin

Nonoalcatl

Xilotzin
(and Poehotl)

HUemac
Nauyotzin
CUauhtexpetlat'7.in

(Nonoalcatl)
(elsewhere)

Buehin

Yoalatonae

Nonoalcatl

Quetzalacxoyatzin
Chalehiutlatonae

Chronicle W

Queretaro
Document

Chronicle Z

Ixtlilxochi tl

"uetzin
Totepeu
Ihui timal

Mixeoatl
Jaguar
Topiltzin
Xilotzin

Topiltzin
10 Flower
Nauyotzin

Totepeu

Tlilcoatzin

(Opochtli at
Tula)

Huemac (III)
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1
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I
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I

I

f 7 'Eagle
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I . 4 EagleI Ball Courtd'l = 9 Vulture ~

9 Wind Stone Skull"
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I

I
I

8 Rabbit Sun

Crescentic Nose BeadPaper Bannersd'
of Teotihuacan?

8 Vulture Mixcoat1?

Alligator Mouth

I ?

I

I
5 Dog (9 Wind) Jaguar
Serpentei!'
(Cacaxtla)

11 Water Ball Court""
(ChicomoetooTeuch! tlan?)

Bonnet~
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Mesoamerica)
I ?

I
.. 2 Twisted IDeath
Quetzalcoatltl"
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I

~e~!~;:::BP~~~::nt d'
(Tul.)

: ?

10 Reed Bloody Eap;le o"f
(Zuiua)

R Death Vulture
NequametloT
(Tul.)

I

?

I

4 Jaguar Vul tu:re Of
Plumed Headdress Serpent
(Namaquix?)
(Tula) d. ca. 1015

Figure HI.

The Firat Dynasty of Tallan and Zuiua
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I
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I

I
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,

I

5 Eagle.?! == 9
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I

serpent~

I ?

4 JoJar Vulture j
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!?

?
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11 Serpent
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,

(Tied BundleB)
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Motion Grey Ow1J1
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I
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Figure B3.
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Figure B4.

Second dynasty of Tollan.
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Hue Lin
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I

11 Serpent
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--------,
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I

1 Wind
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Table B2.

Chichimec rul.er lists.

Ixtlilxochit1

Anonimo Mexicano

Icauhtzin

Ruetzin

Mozeloquixtzin

Cuecuex

T1amacatzin

Quauhtzin

Achcauhtzin (Montezuma)

Ilhuicamina
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